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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of a span of duty the nurse in hospi ta 1 has 

to relate to a number of different people including other occupational 

groups, other nurses, patients and patients' relatives. The present 

st"udy has been designed to examine one of these role-relationships, 

that between the nurse and the patients' relatives. 

Nurses, more than any other occup~tional group within the hospital 

organisation interact 1·1ith patients' relatives as part of their 

professional activity. One contemporary definition of nursing refers 

specifically to this aspect of nursing pr~ctice: 

nNursing is an interpersonal process ~/hereby· the- profess·ional 
nurse practitione1· assists an individual, family or community 
to prevent or cope 1·1ith the experience of i 11 ne ss and suffering 
and, if necessary, to find meaning in these experiences.". 

(Travelbee 1966 p. 6} 

Many definitions of nu1·sing pract_ice itself also refer to the 

nurse's role vis-a-vis the patients' relatives. Reiter and Kakosh 

( 1963} for example, point out that nursing practice as an activity takes 

place: 

"either through serv·ice given directly, or through instruction 
g·iven to the pat·ient and his family, or through co-ordination 
of services given to the patient and his family during the 
period of nursing care." 

( p. 7} 

However, this is an aspect of nursing which has received little 

attention from either nurse researchers or others engaged in research 

in the past, although much attention has been given to its importance 

by b0th the 'prescribers' of 'good' nu;~sing cnre, and also by different 

'cor.stnT.€i" JWOtect·i on' J~Jr~nci ~~s. 



/ 

2. 

The 'prescribers' of 'good' nursing care have focusscd on two 

different notions, that of 'understanding' and that of 'communication'. 

''For the nurse, an understandin~ of the attitudes and 
beliefs of patients, (or of ot ers in the ward such as 
doctors, ~isters, nurses and visitors) is critical to 
adequate performance." 

(Congalton, 1977 p. 81) 

"The ability to communicate with patients and their relatives 
is fundamental to the practice of nursing: it applies to all 
levels and in all parts of the service.'' 

(Friend, 1977 p. 1 ) 

In spite of such 'prescriptions' the Annua·l Report of the Health 

Services Commissioner (1978-79) pointed o~t that 57% of all complaints 

made against nursing and medical staff which were found by him to be 

justified were due to 'lack of information' given to, or 'w1·ong 

attftudes' shown to 'patients or their relatives'. This latter finding 

suggests that there may be some difficulty experienced by practitioners 

in delivering the 'prescribed' care: 

Although this aspect of nursing practice has not received much 

attention from researchers in the past it has been recognised by a number 

of nurses and sociologists as an area 'tiOrthy of further investigation. 

Macleod-Clarke and Hockey (1975), after noting that communication 1·1as 
I 

central to the practice of nursing, pointed out that in order to increase 

knowledge and understanding of nursing, research should be carried out 

into all aspects of commu~ication, including ''the interaction between 

the nurse and the patient's relatives" (p. 92). It has also been 

suggested that an examination of the way in which nurses interact with 

different groups of personne 1 and of the setting in wh i eh such exchanges 

take place would be a valuable contribution to a 'sociology of nursing', 

from which it would be .possible to establ~..:;h the consequences for nUI·sin£1 



practice (Dingl'lall 1974). In addition it has also been indicated 

that such a study could lead to an increased understanding of the 

social organisation of health care (Stacey and Homans, 1978). 

In some are?s of health care the recognition that illness affects 

the ~thole family is now well established. The psychiatrist in 'The 

Cocktail Party' (T.S. "Eliot, 1950)" sunmarises the present situation in 

the psychiatric field: 

" •.. it is often the case that my patients 
Are only pieces of a total situation 
Which I have to explore. The single patient 
Who is ill by himself, is rather the exception." 

. (p. 114-115) 

The present study has been designed to examine the interaction 

which takes place between nurses and patients' relatives in a general 

hosp.1ta.l. in which less importance is placed on the family as the social 

ufiit of illness than in the psychiatric hospital, but in which certain 

changes concerning the role of.the family in illness are also taking 
/ --. place. 

It would appear that talking to patients' relatives and identifying 

their needs which arise as a result of the patient's illness was of 

little significance in nursing practice in the general hospital until 

after the Second Horld ~Jar. Since the mid-1940's a.number of changes, 

both environmental and intraorganisational, (which will be fully 

documented in the text) appear to have altered the structure of the 

relationship between these two groups. There are also indications that 

changes in the relationship are still taking place. It is important 

therefore to place this study accurately in historical time, and in the 

context of the development of nursing as a profession, that is 1979-

1980. 

3. 



Before briefly describ·ing the way in 1~hich this thesis is presented 

some consideration should be given to the :terms 'nurse' and 'relative' 

as used in this study. Throughout the text the term 'nurse' ·j s used to 

indicate any person carrying out nursing activity from the nursing 

auxiliary up to and including the nursing officer. 1 In order to prese1·ve 

anonymity 1·1herever it is •necessa ry to quote comments made by a 'nurse' a 

distinction is made bet~1een the qualified and the unqua·lified nurse, and 

a further distinction is also made among qualified nurses between the 

State Reg:istered Nurse (SRN:) and the State Enrolled Nurse {SEN). 2 

The term 'relative' is much more difficult to define for none of 

the accepted sociolngical definitions concerning either a relationsh~p 

due to consanguinity or due to marriage appeared to be appropriate for 

this study. After much consideration it 1·1as decided to use the term in 

a way which would be immediately recognised by the nurse, the patient 
. •· . . . 

and the relatives themselves, and that the grcup of 'relatives' studied 

1~ould be those persons ~1ho appeared to have an emotional interest in the 

/ -pat~ent's wellbeing and recovery. In practice this meant .that if two 

persons were in some 1~ay emotionally attached to each other, although 

not bound by blood or marriage, and if they were recognised by all three 

groups, patient, nurse and 'relative' to be 'related·' in this way, they 

were included in the study. 

Two ma.in aims were formulated for the study. These ~1ere fir!::tly, 

to determine th£: content of the interaction between nurses and patients' 

relatives in a g.=:ncral hospital and to relate the expectations and 

perceptions of these two groups to their verbal interaction. Secondly, 

to develop a grounded substantive theory whi eh 1·10ul d account for the 

1. It is, however, recognised that only qualified nurses are legally 
entitled to ~e called 'r1urse' .. 

2. A State Re~ristered Nurse trains for three years and is qualified 
for· further promotion. A State Em'olled Nurse tt·ains for t1~0 years 

·and continues to wor:k under the .supervis·ion of an SRN. 

4. 



I. 

format of the different nur5e-relative encounters paying particular 

attention to nurse and relative roles. 

5. 

In this way it \~as hoped that the findings would further our 

understanding of nursing practice, and tin~ ;·ole of the family in 

illness, as well as contributing to other br-~ader areas of knowledge 

including face-to~face work, triadic relationships, and the role of the 

professional in the organisation. 

The study was carried out in one hospital group only. It is 

therefore not necessarily geographically representative of all nurse

relative interaction.· However, in 'defence of the method it can be said....-

that firstly because the forms of encounte1· observed and described in 

subsequent chapters occurred, even if only in one loca 1 i ty, they are 

part ~f what constitutes the totality of the nurse-relative relationship . 
. ~ ... 

Secondly, it has both 1 opened up 1 a previ ~us ly unexp 1 ored a1·ea, and 

developed the tools for further study ~n other areas. The import of 

the findings and the quality of the theo:~ derived from them must be 

assessed in part by the extent to which they are seen to be useful, 

applicable and comprehensible by those· working in similar situations 

outside the particular.hospital studied. 

The accountsof the way in which the study ~/as carried out and of 

the findings are presented in the follov1ing way. 

The problem to be considered is defined by a review of the 

literature· in Chapter 2. This review directs attention to the available 

evidence concerning the relationship between nurses and relatives, and 

also directs .attention to othe1· studies which have implications for the 

present study. 

The methodology employed both to collect and to analyse the data 



is fully described in Chapte1· 3. As well as tiescribing the methodology 

so~e attention is also paid here to the problems which arose during 

the course of the study and to their possible implications. 

Although the research is presented in the traditional mode employed 

in social science - that is a short description of the phenomenon to be 

addressed, follJwed by the state of knowledge which exists about the 

phenomenon, and concluding with a description of the researcher's logical 
' 

,. 
o. 

construction of the data gathered during the r:~pirical phase of the study -

it should be noted that the method of presentation bears no resemblance 

to the actual process of the researcher's conceptualisation. It has 

been pointed out that conceptualisation of the research experience rarely. 

occurs in this orderly fashion (Batey 1977), and that in rea~ity it is a 

back and forth interactive process. This traditional method of 

presentation has been described_as "writing for substance" (Barbera

Stein 1979), and tends to treat aspects of the research experience as 

irrelevant to the analytical focus of the paper. 

Becaus<: the social context of the research is not por_trayed the 

reader can ~e left ~lith the impression that the researcher is "a highly 

autonomous individual 1·1ho has controlled the manufacture of .a bounded 

project to the extent that the substantive contentions are ~tarranted 

adequately" (Barbera-Stein, 1979, p. 3). 

In order to counter-balance this impression, the discussion in 

Chapter 4 focusses on the social context of the research process, in 

particular the analytical model employed. 

The discussion in Chapter 5 focusses on the setting in which the 

relationship beU.teen nurses and patients' relatives takes place, that is 

the hospital as an organisation. The hospital as an organisation has 

responded to environmental change, particularly during the last twenty 



years, and some attention is given to these changes. Special attention 

is paid to the changes 1·1hich have ta.ken place in paediatric wards and 

also to the way that 'visiting times' have been extended in response 

to pr:es.sure from the consumer. 

The 'entry behaviour' of both nurses and relatives is considered 

in Chapter 6. A detailed description of the tactics used by both groups 

will be discussed at this point, for these strategies were found to be_ 

a particularly significant part of the relationship with implications 

for nursing practice. 

The different forms of encounter which make up the nurse-relative 

relationship are discussed in subs~quent chapters focussing first of 

all on encounters in which the relative seeks to gather information 

in Chapter 7. "It has already been indicated above that 'lack of 

informat-ion' is a common cause for complaint by relatives as 1~ell as by 

patients. The difficulties that occur in this form of the relationship 

are considered in some detail at this point. 
/-

Other forms of encounter which are discussed concern occasions on 

which the nurse acts as an announcer, counsellor and teacher. These 

7. 

are considered in Chapters 8, 9 and 10. It will b.e shown that there a1·e 

guidelines for the nurse laid do~m by hospital policy which direct him/ 

her to~1a rds the ro 1 e of 'announcer' , but that the ro 1 es ·'of teacher and 

counsellor are self-imposed. The implications of this will be considered, 

highlighting the particular problems encountered by the nurse carrying 

out a self-imposed role. In other encounters the relative acts as a 

surrogate patient and as an agent of the patient. Although these are. 

not major pa1·ts of the nurse-relative relationship, they are considered 

both as part of the 1~hole and also as special encounter forms in their 

own right in Chapter 11, 



After looking at the different encounter forms, some consideration 

is given to the special situations wtlich occur 1·;hen nurses interact 

l'lith the relatives of the dying patient in Chapter 12 . 
.' 

This aspect of the relationship is considered in the context of 

the work of others, particularly that of Glaser and Strauss (1965, 1967) 

who have already made ·a significant contribution to an understanding of 

the relationship between the nurse, the dying patient and the relatives. 

From a consideration of the relationship between the nurse and 

the relatives of the dying patient the discussion moves in Chapter 13 

to a description of the ~my in which the nurses and relatives are 

socialised into their respective roles. The preparation of the nurse 

during training for this role will be reviewed at this point. 

The findings of the study are discussed in Chapter 14 highlighting .. . -

the socio-struct~ral constraints on the relationship. The Chapter ends 

in a brief discussion of the implications for nursing practice. 

B. 



CHAPTER 2· 

THE NURSE-RELATIVE RELATIONSHIP: THE PROBLEt4 DEFINED 

Introduction 

Central to this thesis is a discussion concerning the relationship 

bet1·1een nurses and patients'_ relatives. A number of studies have drawn 

attention to, and helped to clarify certain aspects which may affect 

this relationship. These studies will be discussed in this chapter. 

The concept of 'relationship' is an elusive one, and "notoriousl) 

difficult to define" (~lclntosh 1977). However, it is _possible to identify 

those r~lationships which are role-specific (Denzin 1970). The relation

ship between nurses and patients' relatives is one such relationship. 

It has also been indicated by Bcales (1976) that ~ny .~ocial relationship 

is an on-going process of cognitive construction but that each of the 

participants may have·a different set of criteria by which human 

relationships are identified. This will affect the participants' cl:oice 

of behaviours considered to be appropriate to any relationship. 

Identifying and explaining the rules of conduct which make.up the 

relationship between nurses and patients' relatives is the main task 

of this study, but in order to begin to understand these rules some 

account must also be taken of the 'space' in 1·1hich the relationship 

takes place. 

. 
He shall begin this discussion therefore by an examination of the 

studies which have drawn attention to the social position of the nurse 

~1ithin the hospital organisation. This will be followed by a reviev1 of 
. . 

the studies which have directed our attention to the social position of 

the relative vis-a-vis the hospital, and also to those studies which, 



while not focussing explicitly on the relative, lead to some under

standing of the role of 'client'. Finally, the studies \~hich have 

led to ou1· present understanding of the actual relationship between 

these two roles will be considered. 

I The Soci a 1 Pas i ti on of the Nurse within the Hospita 1 

a) The hospital as an organisation 

10. 

Before focussing on the social position of the nurse, some attention 

should briefly be given to the hospital as an organisaiion in which 

nursing activities concerning the relatives are carried out. 

Many studies undertaken during the last few years have helped to 

illuminate our understanding of the hospital as an organisation, both 

in this country and in America. 1 The earlier studies focussed on the 

or~anisation itself and tended to ignore the environment of which the 

hospital was a part. These studies took little account of the way in 

which the environment could shape and influence the ideas and beliefs 

of'the people working within the hospital. This is remedied in later 

studies and the effect of the environment on the organisation is now 

better understood. 2 The effects of the environment on the hospital have 

been described by Wilson (1965): 

"{hospitals) faithfully mirror our attitudes to life and 
death, illness and health: faithfully reveal in mud and 
wattle, or bricks and concrete \~hat man believes about 
himself, how he understands lif'e, suffering and death; 
and how he responds to illness, whether by curing, banishing, 
or seeking to probe its causes." (p. 92) 

1. American studies include those by Pgyris, C. (1956), Friedson, E. 
(1963), Rosengren & Lefton (1969). British studies include those by 
Wilson (1971), Rowbottom (1Y73) and Green (1974). An excellent account 
of the development of the Br'itish Hospital is found in Abel Smith (1964 

2. The literature relating to this noti•m is reviewed by Aldrich and 
Pfeffer (1976). The reade1·'s attention is also directed to 
Thompson, J. (1967), Mott (1972}, Karpik (1978) and Lam:ne1·s & flickson, 
(1979) for a ful"l discussion concerning this issue. 



But, as prcv.iously indicated, the hospital does more than just 

reHect the environment, it is also constantly reshilped by it. 

.n. 

Although it is necessary to ackn01~ledge the relationship between 

the environment and the organ.i sati on, 'it has been pointed out that such 

an ackno~1ledgement can create difficultie~ 'i'or the ana,lyst. Karpik 

(1978) has dra~m attention to this conceptual difficulty by stating 

thilt<the i nter:pl ay between the em••i1ronment and the organ.; sati on is both 

a problem and a reality, "a reality because it concerns reciprocill 

relations bebteen the internal and the external, and a problem 1~hich 

ill lends itself to analysis.'' (p. 15). 

On.e of the consequences of the i nterp 1 ay bet~1een the -environment 

and the ·Organisation was identified by Jacobs (1979). She pointed out 

that the ch<:.racteristics of an individua·l hospital, which include the 
.... 

physical situation of the hospital in t·elation to its catchment area, 

and the 'open-ness' of the hospital system to the world outside, and 

..--

its staff, can contribute to the creatio:1 and maintenance of a distinctive 

and pre-dominating value system. She also pointed out th~t w.ithin the 

hospital, stability among the staff cilil increase the likelihood that a 

distinctive ideology, once estilblished, 1vould persist, the staff acting 

as 'culture bearers'. This factor cannot be ignored if an understand~.ng 

of the social position of the nurse is to be reached. 

One further point concerning the interplay between the hospital and 

the environment should also be made. Not only is the hospital shaped 

ilnd influenced by the environment, but in turn the hospital itself shapes 

and influences the environment for: 

"On their return home,. patients share their experience of 
hospital life with their families, neighbours and colleagues. 
Such ex!Jeri ences l!loul d pub 1 i c opinion." 

(Wilson ']975, p. 94) 



"· 
Finally it should !be, noted that as well as working within an 

organisation which is shaped by, and .itself influences the environment, 

the nurse also works within an organisation that is subject to change 

as a result of the negotiations taking place within it: 

"The hospital may be visu~lised as a place where numerous 
agreements are· continuall:Y being terminated or forgotten, 
but also as contihually being established, renewed, 
received, ~"evolved and revi,ved." 

(Strauss 1963, p. 164) 

In this ~1ay the ·soda 1 order of the hospi ta 1 is constantly revised. 
. . 

The "combination of rules, po 1 i ci es., agreements, understandi ngs, facts, 

12. 

contracts and o.ther wot'king arrangements that currently obtain , "is 11 . .- ·· · 

the ho.>pital at any give;1 time and constitutes its soci~l __ orde/ 1 (p. 164) 

Most of the nursing aCtivity with which this study is concerned 

takes place within a ~lard, but we shall not consider this setting ...... 

separately from the hospital of which it is an integral part, except to 

note that a li the organi sa ti ona 1 factors a 1 ready discussed need to be 

taken into account in any consideration of this setting. 

Ha vi hg briefly cons ·j de red the hospi ta 1 as an organisation, we should 
I 

now turn our attention to the soci a 1 position of the nur.se within sl:r.h 

an organisa~ion. 

b) The social posit·ion of the nurse within the hierarchy 

The social position of the nurse is 'peculiar' in that he/she 

functions in relation to two formal tiers' of authority ~lithin the hospital. 

1. The concept of ·~egotiated order' has been criticised (Day and 
Day 1977), and Strnuss himself has indicated that it is possible 
for adherents of this theoretical position to emphasise the 
co··operntive, rather than tlw co···~rcive side of human activity 
and to over-empha~ise the freedom of certain persons·or groups 
to negoti11te, thereby overlooking the fact that oth2i'S operate 
undet· poss i b 1 .~ rest:--ai nts. 



.. '· 

The nurse functions in relation to both 'profe~siona.l authority' and 
:_-.-"""- . 

in relation to the authority of the administt·ation. This complex of 

bureaucr:atic and prqfessiona1l authority ha!:: clear implications for the 

nurse who is "caught between t~1o superiors, administrative and medical. 

The latter is not her bureaucratic senior ... (but) she is subject to 

the orders of the physician involved •.. by virtue of his superior

knowledge and responsibility." (Friedson 1970, p·. lTB). 
/ 

One further problem has been. pointed out by De vi ne ( 1978) ~lh·i eh makes 

the social position of the nurse even more comp1licated. Nursing managers 

. and educ~tors have developed the ideology of the 'professional' nurse, 

\'lith indispensable knO\·/.ledge, \'lhO also demands autonomous decision makf~~ 
/. 

authority. Such an ideo 1 ogy is both conflicting and ambiguous, for as 

subordina t>.s they a re expected to render obedience· to their superiors, 

yet as professionals they are led to believe that they <ire autonomous: 

"~lithin the hospital the nurse iS often confused as to ~1hich 
authot·i ty she 0\'/es primary obedience . . . (he/she) serves both 
a medical and administrative authotity, yet attempts to 
fu~ction as an autonomous professional resulting i~ conflicting 
perspectives." (p. 292) · 

Susser and Watson (~971) have reported that nurses are much more 

sensitive to this dual ~emand than either doctors or administrators 

because they have to deal with the problem almost daily unlike the 

other b1o groups who only occasionally impinge one on the other during 

their day-to-day \'JOrk. 

c)- The nurse~doctor relationship 

The social position of the nurse vis-a-vis the doctor is of some 

importance to the present study and should be examined in more detail. 

This is a ~elationship which is not yet fully understood, although a 

number of stud·ies have highlighted significant features. 

Sheahan (1~172) has pointed out that some doctors no~1 pay lip service:., 
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to the idea that nurses are also profess·ionals and an 'equa1l' member 

of the hea~th team, but she has also indicated that underlying the 

structure of all doctor-nurse relationships is the question of power and 

"power clearly lies on the physician side of the nurse-doctor relationship". 

lhe power of the doctor enables him to define what happens in the clinical 
' situation. Dodd (1974) indicated that the power of the doctor is. in the 

first instance socially conferred and continually re.,affirmed by patients 

seeking ea re and attention. The symbo 1 i c s.tynifi cance of this act gives 

the doctor his authority. She_ found that although the doctors in hospita 1 

allowed others to share in this symbolic act, "the-extent to ~1h.ich other 

actor groups a re included or excluded from the defining process depends ·· 

exclusively on the interpretation. and definition given by the consultant" 

(p. 614). In this way the nurse is always the agent of the physician in 

carrying out treatment and patient care. 

The nurse's association with the doctor, however, a'llows him/her 

to re-affirm her 'professional' status in two ways. In the first instance 

Friedson (1970) has indicated that although she is the agent of the-doctor 

she is able tc bargain firstly ~lith the doctor by utilising her first-hand 

knowledge of 1vhat goes on in the ward, and secondly with the patient, 

utilising her access to the doctor. Thi-s places the nurse in a significant 
. 

position for while she may serve as a troubled focus of conflicting 

perspectives, "she may also very 1vcll hold the balance of power in 

determining the outcome of bargain·ing among patient arid staff" (p. 121). 

·Although nursing care may be said to be subsidiary to medical care 

it is also complementary to medical care. This duality places the nurse 

in a controlled intermediary position beh1een the doctor and the patient. 

In this way Dodd (1974) has indicated that he/she is able to exper'ience 

the situational re~1ards of participation and' the transitional revwrds of 

social signifi·cance. 
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the intermediary ,position of the nurse also means that she carries .. 

out the doctor's wishes even if he/she may privately disagree with them. 

Mcintosh (1975) found that the nurses in the cancer wards which he 

studied accepted the doctor's decisions and values l·lithout any apparent 

conflict, while Faulkner (1980~ found that although not all the nurses in 

her study accepted the doctor's decision "in such an wholehearted way" 

they did in fact ahidc by such decis,ions (p. 94). 

Sources of confl i et in the doctor-nu:se re 1 ati onshi.p have been · 

identified in a number of studies. Stein (1969) found that 92.6% of the 

nurses in his study of conflicts in nursing stated that there was a 

problem vlith regard to communication between the two professions, and that 

62% of the nurses reported difficulties concetning the'authority of the 

doctor. Robinson (1972) pointed out that some conflict exists bet\'WC::l 

nurses and physicians in critical ea re units, and that some doctors 

expressed sexist attitudes towards nurses. These ~~~d~ngs were later 

confirmed by Weinman (1978). Finally Selmarioff (1968} pointed out tho.t 

confl i et between these b/0 groups can arise because tile autonomy of the 

doctor enables him to disregard the same ru<les wh.ich constrain nursin9 

practice so that the nurse may have to manage hfs. "illegitimate demands" .1 

The 'professional' status of the nurse is, ho11ever, re-affirmed by 

the responsibility she accepts for the co-ordination of the doctor's 

orders: 

"She must determine which orders are to be executed immediately, 
and which ones later; to which patients to devote more time· 
and to ~lhi eh 1 ess; when understa ffec whi eh or-ders to perform 
to the fullest; where to economise and 1·1here, if necessary, 
to omit the performance of or·dered procedures." 

(Mauksh 1966, p. 128) 

1. In a revie11 of the literature concerning this relationship up until 
1970, Bates (1970) l1as indicated that there is now a growing 
recognition of the importance of physic.ian-nurse relut·ions to 
patient care and that attempts should be made to resolve some of 
U1e problems. 



To prevent the consequences of mi staki:s occurring in regard to 

this task, nu~ses have dev~loped r~les and procedures to _govern nursjng 

practice. Some of the$e rules are incorporated into hospital policy, · 

some only apply· to specific situations and originate from the nursing 

staff in that area. Rules are a form of communication which specify 

·the obligations ·of the worker to do particular thcings in a definite 

11) • 

'tlay (Goul dner 1954). Mthough the rules n11iy pro vi de a framework· for 

work control and minimise the poss.ibility of mi.stakes, it has been 

pointed out that nurses can become preoccupied wjth rules and procedures 

to the detriment of patient care (Lees 1979). 

It has also been i~dicated that in spite of the rules designed to 

minimise mistakes, the notion of 'making a mistake' is'per_ce·ived by 

nurses as an. area of concern and conflir.t in patient care, Stein (1969) 

finding that 86.1% of the nurses questioned about areas of concern 

in nursing practice listed "making mistakes". 

Fretwell (1978) has, in addition, pointed out that "rules by theil· 

very nature ... have denied the nurse an environment in 1-1hich learning 

and enquiry could flourish" (p. 58). 

Although rules and procedures may to soine extent protect the nurse 

from the consequences of making decisions in .regard to the co-ordination 

of tasks, they do not' totally alleviate the "strain and isolation of a 

role in which the sister (nurse) alone represents the continuity of social 

organisation to the patient, and is forced to bridge the discontinuity of 

other peoples services" (Pembrey 1980, p. 153) .• 

d) Nur5ing as an occupation 

\ole have rioted so far the way in wh.ich the hierarchical structure of 

the hospita 1 constrains the ro 1 e of the nurse and ther·eby reduces her 

responsibility for decision making. \ole should nov1 consider briefly other 
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characteristics of nursing as an occupation. 

In 1954 Lyle Saunders, in pointing out the changes taking place 

~ttithi:n the nursing profession, identified the characteristics of nursing 

as an occupation. He pointed out that first of all nursir.g is highly 

diversified in that the 'nurse' carries out a number of different tasks 

in a variety of settings. Secondly, as has a1lready been indicated, 

nursing carries with it an ambiguous status for many of the decisions 

regardir1g the· manner in which nursing work is done ar:e made by people 

outside the profession. Th,irdly, nursing remains socially isolated from 

other hospital personnel, and "teamwork" exists only in r-elation to the 

specific care-of-the-,patient situation and does not become generalised 

across a.ll personal and social aspects of the hospital organisntion. 

Fourthly, nursing is conservative: 

"Conservatism, dependability, stability, caution at·e 
characteristics that nurses are encouraged to cl~~elop 
during· their period of profession a 1 soci ali sati on; 
att~·ioutes such as imagination, resourcefulness, 
pro~re:>siveness and a liking for change are discouraged." 

(p. lQ21) 

Fifthly,_ nurses are organised with most of their work played out 

in an institutional setting. This sets limits to the behaviour of the 

nurse, ~thich must fit in with the general scheme. of the organisation 

of the hospital. Finally, Lyle Saunders has indicated that \llithin 

recent years, due to the increase in the mechanical and technical 

aspects of therapy the soci a 1 distance bet1~een nut·se and patient has 

increased. 

As well as being constrained within the institutional boundary 

it should be noted that the nurse is also positioned at the 

hospital-environment boundary dealing as she does \ltith patient 

and ·public, and thl~refore she cannot distance herself fFom the 

effects of the ultimate decisions, made by the medical or administrat·· 

.--· 
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ive staff (including those made by· nurses turther up the nursing 

hierarchy) \•thich concern boundary management. 

The role of the nurse in relati.on to management of the hospital

environment boundary has been discussed by Lees (1980) ~tho dre~t attention 

to yet another aspect of the nurse's social positi.on. Because she is· 

situated at the "crossing point" between hospital and environment the 

nurse accepts the patient "on- behalf of" the family. In this way she 

becomes a 'container• 1 for all. the family's anxieties, and also "for 

their. demands, indeed the demand of society at 1 arge, whi eh says 

we want th0 best". Conversely, the nurse also accepts the management of 
.~ .. ~· 

the patient "on behalf of" the hospital, and in thi~'way she becomes ri 
/ 

'conta·iner' "for all the anxieties caused by an organisatio-n 1~ith limited 

resources, ~aying in effect, all you can get is this". In this l'tay the. 

nurse experiences the full impact of managing the hospital/family .. ' ..... 
boundary (pp. 333-334) .. 

e) The wa rd s i s te r 

The diso!ssion so far has focussed on the relationship of 'nurse' 

vis-a-vis th~ doctor and management. Some consideration should now be 

given to the 'ward s.i·ster', and her specific relationships vrithin the 

hospital hierarchy. 

Attention has already been drawn to the pov1er of the doctor 1~hich 

constrains the autonomy of all nurses to some degree, but tht! ·\·iard sister, 

unlike other nurses, possesses some autonomy, una·ffected by her relation

ship with the doctor, by virtue of her office as 'chief executive'. 

Turner {1971) has pointed out that because of the combination of power and 

autonomy inherent in this pos'iticn, the chief executive "holds a peculiar. 

1. The term 'con-tainer' is used as described by Bion. (1962). 



significance, relative to the culture of his own organisation", which 

gives him "considerable leverage in the dissemination of his own views 

about the way in which his portion of the organisation should function" 
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(p. 107 ). In keeping with this view, Dodd (1974) found that the ~lard 

sister was the key figure who determined the roles of the nurses 

subordinate to her, and Fretwell (1978) noted that the ward sistet·, 

although she was at the centre of a communicative netl-tork negotiating 

with and on behalf of patients, doctors, nurses and relatives, cont1~lled 

other nurses by deciding what ·information she should relay to them. 

The recent study by Pembrey (1980) focussed on the planning, or 

management, skills of the ward sister. This study identifie~ one 

particular feature concerning the ward sister role 1~hich distinguishes 

this role from other nursing roles. The ward sister is pat·t of the 

management structure of the hospital, but the nature of the work requires 

her to ~JOrk closely \'lith the primary work force. This causes confusion 

in both theory and practice. However, in common with other studies 

concerning this role1 Pembrey pointed out that the ward sister remains at 

the "centre of the negotiated order of the care of the patient", and 

that it is the "combination of continuity in the patient· area together 
. . 

with direct authority in relation to patients and nurses 1·1hich makes the 

ro 1 e unique and so important in nursing" ( p. 239) • 

The importance of the ward sister as a key figure concer·ning the 

interpersonal relationships \'lhich take pla_ce withi_n the social world, 

for which she is responsible, is recognised in the syllabus of training 

drawn up for the first experimental course for the training of general 

nurses as ward sisters. (Kings Fund, 1979). The objectives defined for 

this course include the ability to "demonstrate knowledge, appt·eciation 

and skills in relationships, communications and personal management''(p. 4). 
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Having identified the 'unique' role of the ward sister, some 

consideration should n0\'1 be given to the relationship beb1een the ~lard 

·sister and the doctor. The same constraints which apply to the 'nurse

doctor relationship' would appear at first to apply to the 'ward-sister -

doctor relationship' and the findings of Dodd (1974) concerning the 

definition of \'lhat goes on in the clinical situation apply equally to 

the ward sister as to other nurse groups. Yet the ward sister, by 
.· 

virtue of her 'office', has a relationship with the doctor which is 

different to that of other nurses. Dodd has pointed out that the ward 

sister performs as 'consort' to the consultant, acting 'as him' or 'for 

him', and that this form of behavi9ur is accepted by other groups. If 

there are to be changes, however, she also noted that it was .. not the \'lard 

sister \'lho changed the doctor (consultant), but it \'tas the doctor who 

changed her. Stein (1968) has indicated that the omnipot.ence of the 

doctor is challenged and accepted by him through the use of 'doctor-

nurse games'. In this way he receives sub-rosa recommendations from the 

senior nurse, i.e. ward sister, and then makes them appear to be initiated 

by himself. Thus open disagreement is avoided, and the sister earns the 

title of 'damn good nurse'. "She is respected by everyone and ·appropriately 

enjoys her position." The reward for a we 11 p 1 ayed game is a doctor-nurse 

team that operates efficiently. (p. 102). 

f) The organisation of Nursing Practice 

It has been shown that nursing practice takes place within a work 

envi_ronment (Pembrey 1980) which is subject to disruption. Disruption 

of nursing work is due to the increasing open-ness of the ward to other 

hospital staff and visitors. Historically the hospital ward was 'closed' 

for parts of the day ·to all 'outsiders'. But it can be demonstrated 

(Goddard 1953) that the hospHal 1·1ard has changed from a comparatively 

closed sys tern to an open system. Thi ~ en vi ronm~ntal instability to 



some extent determines the appropriate form of management and ~wrk 

organJsation. The WiJrd S•ister by virtue of her position develops a 

routine which "encompasses her priorities and rules" (Fret1~ell 1978) 

thereby setting limits to the behaviour and operations Which take place 

within her sec-::i on of the organ•i sati on. Although the routi.ne may be 

deve 1 aped in response to the instability of the en vi tonment, Strong 

(1979) has indicated that aH_hough routinisation renders a \'larking 

compromise eventually this becomes "not merely-~ solution but the 

solution". 

"It becomes the way th.ings are, and since ~1e idealise 
our lives the \~ay things ought to be, at least for 
those who do wen out of it. ·In othet· words these 
solutions become objectified.and even reifieJ." -(p. 84} 

The routine comprises t~1o aspects, the 'temporal'; which te'lls the 

nurse ~/hen to do things, and the 'motor' , ~1hi eh tells her ho~1 they 

should be done (Freh1ell 19·78). The routine of many ~mrds is task-

orientated rather than pat·i ent-ori entated, and "getting the work done" 

is the primaty focus. A task-orientated routine reduces nursing 

practice to a series of tasks \~hi eh can be .carried out by any of a 

number .of nurses on the ward at any one time. Task a:l'location is 

efficient although as Brown (1966) has indicated, it is bought at a 

very high price when viewed in terms of its failure to satisfy many 

nurses and patients. tkGhee (1961) found tha-t many patients disliked 

"the pointless rigidity of the routine" \'lh i eh was predominantly task 

aJlocated (pp. 39-40). 

Although the routine is disliked by patients, Coser (1962) has 

pointed out that doctors as well as administrators praise the 

"efficient orgar.i ser" so that the atter.tion of the nurse is geared 

tov1~rds "running things smoothly" in a way which will minimise 

d-isturbances (p. 76). It can also be said to be functional fot· the 
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junior nut·se working on the \·/urd fOl' it "lessens the strain (and) 

protects the nurse from. the wh.ims of a supervisor or doctor" (Davis, 

1966, p. 83}; 

Yet an examination of the nursing journals, particunarly the 

American journals during the late 1950's and 1960's, indicates a 

growing 'professional a1~areness' of the rigidity and inflexibility of 

the routine, although as Stor'lie (1965) pointer! out "the care of the 

patient is too often given priority in lip .service only'" and that 

"in reality hospita!l· routine and function are the prime concerns" 

(p. 337}. 
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There are, however, indications that some positiv~ action is now 

being taken to 'de-routinise' nursing practice. One of the ways by 

Vlhich this may happen is by the introduction of the Nw·sing Process into 

the practice of nursing. This is a system of nurs~ng'which is desig~ed 

to focus on the needs of the i ndi vi dua 1 patient the·r:eby r-estructuri nq 

nursing practice a1~ay from a system of· task allocation ond. a rig,id 

routine. The Nursing Process has been defi.ned as "an interactive, 

problem-solv.ing, decision-making procedure for assess'ing, identifyiny, 

selecting and implementing approaches and evaluating results in relation 

to ea re of the i 11 or potentially i 11 person" (Jones 1977, p. '13}. 

A 1 though the Nursing Process has been utili sed as a model of nursing 

care in North America for over a decade, it is only since the mid-1970's 

that this method of producing an orderly and systematic model of care has 

been a topic of i nt.eres t and concern to nurses in this country. As ~/e 11 

as being a topic of concern steps have been taken towards a national 

implementation programme within the 'last two or three years. This is in 

response to i:he incorporation of this model of care into the syl'labus of 

training for Nurses by the General Nursing Council. 



This change is of pal'i:iwlar signif"icance to the present study fOl' 

when it is fully implemented many aspects of nursing practice fccuss·ing 

around the nurse-patient l'elation~hip •tiill change, and because of th·is 

the nurse-relative relationship coulrl a·lso alter during the next few 

years. 

It has been indicated so fat that the nurse has a well-defined 

place in the social structure of the hospital. This social position is 

ambiguous in that she is a 'professional' w,ith responsibility for 

co,-ordination of care, yet she is constl·ained by the decisions made by 

both the doctor and the adminjstrator. Some attention has also been 

drawn to the conflicts which can occur because of this positio~, 

particularly with the doctor, although it has been shown that nurses 

abide by the doctor's decisions even if they di sC:tgree 1·1i th them. 

Some attention has been drawn to the highly routinised nature of 
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nursing work, which sets limits to nurse behaviour. There are, however, 

__ indications that there may be changes in nursing practice due to the 
' 

implenEntation of the NOrsing Process. This could have far rcoching 

implications for the autonomy of the nurse pract"ltioner. 

It would appear therefo~e that.although the social position of the 

nurse ·is well-defined 1·1ithin the limits set by other relat·ionships ru.les 

and polici~s. it is by no means 'fixed' but is subject to negoti~tion 

and change. 

We shall return to the role of the nurse vis-a-vis the relative 

later in the chapter, but for the present 1~0 shall turn our attention tc• 

the social position of the relative within the structure of the hospital. 

Il Jhe Social Position of the, Relative 11ithin the Hospital 

1-Je shall considel' the social position of the re·lative hy discussing 
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three different groups of studies. Firstly we shall considet· the studies 

which have described the social posit~on of the client1 within any 

organisation. Secondly, we shall consider those studies which have 

focussed on the social position of the client in the 'medical' setting. 

Finally, we shal.l consider the few studies which have centred on the 

relative as a 'client' vis-a-vis the nurse as a professional. 

a) The 'client' 

Many of the studies ~/h.ich have drawn attention to the social position 

of the client have identified the advantages held by the professional. 

Firstly, Marwell and Schmi.tt (1967) have pointed out that part of the 

professional's training will have included the acquisition of 'compliance

gaining skills', while Davis (1978) has indica~ed that client techniques 

for countering these skills are limited depending as they do upon inform

a!ion about the strategies of the professional. Secondly, Sjoberg (1966) 

and others have found that clients are also disadvantaged in two other 

-~ays, firstly they do not know the rules of the game, secondly, they 
/ 

' 
rat·ely have access to 'pull' when necessary. Thirdly it has been shown 

that not a 11 sub-groups of society have the sali'le facility for perfonni ng 

effectively in the professionai-client relationshi·p within an organisation. 

Miller (1978) amongst others found that some clients know less about 

their rights than others and .fee 1 uncomfortab 1 e in impersona 1 situations 

in which they have to deal with the complexities of bureaucratic settings, 

while Danet and Hartman (1972) and ~1cKinley (1975), have found that 

different groups of clients have different levels of expertise. 

Other studies, Friedson (1970), Kadushin (1967), Hughes (1977) 

and others, have indicated that 'professionals' establish social distance 

1. A 'client has been defined as "an individual who has contact with 
a bureaucratic organ.isat<i:on in connection 1vith his mm personal 
interests and ob,ligations" (Katz and Danet 1973) p. 668. 
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between themselves and their clients, ar1d that tl1is is justified both 

by the knov1l edge gap 1 between these groups and a 1 so by the soci eta Of 

mandate yiven to the professional group. 

It hJs a 1 so. been pointed out that the knowledge of resources and 

the criteria affecting their use also gives the jJrofessional the most 

power in the re~ationship: 

"The existence of such a power axis meant that the i ndi vidual's 
ability to obtain the decision 'he requit·ed was limited ... 
most interaction took ·.place along this axis and affected 
the content and outcome of the meetings.'' 

(Danet and Hartman; 1972 p. 167) 

The pov1er and the authority of the profession a 1 ·is further 

maintained by a client-classificatory system which identifies very few 

actual or potential clients as peers of the expert (Hall 1975). 

. . ..•. 

Left on and Rosengren ( 1966) have i ndi ea ted that these t\<10 concepts, 

'social distance' and 'authority', are more easily maintained if the 

contact is limited in time, and if it is supported by a system in which 

the expert is an 'embedded' member and the client a relatively po1·1erless 

stranger. 

The position of the client which emerges from the studies considered 

so far is that of an 'outsider', unsupported by a system inside the 

organisation, yet supposedly 'served' by that organisation. The 'service' 
I 

offer-ed, however, which is designed for the 'benefit' of the client, has 

been shown by Roth (1972) to operate in such a vmy that the beneficiary 

has little control over his or her fate. In addition to this the power 

1. The 'knowledge' held by the professional, vthich enables him 
to keep the client in ignorance, has also been shown by 
Moore and Ttlrin (1949) to be advantageous to the privileged 
position of the professional, for it decreases competition 
from other specialities and provides the protecti·on of 
traditional values v1hich assists in the maintenance of 
pov1er. 
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of the profession a 1 has been sho~tn to be maintained by a number of 

factors re·l a.ted to the 'knowledge' acquired during the process of 
.· . .-

professional socialisation. 
... ., 

b) The c l'i ent in the med.i ea 1 setting 

We should now turn our attention to the.studies which have 

increased our under-standing of the sodal position of the 'client in 

the medical setting'. 
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Some of the studies have- focussed on the interacti-ve process between 

professional and client, drawing attention to both.the verbal interaction 

and to the 'perfonnance' of these two groups in 'medi ea 1' encounters .. _,/ 

A number of studies concerning the doctor and the patient .have been 

analysed from this pe~spective, starting with the work of Balint (19G4). 

One of the latest studies concerning the doctor-patient relationship, 

that by Byrne and Long (1977) shows that most of the interaction which 

takes place between these two groups within a general pr;actice surge~y 

is 'doctor-centred', the doctor using closed questions, concentrating 

on the patient's responses to such questions, and brushing aside hints 

of other problems . 

. Some of the studies concerning nurse-patient relationships have 

found that nurses too counter those questions posed by the patient wh i eh 

they prefer not to answer (Faulkner, 1978, Wood, 1979, and t-1acleod Clark 

1980). In this v1ay the nurse-patient relationship is sim"ilar to the 

doctor-patient relationship and can be de~cribed as 'r1urse-centred'. 

If such descriptions are accurate, then by implication the patient, 

( or the client) is placed in an inferior position. 

The findings which have resulted from these studies have been 

very useful in that they have broadened our understand·ing of the 
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nurse-pat.i ent and doctor-pa ti1ent re 1 u ti.onshi p. These findings have 

the re fore been very useful for teach.i ng student nurses and doctors. 

Ho~1ever, this analytical perspective, vthile provtding such insights, 

fa.ils to take account of a further iss'ue, which affects the behaviou;· 

of the professional and client in the medical setting, that of the 

negotiation which can take place between these two groups. 

· Negotiation has been defined as: 

"a process in which the client offers definitions of the 
. situation to 1·1hich the interrogatorresponds. After a 
series of offers and responses a definition of the 
situation acceptable to both client and interrogator is 
reached." 

(Scheff, 1968 p. 6} 

.'a . 

The importance of negotiation within professional-client encounters 

has been identifi.ed by Friedson (1970), ~1ho has pointed out that the 

"professional and lay worlds are ah1ays, if only laterally, in conflict, 

and it is this factor whi eh produces the •necess i ty for some sort of 

bargaining" (p. 322). · Gibson (1977) has, however, indicated that not 

all the inter·actions which take place in a medical setting fulfil the 

conditions· which make them amenable to the kinds of negotiatio~s 

described by Scheff, for the interaction beb1een these t1~o gtoups may 

be related to v~ry specific narrol't goals, the accomplishment of \•thich is 

routine and whi eh does not therefore 1 end itself to' protracted discussion. 

In addition, she also po_inted out that staff may be in such a position of 

power over the patient that they are able to make decisions ~lithout 

consultation. 

By taking account of the effect of the social structure on 

negotiation, .Mclntosh-(1977) was abl·e to show how the doctor's ideology 

concerning the management of 'uncertainty' constrained the interaction 

l'thi eh took p 1 ace with patients \'tanti ng ·i nforma ti on about the·i r di'agnos is 
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and prognosis. He found that 'telling' in this situation, which was 

threatening to both client and the professional, became routinised. 

Routini.sation ensured cons·istency in the sort of information which the 

patient might recei~e, and it also. absolved the doctor from having to 

take decision~ in individual cases. In addition to these factors, 

routinisation ensured that conflict between members of staff over what 

28. 

patients should be told ~1as limited. In such instances tile routinisation 

of informiltion-giving is functional for the professional but it sets 

1 imits to the amount of negotiation possible bet1·1een professional and 

client. . .. '. 

Other studies using this perspective to tonsider !medical' relation-: 

ships are those by Roth (1963) and Hall, Pill andClough (1980). These 

studies have focussed on the client's ability to negotiate within the 

medical setting, Roth found that patients ~lith tubero.ulosis were able to 

obtain, and then to use, information pertinent to their case to bargain-or 

to negotiate with staff over the precise scheduling of events within the 

hospital. Hall pbinted out that in spite of the limits tri negotiation 

already described, even child patients were part of the negotiated order, 

and were observed to 'negotiate' to their advantage. 1 (p. 148). 

The studies which have focussed on the client in the medical setting 

have dra1m attention to the ability, in some situations, of the client 

to negotiate ~lith the 'advantaged' professional, although as Gibson and 

Mcintosh have indicated, the limits to th~ amount of negotiation possible 

may ·vary from medical. setting to medical setting. Such studies have 

also indicated the necessity to take account of the effect of the social 

structure on the amount of negotiation if any understanding of a ro!le 

1 •. Similar findings concerning the client in a non-medical setting are 
reported by Katz and Dunet (1973) who found that the Israeli 
.immigrants 1~hom they studied were also able to influence bureau·
cratic decisions tci be made in fhei.r fnvou~. 
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re!lationsh.ip is to be reached. 
··- .... 

Having drawn attention to the concept of negotiation we have implied 

that the social position of the client is not 'fixed' but is subject to 

change. The changjng role of the client has also received some 

attention recently and we should at this point briefly consider these 

studies. 

/ . 

1\ number of reasons have been identified as to why the gap between 

the client and the professional may be closing. In the first instance 

the monopolisation .of knowledge is more and more difficult to ach,ieve in 

modern society (Lapota, 1976). Secondly, the enlargement and fragmen~:>--

isation of the field;; of expertise; as indicated by Ellul (1967} has 

meant that the professionals no longer "share a common universe of 

discourse to agree on priorities or to present to the pu~lic a common 

front'; (p. 435). This has led to a partial rejection ·of the experts and 

their advice. Thirdly,· Haug (1975) has indicated that the new knowledge 

ofexperts is also .disseminated to others by the media, leading to a 

demystification of the knowledge base from which the p1·ofessional oper<J.tes. 

Lapota (1976) has also drillm attention to the growth of client 

organisations which have been formed to improve treatment by ctifferent 

professional groups. One such organisation in this country is the 

Patients Association established in 1963 to: 

''represent and further the interests of patients'' 

''give help and advice to individuals'~ 
- . 

"acquire and spread information about patients ·interests" 

''promote understanding and good will between patients and 
everyone in medi.cal practice and related activities". 

Lapota has in addition indicated that there are a number of trends 

l'lhich are leading to a change in the position of the client in the 

'· ., 
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medical setting. Fi-rstly, thet·e is no~1 an attempt by some professional 

groups to-treat the patient as a 'whole person'. In this way the 

client is encouraged to participate in the diagnostic and treatment 

30. 

p 1 anni ng processes as a member of the team. Secondly, family i nvo 1 vement 

rather than i ndi vi dua 1 involvement may change the nature of the encounters 

between the client population and the profess i ona,ls. 14e shall return to 

this notion of the client role as a -~ole in transition later in the 

chapter. 

We should no~1 consider those studies that hdve focussed specifically 

on the relative as a client. First of all it should be noted that the 

relative as a 'client' is only a part of the relative career. 1· He shall 

begin this section, therefore, by giving some consideration to the role 

of the family in illness in order to review the whole 'career' of the 

relative. 

c) The role of the family in illness 

/ , Although the 'role of the relatives' in i1lness is recognised in 

most societies, it is subject to a number of cross-cultura~ variations. 

The focus of this discussion is on the '~!estern' expel'ience, although some 

cross-cultural comparisons w'ill be made becaus!! of their implications for 

the present study. 
/ 

The family may become involved very eat·l:; on in the potential patient's 

illness as he attempts to make some sense o~ his symptoms. The response 

of the indivi.dual and his/her family is reluted firstly to the severity 

of the symptoms and secondly to the v~ay in which these symptoms intrude 

on his/her and their social life. In the first instance symptoms are 

,-- ., ,,,_1. _The notion of 'career' owes a great deal to the work of Goffman (196·1). 
Goffmar. describes 'career' as a progression of status passages. At 
eacl1 stage of his/her career the individual alters his/her self image 
to match his/her changing status. The notion of patient 'career' has 
been developed by a number of sociologists e.g. Job-ling (1977). · 

' 
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fitted into a 'min.imally threatening framework', and it is only as 

certain incongruities are perceiv~d whi·ch ~annot be rationalised that 

some further action may· be taken ( Davi s 1965.). The decision to take 

further action may be on the advice of the '1 ay-referra 1 group' , that ; s 

any fainily members, or non-kin, to .whom the potential patient turns for 

advi:ce (Friedson 1972), Th.is advice may move the complainant towards 

. some agent or agency thought to be competent to dea.l with the problem. 

The decision may be deferred but ~hile symptoms persist the potential 

patient or patient's family cannot easily withdra\'1 from the situation 

(R6binson 1978). 

If the potential patient is a thild, or is ~oo ill, or otherwise 

i~capable of m~king the decision to take such action, the family may 

make this decision themselves. 

··The "agency thought to be competent" may be the Accident and 

Emergency department of a general hospital, and a nl!mber of patients 

arrive in this department accompanied by family me.mbers ~1h0 have assisted. 
' --

in the decision to take·such action. The behaviour of some of thes~ 

. relatives has beP.n described by Coffey (1979) who noted that "patients, 

relatives and friends are liable to demand instant; attention ... these 

demands can be pt·essed very forcefully in .spite of attempts by the staff 

to reason with them ... in fact they are frequently basked up by threats 

of personal violence which are sometimes carried out'' (p. 348). 

r· In non-W.:.:stern societies the decisio·n-making role of the family 

in relation to the patient's treatment continues after the init·ial 

consultation with the 'healer', but in l~estern society scientific and 

technological change have led to the monopolisation of treatment by the 

medical profession. Decision-making also continues after the in·itial 

consultation but these decisions are taken by the 'professional'. The 
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patient and his relatives appear to p'lay little part in this process 

(friedson 19~2}. 

The role of the family, therefore, alters when the professional 

takes over. The detailed functions -of the family in relation to illness 

in other societies are well documented (Gl'aser 19·70·, Janzen 1978, 

Ngubane 1977 and Read 1966). The rol.e of the family i-n such societies 

has been compared with that of the 'lay referra;l group', pointing out 

that unlike the 'lay referral group', which discharges its responsibility 

(or has its responsibility taken from it) 1vhen the professional takes 

over, the family in these societies "continues i -::s authority and 

frequently even increases it while the sufferel' is in the hands of the 

speci a 1 i st" ( Janzen 1978• p; 133). 

The role of the family after the professiGnal has taken over the 

management of the patient's treatment is confined to the provision of 

'care'_. The care of the sick pet·son ~1ithin any society may be shared 

. --but "social norms designate family rr:embers as bearing the principal 

obligation" and in most instances "affection and respect motivate them 

to act accordingly" (Gl as er 1970, p. 87). The resources of the family 

in Hestern society may be affected by economic and social factors 1~hich 

can restrict the possibili·ties of successful horn~ care at all social 

levels, (Susser and Watson 1971). Isaacs (19~1) carrieij out a survey 

among the fami 1 i es of patients admitted to a geriatric ward because the 

.. family were unable to provide the necessary care for the .patient, and 

identified a number of such factors. Itl the first instance, Isaacs 

found that many of the re 1 a ti ves who could have cared for the patient 

were themselves elderly. Secondly, a number of relatives would have 

been 1'iilling and able to undertake this task but beCiiuse of il 'pre

occupation'' defined as "an alternative conimi-::ment which could not be 

disregar:ded. 1vithout meeti.ng severe hardship or an absolute impediment", 

_, 
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wer:e unable to carry it out. The 'preoccLpati on' ~ms found to ·rel:ate· , ·. 

to either the potential he ·1 per's o~m s ta tc of health or other family 

commitments, or because the potential helper was unable to si.Jrr:ender 

his bread-1·1tnning role. Thirdly, some relat·ives faced a 'dilemma' in 

that they could only care for the patient by "sacrificing aspects of 
..1 

their own life wfth potentially harmful consequences'', i.e. some harm 

befalling their ovm spouse or children. Finally, some relatives 

perceived that the integrity "Of their owr. family 1 ife caul d be threatened 

by the involvement needed .and so decided not to undertake th~s task(p.282-86') 

In spite of the difficu,lties large .numbers of patients are nursed at 

home often for long periods of time, in most instances by their spouse, . .--

or if there is no spouse, another female relative (.Carh~right, Hockey 

and Anderson, 1973). 

It has already been pointed out that speciali~ation of medical care .... 

restricts the role of the family to that of 'cpre', but this aspect can 

be further restricted if the patient need~ to be admitted to hospital. 

Hospitalisation in Hestern society 'amputates' the patient from his 

family, for the family i•s regarded by the hospital staff. as "an amenity 

for the patient", rather than as "organicc:.lly involved in the health/ 

sickness situation" (l~ilson p. 26). 

This 'amputation' is also peculiar to Hestern society. In most 

non-Western societies·it is expected that the patient will be kept at 

home and cared for until the illness is resolved, either by the pat·ient's 

recovery or by his death. "On·ly rarely does any establishment resembling 

a hospital appear in primitive society, and it a!jsists rather than 

replaces care by the family" (Glaser 1970, p. 88). During the last fe~1 

years a number of 'Westernised' hospitals have been established, mainly 

hy missionary societies, in various parts of the world. In ordci~ fot 



the hospitaltsation to become·acce~table to patients ·and their 

farnil i es in those societies in whi eh such hospita 1 s 1vere outside of 

the traditional medical system, these hospitals have had to incorporate 

family members into the organisation. In this way they are able to 

conti:nue to 'ea re' fo1· the patient. 

"The patients come ~lith thek whole families who bring theil'· 
own food and thci'r 1 i vestock. They camp outside the 
hospital until their relahve i.s well again. They help· 
nurse the patients, wash them and their clothes and' cook 
their meals." 

(Guichard 1975, ,p. 56)~. 

In some instances the family continues to maintain control of the 

patient's treatment, by making a deCision to remove him/her from the -· 

hospital. back into the care of a 'traditiona.l healer' if this v1as 

thought to be in the patient's best interest (Janzeri 1978). 

34. 

It has been shown that in Western society, because of the prevailing 

medical system, the role of the family in il:lness is confined main:ly to 

'care'. It has also been shown that due to the social and economic 

constraints found in industrial society some families may be unable to 

provi.de the 'ea re' its family members may need. Finally, reference 1·1as 

made to the WilY in ~1hi eh hospi ta 1 i sa ti on can itself disrupt the care 

which could be given by the family. 

Cross~cultural comparisons were made because of their implications 

for this study, although in addition· to this they help to accentuate 

the environmental influences on family roles. Their importance to 

this study lies in the fact that a growing number of people admitted to 

hospital in this country originate from other cultures. The fam"ilies 

of these patients may ~ell have different expectations than the families 

of patients socialised in Hestern society. No datil concerning di-ffer·ent 

expectations was found, but it ~lill be shown later in the text that 
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this aspect could not be ignored. ·' · 
·. ~' 

We have de a 1 t in some detail with the ro 1 e of the re 1 ati ve in 

illness to highlight ·the fact that the role of the relative in the 

hospital organisation may be only part of the 'career' of the relative, 

a career which is itself culture bound. We should: now consider those 

studies which have described the effect of hospitalisation on the 

family. 

d) The effect of hospita 1 i sat ion on the family 

'35. 

A sm111l number of studies have shown that illness not' only affects. 

the individual, but that it also affects the ~1hole family. In the fi.rst 

instance the patient's illness may·alter the family structure and its -· 
/ 

function·ir.g, secondly, the illness may also affect other family members 

psycho 1 ogica lly. 

The family structure may be affected by the patient's illness 

because the material economy of the family can become unbalanced. One 

of the earl~est studies in this area, koos (1945), showed how the illness 

of the husb<:~nd could lead to radical alterations for the worse in the 

family's standard of living.·· Susser and Hatson (1971) pointed out that 

in Hestern society at the present time both ·husband and ~life may be 

wage-earners "dependent on each other for economic and social support". 

Other studies have set out to investigate the ''reciprocal relationships 

between the psycho-soci a 1 circumstances of the family unit and the occurr-

enc~ of 'critical' incidents such as death, hospitalisation ... '' 

(Meyero~litz 1967 p249). Hansen and Hill (1964) have refined the variables. 

within the family which could precipitate such a crisis in response to 

'stressor events'. These variables were subjected to further detailed 

individua·l analysis by Burr (1973) ~1ho incorporated his findings into a 

theoretical model. The model incorporates a number of factors, as well 
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as the suddenness or severity of the event. These factors incliudP.: 

1) the family's externalisation of blame for the inddent, 

2) the family's adaptability and integration, 

3) the type of kin group and community ::f ~1hich the family ~~as <. part, 

4) the marital adjustment, 

5) the family's previous successful experience with similar typ;~s of 

stress. 

No studies have been located which have set out to examine the 

applicability of this model to the family of the hospitalised patient. 

A few studies have focussed on the implications of the 1full psycho--
--/ 

social e"ffects of hospitalisation for _the patient's family. One of the 

first studies to give any attention to the family's psycho-social 

adjustment to the hospitalisation of one of its membet~ was that of 

Oavis (1965). Oavis studied fourteen families. of patients admitted 

to hospital ~lith poliomyelitis. He found, :in addition to the variables 

identified above by Burr, ~1hich could bring about a crisis withi'n a 

family, that the adjustment of each family in illness is also related 

to the normal role of the patient within -~hat family. Because of this 

the "central functions of family life, breadwinning·, child-care, 

housekeeping, sex and recreation" were less disrupted by the admission 

of a child to hospital than would have been the case if a parent had 

been admitted (p. 176). 

Ot~er studies which have considered the different effects of 

hospitalisation on the family include_ those by Endress (1971) and 

Bellamy (1971). Bellamy carried out a survey v1hich focussed 

specifically on the relatives of [Jatients admitted to a psychiatric 

hospital and found that for 40% of relatives the patient's admissio:l 

came as a shock and caused "sadness·, worry and alam1". He also f-Gund 
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that 35% felt re]iieved that the problem. had come to a head. The 

relatives of patients admitted to psychiatric hospitals appear to have 

received more attention than any other group of relatives. Baggott 

(1971) ihd,icated that the famiT1es of patients admitted to hospital 
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for ,psychiatric care could experience two parti.cular problems. Firstly, 

..• there ~ms the perceived stigma exper:i enced by some families, and 

secondly, the;·e caul d be cons i derab 1 e anxiety related to the patient's 

future readjustment to life at home follovling his discharge. 

Other groups of relati.ves ~1ho have received some attention include . ' 

the relatives of patients with cancer, the spouse of the patient 

admitted to hospital follo~ling a myocardia·l infa1·ction, and the relatives 

of the dying patient. He shall briefly desc1·ibe the studies.·relaUng to 

the first ~wo and pay more attention to the studie~ concerning the 

relatives of the dying patien't. 

.. ··-
The condition of cancer is associated with acute family stress. 

~1agui re ( 197:J) has shown that breast cancer not only causes "considerable 

psychologic.ai and social problems" in the patient, but that "many of the 

husbands ara &lso adversely affected". Maguire, Tait and Brooke (1980) 

have also cited a number of studies concerning cancer and the family 

indicating that a substantial proportion of cancer patients and their 

relatives develop psychiatric problems as a consequencE! of the disease and 

treatment. Jamison, l·lellisch and Pasnau (1978) carried out research into 

the psycho-soci a 1 aspects of mastectomy from both the woman's and man's 

perspective, concluding that throughout the hospitalisation period and 

after ''the man is anythi11g but a detached observer'' (p. 545). 

Most of the wives of patients admitted to a coronary care unit, 

following a myocardial infarction were found by Skelton and Dominian 

(1973) to experience numbness and panic in the immediate period 



following hospitalisation, followed by feelings of loss, depression 

and guilt. Their fin-dings were based on the patients' own perception 

of their emotional response. Dyche (1979) concluded after looking at 

the problems experienced by the wives of patients admitted to hospital 

that "the social effects of f11YOcardial infarction are lasting and 

affect most aspects of life" ( p. 63). 

The emotional responses listed above vary in intensity as they 

affect different family members, and are usually most acutely 

experi_enced by the patient's spouse. The way in which other family 

members, particularly the patient's children, support the spouse, has 

been described by McKinley (1971) and Dyche (1979). Ho\':ever, it has 

also been suggested that young children in the family may exacerbate 
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the problems of the spouse and therefore increase the family's difficulty 

in coping with the patient's hospitalisation (Finlayson and McE1·1an 1977). 

We have seen that hospitalisation can seriously disrupt the family 

.. _ structure, although most of the studies listed have focussed on specific 

/...-- groups of relatives rather than the 1·elatives of patients admitted to 

'general' wards. I·Je should now consider the effects of the-death of 

the patient on the family. 

e) Death and the family 

A large number of studies have focussed on the notion of death and 

the family. These must be considered for it appears that it is within 

this context that many nurses develop a relationship with the patient's 

relatives. 

Attention has been drawn to the way in which Hestern society has 

created a cultural system which depersonalises, specialises and fragments 

death and dying (Benoliel 1967). Supporting this assertion Benoliel 
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refers to [3launer ~1ho has suggested that this system protects society 

from the dist·uptive impact of death by "segregating the dying from the 

living, and :by developing bureaucratic procedures for managing death 

and dying as routine socia~ matters". Because of this system many 

families facing the death of one of its members for the first time may 
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be ill-prepat·ed for the effects, problems and choices which may face them.· 

The effects. of the dying process on the family vary as a fiunction 

of i nnumerab.le factors: 

"The nature of the terminal condition, persona 1 i ty of a 11 
involved persons, prior history of family relationships, 
the importance of the dying person to ec.ch individual 
family member, the ability of all concerned to establish· 
the communication that is most satisfying t~ everyone 
and the rapidity 1vi th whi eh death occurs." 

(Kalish 1979, p. 228) 

-.These factors determining the amount of disruption are similar to 

those identified by Burr in relation to other stressor events described 

on page 36. The amount of disruption within the family, is also related 

to the former role of the dying person 1-lithin thefamily, "~1hen death 

removes an individual whose family ro·les are still very important, his 

death is more socially disruptive than the loss of a less socially 

relevant pet·son" (Kalish p. 231). 

The problems 1vhich the family have to confront first of all may 

relate to the setting in 1·1hich 'dying' takes place. The family of the 

patient lvho is dying may have to decide 'where' the dying should take 

place. 

In some cultures it is believed that the patient must be taken 

home to die so that the appropriate ri tu a 1 s and ceremonies can be 

carried out. 'Home' may be the place in which the dying person has 

recently lived or it may be his home vi 11 age or some other appropriate 



place (Read, 1966). 

In British society many deaths (Hinto.n,-[1972] suggests about one 

in three) take place in institutions. Dying in an institution is 

socially acceptable, so that the decision conce~ning the setting i~ 

wMch the patient will remain during this process is made in the light 

of other factors. Some of these factors have a 1 ready been d.i scussed 

when reviewing the care of the ill patient at home, principally the 

human and economic factors. There is also the problem of time. It 

may not be possible to estimate how long the dying process will take. 

If a prolonged period of time is estimated this may place too much of 

a strain on the available 'brunt bearer', many of v1hom are elderly 

themselves. Ne.arly one-fifth of cancer patients v1ho die at home are 

nursed by a 'brunt bearer' who is over the age of seventy (Journal of 

the Royal College of General Practitioners, 1978). 
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There may also be a problem of space. Some segregation of the dying 

still takes place 1·1ithin the home, and if this is not possible the 
_,.·· --

presence of the dying patient may be too pervasive and 1~oul d dominate 

too much the lives that must go on while he dies (Glaser and Strauss 

1968). Gl:aser and Strauss found that the decision made by the family as 

to whether the dying should take place at home or in hospital is there

fore re 1 ated to the management of the tempera 1 1 i fe of the family and 

t:1·iends who are present in the home or who are easily available to carry 

out the tasks associated with care. 
r 

There may be advantages for the relatives, as we 11 as for the patient 

if this process takes place in the home. Kalish (1979) has pointed out 
-- ---. ~ j 

that although the 'br·unt bearer' may become physically exhausted she 

reta-ins contra) of the information, of the physical space and of the 

emotional cont<!cts in relation to the patient and others. 
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lihe relatives of the patients admitted to hospital, or remaining 

in hospital, to die, nolonger have control of the situation, nor in 

most instances do they play an active part in patient care. 

Some kinds of hospHal 1·1ards are better able to manag_e the dying 

process., but this wiH depend on whether the prevailing ideology is one 

of 'care' or 'cure'. 

The prP.sent day acute hospital ~mrd is not, because of the ideology 

to~1ards Gure; necessarily very well equippP.d to cope with death, which 
. -

appears to represent failure of the cure process (Shivnan 1979). The 

process of dying in an acute hospita 1 ward has been graphi ea lly discussed 

by Gl ase_r and Strauss ( 1965) and Sudnow ( 1967). / 

The work of Glaser and Strauss and that of Sudnow, wh6 all 

concentrated on the relationships taking place ~Jith. al)d around the dyir.g 

patient, has been of some influence on this study. Further reference 

will therefore be made to this influence and its application to the 

study below in the chapter concerning the dying patient. _ 

The needs of the re 1 a ti ves of patients dying in an acute ward have 

been identified by Hampe (1975) 'i!ho found that the majority of the 

relatives she questioned expressed a need to talk about their feelings, 

express their grief and recei'Je comfort from the staff. There are at 

least h1o reasons put forward ~1hy these needs may not be met within the 

acute ward setting: the busyness of the staff and their lack of 

p~eparation for such demands. 

f·~urray Parkes (1978) looked at the way the surviving spouses of 

terminal pat·ients had'perceived the care in the hospital 5etting which 

1~as gi-ven to the patiP.nt and to themselves. A number complained that 

the ward staff .were ahm.vs 'too busy' to see them, and that the staff 
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had ignored the stress which the relatives 1·1ere experiencing. Parkes. 

concluded tl1at although .most respondents were satisfied with the care 

given "there were many who were not". 

There is also some indication that nurses. ~JOrking in acute wards 

ij'2. 

are not well prepared for the task of coping w'ith the dying process 

including the care of the patients' reh1tives (Birch 1979, Hhitfie,ld i980}. 

,/ 
Care of the dying has improved in many other settings and during 

the last ten years the·growth_of the hospice movement has meant that less 

people have needed to die in acute wards. 

A leading article in one of this country's nursing journnls recently . 

pointed out that although the person dying at home or in a··hospi ce had 

''benefitted enormously from the l1ealth teams' awareriess of the patient's 

needs .and the commitment mc.de to his 1~hol e family", patients dying in 

hospita 1 were s ti 11 a prob 1 em for the staff. 

"Death in Hospital is invariably protected by circumnavi~1ation 
of the subject, distortion of the truth and physical. barriers 
to conceal the fact ... basically we (writihg as a ~urse) 
cannot cope with death as adequately as with complicated 
surget:y." 

(Canham, 1980, P·. 11~3} 

The improvements which have taken place i·n other areas are due to a 

better understanding of the patients' and relatives' needs during the 

1 as t twenty or thirty years. 

Fazakerly (1978} found in his examination of the nursing textbooks 

published this century that relat'ives of the dying patient have, through

out the period, been identified as having special needs which could be 

he 1 ped by the nurse. He a 1 so found that although these books identified 

the needs of. the dying they 1•1ere not specific concerni.lig the 'pracHca 1 

shape' of the nurse's role relating to this rroblem. ·Finally, he found 



that not only ~1ere the textbooks inadequate, but also that nurses were 

ill-prepared for th·i,s task partly because of their training. He looked 

at the syllabuses of nurse training issued during this period by the 

General .Nursing Council and found that these "avoided the realities of 

death and dying by focussing attention upon the routine procedut·es" (p27}. 

In this ~Jay they failed to prepare the s tulient nurse to cope with the 

"psychological trauma which often accompany these e.vents''. Birch (1978) 

also found that this was an e~ent for ~1hich nurses believed ·that they 

had recei,ved insufficient preparation. 

Mead (1971) specified the problem: 

''She {the nurse) is never told what ·to do for grieving relatives; · 
she is never told how to tell visitors that their moth~r has 
died or what to do or how to help parents who come ir1to 
Casualty to find that their small ch-ild has died in an 
accident." (p. 40) 

...... 
In reply to the argument that this functicn should be left to tl1e doctor, 

she pointed out that "mostly they are tvo busy, or funk it, or they 

don't kno~1 ~/hat to do either" (p. 40). 

The inadequacy of the textbooks has no~/ to some extent been 

rectified. Textbooks reflect contemporary kno1·1l edge, and during the 1 ast 

fe~1 years the emotional needs of dying patients and their relatives have 

been more fully understood. In the fi-rst instance the 'pain' experienced 

by relatives during the_ dying process is now better recognised: 

''Family pain is understandably a major factor in the situation. 
It is the pain of watching ... the pain of parting and loneliness 
to come - and at times the pain of the old, unresolved tensions 
\•/hich are often exacerbated by illness.'" 

(Saunders 1976, p. 1247) 

Secondly, in addition to thP. 'pain', the concept of 'anticipatory 

grief' described by Kutscher and Goldberg (1973) as "the mourning which 

begins before the patient dies" is 1101~ slo'tJly gainir.g recognition by 

::·· 
. :~' 



the nursing and medical profession (Fulton and Fulton, 1972). In the 

light of this increased 'knm·Jledge' and acceptance of this knol'lledge 

by the medical and nursing profession, contemporary nursing "how to do 

it" books, and other publications now contain more detailed discussions 

with regard to this subject. 

It would appear therefore from the previous discussion that the 

nurse may experience some difficulty in his/her relationship with the 

relatives of the dying patient, although there are some indication~ 

that there is a growing aware~ess amongst nurses and other health 

professionals to come to terms \'/ith the problems inherent in this 

relationship. 
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It can also be seen from the previous discussiqn that the patient's 

illness and subsequent admission to hospital, or death, can precipitate 

a crisis within the family and affect the home os tasi s ·of the family 

members. Research into this area is by no means complete, and many 

questions remain unanswered. However, there is sufficient completed 

work to indicate that the relative entering a relationship with the 

nurse in hospital may be experiencing a number of emotions which may 

possibly affect their perception of any situation. 

We have dealt in some detail with the crisis ~1hich is inherent in 

the relative career, indicating that this is still not fully understood, 

yet it is of some s igni f"i ea nee to nurses, and therefore to the present 

study, for as Thompson (1975) has indicat~d "providers must be aware 

of the disruption caused by illness". (p. 21). 

He should now turn our attention to those studies 1·1hi eh have 

focussed specifically on the relative as a 'client'. 

f) The relative as a client 

The relative has been identified as a 'client' by virtue of his 
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association with·the patient, aJthough ''the position of the family as 

client is somewhat vague to nurses themselves and is subject to. a 

shifting definition" ( Rosenthal, ~1arshall , ~1acpherson and Fr·ench 1980, 

p. 87). 

The relative as a client is geographically located ouiside the 

hospital and its ~10rk routines. This has implications for the social 

position of the re·!ative for as Becker (1953} has indkated one of the 

preoccupations of those. 1vho work in service organisations is the 

"maintenance of their authority defin.itions over those of dients in 

order to assure a stable and congenial work ~etting''. fhis is achieved 

in part by preventing 'outsiders' from i•exerti.ng any authority over the. 

·institution's operations" (cited b~; Rosenthal, 1980, p; 87)._-

It has been indicated that the client is a 'critical fact' of 

organisational life (Rosengren and Lefton 1969) and as such i:.; part of 

the social order. Yet, as Strauss, Schatzman, Ehrlich, Bucher and 

Sabschin (1964) have indicated, the relative is of another social order .. 

to the nurses and other staff working ~lithin the hospital, for hospita1s 

comprise t~1o distinct social orders. There are those whc regard the 

organ.i sa t.i on a 1 property as their own, the staff, and those who are there 

more or 1 ess against their ~li 11 , the patients and thei,r families: 

"Forced as they are into a direct interface in the conta.ined 
setting of the hospital, the relations bet\'/een these two 
little social orders may be characterised by accommodation 
at best and open cpnflict at worst." (p. 124) 

It was indicated earlier in the chapL>er that the role of the client 

appeared to be in transition. The few stud-ies which focus on the role 

of the_relative support this proposition, although they suggest that 

the recognition rif thi relative as a client with a defined role and 

specific needs is a relatively recent phellomenon. 

. ' .. ,··. 

'• 
'· 
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Until the 1950's the role of the relative in relation-to the 

patient in any 't/ard ofa General Hospita<l in_ th_:!s country was very 

clearly defined. Relatives were absolved of all responsibility for 

the patient's care on his admission to hospital. During the period of 

hospitalisation relatives were allowed to visit the patient, during 

~1hich time they \'/ere "spectators, receivers of good news or bad news, 

until the day of discharge, 1·1hen quite suddenly the patient ~<:as thei.rs 

again" (Hi 1 son 1973, p. 26). 

The role of the nurse vis-a-vis the re,latives was equa-lly defined. 
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Firstly, she had to ensure that the relatives obeyed the rules concerning 

access to the patient. Secondly, she had to ensure that t_he-'relatives 1 

behaviour during the visiting period wa~ in accord with that laid down 

by the reguh.tions ilnd, finally, she had to ensure that !hey were given 

specified informat·ion, e.g. concerning the date of the· patient 1 s 

operation, at the 'correct 1 time. 1 

The amount of time dur·ing whi eh interaction bet1·:een these two groups 

could take place was considerably restricted by the visiting rules, and 

al:though some interaction could take place outside of thesepresc:ribed 

times, particu-larly in relation to the r:e·latives.of dying patients, the 

amount of time spent eo ping with patients' re 1 ati ves wa.s a very sma 11 

part of nursing practice. Possibly because of the very specific nature 

of the interaction 1~hich related to the well-defined roles of the groups 

involVed, this aspect of nursing practice received little attention in 

. the 1 i te ra tu re .. 

1. A booklet, 1 Rules and Regu'lations for !·lard s·isters' ~/&S published 
and upda terl at i nterva 1 s dur·i tHJ the first 50 years of the twentieth 
century at the hosp·ital at 1·1hich this research ~:as carried out. 
The rLI~es quoted above are taken· from the 19?.7 edi.tion of tiLts 
booklet. Similar booklets or lists are found in other 
hospitals. 
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One of·the first nursing textbooks whicl1 drew attention to the 

needs of re.latives was 1~ritten by Evelyn Pearce (1953). In this book 

she pointed out the "difficulties'", by which she meant the sights, 

smells and lack ot privacy which visitors could experience in the 

"special atmosphere" of a 'hospital ward. But she also noted that 

visitors could. regard the nurses "~s someone on ~1hom they too can 

depend tor support in much· the same way as the patient does". She 

recogni:sed that many nurses failed' to respond to this need and pointed 

out firmly that "although the visitors are physically 1~e~l, they too 
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·are under severe emotional strain" ·(p. 69). In sp.ite of such observations 

it v1ould appear that the recognition of any relative as a client with 

specific needs did not really occur until the late 1960's and early 

1970's, and by 1974 Portman still felt the need to point out that all 

"1·elatives are people also and they care very much for the patient. 

Who cares for the relatives?'' (p. 1125). 

H6wever, during the last two decades a nu~ber of writers have 
/ -· 

described ways in which_the relative has been recognised as a client in 

some. instances and therefore given a different ·social position within 

the hospital organisation. Referring to the pati~nt who has had. a 

mastectomy, Jamison, Hellisch and Pasnau (1.978) have recommended that 

in order to help the patient and her husben~, health professionals should 

be trained to ~nderstand and deal with i~arital and sexual cour1selling. 

Maguire, Tait and Brooke (1980) have al-so called for more training for 

health professionals in interview skills so that the relatives of cancer 

patients could be helped. 

The 'client' needs of the relatives of patients 1~ho have an altered· 

body image as a result ot: surgery are also now vmll recognised i1~ the 

medical literature. Downie (1978) indicated that a mastectomy, or 

severe head and neck sl!l·ge1·y couhl cause thr~ rel ati,ve to exper-i enr.;e a 
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sense of revulsion and that their need for help should be recognised:.",,. 

Other writers, including Brechman {1977), have suggested that the 

re 1 ati ves of patients who have had i 1 eostomi es or eo 1 cs tomi cs formed 
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may also react in this way, and that they need 'time' and 'help' to come 

to tenns ~1i!:h tMs situation. Because of the altered body image the 

re:lati ves and ~·ati ents can a 1 so need he 1 p with the~ r sexua 1 relation

ship (Downie 1978, Metz 1978). lhe form of the 'help' suggested 'is 

that of 'counselling'. such problems should he "dealt with sympathetically 
. · .. 

by an expert counsellor'~ (Dmmie). ~letz goes one step further and 

suggests t:hat the counselling ·should be undertaken by a team approach, 

·in which the physician, nurse, 'Reach to Recovery' volunteer1 and ·a 

person who is trained in psychotherapy together treat the patient and . 
/ 

her famil~'· Other· suggestions have been made concerning the appropriate 

counsellor, Maguire (1975) suggesting that the appointment of a clinical 
2.-

nurse specialist should be made to carry out this .tas~.· 

Various ot~er suggestions have been made in the professional 

literature ~oncerning other-approaches to meet relatives' needs. Wellisch, 

Jami son and Pasnau ( 1978) have des cri bed the way in ~1hi eh they have used 

family therapy "to aid cancer patients and their families in coping 

with the difficult and unique psycho-social problems presented by 

having a cancer diagnosis''. Other writers have described the way in 

which groups have been for~ed in an attempt to meet the now recognised 

needs of the relative. Ha~1ker (1964) reported a 'relatives' conference' 

formed for the relatives of stroke patients to strengthen the links ~lith 

those "who .help the patient towards independence at home". She pointed 

1. Reach to Recovery is one of a number of schemes ~/hereby a patient 
~1ho has had a mastectomy, assists other mastectorrtY patients both in 
practi ea 1 ~tays and by he 1 ping them to come to terms emoti ona:"f'ly. 

2. ·There are at present a very fe~1 clinical nurse speciali·sts, although 
those in post do see this aspect of nursing practice as part of 
their role (Cox 1979). 



out that family members in the past had often been forgotten and left 

"without information or explanaHon to continue as best they may" (pl098}. 

A scheme 1~hich involves both the patient a·nd h.is relatives has also 

been desct·ibed by Ne1vby ( 1980). She has pointed out that the relatives 

of patients who have undergone cardiac surgery are invited with the 

patient to attend a social gathering to meet the nurses and doctors who 

care for the patient. The patient and his family are then able to 

discuss the patient's aftercare over a cup of coffee. 

The relatives of patients.admitted to psych.iatric hospitals have 

also been ihvited to join re,atives' groups. These 'clubs' have been 

established in some instances by nurses (Gifford 1966) or by the multi

disciplinary team (Goldmeier, Hollander and Sheehan 1970). The main 

objective of one such group was "to try and help families to become more 

a~tare .of the problf!ms of inter-personal relationships" (Monro 1970). He 

also.,fou_nd that "on the whole relatives were able to g.ive considerable 

suppot·t to each other when they recognised coroimon problems in deal·ing with 

various aspects of psychiatric illness and its recurrence•• 1. Masters (1979) 

/ -·has ,des cri bed an eight-week course run for the re 1 a ti ves of patients 

suffering from senile dementia, the aims of the course ~tere to provide 
.. - . ~ ··.·- . 

"fellowship, education and information" (p. 4). 

While these gtoups do meet certain relatives' "needs", they do not 

concern most of tht: relatives of the patient admitted t9 the genera 1 

hospi ta 1 for thP.y do not set out to meet the needs caused by the pa tH~nt' s 

hospitalisation. Rather, they set out to meet the needs of family members 

l'tho need to co~tinue caring for a sick person at home after hospitalisation 
' . 

is complete. The needs of the relatives of the patient in a general 

hospital are often still ignored although ~1etz (1978) has indicated that 

about one-third of the patients, and their spouses, treated in her 

on eo 1 ogi ea 1 1vard needed this sort of he 1 p, It has been suggested that in 

1. Personal correspondence with Consultant Psychiatrist who organised 
such a group. 

:··~ 



many instances they are not met because the task of assistin~ with such 

problems has· not yet been accepted by eith_er the medi ea 1 or nursing 

profession. Referring speciJicall;Y' to the sexual problems of the patient .. 

and his or her spouse following. colostomy, .she points out that this "is 

one area which tends to be neglected .... so a whole sphere of the patient's 

and family's well-being is neglected. No-one seems to want to take 

responsib.il ity for this" (Jackson, 1978, personal correspondence). 

A few schemes do, hm~ever, try and meet the needs of such reh1tives, 

although not yet ill this country. The American 1 iter a tu re indi catr.s that 

in some areas nursing 'programmes' have been designed to :meet the needs of 

·other groups of relatives. One such study, that of Breu and Dracup (1978), 

has described rositi ve measures ~lhich have been instituted in the,),r· \•lard, 

a coronary care un-:t, to meet the needs of the spouse. The needs they 

are attempting to meet are the needs for (a) relief of initial anxiety, ... 
(b) information, (c) to be •i!ith the pat·ient, (d) to be helpful to the 

patient, and (e) for support and ventilation. 1 The needs of the re,lat·ives 

. of patients facing surgery are illso well·-recognised in the J'.merican 

1 i te ra tu re, and a number of programmes have been set up to 'teach' the 

relatives pre-opHati vely. S,il va (1978) describes het· t·esearch relating 

to one such programme. She concluded her article by stating "He are 

enthusiastic about providing a systematic and validat-ing pre-operative 

teaching programme for spouses of surgical patients" (p. 1086). 

Before we consider those studies which have focussed specific;:lly 

on the nurse-;·e1Jtive relationship, one further aspect of the professional 

client encounter which has particular implications for the social position 

of the relative should be considered, that of 'territory'. 

1. 'Ventilation' in this context does not refer to the life support 
machinery l·:h·ich may be'.necessar.v in order for the patient to 
breathe, but to the re 1 ati ves' need for some fornJ, of 'self 
expression' . 
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The concept of territory has been used by sociologists in the study 

of human behaviour, particularly by l~hyte .(1955) in his study of teen

age groups, and it was also extensively discussed by Goffman ( 1971). 

He has described the way that the physical .structure can affect the 

course of any encounter. lhe architectur.e of a building has implications 

for the va•l ues of privacy, sut·veillance and the like. Norms exist to 

define the areas 1·1hich are pub.lic and private, and norms serve to honour· 

the .partition between them. 

14auksh (1966) has pointed out that in the hospital the nurse is 

the on·ly "function ally organised specialist" to have a specific . 

· geographi ea 1 identity. A 1l the other specialist groups move through 

the organisation. As a corollary of this territorinl ·status the nurse 

assumes a "quasi -proprietary aura" about her position. The patient 

care unit or ward is ''hers'' and people entering the ward come into . . . 
"he1·" territory. 

These two fincjings, that of the specific geographical identity of 

the-nurse, and that of the effect of the physical structure on all 

encounters appear to have particular imp·l ications for the present study 

of the nurse as a professional interacting ~1.ith a clie;,t ~1ho enters "her" 

territory. The s igni f'icance of this can pe1·haps be better undet·stood H 

' 
the relationship ii'1 the hospital is compared ~lith the nurse-rel,ative 

~ .·· 

relationship which takes place in the patient's horne, that is, with<'. 

district nurse. 

In a major study concerning the district nurse, Mclntosh (1979) 

found that the nurse in the patient's home has to fulfi 1 two potentially 

conflicting roles, that of 11 guest in the house and that cif skilled 

professional. The nurse needs to be enough of the guest "to enable 

relatives or ·putients to maintain the feeling that they are still ma.s'ter 
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or mistress•i and she n~ed~ to remain sensitive ·to the wishes of her 

hosts. But she also has to attempt to neg~tiate the appropriate nur~ing 

lead. In the home therefore the re 1 ative has a well-defined social 

positi-on., but in hospital this role has no .such positive territorial 

rights. 

A number of different aspects of the role of the relative have 

been considered in this section. 14e began by looking at the role of 

the client in broad terms before focussing on the client in the medical 

setting. Some considerable attention was then given to the role of the 

family in illness, particularly to the -role of the family of the dying 

·patient. These are themes which will be taken up again in suhsequent · 

chapters. ~/e thEn discussed the 'relative' as a client, identifying 

a number of different ways .by whi eh the organ.i sati on gives recognition 

to this status. . •.. . . . 

Finally 1~e considered the notion of 'territory' for this appears to 

have some significc.nce to the present study .. Mos~ of the studies 

discussed in th·is section have highlighted the difficulties inhe1·er.t i·n 

the soc1a1 position of the relative vis-a-vis the organisation. While 

the studies in the first section, concerning the nurse, sho~1ed this 

position to be an ambiguous one in·that he/she functions in relatio~ to 

both professional authority a_nd to the authority of the. administratior., 

they nevertheless indicated that the social position of the nurse within 

the organisat!on is well defined in relation to the social structure. 

The relative on the other hand has been shown to be an 'outsider' 

unsupported by the structure of the organisation. There are, hol'lever, 

some indications that this is a role in transition (a finding 1vh.ich also 

applies to the ro 1 c of the nurse) and that the 'knowledge' 1vhi eh is 

·'· ·increasingly disseminated throughout our- society may further change this 

l'O 1 e. 
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Ill The N~ture of the Nu~se-Relative Relationship 

We now come to the final sectioh of this chapter and consider the 

few stud-ies which have focussed on the nature of the nurse-relative 
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re·lationsh.i.p. The number of studies which have considered this relation

sh·ip are few, and of those studies which have paid attention to this 
-

relationshi-p, only three have been located in ~1hich thi.s relationship 

was the prime focus. Some of these studies have considered the attitudes 

and perceptions of these two groups, others have considered the behaviour 

of_ one or other of these groups within the rel~tionship: 

We shall begin this section by examining those studies whic'h have 

identified the expectations and perceptions of nurses and relatives 

1~i th regard to each other. 

The attitudes of the nurse and the relative vis-a-vis the other .... 

Some of the studies concerning the role of the nurse have tried to 

elicit nurses' attitudes to~1ards relati.ves/visitors. Anderson (.1973} 

found that 32% of the eighty nurses i r. three English hospitals that she 

questioned made negative comments concerning visitors (of whom a large 

number are inevitably relatives). Some of the nurses in this study 

believed that visitors stayed too long ·in the 1'/ard, and that th<:y (the 

relatives) expected too much information and VJanted too much of the 

nurses' time to be spent on tt1em. The ~tudent nurses in Anderson's sample, 

hol'/ever, appeared to have "a good comprehension of the needs of the 

visitor and_ his importance to the patient". Unfortunately, she found that 

"to the rest of the staff, the visitor \'/as an added task and burden". 

This 1~as similar to the findings of an American study of nurses carried out 

by llabenstein and Christ (1963.). They found that the 'chief grief' of thE· 

staff-nurse in dealing with 'extra-institutional' persons was seen in 

l·lhat \~as repeatedly referred to as "the relative problem": 

. ·._. .;. -;~ . 



"Attempted solutions to the 'relative problem' have fallen 
short of their goal. There is some evidence that the 
relative by displacement becomes a scapegoat in many 
situations involving frustrations at work.'' 

(p. 161) 

The problem of 'the relative' was to some extent ~ontained when 

visiting hours were restricted. The changes in visiting times have 

brought this problem to a head (the changes will be fully discussed 

in Chapter 5): 

"An attitude is still prevalent which regards visiting time as 
a nuisance in which the nurses are pestered by anxious 
relatives ... creating barriers such as these does nothing 
to allay relatives' fears .... The sight of relatives 
queuing at the \oJard entrance is an anachronism. It is 
archaic to believe that we have the right to deny 
relatives access to patients.'' 

(Garton, 1979 p. 1747) 

The difference in attitudes between the t~10 groups of nurses, 
.... ~ 
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student and trained, described above, can be explained to some extent by 

t1cGuin:;'s (1966) proposition that most entrants into nursing are 'people 

. _oriented' , but that as their training proceeds they become predominantly 
/ 

task oriented. 

In a more recent study concerning nw·se attitudes Miller (1979), 

while accepting that what a person says may not be what he feels or does, 

(as demonstrated by La Piere, 1934), nevertheles!: asserted that, 

regard1es~ of what is taught in school, trainee nurses will usually adopt 

attitudes similar to those of established ward staff. In this way it is 

likely that the students questioned in the above sample would, as they 

gradually completed their training, also eventually come to see the 

visitor as ''an added task and burden'': 

As well as perceiving the relatives as ''an added task and burden'', 

Cass (1979) has pointed out that the relative~ can also be perceived as 
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"d-ifficult" by the nurses. A "diffkult re11ative" being a relative lvho 

fails to accept the staff's plans concerning-the patient's discharge 

and aftercare. (cf . .With Peterson, 1967
1

). 
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A n~mber.of studies have also identified the nurses' percepti6n of 

the renative seeking to. interact with the nurse as an unwelcome 

interruption of nursing practice (Congalton and Najman, 1971, Meyer, 1960 

and Anderson 1973). Yet aHhough nurses appea1· to perceive that the 

relative can be a cause of interruption to the nursing routine, a study 

carried out by Hockey (1976) concerning areas of nursing practice for 

whi eh nurses ~1anted mor,e time produced only a sma.ll number of 1:esponses 

concerning''more time for the relatives''. 

The studies described above have identified negative attitudes 

to~1ards the relative amongst many trained nurses, both in this country 

a.!ld in Amel'ica. This suggests that conflict may be inherent in the 

nurse-relative r9lationship. 

A mixture of both negative and positive attitudes has been identified 

among re,latives towards nurses, although similar to the stud.ies which 

have focussed on nurses; attitudes, negative attitudes predominate. 

Only a few studies concerning the attitudes of relatives towards 

nurses have been located. One such study concerns the relatives of 

stroke patients. The findings of this study are qual'i:fied by the 

authors: 

' 
"Generally warm attitudes to~tards the nursing staff ~tere 
expressed. Perhaps 'kind and hardworkin~r', 'tough' but 
not 'bossy' concea 1 s a fa i 1 ure in cornmuni cuti on ski 11 s 

1. "A diffit11lt patient is often described as.demanding, unco-operative, 
unresponsive· to treatment; unappreciative or 'general.ly Uillikeable. 
Actually a difficult patient is one 1;1hose needs are not met -
emotiona-"1, .phys.ical or both." (Peterson 196.7, p. 523) . 



because our pati~nts did not expect nurses to talk much 
to them or their families and tended to excuse any 
perce.i·ved inadequacy." · 

(Christie and Lawrence, 1977 p. 50) 

A number of re:lati ves, particularly nurses· who have "become" 

relatives, have written articles concerning the process of "being" the 

relative of a patient ·in hospital: Some of these articles have also 

identified the attitudes that relatives may develop towards the nurses. 

caring for the patient. Many of the nur!;es who have 1qritten of thek 

experience of "being" a relative are some1~hat critical of the nurses 

1·1ith whom they came into contact during their "relative" experience. 

D'Add-io (1979), Dol an (1967}, Fraser (1979), Griffin (1978), Wi:re 
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(1978) and others have all written from this point of vieu. D'Addio 

wrote of her longing for empathy from the nurses; Dolan claimed that 

the nurses' familiarity with hospital procedures could make them forget -... -. 

that to a relative hospitul and illness can be terrifying; Fraser 

found that looking at nursing through the eyes of a relative was vet·y 

/ ~dis~urbing and stated that she learnt some lwt·sh facts about the 

realities of nursing care; Griffin bemoaned the lack of "someone to 

talk to me - to me"; and Wire described the problems she experienced as 

a nurse/relative when her husband was classified as a 'difficult' patient . 

. Other nurses who became the relatives of patients admitted to hospital 
' 

have described the difficulties they enr.our.tered, concerning the 

gathering of information and how this difficulty shaped their attitudes 

tm·tards the nurse (Jenkins 1978, Bishop 1979(a) and Lovegrove 1979). 

The above findings are of some interest for they indicate that 

nut·ses 1qho become 'relatives' may experience some form of 'reality shock' 

as described by Kramcr ( 1974) 1. It \·toul d appear that the ro 1 e of the 

1. "The total social,· physicar l!nd emotional response of a person 
to the unexpected, unwanted, or unde!;ii'Cd, and in the most 
severe degree to the intolerab.le." (.p. 3) 



nurse does little to prepare the ·roh! incumbent for this other role 

incumbency. 
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The 'non-nurses-' ~1ho have described the 'relati,ve experience' 

v.is-a-vis the nurse have also identified negative attitudes held by the 

re 1 at~'ve. Parker ( 1978) des cri bed the j ea 1 ousy he feH of the nurse who 

was both caring for and making decisions concerning h!is wife, ~1hile 

another -re 1 a tive pointed out how she was given no reassurance by the 

nurses and "became a very bewildered and frightened person" (Anon 1978). 

We should now consider those studies which have identified the 

expectations of these two groups. 

The expectations of the relative 

Only one study has been located which has focussed specifically 

on the relatiNes' expectations of the nurse. This was a small study carried~ 

out by Brislen (1978) in 1~hich he attempted to identify the expectations 

, -of the relatives of elderly patients in hospital in this country. 

Brislen found from his ·study of the 'supporting relatives' of geriatric 

patients that firstly, the relative expected thc.t the nurse would be a 

source of information l'lh-i'Ch he/she would be prepared to transmit clearly; 

secondly, the relative expected the nurse to accept res pons i bil i ty for 

keepi:ng hirn/her infonned as required, and finally, the relative expected 

to be included in the planning of patient care when the patient was not 

willing or able to do this for himself. 

'-
These are important findings, particularly the last one, which are 

of some significance to this study fOI' they support the indication that 

the expectations of the 'consumer' using the National l~ealth Service, as 

r·- -""'""·"" ~1ell as in other spheres of life is changing. Sto1~ch and Simpson (1980) 

have pointed out that some heolth care gr-oups are responding to the 

. ·--- -- .. 
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change by sho~ring 'concerm' for consumer rights. They also point out 

that although the nursing litet7ature also .indicates a grow·ing concern 

with the changing exp.ectati ons of the consumer, the actual practice of 

nursing has not been cons.i stent 11.ith this apparent concern. 

Some consumer .groups in other countries have recognised that a 
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mo.re positive approach to 'patients rights' is necessary. The American 

Hospita.l Association statement on a Patients Bill of Rights (A.H.A. 1973) 

and the Consumers Association of Canada Statement on Consumer Rights in 

Health Care (C. A. C. , 19-74) a re examp 1 es of statements whi eh not only 

dra11 attention to this matter, but also gi:ve the consumer a basJs fr'Om 

~1hich to proceed with a formal complaint if these 'rights' are not met. 

In this couil.try consumer rights are protected by the Office of the 

Health Servfce Commissioner, the Ombudsman, to whom complaints can be 

d~.rected for investigation. The reorganisation of the health service in 

1972 also provid~d for the establishment of a Community Health Council 

__ in each .district to represent everyone in the community including the 

patient and his family~· 

Other associ at·ions 1~hich a re independent of the government have 

also been established. The Patients Association was fot~med in 1963 and 

claims to have led or contributed to action in such areas as the 

appointment of the NHS Ombudsman, improvements in drug safety, reduc:ti ons 

in hospital l'laiting lists, a code of practice and improved hospital 

··visiting hours. 

The existence of such consumer protection groups does give the 

client some recourse outside the organisation which may give support 

if his/her expectations arc not met. This is important for as Susser 

·and l·latson (1971) have indicated, dissatisfied clients cannot effect 

change "through the mechanics of the market place only ~issatisfied 
I • • • ·~ 
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community groups, resorting to po 1 i ti cal pressure on the institution, 

can effect change from without; they.are increasingly learning to 

do so" (:p. 189). 

Communication in hospital 

The expectation concerning information is a notion which has been 
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identified in a ncumber of stud,ies conceming communication in hospital. 

Hhi 1 e none of the major commun.i cation studies have focus sed specHi:ca lly 

on the relatives' expectations, a number of these studies have focussed 

on the expectations of both the patient and of h,i,s family. Mumford and 

Skipper (1967) found that the patient and his/her family want information 

concerning the patient's diagnosis, the duratiun of the illness, the 

patient's progress, treatment and prognosis:· Studi.es carried out in the 

1960's, Barnes ( 1961), Cartwri ght ( 1964) and Raphae 1 ( 1969 )J found that ··- . . ~ 

the lack of such information from hospital st<~ff was a major complaint 

of patients and their relatives. Cartwright su~marised the situation 

/ -by eoi nti ng out that: 

"Hhile it can be accepted that some patier.t:; may have 
forgotten, not accepted or misunderstood 11hat they \~ere 
told, and others \~ere really seeking reassurance or even 
misinformation, there ·is some evidence of a serious 
failure of commun·i cation betl~een some pati:ents and 
hospital staff." (p. 86). 

/ 

The prescriptive literature for nurses points out that the patient 

and the relatives' 'right to know' is here to stay: 

"Daily 11e are reminded that patients and ·~h'=!ir families a.re 
more a1·wre of their needs as health care consumers." 

(Gilson 1974, p. 5) 

In spite of this ackno~1l edgement the situation rloes not appear to have 

changed very much for Rayner (1980), a well-known 'agony aunty'. has 

recently wt·itten an article in one of the prest'lgious nut·sing journals 

·-:· i ·· .. !·" 

:· . -.~. ~-- ~ 
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drawing attention to the fact that many relatives (and patients) 

write to her to ask for informaHon. which should have been given to 

them in hospital. Ma~Leod-Clarke (1980) has also pointed out within 

recent months that the di ssati s facti on 1·1i th. communi ea ti on is nm·t no 

longer "restricted to private grumbling, for an increasing number of 

patients and relatives are submitting formal complaints against medical 

and nursing staff'' concerning this matter. (p. 9). 
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Some attention has been given to the way in whi eh he a 1 th, 

professionals attei;lpt to control the amount and nature of the information 

which they share ~~·ith the 'client', be it either the patient or the 

. relative. 1 Rosenthal and others (1980) have indicated that ''information 

control is fundamenta·l to the maintenance of staff power ove1· patients 

and families". They argue that this is justified by the hea l:th 

professi.onals as a way of preventing the management problems \'thich 

could be created by better informed clients. Othet· reasons for the 

restriction of infurmation have also been put fontard. Brown (1966), 

/ --Rotb (1963) and Skipper (1965) have all suggested that this restriction 

masks the professional ;s short-comings from the scrutiny of theil· cl.·lents, 

while Davis (1963) and Quint (1965) have suggested, that limited 

communication protects the professional stance of detachment and concern. 

"Better cormnunication" 1~ith patients' families has been the subject 

of a number of articles in the nursing press (Williamson 1969, Roberts 

1971, Frost 1970, Parfit 1975 among others). But, as Marson (1977~ has 

indicated, as yet "little work of a systematic nature has been done on 

the developmer~t of interpersonal and inter-psychic skills in the trainee 

nurse". The problem of communication therefore remains one 1·1hich is 

generally unt·esolved within the hospitul setting. 

1. The ldterature cor.ce1~ning the mano.gement of information .b 
re vi Cl"led by f<klntosh. ( 1977).. 



Coping with relatives as an aspect of nursing practice 

Copi·ng with patients' relatives has been shown by ~1oores and 

t~oult (1979) to occupy only a very small amount of the nurses' time. 

In their timed study of nursing activities, t~oores and l~oult found that 

''dealing with patients' relatives and friends'' took up 0.5% of the 

nurse's day and was rated 39th out of 137 activities arranged in 

descending order. To set these ngures in proportion it should be 

·noted that no one activity took up more than 7% of the nurse's time in 

any one day, and the form of activity whi eh occupied the highest amount 

of time was the time spent by the. nurse in the kitchen, bathrooms, 

sluice, etc. 

However, it should be noted that l~oores and Moult re-lated their 

'timings' to all nurses on the ward. Fretwell (1979) looked at six 

sen-for s·isters' activities on six wat·ds and found that "talking to 

visitors" ranged from 0.6%- 8.4% of the sisters' time. 

6_1 ·-

/ _. It is not~ in the 1 i ght of these ffgures, surpri si n~J therefore thut 

.- an unp 1 anned activity, ~1hi eh can take up to 8. 4% of the nurses' time, 

should be perceived as 'interruption' as identified by the studies 

discussed in the section concerning the attitudes of nurses to relatives. 

Relative 'behaviour' 

A few studies have i denti fi ed different aspects of the be ha vi our 

exhibited by relatives and nurses vis-a-vis each other. Wilson (1971) 

noted the diffidence \·Jith which some relatives approached profess·ionai 

staff, including the nut·se. This was also 'reported by Bellamy (1970) 

who found that this was related to "not kno~Jing the rules about who to 

get in-formation from". Hm~ever, other studies have ai!io noted the 'pm·;er·' 

of the re 1 ati ve to adopt certai'n forms of :.,ehavi out· whi eh to some ex-tent 
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compensate for other d·i sadvantages, a 1 ready des cri bed, in the nurse-

relative relationship. Glaser and Strauss (1965) have described status 

forming tactics adopted by the relatives in order to obtain tr·eatment for 

the patient wh,ich is at variance w.ith that prescribed by the staff. 

Davis (1965) has, in addition, described the behaviour involved in 

'shopp:ing around' in ~1hich the relative goes from one professionai to 

another in an attempt to improve the ·quality and quanhty of information 

concerning the patieni. 

When family members a re not ab 1 e to de a 1 with the stress of 

hosp.italisation, various behaviours indicatin£ c;·isis ma.v be observed. 

Hall and Weaver (1974) pointed out that such behaviour may appear to be 

"be,Jl igerent t01·1ards the staff but that it more p:·operly represents the 

failure of role expectations. 

··we' ·should now turn our attention to nurse behaviour. 

Nurse behaviour 

/ Most of the nurse behaviour identified vis-a-vis the relative 

concerns 'visiting', arid relates to the nurse's attempts to produce 

conformity in the relative. Roth (1971) has po·inted out that service 

occupations or organisations-cannot select the clients, so that some 

effort is directed to\'orards "transforming those you do get somewhat 
' 

closer to the image of the desirable client''. (1his aspect of behaviour 

has been described by Gold (1952) between janitors and their 'cl·ientele').

Roth found that in the Accident and Emergen~.:y department "v·isitors are 

promptly or-del'ed to a \'/a iti ng room and are reminded of \'/here they be 1 ong 

if they wander into a restricted area!' (p. 853). ~ld·1illan ( 1980) has 

pointed out that in some hospitals the "reception is less than cordial 

the nurses keep guard to make sure that there are only tl-10 visitors per 

pa·tient, that children under 12 are kept out". She continued by pointing 

~ ' --. 
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out that the enfo~cement of such behaviour generates autocratic ·attitudes 

on the part of the staff: 

"Ru,les are rules and must be obeyed without exception. 
Any deviation from the rules must be .stamped out." 

(p. 725) 

Jacobs. (1978) also noted that control was exercised .over who could 

·come into the ward, when,, and' ~1hat they could do while they \'/ere in it, 

but that in addition control was a·l so· maintained by the lack of 

facilities for visitors. 

The ultimate sanction for non-compliance could be a refusal to 

allow .the relative admission to the ward. Fa_gerhaugh and Strauss (1977) 

have dl'al'm attention to this possibility: 

"If faniil i es he 1 p, or at 1 east they do not hinder the \'tork, 
.... th.ey a·re v1elcome, but if they are unco-operative the staff 

will try to control or even banish them." 
(p. 12) 

Rosenthal et. al. (1980) have described the 1~ay in v1hich "problem 
' 

families", that is non-:comp 1 i ant families 1·1ere contra 11 ed by nurses in a 

Canadian Hospita1. In the first instance they could be given a role as 

'worker', in which they could be given def·inite tasks relating to patient 

care (the hospital had a strong institutional commitment to family 

participation). They could also be given the role of 'patient', in which 

they could become the "legitimate object of the health professionals' 

attention and skills". In this way "altercasting" (described by 

Weinstein· and Deutschberger, 1963) by imputing roles other than that of 

'visitor' to the relatives constrained their conduct. Bond (1980) too 

observed that relntives ~tere made to conform by the nurses of a. radio

therapy ward, a 1 though she a 1 so noted that nurses tended to avo·i d the 

relatives makin~ no effort to obtain detailed information of the kind 

\ - .. 
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of problems they 1·1e re facing. 

Although the picture concerning nurse behaviour is very incomplete, 

the pre-dominant notion which emerges from .these studies is that of 

'control', ~lith some aspects of nursing practice seeming to be directed 

to~1ards obtaining compl·iance from the relatives. 

Conclusion 

~le have dealt at some length ltHh studies which have helped to 

illuminate our present understanding of the nurse-relaUve rel'ationship. 

These studies con,:erning this relationship reveal an incompl~te pi·cture 

of the relationsh~r suggesting that much more data is needed before any 

real understanding of the relationship can be reached. 

A number of factors concerning this rel'ationship are, however, of 

some significance. In the first instance, nw'ses and relatives provide 

an i nteres ti ng contrast with regard to group composition, for nurses are 

, -a highly organ·ised group with a well-defined place in the structure of 

the organisation. Re·latives on the other hand, ~1hi1Ei they share some 

common characteristics, have little contact with each other and are 

'outsiders' in the organisation. 

Secondly, relatives and nurses are not invariably well-disposed 

towards each other. Thirdly, there appears to be a failure of role 

expectations particularly concerning 'information'. Finally, then> 

are some indicat·•ons that nurses attempt to control certain aspects of 

relative behaviour. 

These, and other themes ~1hi eh have emerged and have been fully 

dfscussed in the text will be taken up again in later chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

I~ETHODOLOGY 

The discus!;.ion of earlier research i·n the previous chaptet· has 

indicated that the relationship between nurses and patients' relatives 

in a general hospital is a largely unexplored area. It was therefore 

decided to use the Natura.l i stic approach for the project so that the 

social -processes wh.ich ·were the focus of the study could be obset·ved 

and discussed with the .participants as and when such processes occurred 

within their natural setting. The Naturalistic technique i-s 1vell doc

umented (Denzin 1968, Schatzman and Strauss 1973), and is a n~thodology 

which encompasses three principles: 

1. the researcher enters the field of his enquiry as a participant 

2. 

·'Observer for a period of intense soci a-1 interaction ~li th the 

subjects of the study, 

the re5earclier creates much of his method in the field, developing 

-str<.tegies and operations at any stage of the fieldwot~k for obtain-

ing ans1·1ers to questions which arise .as a re.<;ult of his invest·igations, 

but ~1hich allow for data to be unobtrusively and -systematical"ly 

eo 11 ected,-

3. the di S\..overy process doe_s not need to be related to any one theory 

bui: leaves the researcher free to think about any of the pertinent 

theClries and assumptions pertaining to· i:is subject matter. 

The Field of Enquiry 

The examination of the relationship which. exists between nurses 

and patients' r~latives was carried out in five wards and depar~te11ts 
, 

of one District General Hospital.' The hospital ~Jas situated on the 

1. The hospitc:l 1·1ill be referr0d to as St. Davids in the text. 
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outskirts of a prov.incial city and served a~populati'on which 1~as both 

urban and rural. By restricting the research to one hospital the 

overall organisational policy remained constant a:l:lo~nng variation!> in 

behaviour which could be related to individual ward organisation to be 

identified. The. v1ards in which the observation took place were a 

medicc:.l ward, a gynaeco·logicar ward, a geriatric war<;J, a Coronary Care 

Unit and the Accident and Emergency department. 

The Researcher 

The researcher was an experienced nurse who had, prior to the 

conunencement of the study, been actively involved in nurse education. 

Obtaining Access 

A number of difficulties were encountered in gaining access to 

the ·field. These are described in some detail for- they at·e relevant 

to the study in a number of different ways. In the first instance, 

the difficulties encountered in the init1al negotiations extended the 

time needed to complete. the field work and consequently the pt·oject. 

The problem of 'time' will be fully discussed later in this chapter but 

is noted at this poi.nt, for this extension was unanti ci pa ted and 
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occurred in spite of the eo-operation of a 11 the peop:l e i nvo 1 ved in the 

negotiations. The problem occurred becau~e at the same_. time as the 

init·ial letter requesting permission to carry out the study 1 .. •as received 

by the District Nursing Officer some ·intimation of an industrial dispute, 

part of a national dispute, was also received. The negotiations 

proceeded but it was indicated from the outset that the project could 

possibly be held in aheyance if the potentiai c!isprlte materialised. 

The industria 1 di ~pute eventually caused a ·~-v1o-month de lay in the 

.... -·negotiation process. 

A further delay occut·red with regurd to the probiem of confident-
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iality. Th·is problem wa_s ra~:sed initially by the Divisional Nursing 

Officer ·and her team of senior nut:ses, 1~ho referred the matter to the 

District Management Team. The Team asked for a further statement 

concerning this matter and then referred the problem to the Ethical 

CommHtee. After some deliberation the Ethical Committee asked for 

a further statement concerning 'confidentiality' and also for 

reassurante that no pressure would be placed on individual nurses to 

co-operate. They finally requested that the consultants of a•ll the 

patients 1·1hose relatives ~1ou:ld be involved in the project should be 

. contacted and their permission· obtained. Permission was only given 

for the ,negotiations to proceed at. ward level ufter the researcher 

had agreed to all of these requests. 
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This final request from the Ethical Committee with regard to the 

pem1ission of the consultant placed a second constraint on the research, 

for in a small number of cases this 11as refus'ed. 

One further prob 1 em I'.' as encountered. After permission had been 

obtained from the Ethical Committee a number of ward sisters were asked 

by the Divisional Nursing Officer to attend a ntePting at 1·1hich the 

researche~ ~1as invited to outl~ne her research proposal. This meeting 

~1as initially a fairly traumatic one for the researcher, for it 

· appeared to her that most of the sisters invited to the meeting were 

against the proposed methodology. It seemed that 'observation' was 

perceive:.:! by them as a threat. In addition tc this some of the 1~ard 

sisters had discussed the matter with some of the doctors on their ward 

and it 1~as reported at this meeting that "they don't 1 ike it either". 

(In the light of later findings this early reference to the collusion 

between consu1tant and 11ard sister is of some interest). Three further 

objections 11ere also raised, firstly that -the ~urses were under pressure 

because of the 1~ork-load, and this fonn of re!;earch ~10uld take up 
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valuable nursing time; secondly, that the presence of an observer 

could prevent relatives from g,ivi ng the nurses information with regard 

to the patient; and finaHy, that much of the interaction lvhich took 
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place between nurses. and patients' relati.ves was of a confidential nature. 

In .. order to counter these arguments the researcher referred to her 

own experience as a ward s.i·ster, indicating that she could appreciate 

the matters rai.sed, but that this past experience should help her to 

overcome these di ffi cul ties. It was also stressed that the consultants 

concerned would be approached by the researcher herse 1 f and that at this 

stage it was nursing permission which was being ~ought. 

Eventually, 'lfter t'eassurances had again been g·iven in regard to 

confidentiality1 some of the ward sisters agreed to consider the proposal. 

Each of these si stet·s 1vere then seen i ndi vi dually and specific problems 

discussed. From this group of ward sisters five wards which matched the 

original request 1;ere selected. The five wards and units originally 

requested were selected in terms of the 'task' of_ the 1·1ard, for although 

the socia.l structure of each unit is to some extent determined by ~he 

organ.isational structure, it was thought that it wou-ld be possible to 

identify other a:.p2cts in the soC'ia 1 structure whi eh are directly 

related to the "~ask' and patient population of named wards. 

All of the ward sisters'who agreed to take part in the study ~H~re 

adamant that the researcher be identified as a nurse researcher by a 

name badge an:.! if possible by some form of uniform. They disagreed 

concerning the n::ture of the uniform so the resea·rcher agreed to comply 

~tith the wishes of each individual ward sister 1vith regard to this symbol. 

In the end ordini:lry clothes ~1ere I'JOrn on t\vo 'r'larcl~, a whit!! overall on 

·· •. ; "'<·• · · ___ .. , · ···1. flainwa tet' r.:nd Pitman ( 1967) have pointed out that the researcher 
uses the protn-ise of confidentiality as an inducement to ihformants, 
but that this promise places a dual responsibility on him. Firstly, 
he i:; bound by the right, the privacy of the informant, and secondly, 
he is bound by the fact that he .made tiri s commitment~ 



two wards and a voluntary ltorker's overall on one \•Jard. 

One methodological problem occurred at the beginning of the field 

work as a direct result of these final negotiations. for in spite of 

the co-operation.of everyone encountered 'in the field' a feeling of 

being 'on trial' was experienced by the researcher. This had to be 

overcome before the desired relationship could be established. 
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In retrospect some of the problems encountered initially ~1ere because 

the res ea re her did not give the peop 1 e from ~1hom permission was required 

precise details of the activities which 1~ould take place during each 

observation period. Yet this was not possible for one of the principles 

of the naturalistic approach to a problem is that the researcher creates 

much of his/her method in the field in response to questions which arise 

as a result of the investigation . ... . . ... 

Participant Observation 

Pat·ticipant observation as a method is ~1ell documented (B1·uyn 1966, 
/-

. Junker 1960 and Gold 1969). Four different roles are possible ~1ithin 

the boundaries of this method: 1) the complete participant; 2) the 

pat·ticipant as observer; 3) the observe!' as participant; and, 4) the 

complete observer, although as Junker has indicated "the role of 

complete observer is more ima,ginary than real". 

The role of complete participant can raise both moral and practical 

problem$, 'moral' because this method may be difficult to defend 

ethically, and 'practical' because although the participant observer 

may gain a more complete experience of the subjects socio-cultural 

milieu, he looses much of his objectivity in the process. Byerly (1964) 

and Pears all ( 1965) have pointed out that masi researchers tend to 

vaci 11 ate between the 'observer as parti c~.j)ant' and the 'part.i ci pant as 

observer'. For the observer as participant, observation tab:'!S precedence. 



Although this role can be limited in opportunities for obtaining 

i.nformation because of the superficial r~lationships she forms with her 

subjects, the risk of over-involvement is removed. 

The participant as observer is, by vktue ·of her c·loser inter-

persona·l re;lationships with her subjects, able to obtain a wider range 

of information from multiple sources. However, this role conta.ins a 

ri.sk of the field worker's over-involvement with her informants at the 

expense of data collection. 

Becker (1958) has described the task of the participat1t observer: 

"The participant observer gathers data by participating in the 
daily. life Clf the group or organisation he studies. He 
watches thE: peop 1 e he is studying to see 1·1hc; t si tu a ti ons 
they ordin.;rily meet and how they behave in them. He enters 
into convers12tions with some or all of the participants in 
these situations and discovers thei1r interpretations of the 
events he has observed." (.p. 652). 
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Three steps have been identified within this process: "registering, 

interpreting and r·ecording" (Sch1'1artz and Sch1~artz '1955). Success in 

/--this role depends on the ability to negotiate satisfactory relationships 

within the setting in which it takes place. The researcher must find 

some role whi eh is acceptab 1 e .to the people she is observing but 1·1h.i eh 

will also "allow both intimate observation of certain parts of their 

behaviour, and reporting in ways useful to social science but not harmful 

to those observed'' (Hughes 1960, cited by Baker, 1978, p. 65). 

Before focussing on the actual methods used it is necessary to 

consider the influence of the observer, for as Weick (1968) has indicated 

"observers ar~ perceptible as 1~ell as pe1·ceptive". Some consideration 

must therefore be given to the possibility that this presence may 

alter the course of a natural event. Because all action is oriented· 

.in some way to the social context the presence of nn observer must to 

some extent change that situ;;tion, but as Bocke!' (1959) has emphasised 



the ''daily business of life has to get done'' and continues in spite 

of the .observer's presence: 

''The people the field worker observes are ordinarily 
constrained to act as they would have in his absence 
by the vet·y social constraints whose effe~ts interest 

·him; he therefore has little chance, compared to the 
pracHti oners of other methods, to influence ~1ha t they 
do, for more potent forces are operating." (p. 43). 

In addition to this the relationsh.ip which 1~as to be observed 
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1~as in many ways a 'public' one, taking p 1 ace in the presence of others, 

nurses, doctors, patients etc. 

It is also necessary to consider the notion of b.ias for as Schwartz 

. and Schwartz (1955) have indicated, this is a universal phenomenon. 

The observer can, however, by specifying his own biases, limit some of 

the distortion of his observations. This requires continual i·ntro-

spection as part of the research process, for the need to "recognise 

and use one's innet· conflicts and biases is an essential part of the 

data being collected and analysed" (Quint 1967, p.llO). Bye~l.y (1968) 

·-has ,indicated that "conscientiously recorded notes" allow the researchet· 

to reflect on the roles played and on how the researcher's own behaviour 

may have affected the response.elicited. Reflection also enables the 

researcher to consider how iri turn the responseselicited have 

affected het· feelings and subsequent attempts to obtain further 
/ 

information. 

Methods Used to Collect Data 

Each ward was studied for a period of three weeks. This three 

11eek period \'/as follm·ted by an interval of 3-4 weeks to all011 

preliminary analysis of the data collected. 

·Data l·ias collected from each t-mrd and department dut·ing. daHy 

fout·"'"how· per·iods for eighteen days of the thl:ee v1eek pel'iod. The 



daily four hour periods were arranged to cover the full day-time 

span of duty, but concen·f;oated on those pet·i ods in whi eh niost 

relatives visited the wa·rds. Some time was also spent ~Jith the night 

staff on some of the \'tards. 

The first few days in each ~la·rd focusec on a number of specific 

acti<v.ities. Firstly, data was co·llected \'lith regard to the physical 

structure of the \'lard., for as Hall (1966) has pointed out, "Fixed

feature space is one of the .basic ways nf organ,fs.ing the activities of 

indivi"duals and groups; it includes mater·ial manifestations as well 
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as the hidden internalised designs that govetn behaviour as man moves 

about this earth." (p. 97) Secondly, permission was obtained from. all/ 

the nurses working in the 1~ard to observe any interactioi1-\'1Hh relatives 

in which they might be involved. 

A number of discussions have focused on the notiQn of 'informed 

consent' by which the participants choose whether· or not to take part in 

an i nvesti gati on after being informed of r-a.cts whi eh could influence 

their decision. 1 This principle is based on both cultural values and 

legal considerations and there is also a 'c.ommon-sense' justification 

in that potentially harmful research is m·inimised. It can also improve 

the quality of the researcher/subject relationship making the research 

experience beneficial for· both. 

Diener and Grandall (1978) pointed out that when field studies do 

not significantly affect subjects lives, informed consent can be 

methodologically undesirable. Therefore, if anyone other than the nurses, 

patients and relatives taking part in the study asked questions about the 

role of the res~archer these 1·1ere ans1·1::red truthfully, but no effort was 

made to specify her purpose. 

--------
1. This literature is revie1~ed in Di.ener and Grandall, 1978. 

.Jl•i' 
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Vi di eh ( 195S) has pointed out that each t·~spondent fonns an image 

of the respondent and will place her ·into a 'meaningful context'. This 

'mean~ngful context' will determine her sodal po'sition and \~ill 

determine to some degree 1·1hat she is 1 i k~ly to see. The respondents' 

percepti'OJl Of the ,researcher ilS a I nurse I may have been an advantage 

during this early period, aHhough it was recognised by the researcher 

that it was necessar-y to avoid committing a.lleg.iance to one segment of 

the group to. be .studied as far as this was poss.ibile. 

It 1>1as also recognised from the outset that the posit·ion of the 

researcher was r.n ambivalent one, 'for it was necessary to '1·1oo the 
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society' to ·~·ive' in it, yet it was necessary to 'deceive the society' 

·to study it. Enci•jg!'J information must be given to potentia•l respondents 

to fulfil the e+.hical requirements implicit ·jn 'permission seeking'' ~· 

yet too much information could be acause of distortion. Levine (1976) 

has··indicated that there are eleven types of information .which need to 

be given about th8 research, the purpose, the pa rti ci pant's ro 1 e, the '-

reason for the choice of subject, the procedures ~o be.employed, any 

risks or discomforts, any benefits and, if applicable, any alternative 

procedures. The ~"esearcher should also offer to answer any questions, 

and should state titat the subject can withdr·a1~ at. any time. Fina·lly, 

if this is applicable, the researcher should state that furthc::r 

informa.tion ~>lill be given follo~ling the experiment. This inform"tion 

was fed back to the ward sisters 1~ho took part in the study before any 

of the findi~gs were published. 

As well as taking note of the physical structure and obtaining 

permission from pc:rticipants, notes were also made of the routi.ne 

activities within the ward setting, recording observations about the 

way in 1>1hich they 1·wre performed. 

Places 1·1er'~ al~o chosen during this period from 1·1h·icli the inter-

-- -· ----- ---- -~-----·· ·----····-·-----~-- ............ - ........ _ ..... .., ............ ~.,- ............. -· • •-<-~· 
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action taking place between nurses a·nd patient's rell'.tives could be 

observed without intruding on the s.ituati on. Reco1·di n9s of the 
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interaction observed ~1ere a'lso made during these first t~1o to three 

days, so that nurses were used to seeing· the researcher vrith a notebook. 

These preliminary recordings were not, however, used as materia,l in the 

anaJysis, for it was believed that until the nurses v1ere accustomed to 

the presence of the researcher, they might find it diffi,cult to behave 

'normally'. 

Notes were only made at the time of the interaction if this could 

be carried out 1~ithout intruding on the situation,, for example, if the 

-----interaction was taking place within earshot but far enoug~ avmy from the 
-' 

participants for them not to realise that this was be.ing dorie. In 

other instances, as soon as the encount~r v1as camp 1 eted, the re se« rcher 

vlithdrew to record as accurately as possible the interaction obset·ved. 
; .... 

The use of a tape-recorder had been considered as a possible aid 

to the collection of this form of data, but this idea was·abandoned 

after some consideration. Tape-recorders and video-recorde1·s are an 

essential tool for the collection of interaction data which is to be 

analysed in great detail as an end product, but the focus of this stl!dy 

was also on the organ,isational factors 1·1hich could affect the ·inter

action patterns. Therefore, while the collection of interact·ion data 

was essential it was only part of the overall methodological approach. 

It v1as also known from a .previous study (Fox 1976) that most intet·a·ctions 

betvteen nurses and patients were of short "duration (less than 30 seconds) 

and from previous experience it was considered that nurse-relative 

interactions would be similar. It \'tas therefore believed that thet·e 

would be little actual data loss due to the ·inability of the researcher 

to recall the format of the interaction. In most instances the inter-

actions observed vmre in filet of very short duration, although no effort 



was made to time·them. 

During this initial period the r~searche~ also introduced herself 

to a number of relatives, anct, wher·e this was appropriate, to the 

patients concerned, seeking their permission for her p~esence during 

any encounters they might have with nurses. None of the nurses who 

were consulted refused to co-operate, although as it wi 11 be indicated 

l'ater some 1~ere initi.ally uneasy about giving their consent. Two of 

the relatives initially ret:used permission, but both later approached 

the researcher indicating that they had changed their minds. 

75. 

After three or four days 'acclimatisation' the data co:llection 

began in earnest. During each period of observation, after obtaining 

the consent of those involved, notes were madP. of all the nursing 

activity which took place in which relatives were involved. Such 

actfVity included the interaction 1·1hich took place bet1~een nurses and 

patients' relatives, the interaction between nurses and their colleagues 

concerning relatives and the verbal reports given ~o nurses coming on 
/-

duty, in whi eh references to the patients' re~l at i ves could be made. 

It was accepted by the researcher that communication betw~en nurses and 

, '·· . , relatives also takes place o_n the non··verbal le\'GL However, except 

for very obvious non-verbal behaviour no attempt was made to collect 

non-verbal behaviour for the researcher had no expel·ience in the 

correct and accurate interpretation of such data, and the use of a 

video-recorder allowing for later interpret~tion was not practical. 

Most of the interaction which takes place between nurses and 

relatives occurs in a 'public' area, .that is; in the corridor, ward or 

at tl1e nurses station. This means that it is easily observed without 

apparent intrusion, for the observer is just one of the 'crm·1d' . In 

order to obtn. in this form of data much of the tinie ~1as spent sitting 

near the nurses station. Other observation places were also required, 
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and at the beginning of the field work the problem of choosing the 

most important p·lace to be at any particular· time was difficult. 

Th,is became easier as more information was collected and the main foci 

of the research established, although it was never entirely resolved. 

At times the relative was invited 'backstage' by the nurse. This 

Onlly occurred if the nurse percetved the relqti,ves I enquiry to be of 

some import, or if she wished to make an announcement. 1 In such 

instances it was -necessary for the .researcher also to go 'backstage' . 

While it is believed that little distortion occurred d~e to the 
. . . 

observer's prese:-tc;:e in the 'public' area, it is necessary to consic!er 

the possible distortion that the researcher caused by her presence in 

the 'private' area. This problem has been discussed by Kratz (1975) who 

argued that-the answer to the question of distortion lies in the ''exact 

numbers ·involved in small-scale interaction, the type of transaction, 

on the participants in the transaction and on the locale in which the 

interaction takes place." (p. 53). In order to avoid the introduction of 

a third party, that of the researcher, into this form of encounter,· and 

thereby alter a dyadic situation into a triadic one, the researcher in 

such instances was irrtroduced as a 'colleague', who was watching-the 

·nurse, and the usual permission sought. While this ensured that the 

re 1 a ti ve response was 1 i ke ly not to be altered, the infrequency of 

these occasions did not allow the nurse to 'forget' the researcher's 

.presence and it is likely that in such instances, therefore, the 

situation was distorted. But, it should be emphasised, such occasions 

were not very frequent. Notes \~ere not taken in these situations, but 

-- an account 1~as made of such encounters immediately after they had taker. 

place . 

.. -~ . 
It has already been indicated that some data 1·1as collected by 

·1. Announceable events ~ill be discussed in Chapter 8. 



listening to reports given to nut'ses coming on duty. From this data 

it ~tas possible to reach some understanding of the ~my .nurses per·ceived 

certain re1l ati ves, and also of the way in 1~hich decisions 11ere made 

concerning who wou~d be the 'announcer' if an announcement had to be 

made. 

As well as noting the ir1teractions with regard to relatives some 

discussion concerning aspects. of the interaction observed l'tas initia·ted 

with the r.urses as and \'lhen the opportun-ity occurred. The researcher . . . 

was also 'fed' pieces of information \'lhich the nurses thought might be 

usef.ul. Ail such pieces of information \'tere acknowledged gratefully, 

although their reliability was privately regarded as unest_abil'ished .. 

Thre~ other methods of data collection were used. Firstly, the 

available documentation produced by the organisat-ion as policy· 

n. 

documents were examined, as well as the procedure boo~s and the patients' 

daily records which were maintained by the nurses. Second1ly, al'l. the 

nurses on each ward were interviewed. Thirdly, a number of relativ.es 

were interviewed over the period of time during ~1hich they 1·1ere visiting 

the hospi ta 1. 

lihese.multiple sampli<ng strategies allo~ted for data to be triang

ulated as described by Zelditch (1962). 

Becker and Geer (1957) have indicated the advantages to the 

researcher of using both 'observation' and 'interviews' - pointing out 

that i·t is essential to learn the language of the people being inter

viewed, and that this can only be verified by observation. They also 

indicated that there are matters ~1hich intervie•l'lees are un~lilling to 

discuss at interview, and that interview~es can see themse-lves to be 

'distorting lenses'. The combination of methods, al'lo~1s the researcher 

to monitor such discrepancies; t·lonitorin9 a process over a period of 

.. ... 

,!' 
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time a 1 so sensitises the r-e sea re her to any change; in perspective. 

Fifty-four nur·ses v1ere i ntervi ewe d. Each interview covered the 

same ground, although not necessar-ily in the same order, with the 

different participants, by the use of a topic iist of .t\~enty-four 

different aspects of nursing practice vis-a-vis relatives. Key phrases 

t1ere noted do~m at each interview and an account was then written up 
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immediately aften·1a rds. These i ntet·vi ev1s took place wherever a 

reasonably private place cou~ld be located, the treatment rooms, sisters' 

office etc., and lasted between 15 and 30 minutes. Arranging and 

carrying out. the interviews ~,; th nurses caused few problems, but this 

task \'/as not so easy in regard to relatives. 

It has already been indicated that the t·~searcher talked to nurses 

about matters raised by her observations, including those in which they 
., 

interacted 1~ith the relatives. She also discussed matters arising out 

of those individual pieces of observed interaction with the patients' 

__ relatives, but, in addition to this, information v1as required which 

would help to provide .some insight into the meanings given to the 

expet·ience of being a relative of a patient it; ;·1ospital by the relat·ives 

themselves, in particular concerning that part of the relative experience 

in whi eh they had some contact w'ith nurses. It was p 1 anned to obtain 

such information by carrying out a series of shot·t unstructured inter

views 1·1ith a small number of relatives in each 1~ard, Vihile the patient 

1~as still in hospital, in which the relative would be encouraged to 

fot·mul ate his or het~ own rep 1 i es to questions whi cli were re 1 ated to 

the i'elatives' retrospective view of his Oi' her experiences. This 
., 

·information 1·10uld be 1 inked to the observed tempot'ai sequence of 

reluti ve behaviour ·in the ward Sl,tting. There 1·1cre ti'IO reason5 for lhe 

. choice of a series of ir1terviews 1·1ith relatL·es in pr·efel'ence to the one 

in-depth intet·viel·/ chosen for collect·ing in.fo;-~;ation from indivi.dual 

nur-,;es: 



1. It would allo1·1 for the possible identifkation of any· 

relatives' attitudes 1~hich changed as a result of consequent 

experiences. 

2. It was hoped that this method \•/ould encourage the development 

of a relationship bet\'/een the researchf'r and the relative. 

~Relationships l'li th all the pa rti ci pants in the research ~li 11 

' be discussed later.) 

This aspect of the research was not introduced to the relatives 

until other strategies for collecting data were estab·lished, although 

79 •. 
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of course some contact \'/as made with relatives during this early peri(?d/ 
. . / 

in connection l'lith the collection of other forms of data. __ / 

It was believed ·that relatives might be reluctant to take part in 

this aspect of the reseat·ch but in fact the opposite was found; and the . \ . . . ~ 
relatives approached appeared very eager to talk about their on-going 

experiences. (This of itself may indi.cat~ un unmet need in relatives). 

However, as previously indicated, thi~ «spect of the research created 

a number of speci,fi c prob 1 ems (Ha1'1ker 1979). 

In the first instance there v1ere limitations placed on the 

collection of this data by the way in which relatives occupy themselves 

on the \'ta rd. Secondly, there was some difficulty experienced in 

maintaining continuity between the researcher and the relatives. 

Finally, there was some difficulty experienced in regard to the 'space' 

in which such interviews could be carried out. 

The Limitations Placed on the Collection of Data by the Way in ~!hich 

Relatives Occupy Their Time on the Hard. 

One of the p~inciples of the naturalistic technique is that data 

collection must not be intrusive. The time the relative spends with 
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the patient is often very precious to both of them and. H had been 

anti ci pa ted that. te lati ves' and the patients \•/horn they ·were visiting. 

' migh_t_be _ _r:e:luc_tan_t_to_shat:e_ some __ o_f_ihis time with the researcher. 

The t7esearcher; therefore, had to remain very sensitive to this, and 
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she tried as often as she could to use the opportunities whi eh occurred,. 

when the relative had for some reason or other to leave the patient's 

bedside, to carry out one of the interviews.. This \~as less of a problem 

on the wards where visi~ing was unrestricted. as the re~atives in the:;e 

wards often had to leave the bedside so that some form of nursing 

activity could take place, but in those wards where visiting was 

restricted, nursing activity concerning actual patient-care lessened .. -· 

considerably during these periods. 
/ 

If such an opportunity-did not 

occur it v1as necessary to devise some alternative means for initiating 

the interviev1. In some instances the researcher \~ould wait and see if 

any other visitors arrived for the patient and \•Joul d then fee 1 free to 

ask the relative if they were prepared to talk with he1· on that day .. 

She would occasionally see the relative and patient together but trieli 

on most occasions to see the relative alone as it was found that a 

number of relati'ves were reluctant to say very much in front of the 

patient. An arrangement could also be made to see the relative on their 

way out of the hospital but this was only converiient if the relative had 

no other pressing engagements, as the amount of time a relative plans to 

stay with the patient is· related to bther daily activities. 

If none of these opportunities arose·and the-relative and patient 

were totally engaged in conversation throughout the visiting period, 

the researcher would wait until the next day \'!hen ·in most instances an 

opportunity as dcscl"ibed above would arise. If "it looked as if this 11as 

unlikely, only then 1·10uld she interrupt the patient and relative to 

make an arrangement. 
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In orde1· to avoid interrupting. a li·/el~· rr.lutionsh;ip beb1een 

patient und relative the researcher had to spend a lot of time just 

looking for opportunities. rhe numbe1· of relatives involved in this 

aspect of the research' ~/as 1 imi ted to three at «ny one time to keep the 

situation within manageable proportions. 

A s.imilar seri.es of interviews with patients o1· nurses would be 

far less of a problem as there are a number of times during each day 

when patients are not involved in any sort of activity. It is a·lso 

poss i b 1 e, although perhaps more difficult, for nurses to arrange their 

activity so that the research process does not intrude on other aspect~/ 

of nursing practice. 

There 1~as a further minor problem relating to time. Some relatives., 

especially those who were the relatives of patients vtho 1~ere unable to 

respond normally to their visitors because of thei1· phys.ical condition, 

were only too glad to talk to someone during the visiting period. The .. 

difficulty ilere was to find ways of terminating the interv.iew when the 

events and experiences in which the researcher was interested had been 

fully discrJssed. ~lost inte.rviews lasted for· about ~en minutes, but one, 

the longest, with the relative of a termit1ally iJl, unconscious patient, 

lasted for tvto hours. 

In the first fevt interviews the researcher had to take the 

initiative in introducing those subjects in 1~hich she was interested, 

but most relatives soon became aware of her interest, and later interviews 

were less structured and all01~ed for gentle probing into the mean:i•ng of 

the event for the relative. The first few interviews 1~ere also the 

intervievis -in v1hich a relationship based on trust was bunt, but such a 

rel ~tionship takes time, and the most rroducU vr. ir.ter'Jiews l~ei'e those 

vlith whom. the relationship had built up over most of the observat-ion 
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period, i.e. up to two-and-a-half \·teeks, and the least productive were 

those with relat:ives of patients who were .in hospita~l for only a few days. 

(Some data was collected in this 1~ay from relatives of patients who 1·1ere 

only in for 48 hours, but this pro vi des 1 ittle _insight into the meaning 

of the events described.) 

The Difficulty of Maintaining Continuity 

Closely related to the problem cif time \~as the problem of maintaining 

continuity. The patients' relatives are an elusive group. No-one can 

ever be sure when they will be in the ward. Although the four hour 

. periods on the wad were most heavily concentrated on those times \·then 

most of the relat·l-.'es ~tere in the ~tard~ it was possible for a relative 

to visit a patisnt several times 1~ithout being in the ~1ard at the same 

time as the ·researcher. This was because the observations were also 

re 1 ated 'to other aspects of the research' ~I hi 1 e the re 1 ati ve was only 

able to visit the patient when not engaged in other activity outside 

the hospital. It was not absolutely necessary to .see each relative 
/ --· 

every day a:; has a·l ready been pointed Out, but some eff01·t \'/aS made to 

avoi·d too long a !;UP between events which might be significant fo1· the 

re 1 ati've and the discussion of such events. 

lf too much time had elapsed since an event 1~hich 1~as then 
' 

discussed, the res ea 1·cher had to be aware of the changes 1vhi eh might 

have taken place in the reporting of such an event. 

If the resear-:;her missed seeing a relative for any length of time, 

she would try and a 1 te I' her observation schedule to be there when the 

relative was next expected on the ward, but this was not always possible, 

.and there \'/as some data loss because of this problem. Fortunaiely, a. 

number of relatives \'/ere vet·y co-operative and ~1ould tell the l'esearche;· 

of the.ir visiting plans for the follo~!ing day, and some 1~ould also look 



for her when they arrived on the l'ta rd, so that in their m·m l·tay they 

helped to maintain continuity. 

The Lack of Space in Hhich to Talk to Relatives 

During the course of the research, the researcher interviewed a 

number of people from different disciplines within the hospital. All 
. . 
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of these interviews took place 1·tithin some sort of office space to vthich 

that person could lay claim, the .nurses' office, coroner~ ·office in the 

mortuary, soci a 1 worker's office, etc. She a'lso talked to a number of 

patients who, although they did not have any office space, did have 

. some 'bed-space' which belonged only to them. While the bed-space did 

not .afford very mtrch privacy, it did not interfere ~lith other peoples' 

use of space, 'H0wever, there l'tas some di ffi cul ty with regard to the space· 

in which a 'sp~celess' researcher could interview 'spaceless' relatives, 

not only once but several times. 

Only one ward had a visitors rocim and this so 1 ved the pt·ob 1 em on 

-that l·tard, but in all the other l·tat·ds a space had to be created before 

any of the interviews 1vere initiated. The space used could vary from 

day-to-day or even within the same observation period. Interviews ·took 

place in empty side-1~ards, in the day room, in wai.ting areas outside 

the \'lat·d, or even, in desperation, in the corridor. Interv·iews ·in an of 

these places were unfortunate-ly 1 i ke ly to be interrupted by other peop.le 

wi.shing to use the space. The researcher was therefore concerned about 

the lack of p~ivacy in these var·ious settings, none of which met the 

criteria set out as the ideal environment in the 'how-to-do-it' r~search 

books. It says a good deal about the relatives taking part in this 

aspect of the research that they were willing to tolerate these 

conditions. 

Comparative anah'sis of the data- collected in these many d·i·fferent 
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settings i nd·i cates that the effect of the different settings app!:!a rs 

1 ess than had ·been ant·i ci pate d. It· seems· that the main advautage of 

the visitor,s room was that the t:elatives relaxed more quickly. The 

disadvantage was that the .comb.ination of comfortable annchairs and 

the quiet atmosphere tended to prolong the interviews with some 

relatives, i.e. those. of patients_ not able to respond normally, many 

of ~1hom were happy to talk about other issues not t·elated to the 

research, and it seemed more difficult to ter:minate these interviews. 

The least satisfactory location appeared to be the corridor, possibl·Y 

because this was the location in which there v1as the most distrt\ction. 

The methods described so far were carried out on all the wards in 

1·1hich the observation took place, but there 1~ere also a number of 

strategies which were used in connection with specific ~1ards. These 

will. be. described below in the context of each ward and unit. 

The l~edical Ward 

flti .. 

The medical 1·1ard was a mixed viard of t1~enty-t1~o beds served by h1o 

consultants, and managed by one v1ard sister·. During the observation 

period on this ward the researcher sat at the desk usually occupied by 

the ward cle1·k, who was on holiday at the time. From this positinn :it 

was pos·sible to mon.itor most of the tele;::hone calls into the war·d, and 

some effort v1as made to focus on this i.'l.spect of the interaction v1h·i eh 

takes place between nurses and patients' relatives. 

The Coronary Care Unit 

The Coronary Care Unit comprised six beC:s served by six consultants 

and was managed by three 1vard sistet·s working a duty system of intet·lw·l 

rotati~n 1 . No additional strategies were employed in this unit at the 

1. rnternal rotation means that one of the three sisters is on n1ght 
duty for a period of a week before being rep 1 aced by another etc. 
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time, but after examining the datfr, a letter was sent to ten other 

coronary ca·re units in order to follow-up an aspect of behaviour 

identified (this will be described in the text). 

The Gynaecologi ca;l Hard 

The gynaecological ward was managed by two ward sisters and 

comprised 40 beds. It was serve a by three consultants. Hhi 1 e on this 

ward a survey using a simple questionnaire was carried out among 

patients l'lith young families at home, in order to collect information 

with regard to the effect of the patients' hospitalisation on the 

family. 
-- .. --

/ 

The Geriatric Ward 

The gel'iatric ward comprised thirty beds, was served by one 
. ,_. ·•-
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consultant, and was managed by one ward sister. During the observation 

period the ward sister was away, due to illness, and the ward was 

managed by her deputy, a staff nurse of some exper·ience, who shortly 

after the observation period was appointed to a sister's post. During 

the period of observation, the researcher attended the multi-disciplinary. 

meetings, held weekly to discuss the patients, auring which discussions 

in regard to the patients' family figured prominently. She also 

attended two 'stroke relatives meetings', convened by the physiotherapy 

department .and supported by the nursing staff, ~~~ich were designed to 

teach the re 1 ati ves of 'stroke' patients some aspect of their ea re. 

Accident and Emergency De~artment 

At the request of the four sisters and the nursing officer who 

managed tMs department, the observation took place at t1~o different 

times of the year, one two-week pet·iod dur·ing the winter, and one 

during the summer. This was because during the summer the work~load 
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1'1as norma:lly increased by the infl,ux of holiday-makers into the 

surrounding art:a. No additional strategies were used in tlris a17ea. 

Although the settings varied in different 1~ays, as Lofland (197l) has 

indicated "they nre alike in that they provide for those involved a 

siniilarity of circumstance of action". It was possible, therefore, 

using the methods described, to identify phenomena which arose out of 

the general featut·es of the settings~ and whi.ch could be observed 

'ac1·oss the board'. But it ~1as also possible to identify phenomena· 

~lh·ich seemed to at·ise out of the -more specific features of each setting. 

Ho~1ever, collecting data is only one part ·of a 'multiplex proce:~s' 
...... 

in which analysis, reseat:ch design and ·~1rite-ups' are, all carried on 
.. ~ ,/ 

simultarieously, continually influencing and impinging upon one another 

(rkCall and Sirmnons, 1969). Bailyn (1977) has indicated that continuous 
.-

analysis is important for two reasons, firstly it .allt;J_WS the data 

eo 11 ected to be sufficiently complex, vli thout oven1he 1 mi ng the res ea re her, 
-

1~ho is able to control its cogn.itive complexity. Second~y. it enables 

links to be made between the data and existing concepts, thus indica::ing 

where more data is needed. 

The method of collecting data already desci'ibed resulted in a 

mass of notes at the end of each period of ob~ervation:. Some attempt 

was made during each three 1'/eek period of observation to begin the 

preliminary analysis. ln the very fi:rst instance a number of questions 

t~s suggested by Spier (1973) 1·1ere asked of the data in order to 
. 

determine any major categories. In this I'Jily the 'routine' kind of 

interactions were identified, some possible constraints noted, special 

terms used identified, and the difference bet1-1een front and back-stage 

behaviour estc~blished. Data concerning individual nurses' behaviour 

\'/as examined for indicot"ions of special entitlements, privileges and 
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qualifications which defined spheres of rightful behaviour for them 

but not for others. The data was also examined for possible patterns 

of deference, and for the way in whi eh. responsibility was de 1 egated 

and enacted by those in positions with duties arid obligations towards 

others. This preliminary examination of the data guided the researcher 

to further parti cul a1· observations, and quest.ionn,i ng of the peop 1 e 
. . 

observed. Some attempt was al:so made dudng this period to defi-ne 

particularcategories by the constant comparative method. At the end 

of the three 1·1eek ob se rvati on period. this process was comp 1 eted before 

the next three week period of observation began. 
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During these intervening periods the implittlions of the developing 

categories were considered as well as their r<:~atior.ship to other 

categot·ies. Categories were developed from the data by the 'constant 
. . -

cQmparati ve method' suggested by Gl as er and Strauss ( 1967). Gl as er and 

S~rauss also indicated that these 'reflective r;eriods', as 1·1ell as giving 

/_the, researcher a break from data collection, allow him/her to think 

uninterruptedly about the field experience, and to 'reflect' systematically 

about his/her data in accordance with his/her ha3ic analytical categories. 

and to consider the interplay between the two. 

As categories were identified from the data, their properties were 
·' 

defined iil the light of the existing data, and then each category title 

was written on a 5"x8" index card. Further examples found in the data 

were then compared w.ith the cri gi na 1 until the category 1·1as 'sa tu rated' 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). In this way it was possible to identify 

the typical a!ld routine applications of the phenomenon as well as the 

range of its u.pplicability and the 'flay this varied systematically in use. 

· · ·- · · t4any of the original 233 categories genel'ated from the data 

cl us te rc:d into recognisable concepts. 
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However, it should be pointed out that not all the categories 

were systematically followed through as the field 1~ork progressed, for 

their significance was not immediately apparent, and it was only later 

that some propositions were precisely formulated. In this instance 

these propositions were tested against the exi·sting data. 
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Neither should it be assumed that follm·ling the last 'reflective 

period', everything fell into place. The final 'ah-ha!' did not occur 

until much later in the process, and there are also some 'loose ends' which 

could be followed further. The analytical model wHl be further discussed 

in Chapter 4. 

Before focussing on the 'relationships' in which the researcher ~1as 

engaged it is necr:>s;;ary to take note of some of the practical problems · 

.. encountered during the data collection and analysis. 

1. Some difficulty was encountered by the researcher in regard to 

/--
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her ne~1 l'ole within a hospital ward. Pearsall (1965) and Byerly 

( 19?9) have indicated the advantages of the nurse carrying out 

research in a familiar environment, in that she avoids 'culture 

shock' . They have a i so pointed out the disadvantages 1~hi eh the 

nurse may have in this situation: in the first instance she may 

be so familiar w.i.th the eflvi ronment that she overlooks the 

familiar, and s9condly, she may not initially be able to avo·id 

over-identification with the nurse group. Thirdly, she may 

expel'i ence some dHfi cul ty in the re-orientation from being actively 

involved in patient-care to a passive-role as far as patient-ca1~ 

is concerned. This in fact was less difficult than some of the 

other aspects for the researcher, possibly because of he1· previous 

experience of 'watching' studeni and pupil nurses when practising 

as a c:linicai teacher. Some attempt 1~as made Clt first on each 

of the ~wrds in 1·1hich the observation t.ook p 1 ace to refrain from 

'1 ending a hand' in order to concentrate totally on the ohserva ti on . 



However as the researcher became more familiar vlith her 

surroundings she was able to utilise 'participation' in the 

routine as a source of data. But as soon as the researcher 

.indicated her 1·1illingness to participate s_he also found that 

she· had to ijefine exactly what she would and would not do, or 

she would rapidly have been perceived as a 'nurse' on the ward, 

for example, an 'extra pair of hands', and not as a researcher. 1 

2. It has already been pointed out that the consultants' permission 

to observe interaction involving 'their' relatives 1~as refused by 

two consultants, both of whom attended the coronary care unit. 
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It was necessary, therefore, on this ward to establish first of all 

if ~he relative could by this criterion be approached for permission. 

As this ~1as only a small unit this was not a major problem but it 

.. did_ create a practical hindrance. 

3. There were also problems experienced 1~ith regard to confidentiality. 

/--
Because the researcher was identified as a 'nurse' some of the 

relatives asked questions of her, during the course of their 

interviews, concerning the patients' condition. In such instances 

the researcher had to deceive the relative by pleading ignorance. 

4. One further problem occurred, which unavoidably caused distortion 
' 

of the situation under observation. A number of relatives in all 

the ~1a rds, entering the ~1a rd for the first time, approached the 

researcher looking for information. As a matter of courtesy the 

only response available to the researcher was to direct them to the 

most likely so_urce of information, for example, the ward sister, but 

this obviously distorted the 'i~itiation behaviour' pattern. 

1. Byerly and Pearsall also indicated that the situation could arise 
in the ward when the nurse as 1·esearcher had to choose between 
intervention and non-intervention by making a nursing judgement. 
No such situation arose. 
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5. It is also thought that some distortion may have occurred in 

the data co 11 ected by i ntervi ev1 because the researcher was 

perceived as a nurse by both relatives and nurses. Although some 

relatives were critical of the nurses this. was in most instances 

qualified by a statement such as "they'.re so busy" or by some 

reference to their "kindness" in other areas. This may have been 
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because the respondent .perceived the researcher as one of the group 

she was criticising. 1 The nurses also at times appeared to be 

exhibiting 'researcher pleasing' behaviour. However, because of 

the other sources of data it was possible to monitor such 

discrepancies as suggested by Becker and G~er {1957). 

6. Some consideration should briefly be given to the amount of time 

which participant observation .as a method requires compared with 

.. oth.er methods. Every part of the process is time-consuming. 

Whyte {1979) has pointed out how long it takes for the researcher 

to 'break through' the superficialities of conversation among 

str~~gers. It is possible that this is easier in a hospital ward 

than in some other settings, for the soci a 1 structure of the ward 

is designed to constantlcy incorporate 'strangers' into the system, . . . 

albeit 'strangers' in v~t?ll-defined social positions, such as pat.ients,. 

·student nurses, unlike that of the researcher. However, a period 

of time v1as still necessary for the researcher to define a position 

for herself within that structure. 

Jackson (1975) has also indicated that it takes time and practice 

for the novice to become comfortab·l e w"ith the process. 

Finally the analysis itself takes time. 

We should now turn our attention to the matter of relationships . 

1. This 1~as not unlike the f-indings of Nehr·ing and Geach (1973) who 
found that patients 1ver-e re 1 uttant to comment· on their cat'e under 
any conditions no nwtter vthat methods v1erc used to try to obtain 
this information. . 



Buildi.ng relationships with the groups with~n th~ setting is 

also an important part of the re sea l'Ch pm cess. . ~ihyte ( 1979) has 

indicated that "success in the field depends less on the mastery .of 

certain techniques than on the ability tc build a mutually supportive 

relationship writh his subjects". However, rJthough t·elationships are 

very important it is equally important to prevent over-rapport with 

any of the subjects for too ~lose a relationship may prevent some lines 

of enquiry being pursued. ".The question for the participant observer 

is not merely that of deve,loping rapport, but what kind and quality of 

rapport are desirable". (p.60}. 

The hospital is a highly structut-ed setting, in bpth social and 
.' 

territorial terms, and in order to gair. ar.cess to this setting the .. 

researcher has to be socially located. Each group within the hospital 

has its territory and also its social location. In s.uch an organised 

setting the unlabelled, unlocated person is either a transient (l<ike 
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the relatives and other visitors) or an Ufi~icensed. intruder, both of 

which are unsuitable roles for the reseo.rcher. Labe'lling the researchel' 

as a I nurse I undoubtedly had advantages cjn terms Of contacts With other 

members of the group, but as has already ileen indicated this may have 

disadvantag&s vis-a-vis other groups, ·and in some instances with the 

group with whom site was identified. It seems likely that because of 

the structured' nature of the relationships induced by labelling, some 

classes of inf01:mation may be inaccessible to a researcher who is 

labelled as a nurse. It was essential therefore that a supportive 

relationship was established with relatives and nurses in order to 

minimise the consequences of labelling. 

As previously reported, the researcher talked ~li th a number of 

relatives e~ch day, usually in the \'!ani,. but attempts were also· made, 

where th,is was appropr'iate, to enter "the relative \'/Ot:1d" outside the 
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ward, by ~miting in the waiting room, standing outside the ward 

doors, waiting for visiting time to begin, drinking tea in the 

hospital canteen, travelling on the hospital bus. 

In the same way the researcher accompanied the nurses to meals, 

drank coffee ~li th them, played. backgammon \'lith the night staff during 

their break and accepted an invitation to a leaving party for one of 

the permanent staff on one of the wards. 
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~1istakes were made, for example, a relationship ~1ith two first-year 

students perceptibly changed after they discovered that the researche1· 

had been a clinical teacher- "Now we shall think that you're watching 

to see if we do it \~rong." This was unfortunate, but is part of the 

learning process of the researcher.· 

The attempt by nurses and others to place the nurse into a . . . 

meaningful context has been described by Fretwell (1979) and Baker (1978). 

The experience of the researcher was similar. A number of nUl·ses \'/ere 

.- ·interested in the researcher's future p 1 ans, and her past. This may be, 

as suggested by Baker, because other nurses Nere anxious to place her 

in the nursing hierarchy, and in that way try and discover her relation

ship with nurse managers. 

It was essential that th~ researcher was perceived as 'trustworthy' 

and was not perceived as 'reporting back' to the management. If 

questions were asked the researcher made it clear that she had no 

contact with the management, and in fact this \'/as true for the management 

made no attempt to maintain any links. 

Some effort was made by a few nurses to use the researcher as a 

'sympathetic ear' and as an audience for comp 1 a i nts about the 'duty rota' 

and the staff shortage .. The researcher ir.. such instances attempted to 



refrain fl·om making a judgemental response. 

The nurses' perception of the task of the researcher is a 1 so 

of some interest. A number of nurses regarded the apparent 

'inactivity' of the research as 'boring'. 

"I COU'ldn't just sit there watchi,ng like that, I'd have 
to be doing something." 

They were, however, anxious to know what 'notes' were being 

taken. 

"I wish I knel'i what you were writing dm~n." 

"One day I'll s tea 1 that 1 i ttl e book." 

One doctor 3ctually asked to see what had just been written. 

This request 1·1as granted for he had been party to the conversation just 

recorded so no breach of confi denti a 1 i ty took p 1 ace' and it \vas thought 

that this would indicate that no subjective criticisms were being 

recorded. 

The doctors' attitude to the-research was also of some interest. 

Most we1·e unfamiliar with the methodology emp•l oyed and some tended to 

·be scornful, "tao much memory loss and bias", "not poss-ible to do a 

good piece of research that way". On the other hand, a number of them 

~1ere very anxious to g·ive their unsolicited views concerning patients' 

relatives. 

The unfamn-:a,ity with the reseanh methodology also appeared to 

create a threat for some nurses on some of the 1~ards. This had already 

been indicated at the first meeting with the sisters. As the 

.researcher was leaving the various 1·1ards at the end of the observation 

period, a number of nurses ~ndicated thP.i r immed-iate reaction to 

hearing that the re~earch was to take place in 'their' ward. 
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"We we1·e a·ll a bit put out when we heard you ~1ere coming -
~le thought you'd be grabbing _us every time we tal:ked to 
a relative - I for one was very unhappy about that." 

(SRN) 

"l~hen l heard what you wanted to do, I thought, not \vith 
me she doesn't. I'm not going to have someone follow 
me around." (SRN) 

The nw·ses' perception of the research as a threat, and the 

'boring' nature of the task is not surprising in view of O·leson and 

Hhittaker's finding that many participants have "fallacious images 

of what soci:ological researchers do", Part of the researcher's task 

NCJuld therefore seem to be that of teacher. 

One fu1·ther comment should be made about relationships between 

the researcher and others. Byerly (1960) indicated that some nurses 

may.attempt to keep the researcher at a distance by joking, teasing 

behavioUI'. This was not encounte1·ed with nurses, but was a fairly 

common behaviour pattern adopted by the doctors toward the researcher. 

It was not possible to measure how successful the researcher vtas 

in regard to re 1 ati onshi ps. This can only be judged by the incidents 

she \vas permitted to watch and the conversations ·in which she 

participated ''indicating success in negotiating an acceptable role, 

being both trust\~orthy and unobtrusive." (Baker 1978); 

Conclusion 
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The niethodology employed allowed the researcher to progress from 

collecting a kaleidoscope of subjective impressions to the collection 

of data 1·1hich was used to test out propcsitions which hnd arisen from 

the data. It is possib"le therefore to indic:<J.te in the ensuing chapters 

the 1 fit' between the different components of this camp 1 ex process. 



No attempt was made to measure the amount of satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction with any aspect of the nurse-relative relationship, 
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for as Mauksh (1973) has pointed out, such studies have been acknowledged 

as "being largely useless". He also indicated .that repeated findings 

of the '·satisfied' patient "must beg the question of concept and 

methodology", and that since these studies merely tap a segment of a 

stream of negotiated relationships, it is not surprising that the 

usual response of patients tends to bear witness to their effort to 

succeed in the interaction game rather than being any indication of 

either the real experience or to its quality. 

Data has instead been used to illuminate the different aspects 

of the nurse-patient relationship, highlighting the significance of the 

social structure in which this relationship develops. 

Hie di scu~s ion in this chapter has focus sed on the methodo•logy 

emp•loyed in this study. Some· cons.ideration hes been given to the way 

_in which the data was collected, and also to the way in which the 
' 

collection of data was.~erceived by both the researcher and others 

. concerned in the process. Before we go on to ccmsider the different 

aspects. of the nurse-relative relationship we shoul.d.now pay some 

attention to the analytical model employed. This will be considered in 

the next chapter. 

-- :, .~~ 
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CHAPTER 4 

T~IE ANALYTICAL MODEL 

Some brief reference was made in the previous chaptet·, as part 

of the description of the methodology employed, .to the ~my in which 

the data was analysed. Further attention must no~t be g,iven to the 

analytical model itself and to the re}ationsh.ip or this model to the 

theoretical perspective of this thesis. 

The discussion will be concerned ~1ith three separate issues whi eh 

are themselves inte:r-rela.ted. Although these issues are not easily 

divisible because of theH· relatedness sonie di.vision must be made in 

order to reach an understanding cf the 1~ay in 1·thi eh each issue p 1 ays a 

part in the social context of this reseat·ch. 

Firstly~ as indicated in Chapter 3, the research procedures used in 

th1s study l'iet·e procedures ~thich produced descriptive data. These 

procedures and the data produced reflect the reseat·cher' s attempt to 

%. 

c:;apture the 'whole' setting as opposed to focussing on isolated var·ii.lhles 
/ 

' 
or hypotheses. In this 1~ay the research methodology can be described as 

'qual'itative'. 

The two different approaches to the collection of social data, 

qua'l itati ve and qucn~titati ve, both of whi eh at·e vtell documented, each 

have their devotees among sociologists, most of whom are willing to 

accept that both methods, albeit with certain reservations, play a useful 

part in extending the frontiers of sociological knowledge. However, 

there are also within each camp critics of the alternative method 

emp·l oyed by eo 11 ec:gues in the opposite camp. Although a deta i1 ed 

description of thr qua'litative versus quanti'.:ative vrgument, uhich hus 

existed among sociologists for many years, is not _app;·opriate at this 

point, some reference sh:m1d be made to the sp-2c i fi c arguments tnilde 



against the quaiiitati\;e method and to theit· implications for the 

present study. 

Second~y. further consi.deration should be given to the use of 

grounded theory ·a.s des cri bed by Gl as er and S trauss, for thei:r ~mrk, 

and t~e work of others who have themselves been influenced by these two 

sociologists also has ·major implicati.ons for this p.iece of research. 

Fina~ly. some attention should be paid to the cognitive process 

implicit in the analysis of qualitative data. 

It is hoped that this discussion will help the reader both to 

understand the logic of the data analysis utilised in this study, and 

also to establish the quality of the theory generated in this 1·1ay. 

The Qualitative Method 

During the period 1920-1930 two great methodological issues sha(ply 

divided· sociolog.i•sts. These issues, 1·1h:ich, as already indic<Jted, sti1il 

/to some extent exist today, centred on the merits of case studies versus 

statistics and also on the concept of subjective interpretation. A 

compromise was eventua·lly reached by ~1hich it was g~nera lly ackn01·1l edged 
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. that case studies cou~d be usefully carried out but that as a method· tlris 

~ms not as impressive or as. advantageous as the statistical method. 

Similarly subjecti've data, such as motives and intentions, 1·1ere held to 

be relevant only insofar as they were classifiable and. countable. In 

this way such data could be used as the bas ·j s for a theoreti ea 1 

interpretation of statistical relationships bet1·1een this and other data. 

r~cCaJl and Simmons, after summarising the situation briefly 

described above in 1969 noted that at that tin~ these arguntents for ar1d 

against the vndous methodologies, in onrticular the credibility of 

subjective data, \~ere s.t.i11 to be found in the literature rei aHng to 

·· .. 
. ... 
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participant observation. ~1uch more recently, in a review article, 

Roos (1979) has attempted to present the subst~nce of the arguments 

which exist at present in a critique of the recent literature de~cribing 

the use of qualitative methodology in some recent ,studies. The main 

substance of the argument at the present time appears to be not so much 

about the merits of the methods themselves but mor:e about the 'qua 1 i ty 

of the theory, and its general a pp 1 i cabil i ty, ~1hich each method can 

generate. 

The present preoccupation with the quality of the theory is of 

some re 1 evance to the present study and will be discussed more 

extens·ively later in the chapte1·. At present we shall focus briefl.y on 

the lesser argument which also still persists, concerning the credibility 

of the data collected by this methodological approach. 

··The techniques employed to collect qualitative data are of 

necessity non-standardised: The main advantage of non-standardisation is 

that the direction of the enquiry can be altered, in response to the data. 

collected, to more fruitful areas of investigation. In this way the field 

situation can be exploited to the full. Although this is a major advantage, 

it should also be noted that_ non-standard:isat.ion may possibly inhibit the 

formulation of variables and hinder ·the understanding of the relatinnship 

between then1. While accepting this rider it should also be noted that 

this "lack of formulation is not an inherent shortcoming of the method, 

but it is a frequent concomitant" (Dean, Eichhorn and Dean, 1969, p. 21). 

Hm•1ever, because of th.is lack of formulation ar·guments have been 

levelled against the proponents of these methods that the data is not 

necessarily reliable or valid1 and th~refor:e credible. 

1. It is accepted that reliab.ility and validity are issues which affect 
not only the credibility of ~ualitative ~nalysis but are also a 
problem in any form of data collection. Attention has already 
been d1"a1·m to the method of "·tl'iangu•lat·ion" of data in Chapte1· 3 by 
wlri eh to some extent these prob l.ems are overcome. (See p. 77) .. 



The blame for the continued existence of this argument may 

possibly be levelled at some of the researchers themselves who have 

employed these techniques in the past. It is likely that in some 

instances too mucl1 emphasis has been placed on the methodological issues 

such as gaining access, interviewing, handling reciproc1ties and so on 

rather than on the intellectual work of analysis and the way iri which 
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the cred·ibility of the findings are established. Sieber (1976) has 

suggested that this exaggerated emphasis on the ''non-intellecti~e aspects'' 

of fie.ld work leads to the suspicion that the human relations orientation 

of ~eople Working in the field takes precedence over scientific concerns. 

This is not to say that rigorous methods of data collection and analysis, 

1~hich themselves help to reassure others of the r"'=1iability and va·lidity 

of the data as well as the credibility of the researcher and the research 

findings, have not been carried out, only that they have not always been 

descr1bed in suff·icient detail. It is possible that this lack of detail 

has led to suspicions that are hard to allay. 

In order to overcome this deficiency t~erton, as far·back as 1957, 

asked that the sociological fraternity should include in their publications 

a detailed account of the way in 1~hich qualitative analyses actually. 

developed: 

"Only ~~:1e!1 a considerable body of such reports are available 
1~i'll H be possible to c·odify methods of qualitative analysis 
with something of the clarity with which quantitative methods 
have been articulated."· (p. 390) 

There are of course some publications which partly deal ~1ith this issue 

(for example Hammond, 1964) but this still remains a relatively 

undocumented area. 

In add"it·ion to this lack of detail from researchet's themselves, one 

further point concerning the anaiysis may also have created some 



suspicion about qualitative mcthodoloay. The texts 1·1hich descl'ibe 

the analyti.cal methods whi eh can be emp.loyed in the handling of 

qualitative data are ambiguous concerning when the analysis should take 

place, In some texts the analysis is described as on-goi119 (Glaser and 

Strauss, 1967), while in others it is described as either an on-going 

process or as .an activity 1~Mch can take place after the co,llection of 

data (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975, Schatzman and Strauss, 1973). Yet in 

the former the analysis appears to play an integral part in establishing 

the credibility of the findings. Crediibility is estnblished in the 

former by noting the consistency of the observation, and by constant 

comparison of the' data as the f·ield~lork takes place. There may_ or may 

not be any significance in the timing of the ana1~':>is but attention has 
"I 

been dra~m to this inconsistency by Seiber (1975) who hns indicated 

that this and other·ambiguities in the analytical tools employed have 

led to the notion of qualitative ana•lysts adopting "random behaviour 

patterns - or wo1·s~, haphazard behaviour patterr.s" (p. 3)'. 

/ However, in support of tl1e qualitative method some of tl10 short-

earnings of the quantitative method should also be indicated. It .has 

already been suggested that by focussing on predetermined variables and 

looldng for their relationships, some part of the area under ~tudy may 

be missed. In addition to this Roth (1966) has indicated the tedium 

and the ine.ccuracy 1~hkh can be associated with trying to make data fit 
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into pre-determined categories. Roth used this assertion in his argument 

concerning the use of 'hi red hands' as data· co 11 ectors, but the. assertion 

stands even Hhen the motivation of the individual researcher is high and 

can lead to inar.curaci'es in the analys-is 1vhich nre hard to detect. Yet 

they are to some extent detectable because of in-built controls. 

The rnethods and the in-bui.lt controls use·~ to collect quantitative 

data are 1·1ell documented and hove thus been la·ict open to the nonnal 



canons of criticism. It is to be hoped thnt more detailed desc1·iptions 

of the way in 1·1hich qualitative data _is collected and the analytical 

model employed will further the on.-going discussion of these methods. 

Such discussion may be fruit.fwl both in refining the methods themselves 

and also in furttrer establishing the credibility of the findings based 

on qu:~litative data collection. 

We should now return to the discussion of the ma,in thrust of the 

argument levelled against qualitative methodology at the present time, 

\thich questions the quality of the theory generated from· qualitative 

·data and the general applicability of this theory. As this aspect is 

so closely interlinked with the other final themes to be discussed in 

this chapter, that of the cognitive process implicit in the analysis, 

it will be considered firstlyas a methodology in this part of the 

chapter, and then in relation to the cognitive process in the next 
...... 

section of the chapter. 

The Use of Gt·ounded Theory 
/ --

The role of any researcher is tv1o-fold. Firstly, data needs to be 

collected using methods which are reliable and valid and second~y. the 

researcher needs to generate an explanation of the.co~lected data. It 
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seems reasonable in this discussion of the social context of the research 

to focus at this point on the·theoretical perspective which underpins 

this thesis, that of 'grounded theory'. 

The use of grounded theory as an approach to the handling of 

qualitative data ltas first described by Glascr and Strauss (1968). By 

this term they meant "the discovery of theot·y from data". The use of 

this approach all01ts the researcher to develop theory rel<tting to the 

substantive area being studied, and en::our.ages the application of the 

i nd·i vi dua 1 's creative i nte 1 ., i gence in doing so. 



The nwnber of studies using this approach has grown steadily 

during the las.t fourteen years, including .a number of studies carried 

out by nurses (for ex~mple t1elia, 1979, Ogier, 1975). 

lihe method employed to handle the data in this study deviates 

somewhat from the method described lby (]laser and Strauss, although the 

influence of these two· sociologists has been of some impact on the 

present study. 7fhe actual methodology employed to hand1le the data 

collected for the present study owes much to the work of Turner ( 1981) 

who has identif-ied advantages of this appt·oach. Firstly, it promotes 

-the development of theorettcal accounts and explanations whkh confot-nt 

closely to the situations being observed. In this way it is likely to 

be intelligible to, and usable by, those in the situations stud.ied. 

Because of this it is'also open to comment and correction by them. 

Seco~.dly~ the theories are likely to be complex. This comp.lexity bears 

some resemblance -~o the complex phenomena studied and this quality is 

likelyto enhance its appeal and utility, Finally, it has one further 

./ ·adva~tage in that the researcher is directed immediately to the 
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creati·ve core of the research pmcess. This facilitates the direct 

applica.t:ion of both the intellect and the imagination to the interpretive 

process. 

Before He consider these.advantages and relate them to the present 
" 

study 1t1e should also consider some of the reservations that have been 

expressed concerning grounded theory. Bt·own (1973} and Trend (1978) 

have pointed out many of the dangers inherent in this approach, although 

both appear to recognise the value of qualitative methodology in certain 

areas of inter·est to sociologists. It would seem from their comments' 

that the g!'Ounded theory approach is likely to •be of maximum use 1·1hen 

applied to the data obta:inecl from the observt~tion of face-to-face 

interactions, from semi-structured or unstructured i ntervi e•.1s, from 
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case-study material or from certain kinds of documentary sources. By. 

the same token it is least useful when dealing ·with large-scale structura1 

features of social phenomena (Turner, 198"1). 

The general application of the method as describeq by Glase1· and 

Strauss (1968) was discussed i~ Chapter 3, in which it was noted that 

. •. 
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233 categories were generated from the data. These categories 1~ere 

labelled according. to the one essentia.l property ~1hich appeared best to 

describe each. phenomenon. By the constant comparison of each category 

1~ith the other data it ~1as possible to 'saturate' each category. It ' '· ~,; 

· ~1as at th.is stage that a defin-ition of each saturated category could be 

produced. The definition produced helped both to sensitise the researcher 

to recognise further instances of the phenomenon and to stimulate further 

cognitive activity. 

'f!.n'actual example of the way this was done in the present fieldwork 

may be helpful at this stage of the discussion. On the very first day 

of the fieldwork it was noted that an upset relative asked the nurse 

for advice concerning what she should do about informing her brother in 

Australia that their father's death was imminent. This incident led to 

the generalisation of several categories includ·ing.those of 'relative· 

asking for advice' and 'nurse giving advice'. ·l·hroughout the first 

period of fiel d1~ork many other examples of these forms of behaviour 

1~ere observed. This was a fairly easily recogr1,isable aspect of behaviour 

and each of these two categories was very soon saturated. From the 

category of 'relative asking for advice' a definition ~1as produced 

indicating that the phenomenonbeing observed was one in which the 

relative could have certain expectations of the nurse from whom she ~1as 

asking for advice. This theoretical proposition led to questions being 

asked of all the relatives interviewed concern~ ng their expectat.ions 

of the nurse. In re·lation to th-is definition other categories of 



behaviour which also related to the relatives' expectations of the 

nurse, not only that of 'advice-giver'_, were considered. From this 

exploitation. and link-up with other categories, it became clear a~ the 

fieldwork and consequent analysis progressed, that this was a 

propositi on of some theoreti ea 1 importance i~n the present study. In 
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this particul:ar instance the Hnkages made with other categories relating 

to relati,ves' expectations indicated that in many instances the nurse, 

because of the relative's expectation, was cast by the relative into the 

role of 'expert'. This led to further refinements and linkages between 

categories all followed through in the fieldv10rk, so it was possible to 

readily identify the existence of the relationship suggested. As the 

fieldwork further progressed it was poss i b 1 e to i d~nti fy the actua 1 

conditions in which the relationship, as postulated from the data, held. 

The links to existing theory 1~ere in this instance readily apparent . ... . 

These links will be made clear in the ensuing chapters. An attempt was 

made to. exploit and link all the emerging categories in this way. From·. 

-' this very brief des cri pti on it can be seen that the theory generated is 

grounded in the data. 

HOioJever, as already indicated in Chapter 3, 'd~·ile each category 

was exploited and linked as described above, not all the categories 

generated pt·upositions so rea~ily. It I'JaS only during the final part 

of the analysis that the significance of some of the categories generated 

was real~sed. Also, as indicated in Chapter 3, there loJere some loose 

ends which could be followed further. However, the fact that everything 

does not fa 11 into p 1 ace do.es not detract from the effectiveness of the 

rululyt·ical mbde'l, for as Glaser and Strauss and others have indicated, 

cdi.'hough one of the advantages is the closene:;s of fit between theory 

and data, the emerging theory ·is likely tobe too complex, if it 

faithfully represents the comrlex situation under study, to fall into a 



. set of simple logical propositions which express i.ts essence. In 

addition, if the theory accurately reflects that portion of the l~ot·ld 

which has been studied, other people at·e likely to recognise this 

account of their 1~orld and in that way help· to confi.rm the theoretical 

exp•l!anation of the processes within it. 

lQ!j, 

Glaser and Strauss concluded their discussion of the use of grounded 

theory by suggesting that in ordf!r to determine the limits of the 

pt·opos i ti ons deve 1 oped in the emerg.i ng theory, an active search should 

be made for confi~!ing and disconfirming instances. In this 1~ay emerging 

·theoretical statements can be related to one single social phenomenon. 

An example of this can be seen in the way all the propositions generated 

by Glaser and Stra~ss (1965) focussed on 'dying'. This stage has not 

been followed through in the present research. This omission may well 

be a disadvantage but the complex world of the nurse and the relative in .•.. ' . ~ 

the genera,l hospital does not, as described in this thesis, immediately 

appear to lend itself to this analytica·l activity. 

The Implications of the Cognitive Process Implicit in the Analysis of 

Qualitative Data. 

We have so far focussed on the tnechanics of analysis using the 

'grounded theory' approach to the handling of data, aHhough some 
·' 

implicit reference has been made to the cognitive process of the 

researcher involved in the analysis. We should no1·1 consider in more 

detail this as~ect of the social context 6f the research. 

In any sor.ia·l enquiry there is an interaction between the researcher 

and the social world. In this interaction it is important for tl1e 

researchet· to both recognise and respect the 'C]uality' of the p;·uperti.es 

u·;' the v1orld which is being studied. Research analysis is the process 

by 1·1hich the resr.archer is able to tease out these qualities in otder 
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to gain a fuller understanding of them. 

During the ana·lysi s the researcher becomes aware of the i nfi ni te 

range of characteristics tound in any phenomenon and attempts to choose 

the 'right' facts to ·solve his research prohlem however. elusive these 

facts might be. Bailyn (1977), Glaser (1978) and liurner (1981) have 

drmm attention to the centrality of the cognitive process in some 

aspects of the research process and to the importance of recognising · 

the effect of this process in the handling of qualitati.ve data. They · 

have indicated in particular the s~bconscious perceptual processes 

\~hich influence what is observed and how this is constrained by the 

information handling capacity of the human brain: 

A number of ~1ri ters have considered the cugrd ti ve issues centra 1 

to theory prod~ction 1 but on•ly Ba'ilyn (1977) has suggested that in 
.•... 

order to-be maximumly useful data mtJst be maintained at a 'proper' level 

of complexity, neither too simple nor too complex. She has suggested 

that the data collected needs to be sufficiently complex for if it ·is 

too s.imple it will not provide the researcher with input capable of 

affecting existent views about the phenomenon ce1:ng studied. However, 

she has also indicated that while the data collected must be complex 

enough to stimulate, 'if it is too complex it can oven~helm the researcher. 

Controlling the comp.lexity of the data therefore would appear to be a 

major analytical activity. 

Related. to this activity is the notion that the process of ana·lysis 

is to be understood as proceeding by a continu3·1 interplay beh1ec:m 

concepts and data (p. 101). She has pointed out that when research is 

viewed in this way analysis is continuous, in that it occurs in all of 

1. See Turner, 1981, p. 229. 

'' ' 
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the phases of the research process from the initial collecting of the 

data to the final writing of the findings~ Some indication has 

already been given in the examp:le quoted earlier in the chapter of the 

way this part of the research process in th"is study began from the very 

first. day of the' field~1ork. 
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In order to fully fo'll ow through; these t\-10 pri nci pl es the researcher, 

during the collection phase of the research, needs to collect the kind of 

data which will permit the research to proceed in an orderly fashion. 

After collecting the data, it is then analysed and during the fi1·st phase 

of the analysis, which is perhaps the most creative phase, the researcher 

needs to transform the data so that it both guides and reflects his/her 

evolving conceptions. Research results should then be presented in a 
I ' . 

way whi eh a 11 ows them to be assessed by others in the context of this 

evolving process, which has been made explicit in the text. 

/1lthough the process as described in this way appears to be 

. _sequential with each phase preceding the next logically, Bailyn has 
' 

indicated, and it was c~rtainly found to be the case in the .present 

study, that data collection and data analysis. are closel:y inte1·hlined 

and are not necessarily either perceived or carried out in this logical 

way. The close intert1~ining of these activities also leads to scme 

backward examination of the data in the light of emerging conceptualisation. 

The ana:lytical process is a time-consuming activity for it is 

necessary to work s·l o~1ly and sequenti ally through the data in order to 

maximise its cognitive yield. 

The final phase of the interplay between the researcher and the 

data occurs in tl1e presentation of tf1e results. Tt1is requires a certain 

amount of openness by the researcher so that the findings are open to 

the scrutiny of others. This is pa1·ticularly necessary in iln explorato1·y 



study such as this one. In this ~1ay, by documenting the way in which 

the findings t/ere interpreted, the r~ader is stimulated to consider 

their validity. 

We began this pat·t of the discussion by looking at the way in 1-.rhich 

some argument still persists among sociologists concerning the quality 

of the theory generated from qualitative data. In order to support the 

'quality' of the theory generated by the data collected for the present 

study some attention 1-.ras paid to the notion of grounded theory and its 

use in, and applicability to, this work. Finally, reference was made 

to the cognitive process of the researcher which is implicit in the 

analytical process. 

~le should now begin to consider the findings concerning the nurse

relative relationship beginning with an examination of the context in 

whicn the relationship took place. 
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CllAPTER 5 

THE CONTEXT 

Introduction 

Social action in any situation is constrained by the ideas 

available to the actors involved, and by the conditions under which 

they act, the former in part determining what they choose to do, the 

latter in part determi·n.ing what they are able to do (Rob.inson 1978). 

Before looking at the nurse-relative relationship as an on-going social 

process, it is necessary therefore to examine the 'conditions', or con-

textual factors, wh.ich detet'mine the potential for action of these t1~0 

groups. 

The hospital is an organisation in which various groups of people, 
..... , ~ 
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with their own priorities and perspectives, come together in some health 

related activity. · Strauss 1·1ith others (1964) has indicated that in order 

/--to undet·stand 1~hat the hospital 'is' on any given·day, one must have a 

comprehensive grasp of.the rules, policies, agreements, understandings, 

facts, contracts 11 nd other working arrangements that currently obta ·in 

concerning the various groups which come together·within this setting. 

Nurses and relatives, as social actors, have traditionally been con

strained by ru.les. The rules served, to some extent, to define the !'elat

ionship between them, for they codified the desired relative beh:~viour, 
·, 

and gave the r.ur:;e the legitimate authority to enforce such behaviour. 

He shall begin, therefore, by looking at the 'traditional' rules 

which constrained the nurse-relative relationship. Although they are 

defined as 'traditional', these rules and the way in 1·1hich they defined the 

relationship be·~~~een these tl~o groups, are within the 1\'/0rking memory' of 

many nut·ses employed at St. Davids, hospital at the pt,esent tirne. 
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Attention will also be drawn, in this first section, to the way 

in which the rules were enforced by both nurses and doctors, and to 

the small amount of data available which gives some indication of the 

1·ole of the nurse in the 'traditional' rel<~:tionship. 

This will be follo~ted by a discussion of the factors 1~hich led to 

the intra-organisational changes of the 1960's resulting in a re

definition of the nurse-relative relationship. 

The discussion in the final section will focus once again on the 

rules and policies of the hospital, taking note of the way in which 
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they are stretch~d,· negotiated, argued or ignored by nurses and relatives 

at the present time. 

I THE 'TRADITIONAL' RULES 

··Before the establishment of the Voluntary Hospitals most sick 
-

people l'tere nursed at home: "it was there the Doctor found the 

resources he needeo for his patients: relatives to provide nursing 
--
care, food and shelter" .(Burling, Lentz and ~Jilson, 1956, p.B). As soon 

as the hospital took over the task of providing shelter, food and care 

for the patient, it also had to devise a method of coping 1-lith the 

patients' relatives who were bereft.of their traditional role, but who 

retained an intere~t in his welfare. From the establishment of the 

Voluntary Hospitals in the eighteenth-century until the present time, 

rules have been devised by the administrators of each hospital in an 

attempt to 'manage' this problem. 

St. Davids hospital was established as a Voluntary Hospital during 

the early part of the eighteenth-century. The first 'Rules of the House' 

drawn up in the hospital studied reflect the values held by the governing 

body concerning the 'correct' mode of behaviour for all those who became 



a part of the organisation, either permanently. as employees, or 

temporarily as patients and relatives. The founders of an organisation 

inscribe in the rules their pt·eferences and premises about what the 

organisation can and should be (LarruneTs and Hickson, ·1979), and an 

examination of these early 'Rules and Re~ulations' indicates that the 

Governors believed that the behaviour of both employees and patients 

should be strictly controlled. 

A Visitor ~1as appointed by the Governors to v1sit the hospHal 

each day to ensure that the rules were not being broken. The 

appointment of such a Visitor was in keepin~ with practice in other 

eighteenth-~entury hospitals (Brockbank 1952). 

Failure to ~omply with the rul·es was regarded as a serious matter. 

During the first rbcade, following the opening of St. Dav·ids, 15% of 

the patients were dismissed for 'irregularity'. The first Matron was .... 

also summarily dismissed for allo1·1ing 'a poor 1·:oman' to remain in the 

wards ~1hen she had not been admi i:ted 'in the manner prescribed by the 

rules'. The Governors refused to recognise the woman as a patient,. 

and both she and the Ma~ron ~1ere forced to leave the hospital ·immediv.tely . 1 

The rules whith attempted to control the relatives relate both to 

the amount of access to the patient which was allowed and to their 

expected behaviour during th~ visiting period. 

"Access Rules" 

Although permission to visit the patient had to be obtained by 

the relative before he 1~as allm~ed into the hospital, there appeat• to 

1. The informat·ion for this section is taken from the l~inutes of the 
Governors t·ief~ti ng., assorted pamph ., ets and 1 oca,l newspapers. 
Detailed references are not given becattse of issues of confident
iality relating to the field work. 



have been no set times during 11hi eh visiting was allowed or prohibited. 

until the nineteenth-century. The fact.that perm1ssion to visit the 

patient was needed was indicated on a brass p-late, fixed to the out

side door, inscribed as follows: 

"No Stranger to be admitted without leave from the APOTHECARY 

. or MATRON or by a written order of a GOVERNOR". 

(Notices with instructions relating to access are still posted on 

the ward doors in the hospital at the present time, the wording of 

such notices indicating the expected behaviour of the relative in 

accordance with hosp.ita 1 po 1 icy. ) 

The rules were ordered to be hung up in the ~1ards, and "such 

other parts of the House as the Weekly Board shall think proper'', and 

they· were read to the inmates once a day. 

T)1e need for permission to visit was common practice in the 

/.-Voluntary Hospitals in other parts of the country~ some of ~1h'ich began, 

to~1a rds the end of the century, a 1 so to t·es tri et the time a 11 owed for 

visiting. The Court of Committees at Guy's Hosrita•l had decided i.n 

1778 that "the intercourse between patients and their relatives be 

limited to certain hours'' (Cameron 1954). 

The Governo1·s of St. Davids did not decirle to restrict 'visiting' 

to spccified.times until 1825, when it was stipulated tl1at 'visiting' 

should be restricted to Sunday afternoons only. No reason was given 

for this decision. 

The rule restricting· the relatives' access to one day only 

appears to have had an unforeseen consequence, for it is recorded 

that on the first Sunday afternoo~ following the enforcement of the 

. new regulations·, the relatives ~1aiting for verbal permiss-ion, before 

· .... ,· 
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being allowed into the hospital, formed 'a great tumu.lt' and could not 

be controlled 'by the hospital porter. 

I•n order to prevent a recurrence of the "difficuities caused'' 

(these are not actuany specified) the Governors decided to ask the 

local Mayor "for the means during a further Sun.day or two to prevent 

any further disturbtl.nces". The Mayor responded by promising to send 

two 'Staff-Bearers'' to the hospi1tal. to contro.l the visitors! No 

account cif any further trouble is recorded, although it was reported to 

the Governors that the new brass plate, inscribed 11ith the revi.sed 

visiting regulations, was "l'lilfully defaced" within a few days of its 

erection. 

Visiting v1as restricted to Sundays only until 1832, when the 

hospital was closed to all visitors for six months because of an 

_outbreak of cholera in the ar·ea •. 

i·lhen the hos!Jital re-,opened its doors to visitors the following 

year, the times allowed for uccess were extended: 

''Persons visiting their friends in the Wards sha~l be 

restricted to the following days and hours: Strangers 

from the cour.try on Tuesday and Friday from 10-12 and 

from 2-4, and those within the Parliamentary boundat·y 

of .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . to the same days from 2-4; 

and on Sunda.vs persons from the country only may be 

admitted from 1-2. No person from the country sha•ll 

remain for more than half an hour, nor uny person 

fl'om the tuvm for more than a qual'ter of an hour." 

The difficulty .. of implement"ir1g these nr~1" regulations is 

immediately ohvious, and it is not surprising that they 1·~ere altered 
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once again, within a very short time, to Tuesday, Friday and Sunday 

afternoons for both town and countr:y residents; This pattern of 

visiting remained unchanged for many years. 

From the time of the hospital's foundation, in the eighteenth

century, until the end ·Of the. nineteenth-century, the task of 

managing the patients' relatives·appears to have been shared between 

the doctor and the matron. We have seen so far that either of these 

rol e-occllpants caul d give permission for access. It would appear 

that, certainly by the latter half of the nineteenth-centUJ·y, 

representatives of both these occupation a 1 groups 1·1ere also concei·ned 

with the 'correct' administration of the rules dra'im up by the Board 

of Governors. 

When the- new visiting times were implemented in 1833, it was also 

deC"ided to restrict the number of visitors to t1~o per patient. This 

rule, relating to number of visitors, wh.ile it remained part of 

·lil4. 

official policy, does not seem to have been strictl~y enfo1·ced over the 

years, for 1 n 1871 , both the House-Surgeon and a ne~1ly-appoi nted Natron 

camp 1 ai ned to the Governors concerning this mntter. Their reasons for 

restricting numbers are, for the first time, legitimated in terms of 

'good patient care'. (This concept is discussed in more detail on 

page ) • 

"There is no 1 imit to the number of visitors whom any one 
person may receive, and that iil consequence the ~1ards a1·e 
sometimes much too crowded to the discomfort and injury 
of the sick." 

(Letter from House-Surgeon) 

"Could any limit be made to the number of visitors to each 
patient? Frequently one patient has seven visitors in 
thre~-quartcrs-of-an--hour. It does much harm to the 
patient.'' {Letter from Matron) 
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The Governors responded to these requests by stipulating that 

all patients should be issued with two tickets to be used by their 

relatives at visiting times, and that no visitor was to be allowed 

to enter the hospital without such a tick~t. This system \'/as further 

developed a few years later by the issue of pink tickets to the 

relatives of seriously ill patients, who were given special visiting 

privileges. 

By 1892 ne~1 'Rules and Regulations' for staff placed the 

responsibility for enforcing the rules of visiting on the ward sister 

who was i.ns tructed to: 

11 See that all vis itol'S withdrew at the appointed time" 

11 Not· allvw more than tv1o visitors at the bedside of each 

patient, nor any visitor to remain beyond the appointed time 

····without special permission". 

The role of the ward sister had undergone a number of changes 

I I V • 

. ··- during the previous tvro decades, following the introduction of nursing 

training throughout the county (this began in the hospital in which the 

research took place in 1888). and the \~ard sister of the 1890's had far 

more authodty for the organisation of her ward than that held by her 

predecessors. 

Howeve1·, although the ward sister was required to enforce the 

rules, pennission for a relative to visit a patient outside the 

stipulated time1 remained the prerogati~e of the Matron, Doctor or 

Administrator until well into this centur-y. The 'Revised Statutues 

and Rules' of 1922 make the position quite clear: 

1. The 'st.ipL!intcd time' \·/as unt-il the 1960's decided by the 
Governo;:: or by the Hospi ta 1 t1anagem.ent Committee. 
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"Persons visiting their t:dends in the Wards shall be 

restricted to such days and hours as may be fixed by 

the Committee from time to time. At other times they 

can only be admi<tted by the special permission of one 

of the Resident l~edical Officers, Matron, Secretary, 

· or by an order in writing from the Physician or Surgeon 

attending the patient with refer:ence to whom such 

admission is required The nature of the hours and 

days sha 11 be affixed to the doors of the Hospita 1". 

The situation in relation to access and the control of numbers 

· by tickets remained unchanged throughout the fir-st half of the 

twentieth-century, except for the relatives cf private patients and 

Military Officers admitted during the two Horld Hars, ~1ho were not 

corit.rolled in this way. 

H has been sh01·m so far that rules were drawn up by the 

Governors. and used to control the relatives' access to the ~1ard. 

From the few available sources it would appear that the application 

of the rules was ea rri ed out by bo:th the doctor and the matron/ward 

sister. 
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We shall now direct our attention to the rules concerning the 

expected'behaviour' of the relative within the hospital during visiting 

times. 

'Behaviour' Rules 

Rules relating to the expected behaviour of the relatives were 

mainly concerned with the issue of food. The provision of food for 

the patient \'/as the 1·esponsib1lity of the ho~pital, but was .the cause 

of some difficulty between the organisation and· the relatives fo1· many 
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years, in the hospital studied. 1 

The first set of 1 Rules and Regulations 1 drawn up when the 

hospital was established stipulated that: 

11 No liquors or provisions of any sort be brought into 

.the House to the patients from their friends or any 

others whomsoever11
• 

This rule was frequently abused at the hospital in which the research 

took place. and i·n 1830 the Governors produced a rule 1vhich was 

designed to prevent th.is abuse. They ordered that: 

11A chain be j)'iaced across the foredoor I'Jithin forming a lobby 

into which Jobby not more than ... 2 be admitted from the door. 

That from the lobby no persori be admitted to visit any. 

patient of any ward without the Porter or his- female assistant 

be satisfied that the stranger be not the beaner of any food 

or liquo1· 1~hatsoever. That if any p1·ovisions be detected 

the same be delivered to the t4atron, the stranger dismissed 

from the Hospital and the patient warned that his ever 

receiving any such provision will be followed by his being 

at once exp~lled. 11 

There is no evidence to show 1·1hen this form of 1search 1 1vas 

abandoned, but later regulations stipulated that nurses should search 

the patients 1 lockers after visiting times to 11 see that they are clean 

and tidy and contain nothing cont1·ary to the ru1es 11
• 

1. Not all of the Voluntar.v Hospitals restricted the relatives 
in this way, and in some hospitals the relatives v1ere actively 
encouraged to bring in food (Dainton 1961). 

2. The acttwl number is not specified in the Ninutes. 
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The House-Surgeon also appears to have played a part in trying 

to prevent the relatives from bringing in food according to a report 

in the local newspaper in 1889, when the \~hole issue of food was 

raised. The newspaper report referred to evidence recei•ved at an 

inquest into the'death of one of the patients. Part of the evidence 

offered by the patient's mother referred to this matter: 

"She knew he (the patient) had an appetite. but they would 
not allow him what he wanted. He did not. say what !he had 
been. denied. He asked 1·1itness to bdng him in some sweets. 
but the Nurse said they were not allowed. A sponge cake 
or two had been taken to him, but he was not permitted to 
eat them.'' · 

In reply the House-Surgeon said that: 

"The rules of the institution did not·permit such things 
· being taken to patients, and he had to act almost as a 
detective at times to prevent things being smuggled in." ... 

··The. problem of supervising relatives with regard to food and · 

drink \~as recognised in the last decade of the nineteenth-century by 

a writer of nursing textbooks, Miss Eva LUckes, the matron of the 

London Hospi ta 1. 

"That difficult matter for supervision every visiting day, 
the bringing in of a·ll sorts of unwholesome provisions 
to patients whose conditions sometimes makes the viands 
a source of positive danger." 1 (LUckes p. 83) 

Realising that the superVision of provisions was a ·delicate 

prob 1 em t1i ss LUckes ad vi sed her nurse readers that "tact and 

di•scretion will go a long way towards keeping the peace., and soothing 
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the injured feelings that the 1~ell advised prohibition is apt to create". 

Miss LUckes also reminded nurses that "great fil"'liness is essential for 

only those experienced in such matters can form any conception of the 

amount and variety of the food ~1hich relatives bring into the Hospital· 

at this time" (p. 83). 1_ 

1. Both of these quotes are from her book for ward sisters, l~h·ich 
is undated. 
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The original attempt to control the bringing in of food or liquor 

by the relatives may have related to the Governors' fear that bribery 

of the staff would take place using these commodities. There is 

plenty of evidence to show that bribery was a problem·in all 

Voluntary Hosp.itals including the hospital in which the research took 

p 1 ace, and as 1 ate as l87l, the House-Surgeon reported to the Governors 

that nurses were "still receiving gifts of money and provisions from 
.. 

patients and their friends". With the changing social composition of 

the ward, and with nurses increas.i.ngly drawn from the middle-c·lass 

bribery was 1 i ke ly to be 1 ess. 

As well as the 'fear of bribery' it was al~o believed that the 

1 correct diet' played an important part in the patients' treatment 

(L~ckes) although this became of less importance as time went o~. In 

spite of these changes the regulation remained until at least the 
..... 

outbreak ·of the Second World War; legitimated in common with the rules 

concerning access as being 'for the good of th~ patient'. 

· Cos(!r (1964) has dr.awn attention to the ~Jay in which the ideology 

of 'for the good of the patient' is an element in hospital life which 

is functional for the 'professionals' involved b(·cause it serves to 

strengthen the corm1on no1·m. But she has also indicated that the 

patient does not necessarHy benefit from this 'pseudo-consensus' for 

'the patient' may "often turn out to be a disembodied abstraction, 

often involved but less often actually perccived 11(p. 34'). In this way 

the individual patient tends to remain an 'objf'ct' or a case to be 

'managed'. 

The picture which hai emerged so far is of a rule-bound relation

ship. The rules clearly defined the behaviour of the relative, and the 

task of the nurse in ensuring that the rules were carried out. In 

I I ~~. 



this ~lay the rules were functional for the nurse, firstly because 

they provided a framework of control, and secondly, they gave her 

legitimate authority within this framework. 

Legitimate authority refers to the right of an individual to 

direct the action of another by virtue of his objective, impersonal 

position in a social system (Rosenberg and Pearl in 1962). It is the 

essential underpinning of most formal organisations and is usually 

supported by implicit coercion. 

It has also been shown that certainly in the early days, following 

the establishment of St. David's, the rules were supported by sanctions 

whi eh could be,. and were, a pp 1 i ed if the rules were broken. 

The 'Traditional' Role of the Nurse 
.•. . ;. -

There is little empirical evidence concerning the 'traditional' 

role of the nurse in relation to visitors, but it is possible to 

/ reach some understanding_ of this by looking at nursing textbooks and 

autobiographies. 

Eva Llkkes dt·ew attention, in two different nursing textbooks, 

one for ward sisters and one for nurses (dates unknown), to the prot.llem 

of the 'patients' friend'. / 

1. "The paticni:s' friends are generally less attractive than 
the pathmts themselves, as the latter call out on 
sympathies by claiming our help, whereas the former some
times conti11ue to make themselves very troublesome indeed." 

Book for .,.mrd sisters (p. 142) 

2. "It is not uncommon to hear nurses explain that the patients' 
friends are infinitely more trouble than the patient him
self and sometimes unfortunately this is true." 

Book for nurses (p. 15) 
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However·, the mi:ddl e-el ass nurse via£ gently reminded by Matron 

LUckes that because good manners 1~ere paramount to the nurse, she 
11 

should always be polite to visitors even though they may be of no 

special consequence" (p. 16). 

Other groups of nurses,, ·apart f1·om 'genera 1' nurses, were a 1 so 

given specific instructions concer:ning the 'correct' attitude towards 

relatives. A midwifery textbook published early in the twentieth·· 

century ad vi sed the nurse how to cope 1~i th 'granny' after the husbr.nd 

of the patient had been dispatched from the scene: 

"As to Granny, she is undoubtedlY the hardest nut to crack 
·of the lot. I th:ink one's attitude to~/at·ds >her should be 
one of beaming, childlike ami abi 1 ity and good comradeship. 
If she is rude, don't hear it, frayed nerves are not 
conducive to good manners. If she darkly hints at better· 
methods, one's best armour is that of an impenetrable 
stupidity. If she engages i·n personal reminiscence, 
indulge her to the full, only turn her off the deaths of 
her friends, and on to the situations she held as a girl, 
and the p~·izcs her ~hildren took at school. It is all, I 
quite admit, a most tremendous strai,n; so probably are 

-the crises of the administrator's life. If, as is often 
the case, one is becoming aniious oneself,and not quite 

/ sure when Ol' whether to send fol' the doctor {Granr,y will 
never forgive you if you incur an unnecessa1·y fee on het' 
son's behalf, anct·, indeed, ~t is no light matter), to 
tie one's smile in a bow behind, so that it can't shdft, 
and maintain an unruffled aspect, is one of the hardest 
things I know. To do all that not only needs character, 
but makes it, and we are all of us bigger women than v1e 
were before, ever-y time 1ve suc~eed," 

(Gregory p. 54) 

The ward sister 1•1as singled out by f4·iss LUckes as having special 

responsibilities towards the relatives. She vtas instructed by ~1iss 

LUckes to see ''as much as she can of the p8tients' friends on visiting 

days, giving them all, as far as possible, a chance of speaking to hr;r 

if they wish it", (my underlining). ThE. onus which is sti'll ph.cect on 

the relative to initiate interaction "if they wish 'it" ~ri 1'1 be taken 

up later in the thesis. 
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It would appear that the "availability of the 1~ard sister" was 

partly to enab•le her to cope with any complaints 1~hich the relatives 

might wish to make. 

"If they (the re 1 aUves) have a grievance, rea 1 or· imaginary, 
they are much more likely to complain, and so make a 
remedy or explanation possible, than if they feel there is 
no connection bet1~een them and the sister, as they naturally 
will' do, if she fails to Msplay any interest in them." · 

Book for ward sisters (p.1'43) 

Although it seems that relatives were assodated 1~ith complaining 

"real or imag.inary" this form of behaviour was firmly denounced by the 

editor of a local newspaper as unreasonable behaviour (in 1911). 

''Patients and friends of patients are too often on the 
pounce. A little grumble, the complaint of an. over
wrought person is taken and t1•1isted until one might 
imagine that hospital staff are callous torturers." 

Complaints, as a feature of the interaction between nurses and 

relatives also figure in the detailed instructions to ward sisters 

at St. Davids published throughout the first half of the twentieth-

century. The ~lard sister. was not expected to deal with these her:;eif, 

but was instructed that "complaints from patients or visitors should• 

be r·eported to ~latron at once"·. 

The ward si ste.r was also ad vi sed by the writers that tact, 

discrimination, and ''the knowl~dge of how best to deal with them 

(the relatives) which comes by experience, can teach the sister the 

wisest and kindest manner of replying to thei:· anxious and innumerable 

questions''. The 'knowledge' and 'experience' of nurses coping with 

patients' relatives are themes 1·1hich will recur in later chapters. 

The only relatives 1vho 1·1ere identified as being in need of 

special attention were the relatives of dying pi!t·ients: 
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"The nurse must do her utlilost to measure the.fr (the relatives) 
gr,i:ef by what it is to them, and endeavour to let het' 
sympathy take whatever practical shape the circumstances may 
indicate." 

(LL!ckes, Book for nurses, p. 211) 

A number of autobiographi ca•l' accounts i nMcate that 're 1 atives' 

1-1ere perceived as 'troublesome' we'!'l into this century. A V,A.D. 

working in a military hospital during the First World Har records her 

perception of the sisters' view of relatives: 

"On the ~1hole the Sisters loathe relations. They look into 
the ward and see the mothers and sisters and wives camped 
around the beds, and go back into the bunks feeling that 
the l·ta rd does not be 1 ong to them. 

The eldest Sister sa.id to me yesterday: 'Shut the door nurse, 
there's Captain Fellow's father. I don't want him fussing 
round'.· . 

On that we discussed relations, and it seemed to me that it 
was inevitable that a Sister should be the only buffer 
between them and their pressing anxieties . .. . 

'No, a relation is the last straw ... you don't understand!' 
she said. 

I. don't understand; but I am not specialised." 

(Bagnold p. 76) 

An account of 'visiting' in thel930's by Prentis (1977) is in 

a similar vein: 

"Sunday was visiting day and a lot of preparation had to be 
made for it. Clean nightdresses \~ere put on, hair brushed, 
sheets smoothed, lockers tidied, stools put out for the 
V'isitors to sit on ... 

The time allmted was t~to hours, but this was cut considerably 
by Lavender (the Ward Sister) standing on guard outside the 
ward door keeping everybody ~taiting \~hile she vetted each 
visitor for their right to enter. H01~ever near and dear 
they were tG the patient they had to stand while she made a 
quick appraisal of their age- nobody was admitted under the 
age of si>:teen- their relationship to the patient 
but above all the physica·l condition they were in. This ~lilS 
checked assiduously." (p. 60) 

The last cher:k ~Jas to prevent anyone who had been drinking alcohol 

from entering. Prentis goes on to describe how the nurses were all 
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kept 'busy' in the wa.rd during this period to ~latch for any signs 

of visitors 'misbehaving': 

''Should one of them be wicked enough to rest his bac~side 
for a moment on the clean white counterpane put on 
specially for the day, or be und·isciplined enough to 
smuggle if) a portion of forb.idden food, the sp·ies (nurses) 
fen over themselves to report the culprH to sister." 

(p. 61) 

The visitor was then threatened ~lith expwlsion Hit "ever 

happened again''. 

Although the evidence is sparse it would seem from these accounts 

that the traditional role of the nurse vis-a-vis the relatives was not 

one which all nurses, including the writers quoted,accepted happily. 

We should now turn our attention to the factors which led to a 

re-definition of the trad.itional relationship . ... . . .. 

II THE FACTORS LEADING TO A RE-DEFINITION OF THE 'TRADITIONAL' 

RELATIONSHIP 

The role of the nurse and the policy relating to the expected 
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behaviour of the relatives remained relatively unchanged until th2 early 

1960's. He should now therefore consider the factors which led to the 

intra-organisational changes whicl1 re-defined the traditional nurse-

relative relationship. 

During the 1920's most Voluntary Hospitals were compelled, through 

financial necessity, to introduce a contributory system, whereby each 

patient paid something towards his treatment and care. Patients as a 

group, therefore, began to be "more critical and demanding" (Abel Smith 

196~). This change in patient attitude led to some discussion concerning 

consumer preferences in the hospital and medical journals. Ho1·1ever, 

in spite of this discussion, very little action was taken in ordet· 



to meet the ne1v consumer demands, except in the private wards ~1here, 

for a price, the patient could avoid "the mat·tyrdom of rules and 

regulations - for instance about visiting hours - ~1hich governed the 

public wards" (Bransen and Heinemann 1971• p.223). 

The factors which led to change did nof emerge until after the 

Second 1·/or·l d Har. 

After the establishment of the National Health Service,Government 

concern with public re·lations inct·eased. Before nationalisation of 

the Health Service, little attention \'/as paid to 'pub·l·ic relations' 

between the hospital and the community except v;ith regard to fund

raising. From the beginning of the National Health Service the 
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Minis try of Health stressed the importance of goad pub 1 i c re 1 a ti ons , 

(M.O.H. Circular 36/48, 15th March, 1948) . ... . 

In an attempt to meet the ~linistry's requirement a document 1;1as 

drawn up by the Institute of Hospital Administrators (195~). in which 

the·· pat·i ents' family were given some importance: 

''Relatives and friends comprise the next lJrge class of 
the public which is brought into contact 1·rith the 
hospital service at f~irly close quarters, and their 
treatment when visiting the sick is a factor v1hich 
cannot be neglected.'' 

(p. 79.) 

Although the emphasis vms p.laced on the role of the relative as 

a 'visitor' documents such as these drew attention to the increased 

status of the relative vis-a-vis the hospital. 

The establishment of the National Health Servi~e itself reflects the 

changed expectation of llritish society t01vards the treatment of illness itnd 

the impetus towards the reform caused by the practi ea 1 and psychol ogi ea 1 

pressure of war. 

.. . "-'. 
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Also as a consequence of the National Health Service the patient 

popu~:ation in most l1ospitals was no·longe~ divided into 'public' and 

'private'. 1 All sections of the population were admitted to the 

'general' hospital, resulting in a more articulate formulation of the 

changing societal expectati.ons, leading eventually to the formation of 

consumer groups. 

One area of consumer interest 1~hich appears to have had a 

significant impact on the nurse-relative relationship is to do with 

children in hospital. Development~ in this area can be traced to the 

work of Bowlby and Pugh in the early 1950's. They defined and discussed 

the possible ill-effects of the separation of young children from their 

parents. 

As a result of this 1~ork a Committee was set up in 1956, under 

the chairmanship of Si1· Harry Platt, with the following terms of 

refere11ce: 

"To make a special study of the Jrrangements made in HospitGls 
fo1· the we.lfare of i 11 . children - as di sti net from thei i. 
medical and nursing treatment ·· and to make suggestions which 
could be'passed on to Hospital authorities.'' 

('p. 1 )' 

A number of recommendations 1·1ere made by the Platt Committee 1·1hich 

were eventua.lly to have effects beyond that of nurse-parent-child 

relationshjp. These were: 

1 . The Committee recommended that 'The authority and res pons i bi 1 i ty 

of parents should be more fully recognised'. Thris was a 

recommendati:on which if implemented could totally alter the 

existing relationship of the hospital stnff vis-a-vis the family 

1. Although, of course, 'private' l1ospitals remained outside the 
National liealth Service. 

.· ·\. 



in at least b10 \·Jays. Firstly, if the authority and 

responsibility of the family were to.be recognised this implied 
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the possible involvement of the family in administrative decisions. 

Secondly, this recognition would also· lead tb changes in nursing 

care, relieving the nurse of some of the mother-surrogate role. 

2. They recommended that there should be 'unrestricted visiting' 

i.e. visiting at any reasonablehour of the day, during which the 

mother could undertake some of the routine c~re of the ch~ld, 

"keeping him occupied and 2ntertained". 

3. It was recommended that facilities be provided ·by the hospital>$., 

including pluyrooms for other children in the family, and that if 

necessary financial aid should be available for relatives who 

needed to make long journeys in order to visit frequently. 

4. There was a recommendation that a parent of all childt•en under 

the age of fi·le should be admitted ~1ith the child. The Corrmittee 

realised the ot·ganisational problems this could cause includ·ing 

the prob 1 ems of teaching student doctors in an a rea 1·1here the 

parents were often present, but stated that modified teaching 

techniques could be used and that ''one of the most valuable 

·lessons for students is how to deal with a child's relatives" 

(para. 70 p. 17). 

5. It ~1as recommended that information .from nursing and medical staff 

should be available at fixed times known to the parents. It was 

also recommended that this infot~mation should be available even 

if the parents were not ab~e tb visit, from the ward sister, 

either by letter Ol" telephone. "It is not enough for a parent 

to be give., a formal 'bulletin' by, for instance, a telephone 

cperatot" (para. '108 p. 27). 
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In relation to all of these recommendations hospital staff are· " 

advised that "It is better to convert a parent to a point of vie~1. 

than to overrule him". 

The recorrrnendations of the Platt Committee ~1ere accepted.by the 

Hinistry of Health in 1959, and all hospita.ls ~1er:e advised by the 

~li:nistry to implement these changes as soon as poss.ible. 

In spite of some ·opposition from doctors and nurses, a number of 

hospitals did change their policy to incorporate these recommendations. 

However, not all hospitals changed their policy, and so pressure groups 

.were formed in local areas to press for these changes - led by 

articulate middle-class parents, mainly mothers. These small groups 

eventually amalgamated into two National Associations, the National 

Assot:iation for the ~/elfare of Children in Hospital, and a l~elsh group, 

based at Swansea, known as the Association for the Helfare of Children 

in Hospital. 

The 'recognition 6f the family', the 'change in nurse role', 

'unrestricted visiting', 'facilities for relatives', 'the problem of 

relatives in the ward while students were being taught', 'the availability 

of information', were all issues which ~tere eventually discussed ~1ith 

regard to all relatives not only the relatives of children admitted to 

hospital. 

~/hile the!;e changes were taking place in childrens wards, Hospital 

Management Committees were also beginning to actively respond to the 

concept of the adult patient as 'consumer'. The problem of keeping the 

hospital human had been fot·mulated by Titrnus {1958) leading eventually 

to the puhl ication' of research ·carried out by Central Health Services 

.. -. 
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Council "Inquiry into the In-Patients Day" (19Gl). 

At the beginning of the decade the psychological problems of 

patients in general hospitals were also the subject of a world-~1ide 

study o'rganised by the Horld Federation of t~ental Health, the 

International Council of Nurses and the International Hospital 

Federation, whose findings were published in 1%1 (Barnes). 

During the next two or three years a number of patient surveys 

were carried out to test the reaction of patients to various aspects 

of hospital organisation: (Haywood and others (1961), Mcghee (1961) 
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amongst others). Although these surveys highlighted a number of problems, 

the first real issue to provoke any practical response was that of visiting 

times. In 1962 a Ninistry of Health Circular, (H.~1. (62) 39), stated 

that ''visiting·should be regarded as an importar1t contribution to the 

patients' recovery and never as a concession or as an um~elcome 
-

interference 1·1ith hospital routine". The Circular recommended that 

each h6spital should have daily visiting periods, and that it should 

' also look at its visiting times and if necessary extend them to conform 

with the minimum number recommended by the ~linistry. This Circular 

heralded the debate between open visiting, that is the number of hours 

during ~1hich relatives were free to come and go as they wished, and the 

traditional restrictions. 
_,.i 

In those hospitals where open visiting was proposed and implemented, 

some oppositi~n was encountered from doctors and nurses. Research into 

the problems created by open visit·ing was carried out at Leeds in 1963, 

after an experimental period .of open visiting had been completed. It 

was found that the doctors objected chiefly because they found it more 

difficult to v1otk a.nd teach in the \~ards in the presence of visitors, 

\~hile the difficulties encountered by the nursing staff included: 
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''1) keeping a check on the number of vi:sitors at the bedside; 

2) stopping visitors smoking; 3) asking ·visitors to leave for various 

reasons; and 4) having insufficient time for necessary nurs.ing duties". 

All of these 'difficulties' can be seen as a threat to the traditional 

role of the nurse as it has already been, albeit briefly, described. 

It will also be shown that seventee.n years later, these same reasons 

are being put fon1ard by nurses ~1ho still wish to restrict visiting. 

The consumers responded much more favourabl·y. The Leeds Survey 

showed that the relatives were happy that the 'ticket-system' had been 

abolished, and n':.!;.rly all found the new hours extremely convenient .. 

The majority of patients were also enthusiastic. The .report, however, 

noted that \'lhiTE> two-thirds of the patients said that visitors never 

tired them, dottors and nurses were inclined to say that open visiting 

tired patients. An editorial in "The Hospital", commenting on this 

latter finding stated that ''The patient is not necessarily right but· 

neither is it necessarily true that nurses kn01~ best". The editor·ial 

als6 noted that not all -the difficulties of open visiting derived f~om 

staff attitudes, and pinpointed a further problem, "problems of the 

organisation of wa;·d routine and so on must arise and it is \'Jell that 

they should be understood realistically before a change in practice is 

introduced" (October 1963, pp_. 595-597}. / 

In some areas the change to open visiting appeared to create few 

problems. In·ine and Smith (1963) reported that "Free visiting has so 

many advantages th«t it is n01·1 preferred by the nurses Free 

visiting has improved communications bet\·1een all grades of hospital 

staff and visitors and has thus led to greater co-operation between 

them" (p.600). But lll<tny hospitals found such changes unsatisfactoty and 

unworkable, and so reverted to their traditional restrictions. 
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The great disparity between hospi ta 1 s is shmvn by the t·esults 

of a survey carried out by the Patients Association in 1963, which 

showed that in t1·1enty-two hospitals the numbet· of hours during 1vhich 

visiting was allo\'Jed varied from five to forty-_tv/0. 

Commenting on the above findings, and also on a paper presented 
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by Hinifred Prentice at the Annual Conference of Hospita] Administrators 

in 1965, which drew attention to this problem, the Editor of "The 

Hospi ta 1" ," identified a number of reasons 1·1hy open vi siting did not 

1vork in some areas, including the fact that the ward sister was often 

unwilling to accept the change. Some indication of the 'power' of the 

ward sister concerning the management of her v1ard, 1vas g,iver. in 

Chapter 2. lt vlill be shown in the next section of this chapter that 

in some instances 1vard sisters were given the power by the organisation , 

to '.choose' the mode of visiting 1vhich they \vished to implement in 

their ward. It would appear, therefore, tha.t the 'ward sister' was and 

is an important factor in this debate. 

We have dealt at ~ome length with this issue for t\'/0 reasons. 

Firstly because it is a situation which is stili not satisfacto\:ily 

resolved, and secondly, although this is related to the first reason, 

many nurses still practising at St. Davids were trained prior to the 

changes and to some extent still retain the attitudes towards relatives 

Which they developed at that time. 

Letters appear regularly in the nursing press to illustrate the 

problem as it appears at the present time: 

"An attitude is still prevalent lvhich regards visiting time 
as a nu~sance in 1~hich the nurses are pestet·ed by anxious 
t•elatives ... creating barriers such as these does rwthin~J 
to allay relatives' fears ... The sight of t·elatives queu,i'ng 

·at thl~ vlut·d entrance is an annchronism. It is archak tt• 
believe that we have the right to der.y ,relatives access to 
patients." 

( Ga rton 1979, p. 1747) 

\ . ... 



Another recent letter pointed out that a member of a consumer 

group fl)r the improvemen,t of materl)ity services "is fighting hard to 

reverse a tota1i ban on children visiting ,post-natal wards This 

battle has been in progress since 1974 ... What on earth does one do 

when hospita1l staff are utterly determined to. keep visitors out". 

(Beech. 1980, p.l389) 

Some indication of the variation still found within one hospital, 

let alone between·hospitals, will be found in the next section. 

III CONTEMPORARY RULES OF VISITING 

We shall no\~ consider the rules, and their application in the 

wards in which the study was carried out. 

The official policy concerning •visiting• \~as left open to 
. ' . . ~ 

_·interpretation at ward level: 

"There shall be minimal restrictions on visiting of patients 

subject to the general condition tl1~t visiting of individual 

patients may be extended, restricted or excluded ·by wa1·d 

sisters, in accordance l'lith the advice of the medical staff, 

the patient•s own wishes or special circumstances within the 

ward". 

A number of further issues were then listed: 

1. Visiting for an children should be um·estricted. 

2. Visiting for long-stay and chronic patients should be 

ui1restricted between the hours 8.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. daily. 

3. Visiting of parents and close relatives by ch.ildren should be 

perm·i tted and should be arranged through the 1vard sister. 

" - 4. T~1o visitors only should be per:·mitted at any one time for each 

adult patier1t or child. 

~-- ' 
. :'' 
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Individual ward sisters had inte~preted these general principles 

into the specific restrictions ~1hich they placed on access within their 

own wards. This decision was based on their assessment of if, and when, 

the·presence of relatives would create some inconvenience to the 

orderly running of their ward. Two of the ~1ard sisters interviewed 

descl'ibed how they had reached their particular decision in this matter. 

"A fe\~ years ago there was a Ministry Circular1 stating that 
we had to 1 have the ward open for visitors for so many hours. 
This was more than we had at that time so we discussed the 
whole issue of our visiting times. He had discussions about 
open visiting but decided that we couldn't cope,. We had to 
compromise by allowing visitors every afternoon and even,ing. 
It's difficult to open the ~1ards at 2 o'clock 1~ith doctors 
rounds at that time, so we start visiting later." 

"When it was decided that the hours should be changed and that 
we caul d choose the hours we 1 i ked for our wards, I thought 
well let's try open visiting, and a>lthough some of the other 
staff don't like it, I'm sure most of the patients do. It's 
worked out well because most of the visitors still come in 

·· 'the afternoon and evening any \~ay. One thing I do insist on 
is a rest hour, so the 1~ard is closed fo1· an hou1· aft0r lunch, :~:· 
the patients need that break.'' 

The relatives, and othe1· visitors, were informed concerning the 

restrictions placed on visiting times and behaviour by the existence 

of notices. Most of the wards had a notice concerning the visiting 

times for that v1ard posted on the door, or on a wall, near the ent1·ance 

to the ward. The notices on the doors of the wards in whi eh the 

observation took place contained the f0llowing information: 

MEDICAL WARD Visiting to this ward 

10.00- 1.00 and 2.30- 8.00 every day 

No more than two visitors at one time to 

each patient. Visiting by children and at 

other times by arrangement. Please see 

1·1ard sister. 

1. (H.M. (62)39) Reference has already been made to this circulur on 
page 129. 



Visiting is at the discretion of the ward 

sister who may ·need to restrict visitors in 
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the interest of the patients and their treatment. 

CORONARY CARE UNIT 

Jt may be necessary-for visitors to wait during 

the doctor 1 s round or be interrupted while 

nursing procedures are carried out. 

Visitors, No Smoking Please. 

The entrance to the Cor:-ona ry Care Unit \~as through the same door as 

·the above medical 1~ard, so that there was an additiona·l notice on the 

door headed ~~o~·onary Care Unit 1 which stated: 

, - GYNAECOLOGICAL HARD 

Visiting to this ward 

As for (medical ward) but please enquire 

at the desk before entering the unit. 

The noti:ce conceming visiting was within the ward precinct near to 

the sister1 s offir.e and could be seen before entering the area in which 

the patients \~ere situated. 

Visiting to this ward 

Daily from 3.00 - 4.30 p.m. Mon-Fri .. 

2.30 - 4.30 weekend. 7.00-8.00 Daily. 

The same restrictions which applied to the medical ward were then listed. 

GERIATRIC WARD 

There was no not-ice on any of the ward doors in the geriatric unit 

as the offici v ~ po 1 'icy for the unit was open visiting between the hours 

of 8.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m. (There was, however, a statement in the 

·' . 
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ward policy book (statement No. 15) relating to visiting times: 

"Patients may be visited at any time but ~isitors will be encouraged 

to come between 2.00 p.m. and 8.00 p.m.). 

In addi·t·ion to notices on the ward doors, ·there were also notices 

inside the wards wh·ich stipulated relative behaviour, for example, 

''Visitors. Pl~ase return chairs whe11 leaving the ward''. 

These notices were supplemented ·by similar information in the 

"patients handbook" concerning access and 'behaviour. lihe patients hand

btiok also contained one further instruction: 

''Your friends and relations are specially asked not to 
visit you if they are tJnwell themselves, and particularly 
if they have a cough or a cold or are suffering fl·om 
diarrhoea". 

The patient and his relatives were also given verbal infot-mation on 
... -. 

admission concerning visiting behaviour. The existence of notices, 

and other vwitten and verbal information relating to visiting times 

_and expected behaviour during these periods help to confirm the 
' 

proposition made by Storlie (1975) that "the protocol of visiting is 

rarely left to cha11ce" (p. 73). 

It was assumed by the staff that most visitors would conform with 

these restrictions, and it was obset·ved by the researcher that most 

relatives did in fact appear to conform. The observed conformity du~s 

not, howeve1·, mean that all the visitors seen to confor-m, privately 

agreed with these restrictions. Collins (1973) has pointed out that 

public conformity must be distinguished from private conformity and 

that it is easier to conform than not to conform. ('Non-conforming' 

behaviour will be discussed later in the chapter.) 

It was found that some of the relatives 1~ho were interviewed 

privately disagreed with tl1e restrictions~ One particular relative, 
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the .~rife of a patient admitted to hospital while they were both on 

holiday, pointed out hel· parti:Cular problem concerning access. She 

stated that she and her husband managed a social club in another part 

of the country and that their usual \~orking day .began in the evening, 

just at· the time ·when nor:rnal visiting ended. This was the time of 

the day ~1hen they would most liked to have been together, as it was 
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very di:fficult for them to start 'winding do1qn' at that time of the 

evening and she 11as 1 eft to face a very 1 ong, 1 one:ly event ng on her own. 

Although she realised that thi;s could be difficuTt for the other 

patients in the ward, she privately believed that there should be no 

official end to visiting time, and resented ha~ing to leave the ward 

at this time. 

As well ·as givi~g specific instructions, the notices also 

indicated the power of the staff to further restrict access ''in the 

interests Of pat~ents and their treatment", Cl.nd also during "doctors I 

rounds", and indi.::ated to the relatives that the restrictions 1·1ere not 

absolute but that there could be some relaxation of these rules "by 

arrangement with the 11ard sister". 

Some attentior. was given to the ward sister as part of the 

hospital organisat10n in Chapter 2, 1·1here it was shown that she was the 

'key figure' ~Jho determined. the rules of the people subordinate to her. 

Before discussing the power of the 1·1ard sister as an 'enforcer' or 

'relaxer' of the rules, we should note that the authority of the ward 

sister was recognised by nurses of other grades in this study. 

"~Jhen you first go on a 11ard you learn from the ~mrd sister 
how she 11ants things done and then you make sure thn t you 
get it done that way." 

(SRN) 

"I di dn '·t agree with it but on 'Da.ffodi "! }lard' you had to get 
the visitors out as soon as the ~ell had gone. I hated having 
to do it but ihat's what sister ~anted.'' 

(3r-d Year Student) 



It has alr:eady been noted- that one of the factors which caused_, 

the implementation of open vis"iting to be unsuccessful throughout the 

country was the lack of moti;Vation on the part of the ward sister, and 

that at. the hosp1tn'l in which the research took place the sisters had 

themselves chosen the times for visiting on thei1· ~1ard. 

The ward sister·, therefore, is i nsti tuti on a~ ly defined as both 

maker and enforcer of the rules. In th·is .way she, and the nurses 
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working \vith her, functioned as 'gatekeepers.'. The concept of 'gate

keeper' 1·1as first descr·ibod by Levlin (1947) in his study of organisations, 

who noted that the travelling of a certain news item th1·ough certain 

communication channels depended on whathappened in the 'gate region'. 

Gate regions are governed eithet· by impattial rules or by 'gatekeepers'. 

A number of soci o 1 ogi sts have found this term useful • i ncl ud·i ng 

Stimpson and Webb (1975) who used it to describe the nurse or receptionist_ 

·;n a liealth C:entre who controlled the patients' access to the doctor, 

and Dodd (1974) 1·1ho used it to describe the wai in which the ward sister 

controlled access by any personnel into her ward cloma·in. 

Levlin pointed out that as the gatekeeper ·;s the person who is 

'in power' for making the decisions betv1een "In and out' it is necessary 

to try and ur.derstand the gatekeeper's system of values as well as 

other factors which would determine whether the gate was 'opened' or 

'closed'. 

· !~any of the nurses i ntel'Vi ev1ed discussed their attitudes to 

relatives visiting the patient. and their attitudes to visiting times, 

so that it is possible to go !:ome way tmmrds unde1·standing the system 

of values \'lhich lies behind 'gatekeeping'. Two rea5ons v1ere given for 

ma i ntai ni ny restr·i cted vi siting: 

1. "Vis'itors interfere with the vlat·d routine". This \·/ils the most .. . 
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common reason offered for retaining restrictions. l'he routinisation 

of nursing activity (~ihich is discussed elsewhere.) led to a belief · 

that there wet·e set times for doing things and that relatives (visitors) 

needed to attend at a time which ~10uld not disrupt the routine. It 

was also beli:eved that vi'sitors could delay routine tasks: 

"You can't get in and give out the bowls (for the patients to 
wash:) until they've gone." · (2nd Year Student) 

Many nurses pointed out that the phJisical presence of relatives could 

hinder the work because they "get in the way". A ward full of visitors 

obstructed the physical progress of the nurse: 

"I hate doing the daily blood pressures in the day room at the 
weekends wt,cn all the visitors are around. It takes so long 
to get around all the chairs and clutter they bring with 
them." (SEN) 

2 •.. "It's not good for the patients". Some nurses stated that they 

-felt that too long a period of visiting could create a problem for thr~ 

patient, ~1ho migt.~ become tired. Visiting could also create problems 

/ -·· for other patients without visitors who a 1 so could not rest because of 

the presence of a number of extra people around them, and who might be 

reluctant to ask for attention: 

"H there &r-e men in a ward some women are reluctant to ask 
for a bedpa1·,," (2nd Year Pupil) 

A sma 11 numb et· of nurses a 1 so mentioned the possi bi 1 i ty that nursing 

treatment could be hurried if there \'/ere vis·itors waiting, and that 

this could be t~ the detriment of the patient. 

Ho~1ever, the majority of the nurses i ntervi e\'Jed ( 33 out of 54) 

stated that they believed in the principle of 'open visiting', although 

witlt certain modifications, particularly at the patients' mealtimesi 

''It re&1ly bugs me to see relatives sitting there gawping 
\·Jhile the patient ·is trying to eat." 

(SRN) 



In support of Glaser and Strauss's (1964) find~ngs that 'canons 

of responsibility' rather than rigi.d rules were· necessary for carrying 

out complex medi ea 1 tasks, nurses 1·1ere unanimously agreed that as 

'professionals' they should retain the right to relax or restrict 

the rules ~1het1 "they believed that it was in the patient''s interest. 

We .should now look at some cif the reasons offered by nurses, and 

some of the observations made which could determine whether the 'gate' 

was 'open' or 'closed'. We shall first look at the factors which lead 

to a relaxation of the restrictions, and this will be followed by a 

description of the factors which lead to the imposition of further 

. restrictions. 

Relaxation of Visiting Regulations 

... T~e nurses interviewed stated that there were a number of conditions 

~hich could lead to a relaxation of the restrictions . 

. a) Geographical difficulties. Most nurses stated that they allowed 

extended visiting to those relatives who were only able to visit 

inirequently because of the distance. 

"It is difficult to tell t·elatives to go at the end of 
visiting if they've collie a long \'lay, so· they can stay as 
1 ong as they 1 i ke, although I te 11 them that they may 
have to be content to sit at the bedside while the 
patient rests.'' - (SRN) 

It was also observed that the rules were relaxed in this way, in one 

·instance 1-lithout the relative asking for this privilege. A visitor 

arrived an hour before visiting on the ward and asked to see one of 

the patients. He was told that visiting was not for another hout· and 

directed to the day room to wait. About h3.lf-an-hour 1 ater the staff 

nurse, ~-<tho had directed the visitoP to the day room, \'/as in the \'lard 

and overheard the patient for vthom the re I ati ve had enquired te 11 
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another patient that l1er son was going tb visit that afternoon from Kent. 

The staff nurs~ immediately went to"the m~n and asked if he was the 

patient'.s son from Kent (250 miles away from the hospital) and, on hear

ing that he was, directed him to his mother at once saying, "Why didn't 

you say you'd come all that way, you wouldn't have had to 1vait then". 

b) Work difficulties. In the ward in which there was only afternoon 

and evening visiting it was observed that relatives who worked at that· 

time were allowed to visit in the morning. All the nur!;es also stated 

that they would accept 'working' as a reason for admission at non·· 

yisiting times. 

It was also generally agreed among th~ nurses interviewed that 

certain categories of patients, the very ill, those receiving terminal 

care, children and the mentally handicapped should be able to receive 

v.isitors at all times. 

Further Restriction of Visiting Regulations 

Restricting visiting even within the times specified-when the 

ward would normally be open was inevitably justified in terms of 

'good patient care', but it was also observed that restricting visitors 

could at times be in the interests of the \vard routine and the1·efore the 

·nurse. On one occasion, 1·1hen the ward had been very busy and a small 

number of patients still needed attention, the nurse in charge advised 

the rest of the staff to "keep the door closed, and don't let them in 

un.til we're ready". The door 1vas kept c1osed and about t1venty relatives/ 

visitors had to wait for 15 minutes. This \</as the only occasion observed 

when a restriction 0as made concerning all visitors; all the other 

occasions observed referred to the relatives of individual patients .. 

Sometimes this restriction was made i~ collusion with th~ patient. 



One of the sisters put a notice 011 the door of a single ward 

restricting visitors b~cause ''the relatives will smother her (the 

patient) and she finds it too much''. 

On another occasion the nurse in charge told the rest of the 

staff at 'report' that one of the ·patients had asked her to ta.l,k to 

his w.ife and ask her to visit less frequently. The patient had had a 

stroke with some dysarthria rand found it very frustrating attempt~:1g 

to cope with his speech disability and his wife's constant question:; 

requiring rapid answers .. "Every time she comes she upsets him so I 'm 

going to see the daughter and ask her to try and persuade her mother 

to come in only evr::ry other day".· 
·' 
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The patient, of coursQ, has the right to ask the nurse to restri~t 

his visitors to certain times. This is the only time when, if the 

relative pers·ists in visiting the patient, he can be forcibly ejected. 

The policy statement concerning this eventuality makes the position 

quite clear: 

"Visitors - Unwe 1 come 

When a patient informs the nursing staff that he or she does 

not wish to see a relative or visitor the fact should be noted 

with the date and time in the Kardex (patient's nursing care record). 

The Medical Officer must be told of this· request and his advice 

noted in the record. 

If this visitor calls at the ward, the nursing staff should ask 

then1 to wait whi 1 e the nurse enqui.res from the patient whether 

she still feels the same. Should the patient reiterate their 

original statement, the nurse must tactfully explain the 

situation to the vis·itor and if necessary arrange for a medical 

officer ·to see the visitor. 

1. Difficulty in.speaking. 



Shoul<d the visitor ins.i st on seeing the patient they must 

be courteously but firmly refused entrance. The Administrator 

and Nursing Officer should be told and the Head Porter asked 

to send someone to escort the visitor out. If this cannot be 

ach·ieved or if the situation becomes unpleasant the po'l ice 

must be sent for." 

A number of nurses were able to describe occasions when they had 

had to dissuade a relative from visiting, but this was only observed 

on one occasion. One rif the patients had stated· that she did not wish 

to see a parti-::u1ar 1·elative if he visited the hospital. When he 

arrived the nurse told him that the patient needed to rest completely 

and it would tie best if.he went to see her when she was back at home. 

The relative then asked if the nurse ~10ul d go and ask the patient again 

if.l;hat was really what she wanted. After th~s had been confirmed he 

left the v1ard witl1out taking any further action. 

/ If a decision was made by the nurse to res tri et visitors to an 

/ individual patient, the relative was usually given a reason for this 

decision: 

"I th.ink it ~1ould be b·est if you just stayed for a little 
wh.i 1 e toni g"lt, he's very tired." 

(SRN) 

"He's verY breathless, so I should just say a few words and 
then .go, don't let him talk too much, it will only make 
himw0rse." 

(SRN) 

The relatives of patients admitted for major gynaecological surgery 

were all advised that on the day of the operation they should only visit 

for ten minutes and that there should be only one visitor. Some nurses, 

however, stated that they would prefel' to exclude the relatives 

altogether at such a time (all nurses \~et"e askecl for their views 

concern.ing major surgery- not only those on the 'gynae' ward): 
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"The post-op patient may get bothered and can be upset by 
the relatives visiting too soon." 

(SRN) 

I 

''There's not much point to it because the patient is semi-
conscious and it's not good for the relative." (SEN) 

"I don't think the relatives should see the patient on the 
day of the operation. They (the patients) look pretty 
white and zonked out and it could seem like the end of the 
world for them (the relatives) to see the drip and the 
naso-gastric tube.'' 

(2nd Year Pupil) 

Children as 'Visitors' 

Nurses also functioned as 'gatekeepers' with regard to children 

who wished to visit a patient. Children were frequently observed 

visiting in the wards and were only seen to be refused admittance if 

the patient's condition was such that this was perceived as in his/her 

bes·t interests by the nurse. The father of an eleven year-old child 
-
who asked for permission for the child to visit the patient on the 

first" post-operative day received the follo~Jing reply: 

"I don't think so, not today, but from tomorro~t on it should 
be OK." 

- to the child -

''If you like you can go and watch TV in there while dad is 
with mumll1.Y." 

The SRN involved ;,n the above encounter later justified her action by 

saying: 

"I don't think it's good for a child to sit there \~hi 1 e the 
patient is still poorly, \'latching the blood transfusion 
going in." 
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Not all nurses appeared to believe that children should be allowed 

to visit and offered a number of reasons why children as v·i~itors shoulrl 

be restricted. These could be related to the child's age as well as 

the patient's condition (although no children were observed to be 



refused admission because of age,). 

"'l't is important for the patient's morale but it can be 
dangerous for a baby, they can pick Lip infection so 
easily. Toddlers should only be allowed to stay a very 
short while, they crawl over the bed and floor. I don't 
like to see kids crawli!~g about on the floor, the ward 
is not like their sitting room. It can be diffi.cult with 
children." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

"Not babies or toddlers, really, they soon get bored and can 
Lips et the other pa ti en.ts." 

"I don't like too young chi 1 dren in at a•ll rea•lly, but it 
depends on the patient's condition.'' 

(SRN) 

"I only allow children under 12 on rare occasions, but it 
depends on the circumstances -all rules are flexible." 

(SRN) 

A number of nurses suggested that 'visiting' can be harmful for 

babies because of the risk of infection. This is in common with the 

findings of ·Jacobs (1978, p. 102), but as she pointed out "this vi.e1·1 

is now seriously questioned", for a number of studies have indicated 

··------- that ch:fldren visiting patients are ~ot as prone to infection as it 

/ was hitherto believed. 

Some of the statements made by nurses with regard to the visiting 

of patients by children indicate some evidence of the nurses' dilemma 

concerning th~s issue, and the conflict between doing what Was best 

for the patient and what ~1as best for the ward routine. 

"I'm sure its right for the patient to see them, but I 
don't think its right to see them running around making 
a noise." 

(SRN) 

However, although some nurses preferred not to have children as 

visitors, many of the nurses appeared to enjoy seeing children in the 

ward, and spent some time talking to, and in some instances playing 

-
with them. 
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The discussion thus far has t:ocused on the way in which the ru,les 

were administered .with some reference to the system of values which 

underlies gatekeeping. The 'gatekeeping' described so far can on,ly 
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take place if the relatives accept the situation, but there were some 

instances observed, and reported, which show that if a relative persists 

in disobeying. the rule, by adopting ''non-cont:orming behaviour', there is 

little wh,ich can be done to produce conformity. The only possible 

sanction is to forbid or restrict the relatives' 'visiting privileges'. 

No such restrictions were enforced dur.ing the period of observation, 

but during the course of the research attention was drawn to the_ 

following report in the "Daily Mirror" (August 14th, 1980): 

"Hospital Curbs Visit to Mum" 

"A hospital has slapped a visiting curb on an 84-year-old 
patient ... because·they cause 'disruptions' ih the ~lard. 
(the relatives) have had their daily visits to (the patient) 
cut down to two a week." 

But unless the-relative is 'disruptive' it can be difficult to enforce 

'compliance'. It was, for example, reported by one of the ~1ard sisters 

that, just before the period of observation, a situation hu.d arisen in 

whi eh it had proved imposs ib 1 e to enf.9rce the time 1 imit because a 

relative refused to acknowledge this as 'legitimate'. 

"I'm not really fussy about them going at eight o'clock but 
this patient's boy-friend insisted on staying every night 
until about ten o'c~ock. He just insisted on staying. It 
was all right when she was well enough to go and talk to 
him in the day room, but it disturbed the other patients 
when she ~1as sti 11 confined to bed. Some of the younger 
nurses ~1ere unhappy about it as we 11." 

Further questioning revealed that this relative had been seen by the 

doctor and night sister as well as the ward sister, but that he could 

not be persuaded to leave, and so they had no option but to let him 

stay. 



·controlling numbers could also be difficult if the relatives 

refused to comp:l·y with the regulati ens. This was seen as one of the 

problems which could occur with the relatives of patients who were 

from other cultures in which the family role in ill ne ss was different 

from that of Western cultures. 

"Oh yes, we had an Indian patient recently, and all the family 
came in even when the patient was just back from theatre · 
they were all there. We couldn't persuade them to leave, 
they just ~touldn't listen." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

"They don't take any notice of the nurse asking them to 1 ea ve, 
and I have had to get a doctor to assert hi·s authority about 
this, and that was only partly successfu•l." 

(SRN) 
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One sister had developed a 'coping mechanism' for this eventuality. 

"I try to put the patient in a si de ward and then they can all stay as 

long and as many as they 1 i ke. You try to restri et them but you can't." 

It was also reported that a number of relatives of patients of other 

cultures negotiated the rules by "failing to understand them". 
/ 

"The relatives could speak English but when you asked them to 
go they 'misunderstood' and just stayed there." 

(SRN) 

Some re.latives appeared to conform but were observed to 'beat the 

system' by direct action taken when unobserved by nurses. In one such 

instance observed the father and mother of a small chHd were refused 

· admiss.ion for the ch.ild to visit her grandfather, \vho was seriously 

ill. They sat in the corridor and then, ~then there were no nurses in 

view, walked into the ward, stayed for a few moment at the bedside of 
... 

the patient, and then ~tal•ked out again. 

Other relatives were observed to negotiate ~tith the ward sister/ 

nurse in order to "work the rules". Two relatives arrived on the ward 

during 'rest hour' and asked for permission to see the patient. This 



was ref,used at first by the SRN stating: 

"I don't mind visitors at any time except between 1.00 
and 2.30." 

"Could we just look in for five minutes to let him know 
we ''re he re?" 

"I'd rather you didn't, he needs to rest." 

"We won't disturb him if he really wants to rest." 

"All right then, just for two minutes." 

The nurse in this instance justified her refusal first by referring 

to the rules, then by referring to the patient's cond.iti on, before 

finally acceding to the relatives' request. 
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In spite of the above examples, as previously indicated most 

relatives confonned to the rules, although it appears that the relatives' 

'co-operation' was based on his/her system of values, not that of the 

hospital. The relatives' system of values is important for as Goffman 
. ----

-- ( 1971) has. indicated, rules can only be. effective if those to whom they 

apply believe them to be right and "come to conceive of themse 1 ves both 

in terms of who and what it is that compliance· allows them to be and in 

tenns of what deviation implies they have become." (p. 127) 

Summary 

It has been shown in the preceding account that the present 

situation concerning access is far less rigid than the traditional 

situation. It has also been shown that at present the rules are less 

like commands and more like general understandings. This change came 

about in response to social change concerning the relatives' expectations. 

The response of the organisation to the community is necessary for as 

Davis (1965) has indicated, if the hospital is to maintain effective 



ties with the community at large, it must in its functioning be 

sufficiently imperfect, or flexible, as to allow some of those who 
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use its services to "evade or get around those very rules and policies 

that in the main govern the organisation's relations with its clientele". 

(p. 61). In this way some relaxation of the previously rigid rules is 

functional for the organisation, but it can be argued that the present 

flexibility is dysfunctional for the nurse . 

. Traditionally, nursing practice, including the task of managing 

the patients' relatives, has been severely constrained by rules, \~hich 

protect the nurse from uninvited responsibilities. Much of present day 

nursing practice is still constrained by 'procedures' which give the 

nurse guidance concerning the standards of practice that are necessary. 

Procedures serve to protect the nurse from responsibility in the same 

way as the rules traditionally offered him/her protection. If the 

nurse 'keeps the rules' or 'follows the procedure' she cannot be 'blamed'. 

Al!hough"the rules which traditionally protected the nurse have to 

some extent been removed, they have not '6een replaced by procedures. 

The present-day nurse is therefore· more vul ner~b 1 e than the :tradi ti ona 1 

nurse, for he/she has neither rules nor procedures to guide his/her 

behaviour vis-a-vis the relatives. It will be shown in later chapters· 

that these two factors, greater responsibility and less authority, serve 

to constrain nursing practice vis-a-vis the relatives. 

Some attention has also been paid to 'non-conforming behaviour' 

and to the way in ~1hich the relatives successfully negotiate the rules, 

indicating that the balance of power within the nurse-relative relation

ship can be a precarious one. 

He shall now turn our attention to the way in which the nurse

relative relationship is initiated. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE NURSE-RELATIVE RELATIONSHIP: ENTRY BeHAVIOUR 

Introduction 

It was established very early on in the field work that there is 

no single form of the nurse-relative relationship, but that this is a 

diverse and often fleeting relationship. It was also established that 

many relatives who visit the ~1ard each day have no verbal contact with 

any of the nurses caring for the patient. In this chapter ~1e shall be 

concerned with the way in which encounters between nurses and relatives 

are initiated and also with the reasons for which such encounters are 
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initiated. In this way we may begin to reach some understanding of 

firstly, why only some relatives interact with nurses, and, secondly, of 

the relationship itself, for, as Daubenmire, Searles and Ashton (1978} 

have indicated, the behaviour of the participants in an encounter, which 

takes p~~ce '-'whenever two or more persons move together in a bound segment 

of time and space", not only defines a relationship, but also serves to 

modify, support a~? amend it (p. 303}. The behaviour of nurses and 

relatives immediately prior to and at the beginning of any encounter will 

be classified in this study as 'entry behaviour'. 

The 'potential' nurse-relative relationship 

The relationship between the nurse and relative is one part of a 

model which also includes the doctor and the patient. In this model 

some relationships can be described as 'actual', in that even though no 
• 

verbal contact may take place between these groups, a relationship based 

on accountability and responsibility is an inevitable consequence of the 

patient's admission to hospital. No such relationship is inevitable 



concerning the nurse and the relative. This, it will be shown, is a 

•potential• relationship, which may in certain circumstances become 

actual. 

The nurse-relative-doctor-patient model ...- actual relationship 
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The •potential • relationship only becomes •actual• when either the 

relative or the nurse takes the initiative to interact with the other. 

We should, therefore, turn our attention to the •pre-disposing conditions• 

that will cause one or other of these groups to take the initiative which -':=. will lead to an •actual • relationship. 

The •actual• nurse-relative relationship 

As well as establishing very early on in the field \'tork that only a 

few of the relatives who visited the ward each day had any verbal contact 

with the nurses caring for the patient,that is,an'actual 1 relationship, it 

also appeared that those interchanges which did take place between these 

two groups were engineered by one or the other of these groups for a 

specific reason . It was therefore of some importance to identify the 

reasons which "'\'tould cause a nurse or relative to initiate such an 

encounter. This was establi shed by analysing two hundred different 

encounters between these two groups. The two hundred encounters selected 

for this analysi s were collected, and analysed, separately in two groups 

of one hundred encounters. 
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The two separate 'hundreds' of encounters used for this analysis 

were collected by taking the first t1~enty encounters between a nurse and 

a relative in each ward and unit, which occurred on the fifth day of each 

observation period. The exercise was repeated with the first twenty 

encounters 1~hich occurred on the fourteenth day of the observation period 

in each ward and unit. This resulted in two separate groups of encounters 

·which after analysis could be compared with each other, therefore 

increasing the reliability of the findings. 

Each of the encounters was classified in two separate ways. First, 

it was established whether the nurse or the relative had initiated the 

encounter, secondly,an attempt was made to establish the reason for the 

encounter. 

Previous research (Mcintosh 1978) had suggested that most encounters 

bet1~een the relatives and both nurses and medical staff were relative-

initiated. This finding was confirmed, for it was found that of the first 
--

-~lOO encounters analysed 78 were relative-initiated, while in the second 

..----- 100, 73 were relative-initiated. 

The 'collected' encounters were then further examined in order to 

reach some understanding of the purpose for which each encounter was 

initiated. The results are shown in Table One (p.l52 ) . It was far more 

difficult to be certain as to '1·1hy' an encounter was initiated than it \"/as 

to ascertain the initiator. The purpose of each encounter was established 

by taking note of the first 'stated' purpose in the encounter, although 

it was realised that this would not, in all instances, be either the main 

or the only purpose of either the relative or the nurse who had initiated 

the encounter.l 

l. Attention had been dral'm to the possibility of this difficulty during 
the examination of 'doctor-patient studies' (discussed in Chapter 2) in 
which a number of authors had pointed out that the real purpose of the 
consultation was not revealed until the patient 1'/asa:Dout to leave the 
surgerv Hhen he/she stated "Oh, by the way " and then stated his/ 
hP~ rP" ~ • t 
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Befo.re discussing the findings two points should be made concerning 

the presentation of the results in Tab,le One . 

. Firstly, the results are presented as either nurse or relative 

initiated (described as N or R in the table). Secondly, all the 'reasons' 

for nurse-relative encounters as described above fell into one or other 

of 13 different categories except for two described in the table as 'odds'. 

Each .of these two encounters was initiated by a relative. In the first 

encounter the relative came to the ward to look for a death certificate 

instead of going, as directed previously, to the General Office; in the 

second encounter, a relative arrived on a ward for the sole purpose of 

bringing .a box of chocolates to the nurses, the patient ·having been 

discharged several days previously. 

The 13 different categories of nurse-relative encounters classified 

by 'purpose' concern: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

the pati~nt's progress 

----the patient's treatment 

the patient's diagnosis 

the patient's prognosis 

pennission to visit or directions concerning the patient's 

location in the ward 

f) 1 ooki ng for or proferri ng counse 1 

g) relatives being asked or asking to see the doctor or medical social 

worker. 

h) relative socialisation 

i) relative activity on behalf of the patient 

j) the nurse asking the relative to leave the patient 

k) interaction relating to telephone numbers 

1) 'social' interaction 

l~ost of these different fonns of encounter will be discussed in 
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detail in later chapters, focussing on the following notions: 

1) · the relative as a gatherer of infonnation . 

2) the nurse as an announcer 

3) the nurse as a counsel:lor 

4) the nurse as a teacher 

5) the nurse and the relatives of the dying patient . 
. 6) the relative as patient's agent. 

We should, however, at this stage of the thesis make a fe1·1 comments 

concerning these findings. 
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1) It was found that the number of different reasons for the encounters 

which take place between nurses and relatives. is comparatively small, 

and, although this is not represented on the chart, did not vary very 

much from ~ta rd to ward, or from unit to unit. This finding to some 

extent confinns the proposition made by Strong {1979) that most role 

encounters ir, hospital can be described as "institutionalised activity 

systems" repeated over and over again within different settings and with .-----

·c~ di·fferent particip~nts. It was not surprising in view of the previous 

findings reported in Chapter 2 to fi'nd that most of the encounters 

between these two·:·groups concerned the patient's i 11 ne ss, and that they 

were concer:ned with the patient's progress, treatment, di.agnosis and 

discharge. The ratio of these encounters is reproduced in Table Two. 

TABLE TI~O 

Breakdown of Encounters Relating to Pati~nt's Illness 

.. 1st "lOO" 2nd "lOO" N % 

Rel. Nur. Rel. Nur. 

Patient's Progress 26 + 5 31 21 + 9 30 61 30.5 
11 Treatment 9 + 2 11 10 + 2 12 23 11.5 
11 Diagnosis 4 + 0 4 2 + 0 2 6 3.0 
11 Prognosis 0 + 1 1 2 + 0 2 3 1.5 
11 Discharge 4 + 5 9 9 + 1 10 19 9.5 

-

43 13 56 44 12 56 112 56% 



A number of po~nts should be made concerning the figures in the 

above table. 

(a) Most of the encounters focus on the patient's progress and 

treatment. It will be shown later in the thesis that many 

relatives and nurses considered interaction related to the 

patient's diagnos.is and prognosis to be the province of the 

doctor. This vie~/ is reflected in these figures. 

(b) Included in the nurse-initiated 'treatment' encounters are 

those forms of nurse-relative interaction which will be described 

in the text as 'nurses teaching relatives'. 

(c) Nany of these encounters, although they ~1ere initiated for the 

purpose sta~ed, included other fonns of interchange, particularly 

the interchange described in the text as 'counselling' (see Note 3 

··below). 

2) The second mo.;t frequently occurring fonn of encounter between 

' nurses and relatives concerns either 'permission' to visit the pat·ient 

or the actua 1 1 oca ti on of the patient 1~i thin the wa I'd. This form of 

encounter is associated with all visitors, not only patients' relatives. 

1.55. 

3) A small number of encounters 11ere engineered specifi ea lly concerning 

'counselling'. It will be shown later in the text that,this term is used 

in a very general sense, defini:ng counselling as a form of interaction, 

which also includes the 'giving of advice_' and 'reassuring'. Such 

encounters focus sed on the relatives' own needs, although of cout'se such 

needs were alrr.ost always related to the patient's illness. 

4) Furthet· refet·ence 1·1ill be made to these points in 1 ater chapter~. 

Having established t•easons "~1hy" nurses and relatives interact 1-lith each 

other, it was then possible to establish a list of pre-disposing 
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conditions v/hi eh cou:ld g.i.ve rise to one Ol' more of the reasons i denti fi eel·. 

In this V1ay it is possible to p r·edi et the circumstances 1·1hen the 

'potential' relationsh:i.p, which always exists, is likely to become actual. 

The analysis of the fieldwork in the current project led to the 

formulation of the following propositions: 

I The relative may initiate an encounter with the nurse if on~ or 

more of the following conditions exist: 

a) if he/she requires information concerning the patient's illness 

which he/she is unable to obtain from the patient; 

b) if he/she requ,i.res infonnation or help relati.ng to his/her m~n nee?; 

c) if he/she has been appointed by the patient, or h'as appointed himself 

to act on the patient's behalf; 

d) if he/she requires to see other members of the hospital sta.ff, 

(thereby using the nurse as an intermediary); 

e) if social courtesy makes this diffic:1:lt to avoid. 

II The nu~:se may initiate interaction with the relative if one or more 

of the following conditions exist: 

a) if the patient's physi ea 1 or menta 1 condition in some way 1 essens 

his ability to carry out the 'normal' patient role in the doctor

patient or nurse-patient relationship (the relative in this 

instance is asked to act 'on behalf of'the patient); 

b) if an 'announceable event' has occurred; (an 'announceable event' 

is an event of such importance that it is laid down by hospital 

policy that the information concerning such an event must be shared 

~1i th the patient's family); 

c) if the doctor/nurse needs the relative's consent for a procedure 

to be carried out on the patient; 

d) if nursing or medical practi.ce is impeded by the presence of relatives; 
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e) if the re1lrative's 'behaviour' is not comr.~ensurate \"lith the 

'expected' behaviour of relatives; 

f) if social courtesy makes this difficult to avoid. 

It was confirmed by discussion with both groups that a 'reason' 

for initiating ir'lteraction, except for'the occasional 'social' encounter, 

~tas considered necessary. 

''No I've never spoken t~ .a nurse. There's beer1 no need. The 
w.i·fe te 11 s me a:ll that's happening and I can see for myself 
that she's getting on. That's all I need to know.'' 

"Of course I speak to the relati.ves 
but othen~i se I leave it to them. 
ask. They kno\"t we're here." 

The nurse as an expert 

if I need them for- anything, 
If they want anything they'll 

(SRN) 

_/· 

It would also appear from the above discussion that in most' 

encounters between nurses and re 1 a ti ves the nurse ·either adopts or is 

cast into an 'expert' ·role. 

Hughes (1971) has identified the ·~xpert' as any person possessing 

a body of knowledge who is ordained, certified or given a licence or 

mandate by society for the use of such knowledge. This person is kno\"m 

by at least some members of society as being such an expert. Such a 

person either seeks out or is sought out by others in order to enter a. 

comp.lementary client role (p. 287-292). The nurse l'tho adopts an expert 

role seeks out the relative when certain conditions prevail in order to 

establish a complementary client role. Conversely the relative who 

perceives a need for 'expert' help relating to a need l'thich is not met 

by the nurse-patient r·elationship \'till seek out the nurse in order to 

enter a complementary client role. 

We shall return again to this notion later· in the chapter·and in 

subsequent chapters for H is particularly si<Jn'ificant to the orgument. 
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Before turn-ing to the l·tay in whi eh purposeful encounters are 

initiated, one further point should be made with regard to· 'social 

encounte~s', for these cannot be classified as expert-client encounters. 

It was shown in Table One that some encounters could only be described as 

'socia,l' in that no specific pur;pose beyond that of 'being sociab:le' could 

be determined. In such instances the interaction between these hto gt·oups 

would appear to serve· no specific function in the relationship, but it .is 

possible that such encounters can be functional in tl-to ~Jays. Firstly, in 

an established relationship, they maintain continuity, and, secondly, if 

no rel·dtionship has been established the initiator of such an encounter 

lays l1im/herself 'open' to further interaction. This is a significant 

point for if such an encounter is inHiated by a nurse it indicates 

behaviour which to some extent deviates from 'normal' nurse entry 

behaviour, which will now be described. 

The Entry Behaviour of Nurses and Relatives 

We sha.n·-first look at the behaviour of nurses and relatives before, 

ilnd during, the initiation of an encounter, focussing primarily on the 

relative as the 'initiator'. ' This will be followed by a brief examination 

of entry behaviour when the nurse takes the initiative. 

As we have already indicated most of the encounters bet1·1een nurses 

and relatives can be described as purposive interchanges. The entry 

behaviour of the relative therefore begins 1·1ith the peFception of a need 

to initiate an encounter with the nurse for any of the reasons listed 

eaFlier in the chapter. Having perceived a need the relative then has to 

make a decision concerning the ans~ter to the question, "Is my need 

important enough to interrupt the work flow?''. The response to this 

question ~till detem1ine his next course of action. (This is illustrated 

diagramatically on page 1591. 
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The Relative's Pathway to Success/Fail ure ln the ·Initiation .. 
· of Nurse-Relative Encounters· <Ent ry Behaviour> 

... 
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' • •. . .... . -l· ,\, .. 
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Is 'need' ,--- ---, 
~~--1 important enough ~-- YES 

to 'interrupt' ,.,.---
· 1 Use 1 
1 previous 1 , knmcl eclge , 
1to ' select' . the \~ark-f low 

'------ - j 

Can ~~ou see EJs a nurse who > .E 
1 s inten·up- · -
table? 

\ 

Look for -"' a Nurse ~---·-J 

Use a 
Direct 
AQproacll 
11 Excuse me 11 

Adopt cm j 
intention 

--.,' -- Dlspl~j 

0 

nTII 
SUCCESS "HOVER" 

I I 

Does Nurse 
>--~~·----t-----4.~~----~ Ackno~J ledge? 

·' .. 

~ . .,_ - -- - - ... - .. -

YES 



Before proceeding any further 1·1e should pay some attention to the 

notion of the Hark flmv in this context. It ~1as suggestect in· Chapter 2 

that much of nursing work is routinised and that considerable emphasi5 

is placed on "getting the ~1ork done". This notion should be further 

considered in the present context and related to the concept of ''being 

busy". 

"Being Busy" 

The relative who 1·1ishes to initiate an encounter ~J.ith a nurse is 

likely to perceive that he/she is in a situat·ion in which "being busy" 

is related to nursing practice, for as Congalton and Najman (1971) 

have indicated "activity is the keynote of the nurse's role". In 

addit·ion Dodd (1974) has pointed out that "being busy" seems to satisfy 

the requirement of the on-"!)oing organisational reality within the 1>1ard 

1F.O. 

where nursing ptesents itself to its public. "Being busy" however crec.tes 

a barrier vihi<:Jt can deter the relative from making his need known, as 1vell 

~ as deterring the nurse from making spont~neous contact or communicatinn 

w.ith either patients or relatives. The perceived need of thr:. relative 

needs to appear ·to be important enough for h.im/her ·to 'interrupt' this 

'busyness'. In some instances it was found that the relative never 

reached this decision: 

''I've been wanting to ask someone about mother for the last three 
nights btJt they've been so busy that I thought perhaps I'd better 

.leave it." (Son of patient with 'stroke') 

"Yes, there are one or two things I 1vould like to ask about, but 
you can't bother them with every little thing can you?" 

(Wife of patient with coronary thrombosis) 

''Of course we want to know what's going to happen next week (date 
of pHtient's di,scharge) but you know what it's like here sometimes 
-I just can't bring myself to ask them 1vhen they're so busy." 

(Daughter of patient requiring care after discharge) 
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Dodd found that "being busy" effectively, if not intentionally, 

deterred the patient from interrupting the routine with 'trivial demands'. 

It ~1ould appear that this also applies to the relatives. In this ~1ay it 

may be, as suggested by Jacobs (1978), that the staff exert a degree of 

contt·ol over ~1ard life. ·" 

If the relative decides that his/her need is not important enough 

to 'interrupt' the work flow he/she can either decide 'not to bother' or 

he/she can decide to 'try again later'. 

If, on the other hand, the relative decides to proceed 1~ith the 

pre-initiation behaviour he/she will then attempt to 'locate' a nurse in 

order to draw attention to his/her need to'interact. 

Locating a Nurse 

..... -
It has alrec.dy been suggested that the relative wishing to initiate 

interaction with a nurse is likely to pet·ceive that most nurses are 

/-engaged in "being busy". The relative therefore niust be prepared to 
. ' 

'interrupt' the activity ~1hich surrounds him/her. 'Locating' a nurse, 

therefore, not only means physically 'locating' a nurse (that is, finding 

a nurse), but it also means 'locating' a nurse engaged in an activity 

which is perceived as 'interruptable'. 
j 

There is a further aspect of the location process that of 'selection' 

which i~ restricted to those relativ~~ whose socialisation includes the 

ability to distinguish the membership group of each grade of nurse by his/ 

her uniform, and therefore to establish the 'status' of the nurse. The 

nurse 'selected' in this way is perceived by the relative to be of the 

appropriate status to 'manage' the ensuing interaction. One other element 

of selection was also identified. This element of selection ~1as used by 

some of the relatives of long-stay patients who had had reason to interact 



w"ith several' dHferent nurses eluting the patients' stay ·on the ward. 

From the relatives' previous expet'ience; in different encountel'S, some 

nurses were perceived tc be more 'sympathetic' than others, and were 

therefore. 'se:lected' in preference to others when this vias possible. 

It would appear therefore that the ''favourite nurse' is a phenomenon 

' which is recognised by relatives, as well as by patients: 

"Well if--- is on duty I always ask her. Its funny but 
although the others are-.very nice, l always feel more at 
ease with her." 

Having drawn attention to the notion of selection as a part of the 

location 'process we should now return· to the prob:l'ems associated vlith 

this process. 

·' 

Although some nursing activ"ity is 'public' in that it is carried 
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out in full view of patients and relatives, many nursing activities take 

place 'backstage'. It may therefore be difficult to locate a nurse 'work·ing' 

in the public area. It was common practice during the traditional visiting 

periods for most of the wa,rd staff to be engaged in backstage activity 

during these periods. Jacobs (1979) has· pointed out that the relative 

needing a nurse at this time had to 'seek out' the nurse who was 

"conspicuous by het· absence" uuring visiting time. She has also indicated 

that "for many this was probably a sufficient deterrent to prevent such 

interaction". Although this situation no longer exists to the same 

extent, if the relative is unable to _locate a nurse in a public area, it 

is likely that the interaction which he wishes to initiate may never take 

place, although this was not possible to observe. This was not possible 

for, in the few instances in vlhich relatives were observed to have 

difficulty in locating a nurse, such relatives eventually asked the 

researcher for assistance vJ.ith this task, and it vias not morally poss·ihle 

to refuse such assistance. 



The sug~]estion has already .been made that relatives attempt to 

'·locate' a nurse whom they perceive as 'interruptable', that is, a nurse 

engaged in an ·activity which is consideFed of .less importance than the 

relatives' need. It ~1as also observed that nurses interacting with 

the indivtdual patients were rarely intfi!rrupted by relatives, although 

almost every other activity, including. those such as medicine rounds, Ol' 

observation rounds, Where fleeting contact was made with a number of 
-· 

patients could be interrupted, after the relative had located a nurse 

involved in these activities. H01~ever, the activity which ~/as most 

l63 .. 

frequently interrupted· was that whi eh can 1 oose ly be ea llP.d admi ni strati on 

duty, in which the nurse 1·1as located either in the 'sistet·'s office' or_>· 

at the nurses' station, carrying out some activity 1·1hich involved sitting 

down and ~::-iting. Relatives ~1ho ~/ere familiar with the nursing routine 

~;ould in some instances 11ait for a nurse to go and sit at the desk before 

they would attempt to ·initiate interaction: 
~ ' . ·•. 

"I wait until she (Hard sister) goes in there (office)' and then 
I go and ask." 

"I think it's best to wait till they're finished with'the 
patients." 

Some attention should now be given to the nurses' perception of the 

task of ''seeing the relatives'' as ''interruption''. 1 

Unlike most other aspects of nursing activity, the task of 'seeing 

the re 1 a ti ves' cannot be fitted easily into the routine. Many ~m rds sti 11 

operate a system of task-allocation (or at-least part1al task allocation) 

as opposed to patient allocation, in which each nurse is made responsible 

1. The term "seeing the relatives" is used to describP. nurse activity 
with relatives for it is a phrase ~1hich has some meaning for nurses. 
While the different forms of encounter ue classified in th·is study 
in order to help our understanding of the activity, this is not the 
~Jay in ~1h i.ch they a re percei vcd in the day- to-- day viO rk of the nurse. 
The nurse wishing to initiate an encounter with .a relative is most 
likely to state to colleagues that he/she 1·1ishes to "see" the 
re 1 a ti'ves. 
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for the completion of a number of tasks rathe1· than for the care of a 

small number of patients. "Seeing the relatives" is not in this \'laY 

made the responsibility of any one nurse, therefore if a nurse is 

approached by a relative, taking time to cope with the relative's problem 

means that she is taking time away from the other tasks for \~hich she is 
' 

responsible. It is not surprising therefore that the nurse perceives that 

she has to "make time" to cope with this "intrusion" into her work-flow. 

"There are set jobs to be done at set times and relatives 
asking questions can interfere \'lith this routine." 

(SRN) 

"You've got to make time for them, but I suppose it's all 
part of it, although you can resent it at times.'' (SEN) 

Any interruption of the routine by patients, relatives, other staff, 

the telephone etc. can be resented by some nurses, and Congalton and 

Najman (1971) have shown that "interruption" is perceived by nurses as a 
. '· 

cause of stress in nursing practice. It has a 1 so been furthe1· indicated 

by Lorber (1975) that those patients \'lho "do not interrupt the smoothness 

of the medical routine are likely to be considered good patients" (p.224). 

'Interruption• 1 also appears to be related to the nurses' ·perception 

of a 'good' relative. All the nurses in the present study were asked to 

define a 'good' relative. Most of the nurses defined 'good' relatives in 

terms of the patient-relative relationships, but some also defined a 'good' 

or 'difficult' relative in terms of their own.relationship \'lith the 

relative. 

'Good' relatives:-

"visit only in set hou1·s, don't ask too many questions and 
are not noisy." (SRN) 

''ask questions at the right time and don't keep bothering you.'' 
(SEN) 

1. Or more correctly 'non-interruption'·. 



'Difficult' re 1 atives:-

"don't take ;my notice if you're busy." (SRN) 

"keep coming and asking about the patient every time they 
come in." (SRN) 

Nurses, who had themselves become re.latives, appeared to appreciate 

the difficulties involved in being a 'good• relat~ve, i.e. a relative 

who.·di d not • interrupt • . 

"We came in to see my father, arid ll1Y mother wanted to see the 
sister about his 1·10und. They were having 'report' and I said 
•you can't interrupt them nmv'. 'Why not?' she sa,fd, •they•re 
a 11 sitting down • , and she just went in and asked. I felt so 
embarrassed because I knew .what they would be thinking." 1 

( 3rd Year Nurse.) 

"I didn't want to keep asking sister how he was· but because I 
was a nurse a 11 the family expected me to kno~1. They don • t 
realise how difficult it is to find the right moment to do 
this." (2nd'Yea'l" Nurse) 

Having considered the matter of interruption we should now return 

to the actual entry behaviour. 

Once the relative had 1 ocated a nurse ~1hom he/she perceived as 

interruptable he/she adopted an 'intention display•. 

The •Intention Display• 
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By the use of an •intention display' (Goffman 1963) the individual 

adopts a position which others can read or predict by. 1\n intention 

display adopted by the relative may consist of one or more direct actions, 

1. The problem may have been compounded from the nurse's point of view 
in this instance ~ecause she would appreciate the significance of the 
'report'. Report sessions have been described by Zeburavel (1978) as 
"highly formalized and stylyzed briefing sessions, 1vhich consist of 
a condens2d transmission of vital information about patients from one 
nurse to het· re 1 i ef". He pointed out that reports have a "tn:mendous 
moral significance" for nurses and that many nw·sing nctivities are 
suspended while such n session takes place. (p. 79). 



- a knock on a door, the use of a phrase such as "excuse me", or a 

cl!earing of the throat-.a~l of which are designed to draw some response 

from the nur5e. It .is difficult for· the nurse to ignore such direct 

action and the desired interaction is usually initiated. 

~1any relatives are, however, reluctant to take direct action and 
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attempt to establish interaction by a less direct method. This beg,ins 

with a ·•hovering' movement near to the selected and located nurse. The 

relative using such a method tries to dra1~ the nurse's attention to his 

behaviour, hoping that she will respond in such a ~1ay that interaction 

will begin. In many instances this sort of behaviour does result in the 

desired interaction, but there are also occasions \'ihen th.is behaviouJ' is 

ignored.· The irresolute relative may then retreat back to the bedside of 

the patient if he is relucta~t to take a more positi.ve approach. Of these 

relatives observed to take this action, some attempted td initiate 

interaction later on, but others took no further action concerning this 

matter. 

· Nurses were aware of this behaviour and even in some instances used 

the term 'hover' . 

"You see them hanging around in the background trying to 
attract attention.'' (SEN) 

"They hover around and need someone to ask them what they 
want." (3rd Year Nurse) 

Although they were a1·1are of this form of behaviour, nurses were also 

observed to use 'avoidance tactics' so as hot to have to respond to the 

hovering behaviou1· vthich they could see taking place. T~to particular 

avoidance tactics were identified:-

a) the use of a 'legitimate gait' 

b) 'seeing' but not 'seeing'. 



Legitimate Ga,i t 

Some nurses, as we~l as describing the actions of rel.atives who 

~1ere trying to attract uttention, also realiised that they themse·lves 

took positive steps at times to avoid making contact v1ith the relative 

which would lead to interaction. One enrollAd nurse described hov1 she 

had come to adopt the use of a different way of walking to .avoid 

interaction with relatives ~1hen she was busy: 

"When I first came on this ward I thought I was always be.ing 
stopped by relatives, and then I realised that it was me 
that stopped for them. Then I noticed that some of the 
other nurses walked right past tht:lll v1ithout asking Hhat 
they 1~anted. Hell I know it's an a1~ful thing to do, but
no~/ I also just wa.lk past them looking as if I 'ni on my 
way to do sometm n9fri1portant_." 

Glaser and Strauss (1965~ have described how nurses who wish to avoid 

contact 1~ith the family adopt "a legitimnte running gait with 1·1hich to 

breeze past family members". This sort of \•mlk andthe demeanour· of 

the nurse serve as an intention display for the re.latives to 1nterpret 

as "do not interrupt or disturb me as I am involved in matters of some 

importance". There may of course be occr:s,ions when such an intent-ion 
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display reflects the real situation of th2 r.urse. However, some attent-ion 

~1as given, during the course of the stud.'/, to the occasions \'I hen such a 

gait (hereafter called a 'legitimate gait') was adopted to avoid 

relative interaction .. It ~Jas found that nurses could adopt this 

strategy even though they were engaged in such tasks as going to make 

a patient's empty bed, or to fetch a glass of v1ater. 

Nurses attempted to justify their use of this intention displi!y 

in terms of "getting the work done". 

"If you didn't do it you'd never get anyth.ing done." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

"Of course you have to do it, otherwise you'd always be 
stopping." (SRN) 



11 If you I re rush.i ng around it stops them from qotheri ng 
you and then you can get on with things.'' (SEN) 

Portman (tongue in cheek) ~1974) has described the nurse's use 

of this form of behaviour: 

"They (rc,latives) have a habit of stopping you in the corridor 
with 'can you spare a minute?' when it's obvious by the 
speed you are travelling that you haven't a second, least of 
all a whole minute."! .. (p. 1125) 

The 'leg~timate gait' was dbserved to be used on all the ward~ in 

which the study was carried o'ut by all grades of nurse. 

'Seeing' but not 'seeing' 

Wher a relative hovers near a nurse involved in some sort of static 

activity, Lhe use of the 'legitimate gait' as an avoidance technique is 

not possible. The nurse, however, can still avoid interaction, if she 

wishes, by avoiding eye contact with the reliltive. This does not mean 

that the reiative is not seen by the nurse. Dodd (1974) observed how 
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the relat·ive could ''stand in full view of the sister at. h~r desk s~eing 

and being ~cEn'' without any acknowledgement being made of his/her presence 

until the relative took more positive action. In the same way that 

nurses recognised that at times they adopted a 'legitimate gait' they 

also realised that they used the 'seeing' but not 'seeing' strategy to 

avoid interaction. 

"They (the relatives) can see that you're busy but they don't 
take any notice, they just stand there. I just ignore them 
till I've finished what I'm doing.'' (SEN) 

It must be stated that it might be detrimental at tin~s to patient 

care if the nurse did stop in the middle of some of the activities in 

which she is engaged, such as checking drugs, in order to cope with the 

relatives' needs. But this wa5 never put fonmrd as legitimation ·for 

ei thet· of the avoidance tncti cs desi:::r'ilJed by the nurses l'lho udopted 



these st1·ategies. 

When hovering failed to inHiate tht! required interaction the 

relative .had three alternati·ve courses of action. The first, which 

has already been indicated, was to wi,thdravl and try again e·ither by 

locating another nurse or by adopting the same behav.iour later on in 

time. The second course of-behaviour was to adopt the d~rect ~pproach, 

while the third alternative was to decide to abandon the attempt and 

thereby forego the possibility of obtaining the required information. 

One example of the alternative strategies., which were at times 

necessary, involved the son of a patient who had been, admitted as an 
.. 

emergency and who was seriously ill. The relatives, i.ncluding the son, 

had been c~.ll ed into the hospi ta 1 but as yet had received no information 

apart from the fact that he had collapsed and had th~_refore had to be 

admitted. After si.tting by the patient's bedside for a period of t·ime

(20 minutes) the son decided to try and gather some fur:ther information. 

First of all he hovered nea1· a nurse talking to a doctor,- where it 
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appeared that he was 'seen but not-seen'. The relative then .'hovered' 

near a nurse who was putting away linen, where again he was 'seen but not 

seen I • Finally he decided to use a I dire et approach I I interrupting I the 

nurse and the doctor around whom he had originally 'hovered'. Interaction 

usually proceeded 1~herever the nurse had been located, in the office, at 

the nurses' station, in the corridor, day-room etc. On a few occasions 

the nurse invited the relative to accompany her to another area in the 

ward, e.g. the office, but this was the exception rather than the rule 

in all the ward5 observed. 

It ·has been shown so far that if the relative persists he can be 

successful in initiating interaction. i3ut it has also been shown that 

firstly, some re·latives 1·1ho \•Jould l·ike to interact with nurses for some 
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specific pur:pose a re 'put-off' because of their re luctnnce to 'interrupt' , 

and second,ly, sorne rel ati~ves make some effort but end up abandon·i ng the 

attempt to initiate interaction. 

It 1;1as also found that relatives who ;·1ere successful in locating a 

nurse and in i niti ati ng i n.teracti on, could be 'put-off' if they ~1ere 

directed to a no the r nurse whom they perceived to be more busy (therefore 

less interruptable) than the one whom they had originally located. An 

example of this was when after successfully initiating an encounter a 

relative was told "You'll have to ask staff nurse". The sta.ff nurse was 

within view of the relative but was 'busy' at the drug cupboard. The 

relative retreated saying "Oh, I'll ask her v1hen she's )lot so busy". In 

fact the relative did not on that occasion re-attempt to initiate-an 

. encounter. 

Although it has been shown that nurses are able to use avoidance 

tactics in order to avoid interruption of th~ work-flow, it should be 

noted at this point that many nurse-relat~ve encounters take place on 

the telephone. If the telephone rings th~ nurse cannot in the end avoid 

answering this. In this way the encounter is successfully initiated. 

There are, however, a number of problems associated vlith 'telephone 

encounters' which we shall take up in Chapter 7. 

~le should no~1 briefly consider the entry behaviour of nurses and 

relatives when the nurse is the initiator. 

The nurse as 'initiator' 

The nurse who wished to initiate an encounter with a relative almost 

inevitably use'd a 'direct approach' at a convenient time riuring the ward 

routine. In such instances the relative was asked if he/she (the nurse) 

could "have a fevi v10rds", "speak to you for a moment" etc. This initial 



approach could be made either as the r:elative 1~as entering or leaving 

the ward or at the patient's bedside. 
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The nurse also had an advantage riot possessed by the relative, in 

regard.to the continuation of an encounter. The nurse .situated in her 

ward territory was ab 1 e to se 1 ect an appropriate 1 oca ti on \~it hi n that 

setting for the encounte1· to continue. She had the authority to invite 

the re 1 ati ve 'backstage' , 1~hi 1 e, as previously indicated, most re 1 ati ve

initiated encounters continued at the location in which the relative 

'found' the nurse, for example in the corridor, or at the nurses' station, 

No problems were observed to be associated with initiation when this 

~1as carried out by the nurse. Problems only arose if the nurse had· made 

a decision to "see" the relatives for some reason and the relati.ve failed 

to visit the ward. 

·one further aspect of entry behaviour should be considered, that of 

the 'greeting'. 

/ -Greetings 

. It has been shown that some relatives wishhg to initiate inter

action used a direct approac~. and that nurses were always observed 

using such an approach. In th1 s 1~ay the opening phrase such as "Excuse 

me", or "Can I have a ~10rd ~li.th you?" serves as a 'greeting' . Greetings 

are important for they serve to clarify and f·ix the roles that the 

participants will a?opt during the encounter and commit the participants 

to these roles (6offman, 1971) •. 

After the 'greeting' there 1~as usually some closing of the 'space' 

bet1~een the p~rticipants. In this vmy it becc.me obvious to the passing 

observer that th:ls was moY\"! than a casual exchange. 

In some instances, howevf.·r. thet·e was a physica·l barrier which 



impeded the closing of the 'space' behteen the nurse and the re 1 ati ve. 

It has already been pointed out that much of the ·j nteracti on between 

these tl·to groups was initiated by the relative 1~ith a nurse ~tho ~1as 

sHting· either ·in an office or at a nurses' station. The nurse in this 

instance was positioned in the ''well bounded space to which she could 

lay temporary claim" described by Goffman (1971) as<~ "stall" (p. 56). 

In order to close the space between the particip~nts both nurse and 

relati've in this position were frequently observed to lean to~mrds each 

other, although the lower half of their bodies 1vere constrained by the 

physical barrier bet~1een them. 
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We have focus sed in this chapter on two different aspects. He b·~gaii 

by attempting to ·j denti fy the d·i fferent reasons for 1·1hi eh -encounters 

between nurses and relatives could be initiated, ittdicating that ttot all 

relatives and nurses had 'actual' t'elationships. vie then considered the 
... 

entry behaviour of both nurses and relatives pointing out that in many 

instances the relative could perceive a need but because of a number of 

different s0cial constraints was not successful in initiating an encounter 

relating tCl that need. 

Befor·e considering the encounters themselves in subsequent chapters 

we should briefly consider the implications of the problems so far 

identified. In Chapter 2 attention was drawn to the notion of the 

professional-client encounter and to the disadvantaged position of the 

client, in particular his lack of resources within the organisation. 

This has been shown in our discussion of the setting in which encounters 

between these h10 groups takes place, i ndi cati ng that "being busy" is of 

some significance. "Being busy" is significant for the nurse for it is 

commensurate ~1ith her expectations of nursing practice. It is also of 

some significance for the relative for it creates a barrier ~1hich needs 

to be breached if an encounter is to be initiated. The nurse who wishes 
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to avoid interaction l'lith the relative can adopt different forms of 

behaviour normally associated. l'lith "being busy". The relative l'lho I·Jould 

wish to take similar action has no such resource. 

~le should no\'/ proceed to consider the behaviour of nurses and 
. 

relatives 1'/ithin the different forms of encounter identified in this 

chapter. These will be discussed in the next five chapters, beginning 

1~ith 'the 'relative gathering information' encounters. 



CHAI?liER 7 

THE RELATIVE GATHERING INFOR~~TION ENCOUNTER 

Having considered the ~Jay in which nurse-relative encounters 
. ' 

are established, some attention should.nmq be paid to the most frequent 

form of encounter between nurses and relatives, that of the re'lative 

gathering i nforma ti on encounter. 

'174 •. 

\'le shall begin by looking at relative and nurse behaviour in such 

encounters in relation to the di.fferent aspects of information required 

by the relative, paying particular attention to the role of the nurse ' 

as both 'information giver' and as an 'information ~!itfiho·lder'. TM5 

will be follo~Jed by a discussion of the ;1otion of information with- · 

holding. 

The relatives 'need' for information 

The relative's need fer information r:oncerning. the patient's illness 

may be satisfied by the information he receives from the patient himself, 

but there are occasions when the relative .perceives the need to seek 

further information from the doctors, nurses and other staff involved 

in the care of the patient. Two separate factors, both relating to the 

patient, may lead to this quest. 1 Firstly, the relative may require 

information to supplement that given to him/her by the patient. By 

seeking for further information the relative will add to his/her own 

knowledge. He/she may also, by giving this information back to the 

patient, increase the patient's owr1 knowledge of his illness. The quest 

for supplementary information, therefore, may be to meet the relatives' 

1. One other factor is related to the quest for information, this is 
concerned with 'not knowing'. Because this aspect is specific to 
the early stages of the patient's illness it will be considered 
separately from tl1e other two factors. 
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need only, or it may be to meet the needs of both re~ative and patient. 

Secondly, there are also a number of instances when the patient's 

phys i ea 1 or .psycho 1 ogi cal condH ion either inhibits or totally prevents 

normal discussion concerning h.is illness. The relative requi·ring 

informatio~'in such a situation has no option but to approach the staff. 

The desire for information may be due to the rel·ative's concern 

for the patient or because of the re1l'ati ve' s prudence: 1 

"I ~1anted to know what she'd had done, she was too sleepy 
to te 11 me herself." 

(Husband of patient following gynaecological surgery) 

"I wasn't sure if they'd found anything bad and not told her." 

(Husband of pcttient following gynaecological surgery) 
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In certain situations (announceable events) information will be g.iven to 
... . . 

tbe relative by the staff without the relative asking for this, but as 

Mdntosh {1977) has pointed out "the onus was very much on the relatives 

to find· out about the patient" (.p. 181) . 1·1ost of the relatives interviev1ed 

in this study 1vere a\'Jat:e that if they wanted information they would have 

to 1 ook fot' it: 

"Oh yes they' 11 te,l1 you, but you've got to do the asking." 

After the relative has successfully initiated an encounter with a 

nurse, as described in Chapter 6, he/she needs to establish the purpose 

for which he/si1e has engineered this interchange. The purpose was 
·. 

usually specified in the form of a question. 

''How is (he) getting on?'' 

1. In addition Goffman (1963) has indicated one furthet· aspect of 
inforw1tion seeking, pointing out that "although the asker w'ill 
have a variable concern to obtain the information he asks for, 
he l'lill have d·i stinct fr·on1 that il constant concern to obtain 
acceptance of his asking." (p. 197) 
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"How is {srie) today?" 

"Could' yoL• tell rne h01~ ('he) is?" 

Non-specific questions such as these usually evoked a non··speci fi c 

reply. · 

"(He's) much the same." 

"(He's) coming on fine." 

' 
· "(He's) not do·i ng too badly." 

More specific questions were also used, either in opening the encounter, 

or following on from a non~specif·ic 'opener'. However, before discussi;ng 

these more specific questions it should be no.ted that many nurse-relative 

encounters concerning the patient's illness did not pror::eed beyond the 

'genera 1 i sed ques ti on-genet·al i sed response' format. · 

In some instances the relative's purpose for the interaction was 

achieved by this form of encounter. 

''I like them to see that I'm interested, and it lets sister 
kno~1 that I 'm around if she ~Jants to see me." 

ln this way the information gathering format appeared to have a social 

function for the relative. But it 1~as also found that some relatives 

used generalised questions hoping for a specific response: 

"I used to ask how she was but they'd just say thnt she 1·1as 
doing well or something like that, but they nev!r said what 
she could do or not do. That's what you wnat to know isn't 
it?" 

"What did you particularly want to know?" (researcher) 

"1\bo ut the ~la 1 king. " 

"Did you ask about it?" (researcher) 

"No, you expect them to tell you don't you?" 



The formulation of specific questions is a significant one, for it will 

be shown that 1-thi 1 e nurses attempt to ans1~er specific questions, in 
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most instances they do not proffer further information. It would appear, 

therefore, that unless the relat1've specifies the info~mation requi,red 

he/she is unlikely to receive specHic information. 

It \'/as shown in the previous chapter that relatives required 

information concerning the patient's condition/progress, discharge, 

treatment, prognosis and di·agnos is. We shall begin therefore by 1 ooki ng 

a't the encounters relating to these different nspects of the patient's 

illness. 

Patients' condition and progress information 

Questions· relating to the ,patients' condition and progress 1~ere the 

rnost·common component of all the encounters between nurses and relatives 

concerning the patient's illness. Included in this category are the 

questions relating to the nonnal bodily .functions which might be disrupted 

as ci result of the illness a~d the patients' hospitalisation: 

''Did he sleep better last night?'' 

"Is she eating all right?" 

lt \'/as found that if information concerning the patient's condition 

and progress was required the relative was uso.;ally able to formulate 

pertinent questions, for the term·ino.logy an.:' concepts involved ~tere 

famil ia1· ones. 

Nurses also appeared to have little difficulty in ans1~ering such 

questions. They "ktw1~" 1~hether the patient 1~as sleeping, or eating 

1·1ell or not, for the management of problems with regard to such matters 

are the prov·ince of the nurse. It is not surprising, the1·efore, that 

most relat-ives vtcre satisfied ~lith the information received during such 



encountet·s, and that nurses perceived no prob 1 ems concerning thei.r ro 1 e 

in this form of interaction 1~ith relatives. 

'Discharge' Information 

It was also found that most relatives seeking specific information 

concern~ng the patient's discharge were given the specific information 

they had sought. (This is not to say that the patient's discharge 

itself is a.lways unproblematic, for nurses and relatives, but this will 

be discussed in Chapter 11.) 

"When do you think mother 1·/i ll be ready to come home?" 

"She has to have more tests tomorrow morning but I think 
it will be all right after that.'' 

"Tomorr01·1 then?" 

.. "Probably, but if you ring tomorrm·1 after the tests, say 
about 12.00, I can let you know for sure." 

Although the doctor decides when a patient "!s to be discharged, 

this information ·is immediate.ly shared ~rith the nurse, who can then 

implement the 'discharge procedut·e'. The nut·se asked by·a relative 

for such information is therefore likely to 'kriOI"i' \•/hen the patient 

is likely to be ready fot· discharge if such a d2cision has been made. 

The nurse is also in most instances prepared and able to share this 

information with the relative. 

'Patients Treatment.' Information 

"171.>.. 

The relative requiring specific information concerning the patient's 

treatment may a·lready have some knowledge concerning this, either from 

the patient, ot· from previous encounters with doctors or nurses. This 

previous kno1·1ledge is indicated by questions such as "!·!hat did the tests 



show?" The relative may also be basing such questions on his/her 

observations, e.g. "Hhy is she having blood?" The.answers to such 

questions were not necessarily meaningful in the first instance to the 

relative, who required in some instances to ask further questions to 

clarify the situation. (This will be further discussed in Chapter 11 

describing the nurse as teacher.) 

1) "How's the waterworks?" 

"Not 1~orking very well. We've had to put a catheter in." 

"A catheter?" 

"Yes, he couldn't pass water as you know." 

"Some sort of bag is it?" 

''Oh no, it's a· tube going into his bladder.'' 

2) "Do you know what they found \~hen they operated?" 

"Are you her husband?" 

"Yes.'' 

"She had a 1 arge fibroid removed which is what they were expecting 
to find, but they also found some endometriosis." 

''Oh, what's that?'' 

"That's just something on the lining of the womb 1·1hich they've 
burnt off because it could have stopped her getting pregnant.'' 

"There was some question of removing the Fallopian tube. Did 
they do that?" 

"I' m not sure. I' 11 have a 1 ook." (refers to notes) "No, they 
haven't done anything to that.". 

3) ''What did the tests show?'' 

"There'::. something missing in her bloo1.l," 
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"vlhat sort of th'ing?" 

"Well there are some chemica.ls which we all have in our blood 
and one of her gl·ands is not making enough of this chemical 
so she'll have to have some tab:lets to replace H." 

Un,like the r~lative gatheri.ng information concerning the patient's 

progress or discharge, the re:lati ve seeking for information concerning 

the patient's treatment Md not a·hmys receive this. information. In 

this form of ; relati've gathering information' encounter .nurses were 

frequently observed to adopt strategies by v1hi eh such information was 

'vtithheld' (these strategies are fully desct·ibed in the next section 

of this chapter) because they were· '.unable' to give thorn the information 

required. Yet most rel;~tives expected that nurses \·IGUld be able to 

give them this sort of information: 

"Hell of course they must knovt \~hat's going on, they 
couldn't look after the patient,s if they d·idn't.'" Yes, 
they should be able to tell me 1·1ha:t I want to knovt." 

He shall return to this point later. 

'Di~gnosis and Prognosis' Information 

Relatives also initiated encounters 1·tith nurses in order to obtain 

information concerning the patient's diagnosis and prognosis, although 

such encounters 1~ere far less common than those in vth·ich the relative 

attempted to gather i-nformation concerning the patient's condition and 

treatment. 

In some instances the nutse confronted with questions concerning 

the patient's diagnosis \·tas 'ab·le' to give the relative the information 

requested. 
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1) "Have they found out what's the matter?" 

"Yes, he's got a touch of pericarditis and that's l'that has been 
giving him the pain, but 1ve're still investigating to mak:~ sul'e 
that everything else is O.K." 

"How did he get that?" 

"vlell it could be a virus that caused it, but we may knovt why 
after the rest of the tests are done." 

"Hhat does that 'peri-whatever' mean?" 

"Oh just a bit of inflammation around the heart, but that's why 
he's tieen having the pain." 

"It's not a heart attack then?" 

"Oh no, you can be reassured about that." 

2) "Hhat exactly is the matter with her then?" 

''Well she's still anaemic, but we're treatir1g her now with tablets. 
I d0n't think she'll need another blood transfusion .. '' 

"It was that bad then?" 

"Yes." 

"She doesn't look too bad." 

"No we.ll if she's always been pale it wouldn't show in het looks." 

· "What about those things on her hanctst' 

"They' re corns." 

"Corns?" 

"Yes. I've never seen anything like it, but apparently that's 
what they a re." 

''What was the cause of her swollen hand then?'' 
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"Oh they thowJht a.t fi.rst that it \~as cellulitis and that if 
they treated it it \•!ould go dmm, so that's why 5he was 
given antibiotics." 

Hi2. 

Hmvever, most of the encounters concerning information ~1hich related 

to the patient's diagnosis were not answered in this way, and it was 

observed that. the nurse in most encounters in which the relative asked 

specific questions concerning the patient's diagnosis ado~ted one of 

three strategies in order to avoid answering the relative's question 

by giving specific information. These three strategies were also used 

by nurses ~1ho 1~ere 'unable' to give the relative information concerning 

the patient's treatment referred to above. 

The three strategies observed were a) using a non-response, 

b) making excu~es, c) role-switching. 

a) The non-response 

The 'non··respon se' appeared to take two forms- i) 'ignoring' the 

question, and ii) using·a non-committal phrase. 

i) 'ignoring' the question 

"Have they found out lvhat's wrong with h·i:n yet?" 

"You can go and see him if you Hke." 

"Hhat is his blood pressure now?" 

"It's all right." 

''I only wanted to know if it had gone down.'' 

''The doctor will see him later." 

"Oh, all right." 

"Hm~ is she?" {daughter to SEN h1 charue of \'/at·d) 
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"She's not very ~,c.ll is she?" 

"Yes, I think you can say that." 

''How long wi.ll she be?'' 

"I can't say how long." 

"How much of that is sedation?" 

"Not much - if she wasn't sedated she would be more distressed." 

"Oh yes" (long pause) . ·;. "My si stet· rang up this morning ·and 
suggested that perhaps she had cancer, but I said to her 'who . 
knows'." 

"Ummm." 

"Yes, ~;ell, I'd better go and sit with her again." 

The nurse involved in the above discussion po.inted out the difficulty 

nurses have ~!hen no diagnosis has been made. 1·1cdical uncertainty 

produced a tendency to be over-cautious in any i ntet·acti on 1tli th re·l ati ves. 

"It's not for me to say anything which might not be right, so I just 

~1affl e." 

b) Making ~xcuses 

At tirr.es the nurse 'made an excuse' for not 'kno~li ng' and therefore 

not giving the relative the required ·information. 

"You'll have to excuse me, I've been on my holidays for b1o 
weeks, so I can't really give you much more information at the 
moment." (SRN) 

In some instances the nurse using this strategy genuinely did not 

'know' the ans~1er to the question asked, but in many other instances 

making excuses was used to absolve the nurse from further questioning 

concerning this matter. 1 

1. · Scott and Lyman (19fi8) have pointed out that 'excuses' are "socially 
approved vocabularies for mitigating or relieving responsibility 
when conduct is in question''. 



1\fter making an excuse some nurses then adopted the :;trategy 

of 'role-switching', described below. 

c) Role-switching 

The most common strategy adopted by nut·ses who were not 'able' to 

give the infonnation required ~1as that of role-switching. 

Role-switching involves referring the questioner to a pet·son at 

another level in the hierarchy. This tactic is used by all grades of 

nurse to refer the relative to the doctJr or by junior nurses to refer 

to a higher grade of nurse. The nurse using this tactic pleads 

ignorance concerning the answer to.the question, and then suggests thfl{ 

the relative see someone else. This strategy may involve a chain of 

referra 1 s. 

. ~ . .. 
Relative to first-year pupil nurse: 

"Could you tell me if tnY wife's condit1on is in any way related 
to the fact that she's got a loop {IUD) in?'' 

"No, I can't I'm afraid, I just don't know. If you'd like to 
ask that nurse over there (points to SEN) she may be able to 
help you." 

"O.K." (goes over to SEN) 

"I was just wondering if 11\Y wife having a loop in made any 
difference to her condition." 

"I'm not really able to anS\'Ier that, perhaps it's best if you 
see a doctor." 

Glaser and Strauss (1965) have described how in extreme cases 

the family member is referred from an "aide up through various mernbers 

of nursing staff with perhaps a fe\'1 side trips to an orderly, soC"ia'l 

worker, nun, chaplain, or I·Jard cler·k and ends up by asking the doctor". 
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Role-switching was the only one of the three withholding 

strategies which could be functional for the relative for it directed 

him/her to a more appropriate source of information. Some nurses 

were observed after 'making excuses', or 'making a non-response', to 

then adopt a rol e-SI'Ii tchi ng strategy. However, unless the nurse, after . 
suggesting an alternative source of information, made a positive 

attempt_ to arrange such an encounter the onus \'/as once again placed 

on the relative to re-initiate another interchange with an alternative 

'expert'. 

The nurse who did not 'know' the answer to a question because 

such an answer was net yet available, could also make Lpositive 
·" 

attempt to re-initiate an encounter in which such information could 

be given. 

.. 
''We haven't got the report back from the lab. yet, but it 
will be here later." (pause) 

"\~ill you be here this evening? Come and see me then." (SRN) 

"I don't know about that until doctor's seen him, but if you 
like to ring back in about half an hour we'll be able to 
tell you." 

(SRN to relative making an enquiry by telephone) 

It was also observed that some of the nurses prepared themselves 

for possible questions so that they 'would kno~1' the answer: 

1) "What exactly is this, is it pre-cancerous?" (SRN looking at 

pathological report to doctor). 

The doctor explains the term and its consequences after ~~h·i eh 

the nurse stated: 

"The husband might ask so I thought I'd better know." 
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2) "Have the r·els been told about the bin? 
ask n1e about him.'' 

They might come and 

(SRN to doctor) 1 

~Jhy were these strategies used in regard to information 

concerning the pat·ient's diagnosis and prognosi:;, and to some extent 

his treatment? 

It would appear that in some instances the nurse does not have 

the 'knowledge' with which to' answer such quE:stions. It is possible 

that the nurse does not have this knowledge because she is too junior 

in the nurs·ing h,ierarchy: 
•• 'h 

"It's easy fot· me not to answer because in most cases I really 
don't kno1·1. Still, I won't be a first-year nurse for ever 
and then I '11 have to ans\'Jer· or get them to see a doctor." 

It is possi b 1 e for a nurse not 'to kn01v' because she is just back 

on duty after a period of time away from the ~1ard and .nas not yet had 

the opportunity to obtain this kn01~ledge: 

"It ea"! be awkward because so often you have to say you don't 
know especially if you' re just back from days off." · (E/N) 

However, in such instances other nurses on the l'iilrd v1ere in possession 

of this 'knowledge'. But there ~1ere also occasion.s when. none of the 

nurses on the ward possessed this 'knowledge' because it had not yet 

been shared vli th them by the doctor. 

All patients admitted to the hospital are the responsibility of a 

doctor who diagnoses the patient's condition, and orders and monitors 

his treatment. In th·is \'lay he 'directs' the patient's care according 

1. llhe use o·f the \vords 'rels' and 'bin' (psychiatric unit) would not 
be used in interaction vlith the relatives but are an ex<1mple of 

. 1·1hat Goffman (1959) has described as back-stage talk bebJeen members 
of a team, ·j .e. the doctor and nurse, about an audience, in this 
instance the re,l:at'ives, ~1hich is inconsi'stent 1vith theh normal 
face-to-face behaviour. (r. 168) 
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to h;i s m·m 'knm1l edge' : The hospHa 1 as an organ:i sati on is structured 

on the assurr.ption that the doctor has such kno~J,ledge, and it has been 

indicated that "nurses' work is regarded as being i 11 service to tlri s 

kno~1ledge" (Thompson, 1975). 

It would seem, therefore, that the nurse 11ho gives information 

concerning, the patient's treatment, diagnosis and prognosis, carries 

out this task as the doctor',s agent, for he retains the responsibility 
,-

for thes~ aspects throughout the patient's stay in hospital. :r;hts can 

create a number of problems for the nurse. 

Firstly, she may not have the 'knowledge' required because the 

doctor has not yet shared this with her. 

"I have to plead ignorance because I don't always know the 
full s to t•y." (SRN) 

Secondly, nurses in some instances 'know' the answer to the 

relative's question but they do not 'know' if it is their task to 

give thi:; information. 

''If they ask about the diagnosis I'm not sure what to tell 
them. I don't want to put my foot in it." (SRN) 

"I'm all for the relatives having all the details they require, 
but it's up to the doctor to decide, not me." 

The doctor is the decision-maker concerning the amount of 

information to be shared ~li-ttf'the relative. In order not to make 

mistakes it 1·1as easier for the nut·se to ro 1 e-switch than to take on 

this task herself. A number of nursing texts advise the nurse 

specifically concerning this matter: 

''It must be remembered that certain information must only 
be given in· conjunctinn with tl1e doctor's wishes, as he 
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h.imself may l'lish.to convey certain details of the pati.ent•s· 
·condition to the relative." 

(Roberts, 1971, p. 2} 

The nurse confronted by the relative's questions, therefore, 

needs to decide if she 'should' ans\'ler them, bearing in mind the 

waming given by Roberts that the "\~ell-meaning nurse could 

inadvertently say the 1~rong thing or give the ~n~ong impression". In 

order to avoid this error the nurse is advised to "refer the questioner 

to a higher authority. It is sometimes better to say too little than 

too much'' (p. 3). 

It is not surprising, therefore, that many nurses ·do ~_ot believe 

that they should take on the ro 1 e of doctor's agent concerning these 

matters. 

"If they ask questions about the patient's diagnosis or 
prognosis then they need to see a doctor - you can give 
them a general idea, but it's then best if you ask them 
to see the doctor." 

Third·ly, the nurse may not 'know' ~/hat the relative has already 

been told, either by her co 11 eagues or by the doctor: 

"I always ask them to see someone else if they ask questions 
concerning the patient's prognosis or diagnosis: sometimes 
because we have been told atreport not to say anything, but 
mostly because you·are not sure what other people have told 
them." 

(3rd year nurse). 

In this ~1ay the nurse avoids giving information ~Jhich.may conflict 

with the relatives' 'knowledge' of the patient's illness. 

There is, however, some ambiguity concerning the sharing of the 

task of "seeing the re 1 ati ves" bet~H~en doctors and nut,ses. This 1 nck 

of task definition is not confined to ''seeing the relatives'': 

H38. 
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"The procedures ~Jhich are performed by nu1·ses and doctors, 

and those which are reyarded as the prerogative of the 

doctot· are by no means clearly defined, and the accepted 

policy of one hospital does not necessarily correspond 1~ith 

that of another.•• 

'--.... __ (Nuffield Hospitals Trust 1953) 

Although it would appea)· that the 1 ack of task definition between 

nurses and doctors is.not unique to "seeing the relatives" it does 

appear to compound the difficulty for the nurse. 

Hospita 1 po 1 icy a 1 so may have i nf1 uenced the behaviour of the 

nurse in such encounters for hospital s tnff were instructed.- to 1 i mit 

the information given to the relatives to "that of .a factual nature, 

and to avoirt speculation and conjecture". 

!·Je have focussed so far on the behaviour of the nurse in the 

relative gathering information encounter, indicating that the nurse 

may not have the •knowledge• necessary for her to be •able• to give the 

relative the information required. It has been shown that the nurse 

needs three different sorts of knowledge: 

(a) he/she needs to •know• the answer to the relative•s questions, 

(b) he/she needs to •know• that he/she is •allowed• to give the 

relative the i nforma ti on required, 

(c) he/she needs to •know• how to give the information in a way which 

is understood by the relatives. 

Other factors relating to the nurse•s knowledge will be considered 
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later in the chapter. We should no1·1 turn our attention to the behaviour 

of the relatives in such encounters for it appears that some 

re'lotives are more successful than others at obtaining information.· 
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Such re 1 ati ves fall into four groups: 

a) relatives with 'client skills', 

b) relatives with previous experience either as a 'carer' or 

concerning 'being' a relative, 

c) relatives v1ho are themselves health professionals, 

d) relatives who 'shop around'. 

(a) Relatives with client skills 

Rees (1978) has noted that in their experiences with cor1tacting 

professionals some people show evidence of 'client skills'. She pointed· 

out that such clients possessed assumptions and an awareness not shared· 

by all clients: 

"Assumptions that though they lacked precise knowledge about 
agencies' tenns of reference they could obtain such information 
and use it to enl1ance their chances of obtaining a service . 

, "A1~areness that 1·1hen meeting people in posit·ions of authority 
they were involved in negotiations and had knov1ledge of how 
they might influence decisions in their favour·." 

( p. 33) 

In addition to the above skills, this group of clients were also 

more optimistic in their expectations of "officials and-officialdom", 

and had a sense of security 1~hich was del'ived.fronr income, or status. 

l~eglinsky (1972) has indicated that this predominantly middle··class 

group uses such skills to ask more questions. It has already been 

pointed out that the amount of information received related to the 

'pertinent' questions asked, so that in this way these relatives are 

more likely than others to obtain information. 

But in addition this group of relatives often by-pas:;ed the nurse 



as a source of infonnation, and went str-aight to the doctor, although 

they used the nurse as an interm~diary. 

"I'd like to see Dr. -" (consultant) 

"Well he won't be here until Friday. I could arrange for 
you to set! Dr. " (junior doctor) 

"Oh no, give me his (the consultant's) secretary's extension 
number and I'll arrange· it with her.'' 

It ~1as found, however, ttiat some nurses appeared to perceive 

~uch relative behaviour as mildly threatening to their own status as 

'information givers'. If the nurs~ herself suggested that the relative 

should see a doctor this was justified as 'correct' behavi011r, but if 

the relative himself asked to see a doctor, this cou-ld be viewed 

somewhat differently: 
'· 

"Every time they come in they ask to see the doctor. There's 
no nee~. I could help them just as much as he ca11.'' 

(SRN) 

While on ano~her occasion an SRN, on being told that the relatives 

wished to see the doctor, replied: 

"Oh not again. 'Suck-suck', 'creep-creep', that's all 
they do. Why do they think we' re here?" 

One further way of indicating that the relative "had knowledge 

of how they might influence decisions in their favour" with regard to 

information, was by the use of jargon in the questions posed by the 

re 1 ati ve. 

"Do-you think she's got 'osteo' in that hand?" 
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Jargon is the special language used by members of an occupational culture, 

as a way of identifying objects. In this instance the term 'osteo' used 



by the rclaHve instead of the term 'osteo-arthritis' or simply 

'arthriti·s' served to indicate that the relative ~1as familiar with 

medical jargon, and that in this 1~ay he/she shared a cultural bond 

with the information g.iver. A later disc:<Jssion 1~ith the nurse 

involved in this encouhter indicated that the nurse had perceived 

the relative as a 'well-informed layman' and had tried to respond" 

appropl'i ate ly. 

"Some relatives have read more about medical subjects, you 
can't fob them off so easily.'' 

(SRN) 

(b) The Carer 
-- / 

A small number of relatives in the study had been involved in the 

care of the patient throughout a long period of illness before the 
.... 

present period of hospHalisation. They w2re therefot'e acquainted with 

many of the problems which caring for an incapacitated person involved. 

These relatives may have had very little (:Xperience of hospitals, 

unlike the third group of relatives, described below, but they tended 

to refer to their· previous experience in thek search for further 

information. It is possible that this group of relatives were also 

looking for credi.t as a 'proper carer', as well as seeking to gain 

something by demonstrating their superior competence. 

Some of this group of relatives used the information given to 

proffer suggestions for patient care: 

"Is she drinking well?" (husband of patient nursed at home for 

two years fpllowing a stro~e who 1·1as readmitted after a further 

stroke) 

"We're trying to encourage her, but she ·is a bit reluctant." 

"Hhat M'e you giving her?" 

''Tea, coffee, that sbrt of thing.'' 

l92. 



"I've found that in the past it vtas best to 9ive her comp1an, 1 

I '11 bring some in for her." 

"Th-at's a:ll right 1·1e can give het' some;" 

"No, I'll bring her in some ready made up, I know just h01·1 she 
1 i kes it." 

In th.is way the relative not only asked for infor:mation, but used 

that information in an attempt to ma.intain some aspect of care across 

the institutional boundary. 
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But this form of behaviour was also considered threatening, a'lthough 

not to the status of the nurse as an information giver, but to het· 

status as 'admin.istrator of care': 

"They think they know what's best for the 
our experience with this sort of thing. 
irritating personally." 

patient and ignore 
I find it slightly 

(SRN) 

(c) The relative •tdth previous experience of 'being' a relative 

It was observed that a number of relatives appeared to be mote 

skilled at asking questions than others. lhese questions were not only 

related to client skills but were also related to the relative's previous 

experience of 'being a relative'. If the relative's soda·lisation process 

had i ne 1 uded numet·ous interactions with nurses and doctors, either 

during the period of the patient's present illness or in relation to 

other periods of illness, the relative had learnt by experience the sort 

of questions l1e needed to ask: 

''Well what about this pacemaker then? Tell me exactly what 
I must do if it goes l·trong. I don' t want a 11 the troub 1 e 
we had last tim~ when I didn't Rnow what to do.'' 

1. A fluid 'food'. 



(d) The relative who is a health professional· 

The relative who ~1as a health professional and wished to use 

this fact in the information gathering encounter usually stated this 

early on in the encounter: 

"~1y wife's a paediatrician." 

"I'm an RN from Dallas.'' 

This form of statement. immediately established the status of the relative. 

But such· ~elatives could be perceived as a threat to the status of the 

·nurse. I~ was found that 34 out of the 56 nurses interviewed believed 

that talking to relatives "with some medical knowledge'~ ','/as more 

difficult than talking to other relatives, although it v1as seen by the 

others that there might be advantages to both nurse and t·e 1 ative in any 

interaction, for examp 1 e, scme nurses used phrases. sucn as "you both 

speak the same language", "they're fami·liar.with the words we use". 

However, relatives, by identifying themselves in this way, were perceived 

to create prob 1 ems for some groups of nurses, especially juni ot· nurses or 

those with little experience: 

"They make me feel nervous, because I think they kn0\'1 more 
than I do." 1 (First year student nurse) 

"I'm afraid of saying the vwong thing so that they'll think 
I'm stupid.'' 1 (First year pupil nurse) 

Having considered the four different groups of relatives who used 

certain skills related to their life-style or to their previous experience 

either as 'carer' (both professional and lay) or of 'being' a relative, 

we should now consider another conunon form of relat·ive behaviour in 

'relative gathering information' encounters. 

1. The 'student' nurse is a learner v1ho is training for State 
Registration, the 'pupil' nurse is a learner who is training 
for State Enrolment. 
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Relatives ~1ho 'Shop Around' 

Davis (1965) has pointed out h0\'1 the parents of children with 

poliomyelitis who failed to extract the information they were seeking 

from the staff concerning their child's illness, would.sometimes begin 

an 'information seeking expedition' both \vi thin and outside the 

hospital. The term 'shopping around' for infonnation was applied to 

this form of behaviour in the client-practitioner relationship by 
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Hughes (1958) and developed by Davis (1965). A small number of relatives 

were observed to 'shop around' for information i li this study. 

An example of this form of behaviour concet·ned a patient,. in a 

small side ward next to the nurses' station, who had been admitted for 

investigations of abdominal pain. The conversdtion began as the student 

nurse entered the 1'/·ard to collect the patient's cup, the relative was 

sitting 'by the patient's bed: 

"Has she had the X-ray yet?" 

' "No, it's been ordered but they haven't done it yet." 

''Why is she getting so much pain? She only had a cup of tea 
and it started again.'' · 

"The doctor sa~1 her this morning and he couldn't find anything 
(turns to patient) could he Mrs. B?" (No t•eply from patient, 
nurse leaves the room) 

About half an hour later the relative comes out of the room and stops 

a SEN in the corridor: 

"Is staff nurse on duty?" 

"She's busy, can I help?'' 

"lks. B's still waiting for the X-ray then?" 

"Yes." 

''No results yet then?'' 



"She's. starting on nm·1 medic:ine tod_ay to see if that will -
help her." 

"Hhy ·is she in so much pain?" 

"He.ll, doctor sa\'/ her this morning and he wants her to get up 
and move around a bit." 

Further interaction took place trying to encourage the patient to get 

·up and·. then the relative r:ejoined the patient. The SEN saw the staff 

nurse and told her that "Mr:::. B's relatives have been asking 'the 

same old questions'.'' The staff nurse replied ''f only saw them· 

yesterday and we went through all that." Tl~enty minutes 1 ater the 

re-lative sa1~ the staff nurse pass the ward and initiated a further 

encounter using a direct approach: / 

"Has she improved at a 11 ?" 

''The·doctor saw her this morning and he wants·her to get going 
on her feet." 

''But what about the pain?'' 

''She'll be better if she can get moving;'' 

'Shopping around' had a number of variations. In the ~bove 

. - ~-. 

example one relative went from nurse to nurse asking the same quest-ions. 

Another variation was that instead of one relative asking the same 

question of different nurses, at least b1o relatives ~1ere observed to 
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ask the same specific question, relating to the patient, of one nurse .. , 

This was not unlike the behaviour which takes place when a relative 

who has not recei'ved a 'satisfactory' answer attempts, after a period 

of 'thinking time', to re-initiate the interaction possibly with the 

same nurse, but formulating the questions in a different form: 

"Did the doctor say what it ~1as?" 

"No, she just complained of fee.'ling tired, so he 1·1atched her· 



~1alk a few steps and that was all." 

"Did she sleep better last night?" 

''Yes, they gave· her a sleeping tablet.'' 

"Did the doctor say anyth,i ng?" 

"She's a very anxious lady." (a non-response as described 

earl.ier in the chapter) 

"So the doctor didn't say what it ~1as then?" 

"No.'' 

The same ~elative approached the same nurse half an hour or so later: 

"Did the doctor say the gall-bladder trouble had spread?" 
.· . 

"No, he didn't say anything specific 1·1as causing it."-.-' 

'Shopping around' as an aspect of relative behaviour is one which 

most nurses recognise. In common with the othe1· 'gathering information' 

skills, this form of behaviour is also perceived as status threatening. 

"Som~ relatives go from one nurse to another asking the 
same question." 

(SEN) 

"The relatives ~lill often try and pump you for mo1·e information 
after they've seen another doctor or another nurse.'' 

(First year student nurse) 

"Hha t really gets me about some re 1 ati ves is the way that they 
go from one nurse to another asking the same question, try~ng 
to play you off against the other." 

(SRN) 

Davi s ( 196!>) has descr·i bed the form of be ha v·i our kno~m as 'shopping 
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around' as the ''constant bane to the practitioner's control .of his 

cl"ient" (p. 59), for it would appear that at times such persistence is 

rewarded and the relative can obtain information ~1hich the profess·ional 

may have wi s het! to conceal . However, in the present study, the re 1 a tives 



\'lho adopted this strategy appeared to do so to no avail. 

It was noted earlter on in the chapter that the information seeker 

needed to obtain acceptance of his asking in order to save face. If, 

after attempting to obtain information, the relative perceived his 

attempts as futile, in some instances any fur·ther attempt to obtain 

information was abandoned. 

"During the first 2-3 days I used to ask anybody and every
body, sister, staff nurs.e, doctor, anybody. But it soon 
became obvious that they weren't going to tell me anything 
so I decided not to bother any more." 

We have so far considered nurse behaviour and relative behaviour 

in the relative gathering information encounter in the ward situation. 

We should now consider the final factor ;·elated to the need for 

infonnation, that of the relative gathering informatio.n related to 

'not knowing' . 

The relative ~1ho does 'not know' 
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'Not knowing' is a condition which. can be divided into two different 

aspects- 'not knowing what is happening', and 'not knowing what to do'. 

It was specially significant to the relative in the Accident/Emergency 

department for if the.relative was in a state of 'not kno\'ling' he/she 

was unable to structure his/her time within the ·immediate future. This 

state was usually related to the early stages of the patient's illness, 

when not knowing 1~hat 1~as happening to the patient left the relative 

in a sort of limbo. 

By talking to relatives it \'/as possible to identify those for 

\'lhom 'not kn01~ing' caused most difficulty. It was found that most of 

these relatives for whom this was a problem needed to make some sort 



of arrangement concerni•ng other peop 1 e, in particular other members 

of the family. 

''You see, the children are due to be picked up from school 
at 3.30 p.m., and I don't know what time he's going up to 
the ward." 
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These arrangements are naturally an important concern and in such 

circumstances 'not knowing', that is the absence of specific .information, 

could become a real and pressing problem. The questions asked by the 

relative, therefore, are directed towards solving this problem. 

This particular problem was, however, not necessarily identified 

·as such by the relative when a~king questions of the nurse. These 

questions were often in broad terms, such as, ''Can you tell me what is 

happening to ~lr. S?" and were answered equally in broad terms, "We're 

waiting for the doctor" etc .. Such answers did not in fact he 1 p the ... 
relative with the problem which prompted the ~uestion because the 

t·elative did not specify 'why' this information was needed. Nurses did 

/-not ahtays appear to appreciate the need for such ·questions: 
. ' 

"They \vi 11 ke~p pestering you, every time you open the door, 
but there's nothing we can tell them.'' 

"They keep trying to 
them something, but 
patients to be seen 

(SEtt) 

catch your eye, wanting you to tell 
they don't realise there are other 
to as well as theirs." (SRN) 

On the other hand there were legitimate reasons why such 

information could not always be given by the nurse when asked for by 

the relative. 

"I kno1·1 he's 1·1orri ed and that he doesn't kno~1 \·thy she's 
here, but she has asked for him not to be told." 

(SRN in regard to relative's husband) 

. ,: 
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Son~ nurses also perceived that it was their task to discove1· 

if the relative needed to make other ·arrangements: 

"they don't ah1ays l-ike to say that there's a problem so 
I think it's up to us to ask." . (SRN) 

The prob1lem of 'not· kno~1.i ng' arises because in many instances 

the relative has to '1~ait' while. ·the patient rece,ives attention. · 

'l~aiting' in out-patient and Accident and Emergency departments has 

been the subject of a number of studies, (Ministry of Health Report 

1958, Nuffield 'Provincial Hospital Trust, 1965, Sussman 1967), 

designed to collect data for administrative or planning purposes. 
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Gibson (1977) looked at 'waiting' ~1ith rega1·d to the criteria used fo1· 

deciding priority in treatment, and in particular the role of the 

receptionist concerning this aspect of the treatment process. She found 

that the ~:a i ti ng room \·Jas used to contra 1 the passage of patients through 

the department and that "~iaiting is irrelevant for staff except as far 

as patient flow is concerned or when wadting tim~ is_ interrupted by the 

patient ... only when waiting time is interrupted and the1·efore 

interferes ~1ith other routines does it become significant:" (p. 163). 

One further point should be made in regard to t'he relative waiting 

in the Jl.ccident and Emergency department. In many instances the relet.tive 

accompanied the patient, but··efforts ~1ere made to control the number of 

relatives accompanying: 

Nurse: ''Oh no, you can't all come in with him. Which is 
the boy's father? 0. K. , you come, the rest of 
you 1~ait here." 

By directing relatives and friends to the ~1aiting area some form 

of control is maintained. It also means that such relatives need only 

be contacted ~1hen it is opportune for the nurse to qi ve information 



not ~1hen it is convenient for the relative to _gather ·information. 

The 11alls,. by acting as physica·l ba1·riers, define the front and 

backstage: 

"Ha~iters of news do· not have accurnte knowledge of 
the goings on in backstage areas, not knoviing for example, 
whether or not a particular person appea~i11g fron1 behind 
the doors l'ias involved in their relative's case." 

( Sudnow i 96 7: 120) 

The relatives who accompanied the patient were able to some 

extent to contra 1 the contact. whi eh they J'equ.i red to make \'lith the 

nurse, for they had this particular knowledge. 

It would appear therefore that although 'not knowing' (as used 
·' 

·in this context) may not be the main facto:- concerning the ·relatives' 

quest for knowledge, at certain times in the relative career it may 

be of particular significance. 

\ole should nov1 turn our attention to ti·IO further matters concerning 

information gathering - th«t of 'understanding'. the information given, 

and that of information giving through the medium of the telephone. 

'Understanding' information 

~le have already noted that the desire for information is not 

uniform among the relatives and that some relatives are more successful 

than others in the activity of information gathering. ~le should no~1 

consider the notion that relatives also vary in their ability to accept 

and understand information. This difference has been identified in a 
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number of studies concerning patients in the medical setting (Cartwright 

1964, Skipper and Leonard 1965 amongst others). Th.is difference 1-;as also 

to some extent found in the present study, although as indicated below 
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there are certain difficulties inherent in identifying this d"ifference. 

It ~1as di ffi cu;l1t to eva 1 uate with any accuracy how we 11 the 

information received was unders toad within the confines of the present 

study, for during the interviews with relatives, most of them stated 
' that they had in (act 'understood' an that they had been told. But to 

admit anything else to some extent would invo·lve loss of 'face' al 1though 

a .few did specify misunderstanding. 

';The nurse did say what ~1as wrong, but I didn't quite catch 
· her words. The wife's going to ask about it again." 

There were i ndi cations, however, that some information was 
.. 

apparently accepted, without further questioning, but was not always 

fully undr.l'stood, for in some instances it was observed that apparent 

lack of understanding could lead to a quest for an explanation of 

infonnation received in a previous encounter. 

The r.:other of a patient, after asking for this information, was 

tal d by the nurse in charge that the patient had been placed 'in 

isolation' because the drugs she was receiving had destroyed her white 

blood cel1s making her more prone to infection. The father of the 

patient arrived on the ward later that day and asked to see the 

nurse in charge: 

"l~hat exactly is the trouble then? We don't quite understand." 

"As I told yout' wife this morning, her blood count's a bit 
low as a result of the drugs. It's only what we expected, but 
it does mean she might more easily catch other people's germs. 
So this will stop her from catching an infection." 

"So she hasn't got an infection then?" 

"No, this is to s tor her from getting one." 



Other evidence concerning a lack of understanding with regard 

to the informat·ion received can also be perceived from the relatives'· 

use of the lay network of relatives and friends for clarification: 

. "·I didn't realise at first tha~ she \~a~ 'acting funny' 
because of the stroke, so I asked my n~ighbour what 
she thought. She to 1 d me her mum was like that after 
her stroke, so I thought, well that makes sense now.'' 

Interviewer: 

"Did you talk ·to the nurses about her 'acting funny'?" 

''Oh yes, several times.'' 

This form of behaviour ~tas a 1 so no l:ed by Dyche ( 1979) and 

Finlayson and lkEwan (1977), Dyche pointing out that the vlives of 
.. 

coronary patients in her study resorted to "lay sources of advice" 

(p. 21). 

It ~10uld appear, therefore, that n:Jt only are there difficulties 

. in obtaining information, but that there .n·e also varying difficuHies 

concerning the understanding of information. This is not surprising 

for as ~load (1979) has indicated, quoting Kando; "human interaction is 
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far from always being characterised by neat, mutual understanding." (p; 10) 

Yet an understanding of the information given is essential if an 

encounter is to be considered 'successful' from the relative's point 

of view. The onus for ensuring that understanding is reached is placed 

on the professional. The problem is one \·thich is vtell-documented. 

''What seems to the doctor or nurse to be simple, straight
forward information may not be understood or absorbed even 
by the intelligent layman." 

(Central Health Services Council 1963} 



The sol,ution to this problem is related to professional practice: 

''The sister or doctor must spend time explaining to the 
relative about the patient's condition." 

'(Bickerton, Sampson & Boyland, 1979 p. 110) 

''With practi!ce the nurse can usually le~rn to tailor her 
explanation to the level of understanding of the individual 
patient (relative).'' 

(~1arsh, 1979 p. 17) 

AHhough little evidence·has been offered to indi.cate misunder-., 

.standing, the existence of this notion must be considered as an aspect 
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of the relative gathering information encounter. The various possibl(( 

behaviours described so far are reproduced diagNmaticallyin Table 4 (p205). 

We should now consider one final aspect of the relative gathering 

information encounter before discussing the notion of-information 

~li thho·l ding. 

Informati::.n exchange via the telephone 

It ~1as indicated in Chapter 5 that many nurse-relative encounters 

take place through the medium of the telephone and that thi~ was 

perceived as a source of interruption by the .nurse. 

The nurse confronted with the re 1 ati ve seeking i nforma ti on through 

this medium was observed to use the same sort of withholding or non

wit.hho 1 di ng information tactics used in face-to-face encounters. 

Ho~tever, it was also found, both by observation and from the interview 

data, that nurses ~1ere more likely to withhold information from the 

relative using the telephone to gather information than in a face-to-

face encounter. Nurses were also observed to use more cliches in this 

fom1 of encounter. The use of cliches and the withholding of information 
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was justified in terms of confidentiality. 1 

"I say very little on the phone, you don't know who it is 
ringing - it could be the press, a nosey neighbour or 
anybody." 

{SRN) 

Exceptions were made if the relative was unable to visit and 

1 i ved at a distance, but this was recognised by the nurses themselves 

as 'abnormal' behaviour. 

After giving detailed information concerning the patient's 

condition to his son in Australia an SRN pointed out "I don't usually 

say that much on the telephone." 

·Relatives themselves reported the inadequacy of the information 
.•. . . ~ 

~hey had received over the telephone: 

"I thought I'd better ring and ask· how she was after her 
O!Je•·ation, but I might just as well not have bothered. 
They te 11 you no.thi ng." 

{Patient's husba~d) 

A \~a•·d sister recently reported her 01m experi~nce as a relative, 
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living 200 miles away from t~e hospital, who needed to rely on telephone 

enquiries for information: 

"The first ~leek my te 1 ephone enquiries 1 eft me reassured that 
my grandmother was 'comfortable', 'progressing slowly', 
'satisfactory' and 'settled'. Imagine my horror when I arrived 
to visit her to find her with an indwelling catheter, a wound 
infection, reeking of Hemi neurin, di sari entated, confused, 
constipated and in pain. The following weej.: I was a wise•· 

1. This notion \~ill be considered later in the chapter. 



~1oman. I didn't settle for 'comfortable' etc. but a$ketl ho~1 
her· confusion, 11ater-1•1orks and so on, \'/ere." 

1 (Cooper, 1981, p. 319) 

In response to this criticism of her fellow nurses in the nursin!] 

press, another nurse po·inted out that there were different reasons for 

the nurse to 'behave in th·is way. Firstly the nurse does not know ho~t 

much i.nformilti on to give the rerl ati ve on the telephone so he/she 

"rightly or ~1rongly, falls back on such platitudes as 'comfortable'; 

or 'satisfactory''.'. Secondly., the nurse may prefer to be non-comnrittal 

in order to avoid alarming the relative by being "brutally honest" 

(Conway, 1981, p. 54). 

In ·l·thatever way these behaviours are justified, the outcome is 

the same, information which is requested from the nurse by the relative 
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is withheld. We should therefore now consider this nption of information 

withholding in some detail. 

Withholding Information 

In the first section of this chapter it has been shown that nurses 

and relatives can adopt a number of different behaviours within the 

'relative gathering information' encounter. It ~1as shown that in some 

instances the relative obtained the information he required but it was 

also· sho~m that nurses adopted certain strateg.ies ~1hich resulted in a 

withholding of information. He shal'l now turn our attention to the 

notion of '1~ithholding' or 'concealing' i~formation as an aspect of 

nursing practice, relating the discussion to the issues raised in the 

first section of this chapter, and in addition considering other issues 

which may lead to the.'concealing' of information. 

·1. The d-ifferent expectations of the nurse as a relative from those 
of other relatives will be considered in Chapter 8, but in this 
context the point is not reall~ significant, and the extract is 
used only to further illustrate the prob 1 ern already identified · 
by other relatives in this study. 
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Goffman (1969) has attempted to explore the individual's capacity 

to acquire, revea 1 and concea 1 information from another person drawing 

on the popular literature relating to intelligence and espionage for 

illustration. One of the issues he raised in that discussion is relevant 

to the present study. The issue raised by Goffman is the relationship 

of what is said to what is knm~n by the sayer. He has pointed out that 

three different matters are involved in this issue: 

a) No information rep_lies may be of several varieties, 'don't know', 

'know but won't tell' and 'not telling nor telling whether I could 

tell'; 

b) The respondent may r·eply with varying degrees of disclosure of 

what he thinks might be relevant, thus raising questions of 

'frankness' or 'candour'; 

... 
~) The answer may be one that he believes and would give to himself or 

it may be one that he does not believe and would not give himself, 

thus raising questions of 'honesty' and 'self bel"ief'. 

Some attention wa·s paid to 'no information' replies in the first 

section of this chapter, and reasons re 1 ated to tile nurse's kno\'Jl edge 

leading to this outcome were proffered. There are, however, other 

reasons which constrain the nurse's ability to 'inform' ~1hich are not 

related to her knowledge, but are related to the other factors raised 

by Goffman, those of 'frankness', 'candour', 'honesty' and 'self 

belief' . 

All thE nurses interviewed were asked to state their views concerning 

the matter of '1d thhol ding information' 1\S an aspect of professional 

practice. 

In accordance with Everett Hughes' siatement that "most occupations 



rest upon some explic'it or implicit bargain between the pt·actitioner 

and the individuals with whon1 he works and with the occupation as a 

whole and society at_ large about receiving, ~eeping and the giving out 
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of information gathered in the course of one's work" ( p. 81) the majority 

of nurses stated that it ~1as right for,them to withhold certain infonnation 

,in specific situations, and that this v1as good professional practice. 

Hithho.l,ding information can be legitim«ted by the practitioner as being 

i~ the bc~t interests of the client. The British Medical Association, 

(1963) giving support to the Government Publication 'Communication between 

Doctors, Nurses and Patients: An aspect of human relations in the. 

Hospital Services' , 1 stated: 

"Doctors and nurses know, of course, that the patient and his 
relatives should be given a clear explanation· of the nature 
of his i 11 ne ss, the diagnosis, the p1·ognos is and the treatment. 
Such an explanation should be limited only by their capucity 

·to grasp the complexities of human disease and ~Y the 
therapeutic necessity to withhold infonnation I'Jhich, by 
alarming the patient, might impede his return to health." 

(cfted p. 22 in Ley and Spelman, 1967) 

It W'ls found that ~1hile "the capacity to grasp the complexities 

of human disease" and "therapeutic necessity" m·ight be justification 

for the medical profession to withhold information, these were not the 

only reasons which nurses themselves offered as justification. The 

analysis of the reasons offered by nurses showed that they fell into 

four main groups: 

a) . Some nurses perceived an inadequacy in thek mm knowledge to 

deal with the further questions wt1ich the giving might provoke, 

1. Reportprepared by a Joint Sub-Committee of the Standing t~edical 
and Nursing Ad vi so ry Committee of th·~ Central He a Hh Services 
Committee. 



that is, a for:m of 'don't know', which has a'lready been discussed. 

b) Some nurses believed that the giving of such information would be 

a br:eact1 of the confidence which the patient had placed in the 

nurse, that is, 'know, but won't tell'. 

c) Another grou·p believed that to give such information 1•1as 'not my 

job'. (This has already received attention in the first section 

of this chapter.) 

d) Some nurses believed that as professionals they should operate a 

'doctrine of reserve·~· ,. r' 

l~e should now turn our attention to the two notions l'lhich have not. 

been previously discussed, that of 'confidentiality' and that of the 

'doctrine of reserve'. 

Confi denti a 1 i ty 

i'l 0. 

It has already been stated that a null'~2r of the nurses interviewed 

expressed the belief that to give the re1atives certain information would 

be a breach of the confi der.ce p 1 aced in tht:! nurse by the patient. On 

closer examination of the data it was noted that this attitude was 

especially prevalent among those nurses ~10rking in the gynaecological 

ward and that eight out of the sixteen nurses on this ~m rd put forv1ard 

the idea of breach of confidence as a reason for ~1.ithholding information, 

although other nurses ~10rki ng in other v1ards and departments also put 

fon1ard 'breach of confidence' as a reason for vlithholding information. 

''Yes, the patient may not wish the relatives to know.'' 

(SRN) 

"It depends what the relative is asking. On this wnrd you 
need to be guided by the patient." 

(SUI) 



"I don't think you should keep anything from them except 
when the patient doesn't \vant the re'fative to know. 
Patients must have that right." 

(SRN) 

This attitude which was prevalent in, although not exclusive to, 

the gynaecological ward is related on t_hat ward to the nature of the 

patient's diagnosis. New students who arrived on the gynaecological 

ward were given specific instructions, concerning confidentiality in 

relation to relative's questions, from the nurse in charge of the ward. 

"Take care especially when you are admitting a patient not 
to mention the reason for the pat1ent's admission. Not all 
the relatives ~1ho are ~lith the patient \vill kno~J the real 
reason for this ... Be very careful on the phone. You don't 
know who you're speaking to .. People clain1 to be relatives 
when they are not. Answer the question if you can \vithout 
breaking any confidence, but if there are any questions you. 
feel uneasy about refer the call t0 one of us." 

(This 'briefing' was not observed in any other ward, although all 
. '· 
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nursing students are given general instructions concerning confidentiality 

in broad terms during their introductory c'Jurse.) The gynaecological 

ward information book also contained thr instruction that "no a~1kward 

questions should be asked (on admission) if a friend or relative is 

present". 

If information is to be kept confidential some collusion may be 

necessary between the-patient and the nurse so that they both tell 

enquiring relatives the same story. In one instance which ~Jas observed 

the agreed explanation for the patient's ectopic pregnancy was the use 

of the term 'cyst'. 

Withholding information, even if this is at the request of the 

patient, may of course lead to some dissatisfaction on the part of the 



relatives who could feel that they hilve not received the infonnation 

for which they 1~ere seeking, but it would appear to be essential that 

in this instance the nurses' first loyalty must be to the patient. 

While accepting the necessity for confidentiality most of the . 
nurses were aware that withholding information could increase the 

relative's stress. 

"If the relatives don't know what is happening to the patient 
this worries them, but if the patient has asked for them not 
to be told what can you do?" 

(SRN) 

"I ~1as having a drink the oth.er night and one of the pa,ti ent' s 
husbands was leaning on the bar telling the barmaid how little 
information he had been given about his wife, and he was 
obviously upset about· this. I knew 1vhy this had happened of 
course but I couldn't say anything." 

. . . .. (SRN) 

It was not possible, because of the very nature of the concept, 

to discuss 'confidentiality' with any of the relatives of the patients 

on any of the wards. The concept was, however, discussed at 1 ength 

with a number of nurses who worked on the gynaecologica} ward because 

of its apparent sub-cultural significance. From these discussions a 

number of further points arose. 

a) The patient's reluctance to allow the nurse to discuss their 

condition with the relative was almo~t always related to 

pregnancy. 

"Obviously some of them are not going to tell anyone 
what they are coming in for. They can be in and out 
and back to work within three days so no-one has to 
be any the wiser." 

(SRN re. induced abortion) 
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b) Some difficulty could arise because of the problem of 

i dehti fyi ng re 1 ati<ves 1~ho contacted the ward by phone. 

''This morning a man on the phone said he was the patient's 
husband and 1·1anted to knm·1 if she had had a miscarriage, 
but she's had at least two men visit her s·ince she's been 
in here so I 1~ouldn't say." 

(SRN) 

c) Withholding the required i-nformation would occasionally 

precipitate an aggressive response from the relative. 

"He became very abusive when I 1·/0uldn't tell him, so I had to 
insist that we never gave any relative any information about 
patients, which isn't strictly true, in order to calm him 
down." 

(SRN) 

A further aspect of confi denti a 1 ity may affect two alternative 

members of the triad in that a situation may arise in which the nurse 
.. 

and relative both have information ~1hich they have some reason or 

other to withho~d from the patient. No examples of such a situation 

were observed but this s.ituation has been described by Gl aser anct 

Strauss (1965), Cat·twrfght et. al. (1973) and Mcintosh (1978), in 

relation to the dying patient. 

It has been pointed out that all professionals hold information or. 

trust, some of 1~h·!d1 is clearly confidential (Breat·ley, 1978), 
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but it ~1oul.d appear that in some instances nurses tend to be pa rti cui a rly 

cautious concerning information t~hich could be shared ~lith the relative. 

This caution can be le9itimated in tenns of 'professional judgement;, 

for 'profess·;onnl judgement' is supported by the Royal Colle9e of Nursing 

who have produced guideiines to nssist the nurse in this matter. These 

guidelines are very specif·ic concerning the nurses' role vis .. a-vi:; the 

relatives: 



"The relatives may request access to confidential 
information, but the nurse must decide primarily l'lhat 
is in the best interest of her patient/client. If 
she is asked for information which she regards as 
confidential she should use her professional judgement 
and in general, if in doubt, she should not pass on 
information • , , 

However, she must also be sensitive to the needs of 
the patient's relatives and on rare occasions the 
needs of the relatives may supercede those of the 
patient- e.g. in the case of the death or sudden 
~ollapse of the patient.'' 

(1978 p. 3) 

'Professional judgement' may therefore be seen to exercise a constraint 

on information sharing between nurses and relatives. 

The Doctrine of Reserve 

During the 19th Century the members of the Oxford Movement 

produced a number of 'Tracts for the Times' under the editorship of 
. '· 

John Newman. T~10 of these tracts, ~1ri tten by I saac ~Ji 11 i amson, 
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outlined the "doctrine of reserve in commun·i cati ng re l·i gi ous kno~1l edgE::''. 

This was a doctrine ~1hi eh the members of the Oxford 14ovement be 1 i eved 

to have originated in .the practice of the primitive church in ~1hich the 

teaching and communication of the church was accommodated to the moral 

and intellectual state of those to whom it was communicating. This 

doctrine implies a judgement by the 'communicators' concerning the 

suitability of the recipients to receive such information. ~Jhile all 

relatives were not judged by all nut·ses according to 1;heir moral or 

intellectual suitability, {t would appear from the intervie1·1 data that 

sometimes a judgement is made by a sma 11 number of nurses, the 

communicators, concerning the suitability of relatives to receive 

certain information wl'tich they were seeking~ 

"It depends on the re 1 ati ves and their reaction what I te 11 
them. ~lastly \'lhen people ask you tell them as much as 
possible, but sometimes it ·is not in their interests. For 
ex amp 1 e, if the re 1 ati ves are really anxious you can i ne rea se 



the·ir anxiety fOI' no good l'eason. You need -to judge this 
as a r1urse, sometimes you have to assess the relatives in 
a very short tinre ." 

(SRN) 

"You have to sum up the relatives before you can tell them 
anything." 

(SEN) 

"They an~n't ahmys able to cope with the nel•ts. I'm selective. 
who to tell and when I tell it." 

(SRN) 

It .1'/Guld appear, therefore, that the criteria by l•th,ich relatives 

~tere judged by some.nurses as suHable to receive the information which 
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they 1vere seeking 1vas based on an assessment of (a) whether the relative 

could take it, and (b) the anxietY level of the n:lative, no,t on 

whether he had the 'right' to kno~1. 

Although it has been indicated that most nurses believed that 
~ . - ... 

withholding information was justified in some instances, a fe~1 nurses 

took the opposite view. 

''If it was our relative we would want 
invn~ves explanation and comforting. 
fully in the p.i cture." 

the sort of care \'lhich 
They need to be kept 

(SRN) 

Some of the nurses had changed their attitudes because of previous 

experience: 

"l used to thi.nk that you should be a bit reset'•Jed in g1 v1 ng 
information, but then an aunt of mine died in hospital, and 
1•ie harl not been to 1 d to expect it, although we later found 
that the nurses and doctors had been expecting this for 
some days. This has made all the family very mistrustful of 
hospitals. Having seen tl1at happen I now believe that you 
shouldn't withhold anything.'' · 

(3rd year student) 

It was, however, not possible within this study to discover whether 

the nurses ~1ho made s·imilar stater.1ents to those quoted above, 1-tere in 
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fact a h1ays ab 1 e to revea•l a 11 the ·i nfonnati on for l'lhi eh they were 

asked .. 

One other point should be made concern·i·ng the notion of 'candour' 

or truth raised by Goffman. Brauer (1965) has indicated that the not'ion 

of 'truth' with regard to illness is problematic. 

"This takes us to the contr·oversi a 1 question: 'should the 
patient and family be told the truth?' He tend to think of 
truth as something circumscribed, immutably bound, mathema t
ically accurate - an absolute as precise as a digit. Thus, 
10 is obviously not 9 or 11, or even 9 and 9/'1 0, but exactly 
and only 10 in any country, in any culture. But we are 
talking about disease which is as inconsistent as the weather 
and with people whose concepts of 'disease', 'prognosis·', 
'pain', 'Li~sability' and 'metastasis' are as individua.lly and 
personally defined as 'God', 'devil', 'good', 'bad', 'wot·k', 
'leisure'. Doctor Bernard f·1eyer of f•'lount Sinai Hospital in 
New York .• suggested that ~1hen the question 'should the patient 
be told t~e truth?' is raised, ~1e ask 'Pray, which pat·ient, 
and what truth?''' 

(p. 173) 

By raising this point Brau~r has drawn attention to 'medical 

uncertainty' (discussed by Scheff, 1963, Davis, 1965, and others) l·lh-ich 

/-·to some extent constrains u.ll information exchanges between heaHh . 
0 ' 

professionals and clients. 

Howcvet·, the;·e may be more to the notion of I•J.ithholding infonr.ation 

than the justifications1 described above, justifications 1·1hith it has 

been pointed out by Schrock (1980) rest largely on "paternalistic 

assumptions of E.r.:Ofessional superiority" (p. 147). For, as Simmel (1950) 

has indicated ''In every society the right to question must be allcv:ed to 

be 1 imi ted by tl,e right to secrecy." (p. 329) It has been suggested 

(Coset· 1962) thilt occupations and professions are the ground in 11hi eh 

the intersection· of these two rights can be seen operating. She has 

also indicated that the determination of ~1ho can hide l'lhat from 1·1lwm. 

--·-·--·-------
1. i.e. the jw;tifir:at·ions of therapeutic necessity, confident'iality 

and the doctrine of reserve. 
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may be as essential to the workings of a social system as the 

detenni nation of who has p01·1er over whom. In addit·i on, as Hughes ( 19~8) 

has indicated ''all occ~pations - most of all those considered 

professions ... include as part of their very being a licence to deviate 

in some measure from common modes of b~haviour" (p. 79). 

The notion of withholding information, therefore, needs to be 

considered as an integral part of the professional client encounter. 

In this ~Jay it is possible that the professional maintains some 

control of the encounter and ·also maintains professional mystique. 

"If doctors expla_ined everything to every patient it would 
soon become apparent how often doctors simply do not knm~; 
thus withholding information has the double advantage .of 
keeping the patient pliable through the anxiety of -
uncertainty, and keeping the myth of medical omniscience 
intact through never revea 1 i ng i gno;·ance." 

(13ennett, 1976 p. 141-142) 

l~e have considered in some detail the mos.t common form of nurse-

relative interchange, that of the 'relative. gathering information 

encounter'. A number of problems have been identified indicating that 

nurses and relatives have different percertual frameworks concerning the 

matter of communication of information. It has been pointed out that 

both groups adopt different behaviour strategies in order either to 

obtain or to withhold information and that these strat~gies relate to 

the 1 kno~tl edge 1 and 'abi 1 ity' of each group. 

The problem of communication in the hospital setting is not a new 

one (indicated in Chapter 2) and, as Deliege (1974) has indicated, 

occurs partly because people have different styles of reasoning, different 

ways of talki~g _and different abilities to understand. In addit·ion 

people are neither rat-ional or objective and this individual 

susceptibility can lead to a distortion of meaning. He shall refer to 

these notions in later chapters. 



1 ., ..... . ... ,., .. · 
I·Je should no~1 turn our attention to anothP.r form of nurse

relative encounter in which the nurse takes the t•ole of initiatol·. 

In such encounters the nurse takes on the ro 1 es of 1 announcer 1 and 

1 forewarner 1
• 

;> ' .• ' : •• ,.~ •. • ••• ~ :. - • ; • ~ . : •' 
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CHIWTER 8 

"SEEING" THE PATIENTS' RELATIVES: 

THE" NURSE AS AN I ANNOUNCER I AND 'FOREWARN ER I 

Introduction 

It has been shown in the p~evious chapter that in most information 

exchange encounters the relative takes ~he initiative as a 'gathere~ of 

information'. There are, however, s:ituations in which the nurse seeks 

out the relative in order to g,ive unsolicited informaUon. A jargon 
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tenn commonly adopted by nurses to describe th.is task ~tas that of 

"seeing-the re,latives". "See-ing the relatives" takes t~to·a{fferent forms, 

that of 'announcer' and that of 'forewa rner' . The conditions whi eh lead 

to "seeing the re 1 ati ves" and the encounters themse 1 ves ·a re discussed 

in this chapter; 

The 'announceable event' 

lhere are a number of events which can occur during the course of a 

patient's stay in hospibl which are of ~uch status that it· is considered 

mandatorv that their occurrence be reported to the family l'lhether or not 

an enquiry is made about them. These events have been described by 

Sudnow (1967) as 'An~ounceable Events' because of the announcement-like 

structure of the i·nteracti on, 1~hi eh is usually initiated by the use of a 

phrase such as ''I have something to tell you.'' (p. 117) 

Policy staten1ents concerning such events, not only identify the 

event itself but also indicate the 'announcer' of such an event to the 

relatives, and any post-announcement activity 11hich should be undertaken: 

"Where possible the relatives must be informed of an accident 
or incident concerning the patient by i1 doctor. If a doctor 
·is not available to see the relative:. the task should be 



unde1·taken by a Nttrs ·1 ng Officer or by a l4'1 rd Sister 
following consultation with a Nursing Officer. 
The intervie\~ must be noted in the Kardex and the relatives 
given the option of seeing a doctor.'' 

Three announceable events were identified from the policy data 

relating to the wards observed: 

1. the death of a patient 

2. a "sudden turn fot· the worse" 

3. an accident-or incident in which the patient had been 

involved. 

The policy statements also indicated that the 'announcer' of all 

these events could be, if the doctor was unava il ab 1 e, the nurse. 

A small numbe1· of such announcements made by nurses were 

observed. 

Announcements concerning the death 0f a patient will be considerad 

in Chapter 12, so we shall begin by ccrsidering the role of the nurse 

as an announcer following a "sudden turn for the worse", setting this 

announcement in the context of nursing p~actice. 

A sudden turn for the worse 

Preparation for the possibil'ity of 'a sudden turn for the worse' 

event begins when the patient is admitted to the ward. At that time 

certain details are collected by the nurse, from the patient, or his 

relatives, which would be necessary if such an event occurred and the 

relative needed to be contacted by the hospital. The details required 

include: 

1. the name of the person to be contacted in case of any emergency. 

2. the relation~hip of that person to the patient, 
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3. the telephone number(s) through which the relative can be contacted, 

4. ~1hether or not th~ re 1 a ti ve to be contacted 1 i ves a 1 one, 

5. ~1hether the relative wishes to be contacted immediately should 

such an event occur during the night. 

Not all the relatives have a telephone number and in this situation 

a neighbour may be asked if they are willing to allow their telephone 

number to be given to the hospita 1 so that it may be used in this \~ay 

if necessary. The i nformatio11 eo ll ected in this way will of course not 

be needed in most instances as only a very small proportion of patients 

admitted will experience a sudden deterioration in condition, but, the 

ava'ilability of such information ailo~1s for any announcement,concerning 

a sudden turn for the worse to be made with the minimum of delay. 

Relatives and nurses appear to have mutual expectations concerning 

this form of announceable event, for most relatives mentioned expecting 

to be informed as soon as possible if this situation occurs. 

The announcement followed an easily identified pattern. Firstly, 

the relative was identified as being the right person to receive the 

announcement. Secondly, an "I have somE>thing to te"ll you" type of phrase 

was used, fo 11 01~ed by the specific piece of information. As Sudnow has 

pointed out the "obHgation directly to report such matters, once face

to-face contact is initiated, is at least partially due to the fact 

that the announcement is considered to be of some import and that the 

recipient is taken to be highly keyed-up to hearing some ne~1s." It 

would be inappropriate for other forms of interaction to intervene between 

the initial announcement phrase and the announcement itself, although 

after such an announcement had been made it \~as observed that qua 1 ifi ea tory 

remarks could be added either to reduce the apparent seriousness of the 

event or to offer some hope or comfort. The relative's response to the 



announcement, in all the encounters which 11ere observed, was to 

accept the information 1·1i thout comment and without asking questions. 

If there were any questions these came later after a short period 

of time during which the relative attempted to adjust to and redefine 

the new situation. 
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Much of the initial interaction concerning announceable events 

relating to 'the sudden turn for the worse' took place on the telephone. 

Where this was considered appropriate the relative was then invited to 

the hospital to visit the patient. In some instances the substance of 

the initial announcement was observed ~o be repeated to a number of 

relatives, although the pattern differed from the initial announcement 

in that the opening interchange 1-Jhich prepared the relative for. the 

announcement 1-Jas omitted. Otherwise the information ~ms given in much 

the same way. 

The points discussed so far can be identified in the following 

interchange, which took place between an SRN and the son of a patient 

who had unexpectedly collapsed. The information previously collected 

and recorded on the Kardex indicated that although the patient's ~life 

1-Jas not on the phone the son could be r.ontacted at work: 

"Is that Mr. Black?" (identify the relative) 

''This is Sister B speaking. I'm afraid that your father has 
had a bit of a set-back," (preparing the relative for the 
announcement) "we think that he has had a slight stroke and 
that it might be best if you could let your mother know this.'' 
(the actual announcement). 

"Yes, if she ~1ould like to come in I'll have a word with her then." 

"Yes, any time." 

(Because this exchange took place on the telephone, only the Sister's 

comments v1ere recorded.} 
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After a short while the mother· and daughter came to the ward 

and approached the nursing officer. Although the nursing officer had 

just come from the patient's bedside, she did not perceive herself to be 

the appropriate announcer at that time, so she referred the two relatives 

to the ward sister, that is, 'the announcing authority'. The ward sister 

then repeated and added to the information which she had given the son: 

"As you know he had a slight stroke this morning which has left 
him with some left-sided weakness. His speech is also a little 
muddled but he seems to have made a good recovery and is 
certainly better· than when we phoned you. Of course, ~1e can't 
say that it won't happen again, but as I said, he's a little 
better." (Qualifying remarks) 

The relatives then went to see the patient but decided to go back home 

after a few minutes. About half-an-hour later another son.arrived (not 

the one who had received the first telephone call):· 

"~/hat happened to lk. Black this morning then?" ·· 

"Are you a relati.ve?" (After confirmation) "He had some sort 
of blackout this morning and it seems that it was a stroke, 
and as I said to your mother, there's no guarantee that it 
won't happen again.'' (No preparation for the announcement 
given) 

"So that's what happened.'' 

"Yes, as I say, he's made a good recovery, but it was a sma 11 
stroke." 

' 

The policy concerning the recording of an announceable event 

relating to a 'sudden turn for the worse'. states that, "if relat-Ives 

have been advised of a deterioration in the patient's condition (it 

should be recorded) who advised them and ~1hat they 1~ere told". The 

record concerni rig the· above interaction states that "~Ji fe informed of 



patient's condition, has visited". The fe1·1 relatives ·interview~d 

about announceable events concerning a sudden turn for the 1'/0rse, 

although they were upset by the 'bad news' reported that the encounter 

itself had been well managed. The only problem identified concerned 

the choice of announcer; this is discussed later in the chapter. 
' 

Sudnow found that although there were mutually held expectations 

concerning announceable event$, there was also a rule of entitlement 

specifying those to whom an announcement. is due and those to whom it is 

not. He found that this did ·not only rely on the actual relationship 

of the relative to the patient, but on other factors relating to the 
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announcer's perception o.f the person enti t'l ed to receive an announcement. . . 

The number of announceable events observed here ~1as small, a'nd it is not 

possible from the small amount of data to either support or refute this 

view. 

We should now consider the announcements and conditions relating 

to accidents or incidents in which the patient has been involved. 

An accident or incident in ~1hich the pat.i~nt has been involve~ 

(The terms 'accident' or 'incident' are administrative terms which refer 

to a form which has to be completed in the event of certain unforeseen 

happenings in the patient's career. The completed forms are inserted 

into the patient's notes and can therefore be used as evidence in case 

of litigation.) 

If any oc~urrence, which can be defined as an accident, takes place 

in the ~lard, then that patient needs to be examined by the doctor. An 

examination is needed in case of any injury caused by the fnll. No 

actual 'incidents' were observed, and only one accident, in ~1hich a 

patient fell ~1hile attempting to transfer f1·om chair to bed, took 



place during the course of the obset·vation. There \~ere other 

accidents during the period in which the observation took place, and 

some data was collected concerning the way these were announced. But 

it was not possible to discover ~1hether each event which took place was 

in fact announced, as the designated announcer for this event was the 

doctor, and doctor-re·) ati ve interaction was not monitored. 
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There was no urgency concerning the initial contact as in the 

majority of cases the patient's condition was unaltered by the accident, 

and it appears that it is only if the accident precipitates a 'suddPn 

turn for the worse' that the relative 1~ould be contacted immediate'ly. 

The announcement concerning an accident 1~as 1 i ke ly to provoke a 

different response frcim the.relative to an announcement concerning a 

sudden turn for the worse. Two forms of response were observed. Ir. 

the first instance the patient had fallen while walking to the toilet. 

The son was informed as he passed the nurses' station on his way to 

visit the patient: 

"Oh ~1r. Gray, can you just spare a minute?" 

"Yes, sure." 

"Your mother had a little fall this morning, but she's O.K. 
The doctor sa~1 her and he caul dn 't find any damage." 

''Oh yes, well she does.that at home sometimes, as long as she 
didn't hurt herself." 

''No, no. She'll tell you all about it I expect.'' 

The event in this instance was no real surprise to the relative as such 

an event concerning his mother was part of his previous experience 

concerning h·is mother, and there was also no apparent injury. 



In the ~econd instance, although no serious injury had been 

sustained by the patient, there was extensive br·uising evident. The 

announcement was again made as the relative entered the ~tard. The 

patient's ~life was asked to come into the office and asked to sit down 

(non-verbal ''I have something to tell you'' behaviour). The patient's 

wife was a 'carer' in that she had already nursed the patient at home 

for some time before his admission. 

"Now 11rs. Brown, just before you go and see ~1r. Brown I thought 
I'd better tell you that he had a little fall just after supper 
last night, and he's got a fe~/ bruises on his legs." 

"How did he fall?" 

''He slipped as nurse was putting him back to bed.'' 

"He 11 that's funny, he's never fall en ~li th me. He'd be better 
off home if that's ~that's going to happen here." 

"No~1 it's all right t1rs. Br01vn, it was nobody's fault and he's 
not hurt. The doctor has seen him, and it hasn't affected 
your husband at all.'' 

"Well I'm not very happy about it." (walks away) 
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After visiting her husband the relative returned to the nurse in charge 

and once again stated that he would be better off at home. The nurse 

allowed her to talk but made little verbal response. The relative then 

returned to her husband and started to discuss the matter ~tith a student 

nurse in the \'lard. At this stage her husband intervened and insisted 

that no-one was to blame. By the end of the visiting_period the wife 

appeared to have accepted that no-one was to blame but was obviously 

still unhappy that it had happened. 

Although no.other relatives were seen to respond in this way, this 

form of response was perceived by nurses to be fairly common: 

. "You know before you tell them that some of them are going 
to make a fuss." (SRN) 



"Most of them are 0. K. about it but sorr.e tt·y and make you think 
that you are personally responsible but they calm do\'m 
after a wh·ile." 

(SRN) 

In such instances the nurse may need to 'cool the mark out'. 

'Cooling the mark out' has been descr~bed by Goffman (1952) and 

applied to the nursing situation by Colledge (1973) who noted that 
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"at ward level the nurse also has to 'cool out' the patient's relatives" 

(p. 1157). 'Cooling the mark out' is used in those social situations 

where people may need to be consoled following failure of some 

description. The relative, on hearing that the patient has had a 'sudden 

turn for the ~1orse' , ~li 11 have to adjust his previous expectations concern

ing the patient's illness, and it. has also been sno~m· that the relative 

of a patient involved in an incident or accident may also have to reach 

a new definition of the situation. By both allowing suspicion that all 

is not well, and then allowing the relative to express feelings of anget·, 

the nurse allows him to save face and self-respect and therefore it can 

be said that he is allowed to 'cool out'. 

After the announcement is made concerning either a sudden turn for the 

worse, or regarding an accident or incident, the interaction can be ten11-

inated in a way that leaves the nurse 'available' for further interaction. 

"Look, you can come and see us or ring us at any time." (SEN) 

"If anything seems strange or comes to mind come and talk to 
us about it, we'll be able to help.'' (SRN) 

The. interaction may also end with the nurse 'reassuring• 1 the relative: 

"These set-backs do sometimes happen. 
longer, but she will get over it.'' 

It will take a little 
(SRN) 

The termination of the 'announcement' concerning the above events 

may _be followed by other forms of nurse-relative encounter, most 

1. The problems associated 1·1i th this term at·P. discussed in Chapt~:~r 9. 



commonly by a relative gathering information encounter, or by a 

nurse as counsellor encounter. In the latter form of encounter (which 

will be fully discussed in Chapter 9) the nurse will either reassure or 

give advice to the relative in order to assist his own needs which 

result from this changed situation. 

One further 1 announceabl e event 1 ~/as i denti fi ed by Sudn01~ ( 1967) 

from his observations in Amefican hospitals. This was the 'findings of 

laboratory investigations of expected import'. Unlike the t\-.10 events 

already described, this occurrence was not defined as an announceabl~ 

event by policy data. Ho~1ever, some observations were made concerni11g 

laboratory findings 1~hich 1·1ere given this status by st1,1ff. 

Laborator.Y investigations of 'expected import' 

All the observed 'announceable events' concernin[ the results of 

laboratory investigations took place in the medical 1vard, but it is 

possible that, given the conditions outlined below, such announcements 

could be made in any of the wards observed. 

All investigations ordered by the medical staff are of 'expected 

import' to the staff who wi 11 base further treatment on these findings, 

but in some instances these findings are also of 'expected import' to 

the patient and to the relative. 

There a re a number of patients in whom the course of the i 11 ne ss 
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can only be monitored by the continued interpretation of sequential 

investigations. In such instances the patient may well realise the 

significance of laboratory findings, for example the diabetic patient may 

~1ell be familiar ~lith the changes which can occur in his blood suqar, and 

also the importance of such changes when he is in a period of instability as 

far as the disease process is concerned. !-!hen such announcements vwre 



observed to be made the nurse making the announcement appeared to 

believe that the findings would have some meaning for the relative. 

The father of a patient who had 1 eukaemi a and had been admitted for 

further blood transfusions was called by the sister as he walked past 

the nurses' station. ''Oh Mr. Green, the results of his blood tests 
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are back". After the re 1 ati ve had been gi vet1 the information concerning 

these results, the course of the patient's immediate treatment which 

would be re 1 ated to these findings ~tas discussed with him/her. The 

qualifying remarks in such announcements related directly to the 

significance of the laboratory findings. 

The preconditions which appear to be related to this event are that 
, 

the results should be perceived by the announcer to have some meaning 

for the relative, and that the results \1ere of 'some impot·t' to the 

relative and patient as well as to the ~taff because of their effect on 

future treatment. There were also other events which related to the 

patient's illness that were not identified by Sudnow, nor formalised by 

policy statements, but which were given the status of 'announceable 

events' at ward level, in that nurses (and doctors) sought out the 

relative to give them certain information whether or not this was requested. 

This situation could arise because of the 'unpredictability' of 

some fonns of illness, and in such instances the nurse took on the role 

of 'forewarner'. 

Unpredictability leading to forevtarning 

While nothing in medical practice is certain, there are periods 

during a patient's illness when the outcome is less predictable than at 

other times. When this unpred·ictability could lead to a sudden or rapid 

deterioration in the patient's condition, it was usually considered 

necessary to fore~mrn the relative of this possibility. f·1ost of the 



nurses questioned be 1 i eved that this wa!; a necessary part of medi ea 1 

and nursing practice, although the majority believed that it should 

be done by the doctor. The use of a 'forewa•·ning' tactic alerts the 

relative to the possibility of a change in the patient's condition 

whi eh could have serious consequences. 

"At times you must paint a blacker picture, in case anything 
happens." (SRN) 

Because of the unpredictability of the outcome if the nurse is the 

'announcer', it may be necessary for her to cntck with the doctor the 

precise nature of the 'forewarning' whi eh shou·l d be given. 
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SRN to doctor: ''What exactly should I tell Mr. White's relatives?'' 

(The patient had b~en provisionally diagnosed as having suffered a 

pulmonary embolism)1 The doctor advised the nurse to tell them that he 

had had some severe chest ·pain "then at least they'll have been warned 

if anything serious develops". ~lhen the relatives arrived in the ward 

they were given information concerning the chest pain. They then asked 

:~was anything to worry about. The nurse replied: 

""ell I wouldn't like to say l'lhat might happen, but I 
oul d ask the doctor to see you about it." 

ir.stance the nurse believed that she had fulfilled her role by 

the relatives, but felt that she needed to use the 'role 

s\·.ii..cl;ing tactic' so that the relatives' mere specific questions could 

be ;: OS\IeN:d. 

The relative who is given a forewarning may find it difficult to 

relate the information given to his perception of the patient's 

condition which is based on his previous knowledge, and also to his 

present visual perception. 

1. A clot of blood 1~hich travels through the body and lodges in the 
lungs. 



SEN to relative (son of patient admitted vtith cardiac failure): 

"I think that I'd. better tell you that she's really not too 
well at the moment." 

"Oh, I thought· that she was look in!] very much better." 

''No. She's ·not out of the woods ~et.'' 

"I didn't realise that she ~1as that bad." 

"~lell, it's difficult to say what rlill happen." 

Forewarning can be seen as an attempt to 'soften the blow' should 

anything unforeseen occur. The use of i-his tactic also provides the 

staff with a defence against futur_e· criticism by the relative which 
.' 

could occur if they \~ere not warned of the possibility of fu1·ther 
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deterioration in the patient's condit·ion. In this way it is also a form 

of 'cooling the mark' (as described earlier in thi_s chapter) . .. 

The use of a fore1~a rni ng tactic \'/as observed 011 a 11 the 11ards, but 

it vms of special significance in the coron-ary care unit, v1here it 1·1as 

seen by the nurses to be part of their role in relation to the nearest 

relatives of the patients admitted after suffering from a coronary 

thrombosis. There is a high risk of further complications occurring 

during the first few hours following the initial attack: "the subsequent 

clinical course of patients with acute myocardial infarction (coronary 

thrombosis) is by no means predictable. Many patients 1vho appear 

perfectly stable on admission may suddenly die." (Webb, 1980, p. 74). 

The follovJing table indicates the incidence of complications in 57 

'good risk' patients admitted to hospital. 

Congestive.cardiac failure 

Major arrhythmias 

Ventricular fibrillation/asystole 

Ruptured Ventricle 

Deaths 

0 

6 

7% 
55% 

5.5% 
0% 

8.8% 

(\oJPbb p. 74) 



The patient admitted to the coronary care unit, therefore, rema·ins 

for the first few hours in a period of the illness ~1hich is so 

unpredictable that all the relatives must be warned of this unpredict

abil i ty: 

"This (coronary thrombosis) is an unpredictable illness so we 
warn the relatives that the first forty-eight hours is a 
critical period and that there are possible complications 
vthich can arise ... Some relatives ask outright '~Jill he be 
all right?', but they don't al~mys realise so after telling 
them I try to put out feelers to see if they've fully under
stood ... This is something that is done here and I think 
you would find it done in all CCUs .. . I think it's really 
done to cover ou1·selves if anything does happen, nobody can 
say that they were not warned." 

(SRN) 

The re 1 ati ve ~o:as 'forewarned' during the interaction \'I hi eh took 

place during the admission of the patient to the coronary care unit. 
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In most instances the relative \'/as seen by both the doctor and the nurse 

at this· time. Hhile the details required in case a 'sudden turn for 

the worse' occurred ~tere being collected, the importance of maintaining 

contact with the LAnit \'las stressed. This helped to reinforce the 

forewarn i ng : 

"I tell them that if things happen, they happen quickly, and 
so we need to know \~here the relatives are." (SRN) 

The situation is sustained by the use of frequent interactional 

tactics by the nurse relating to the possibility of complications: 

"You must see the relatives frequently in the first few days 
and stress the severeness of the condition; as soon as the 
patient ~tarts to look better, they think he will be all 
right, but they need to realise that he is still critical." 

(SRN) 

Nurse to patient's 1vife "As you know 1ve must keep a careful eye 
on the situation for several days." 

"He's looking better today." 

"Yes, but he's sti 11 not out of danger." 



Some of the interaction relating to forewarning was also carried 

out on the telephone, and the opportunity was taken to reinforce the 

original forewarning-if this was considered necessary: 

SRN to SRN at report "His wife rang up and I had to go 
over all that I told her this morning, she hadn't grasped 
the situation at all.'' 

Other telephone conversations observed included tactics which helped 

to sustain the relatives' definition of the situation~ 

"As you know, he is still a very poorly mon. If everything 
is straightfon1ard he won't need to stay in this unit, but 
at the moment we need to keep a careful eye on the situation.'' 

{SRN to wife of patient) 

The particular problem affecting the relative at this time has 

been identified by Obier and Haywood (1972) who noted that although the .. 
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patient is alert and communicative, the family Is faced with the reality 

of the pati;:nt's death and its meaning for them. They have indicated 

that the r-elative may need help from a social worker to cope 1·1ith this 

difficult ~ituation. 

Forewarning to some extent helps to define the situation for the 

relative. But in order for this definition to be maintained, other 

interaction tactics are necessary until the patient's condition no 

longer wa1·rants keeping the relative alert to the possible consequences 

of the diagnosis or treatment. This may be done by the use of phrases 

such as 'much the same' in answer to any further enquiry regarding the 

patient's condition, or the relative may need to have the forewarning 

repeated "it doesn't change the situation at all, ~1e still can't say 

it won't happen again, it doesn't really make any difference." 



One other way in which the relaLives' definition of the situatio11 

was maintained was by the use of the vtord 'stable', particularly in 

the coronary care unit: 

''His condition at the moment is 'stable', he's had a fairly 
good day and we are quite pleased vlith him at the moment." 

(part of telephone conversation between an SRN and patient's 
vti fe) 

"Hell, he's stable, he hasn't really changed for tvto days, 
that's all I can say really." 

(SRN to son and daughter-in-law of patient) 

As the word appeared to have a particular meaning for -the nurses using 

it in this unit they were all asked \~hat they themselves understood by 

this word and asked to state when they would use it. 

"'Stable' refers to stable rhythm and observations as well as 
the patient's overall-physical condition stabilising. The 
word doesn't give false hope to the relative because it 
indicates that a certain stage has been reached and maintained, 
but it shows that the patient can go up or down, and even at 
that stage you must keep the relative avtare of a potential 
collapse." 

(SRN) 

"It means 'no change for the better or worse', the patient can 
be extremely ill but stable. I only apply it to ill patients 
not well ones." 

(SRN) 

Nurses perceived some difficulty with forewarning and maintaining 
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the relatives' definition of the situation as aspects. of nursing practice. 

These aspects of nursing practice vtere seen to be difficult for at least 

t\~o reasons: 

1. the difficulty surrounding the actual explanation, 

2. the stress which the patient's admission had engendered made 

it difficult for the relative to fully understand the implications 



of ~1hat they were being told~ 

''This can add to the stress because explaining it simply, 
is difficult." 

"Obviously if they are distressed they don't tak~ in what you 
say." 

Although only five relatives ~1ere questioned concerning this 

aspect of nursing practice, they all appeared to have understood that 

the time during which the patient was receiving ca1·e in the unit 1·1as a 

potentially dangerous one. 
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There appears to be little reference to 'fore1·1arning' as an aspect 

.of the nursing practice of the coronary care nurse, or to the effective

ness of this form of communication, although it appears to be an element 

of the subculture .of the Coronary Care Unit. 

This aspect was to some extent followed up by 1 etters sent to nine 

other .coronary care units in England asking for information from 1·1hich 

. it 1'1as thought that it might be possible to ·ictentify the shared nonr::o 

and language of coronary care nurses using these interactional tactics. 

Six units replied describing the practice in that particular unit. 

All of the units included a fore1-1arning in the first encounter ~lith the 

relatives, relating this to the unpredictability of the illness, and 

also, in one instance, to one other aspect of nursing care, that of 

'trust' in the relationship bet1~een relati'Je!' and staff: 

"This reminder does relate mostly to the unpredictability 
of the illness, but also the relatives are then prepared 
for the worst and improvement is a bonus. Also it is 
better to tell the relatives the truth rather than say for 
example 'your husband 1·1ill be fine', and then for some 
serious complication to develop. In this event mistrust 
deve 1 ops bet\'Jeen re 1 a ti ves and staff." 

(CCll reply No. 5) 

Four of the six units also reminded the relatives during the 



intervening period that the situation remained critical but tv1o stated 

that this was not found to be necessary~ 

"We do not find it necessary to keep reminding the patient 
or relative about the critical nature of their illness, 
and our observations show that reinforcement is not needed, 
but continual support is required." 

(CCU reply No. 6) 

One further point should be made about 'forewarning' in the 

coronary care unit. Dyche (1979) reported that many of the wives in 

her study, which described the effects of a coronary thrombosis on the 

spouse, would have liked more information with 1·egard to the early 

symptoms. Given the findings of Ley and Spelr,w.n (1967 p. 76) that 
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-patients (and in this case relatives) remember ~est the statements they 

consider most important, it is possible that -t;he 'forewarning' statement 

with its implications of the possibility of death could obscure the 

receptivity of the relative to any other information given. The result 

of this could be that the relative would perceive that such information 

had not been given. 

It would therefore seem that the possible significance of this 

form of interaction could be profitably examined in the future. 

The 'choice' of 'announcer' or 'fore1~arner' 

In some instances the 'announcer' v1as specified by the policy 

document. In others some negotiation concerning this role took place 

among the 'potential' announcers. This wa~ observed to take place between 

both nurses and doctors. and also nurses and other nurses of equal status. 

There appeared to be no formal arrangements concerning who should call 

the relative to the hospital, but in practice it was almost always the 

nurse who carried out this task. However, when the relative a1·rived at 

the hospita 1 he caul d be seen by either th::! doctor or by the nurse in 



charge of the ward. This arrangement was not necessarily related to 

the patient's diagnosis or condition, but_appeared to be related to the 

availability of the announcer at the time of the relative's eltpected 

appearance in the ward. 

Some nurses stated that they believed that it was better for the 

relative if the doctor ~1as called to see the relative: 

''I'll ring them up {the relatives) and ask them to come in, 
but I think they should then be able to see the doctor. 
After all, these things are a bit of a shock.'' (SRN) 

Other nurses appeared to believe that this was an important part of the 

nurse's role: 

"If it was our relatives ~1e would want the sort of cat·e which 
invol yes expianation and comforting, and ~1e have more time 
to do that than the doctor.'' 

{SRN) 

It appears, from the observational data, that both nurses and 

doctors take on the role of 'forewarner' and that this is also a 

'negotiable role' between doctor and nurse. 

However, as previously indicated, it was found that some relatives 
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~1ere not happy w"ith the 'choice' of announcet· or 'fore1~arner', pat·ticularly 

if the announcemen·~ was made by a nurse. It would seem that in some> 

instances it is believed that.the status of the event was such that it. 

merited the attention of the doctor: 

"I think we should have seen the doctor, when they knew 
that there 11as no chance, but we only saw the nurse." 
(relative after a 'sudden turn for the worse' announcement) 

Beca:Jse this form of interaction, that is, nurse initiated interaction, 

occurs much less frequently than relative in-itiated intert~ction, it was 

thought that there migt1t be other situations which could occur, but 
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1~hi eh were not observed, that would a 1 so 1 ead to this form of interaction. 

All the nurses interviewed were therefore· asked if there were any 

circumstances relating to the patient's illness which would cause them 

to seek out the relative and give them any' sort of information whether 

or not this had been asked for. In addition to the conditions already 

described, some nurses identified two other events in the patient's 

illness career which could cause them to "see" the relatives by seeking 

them out as they visited. or by contacting them in some othet· way. The 

two other illness events suggested were: 

1. the sudden mental confusion of a patient 

2. the onset of an unexpected period of depression 

It is, however, likely that the initiating of interaction with 

relatives concerning such events in the patient's illness is 

idiosyncratic, for two relatives (of different patients) reported their 

own feeling of distress on finding the patient 'confused' without being 

given such information. 

It has been shown that 'announceable events', which are events of 

such status that it is considered mandatory that their occurrence is 

reported to the re la ti ve, 1 eads to interaction between the nurse and the 

relative that has a clearly perceived structure. It is 'nurse initiated' 

and contains either verbal or non-verbal "I have something to tell you" 

cues. In almost every instance the announcement is followed by 

qualificatory remarks which can offer hope or comfort. Such t·emarks 

could also be an attempt to reduce the apparent seriousness of the 

situation. It was shown that relatives and nurses had similar 

expectations concerning the 'events' whi eh would result in thb form of 

interaction. It was also indicated that.while most relatives were upset 

at the 'bad nel'ls' they perceived that the encounter itself 1~as well 



managed, although there was some disquiet identified with regard to 

the announcer. 

Unlike the 'relative gathering information' encounter described in 

the 1 ast chapter, the 'nurse as an announcer or forewarner encounter' 

was not perceived by nurses as an interruption of the routines, for 

after an announceable event had occurred "seeing the relatives" as an 

activity was built into the routine ·for that day. 
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The ro 1 e of the nurse as an announcer, particularly concerning 

the 'sudden turn for the worse' was part of the traditional role of the 

nurse and appear:; to be less problematic for him/her than the 'relat·ivc 

gathering inf~rr,;ation encounter'. It is a role for which the nurse c&i1 

be 'prepared' as he/she has to take the initiative, and the 'structure' 

of the announcement is possibly more easily acquired by the nu1·se in 

training. 

We should no11 turn our attention to encounters in whi eh the nurse 

attempts to meet the re 1 a ti ves' needs, other than the need for 

information. 



CHAPTER 9 

MEETING 111E RELATJVES 'NEEDS' 

Introduction 

A number of studies, discussed in Chapter 2, drew attention to 

the psycho··social needs of the relatives which could arise as a result 

of the patient's illness. The nurse's ro~e vis-a~vi~ the relative with 

such 'needs' has been i denti fi.ed by Nurse ( 1975): 

''Relatives need a great deal of help and uriderstanding at this 
time, for they also are anxious, perhaps feeling gu.ilty or 
resentful, and the necessity of vi~iting and making alterations 
to the 1'011ti ne of their n ves can be traumat-i'c for them too." 

(p. 19) 
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The behaviour patterns adopted by the nurses in an attempt to 'help' 

and 'understand' the relatives' needs can be describ~ct as 'counsellir1g' 

and will be discussed in tl1is chapter as such, alt!1ough the inadeqtJacy 
' 

of this label \~ill also be considered. As well as looking at the 

encounters in which nurses adopted 'counselling behaviour' in response 

to the needs of the relative, some attention will also be paid to 

situations in 11hi eh the relative perceives such needs but these remain 

unrecognised by the nurse. We shall begin by considering this aspect. 

The re 1 ati ves' perception of their own 'needs' 

Most of the relatives interviewed stated that at some stage of their 

relative career they had perceived a need for some form of intervention 

or care from the nurse relating to theil' own problem, the majority 

(25 out of 36) ind·icating thut such needs ~1ere not met by the nurse. 

It should be noted thilt such needs were not generally articuluted in 

specific terms, but were implicit in the intel'View data collected from 
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the relatives concerning all aspects of 'being' a relative. From these 

interviews it would appear that the main need identified by the re 1 ati ves 

themselves centres around the notion of 'having someone to talk ·to'~ 

"The nurse said 'Dad is too ill to speak. You realise ho~1 
ill he is don't you?' and then she wa 1 ked away and 1 eft me; 
I wasn't allm~ed to see him. I needed to talk to someone 
but there was nobody there - I was feeling pretty frightened 
by it all at this stage. I then found someone and asked for a 
cup of coffee; after some deliberation they gave me this." 

(Daughter of patient) 

"\4hen they told us she would have to have an amputation, we 
were that shocked we couldn't say anythi r1g. The nurse said 
the doctor would see us in the morning nnd then left us. 
That's my only complaint really. We ~lent home 1~ithout . 
talking to someone about it. I think somebody should have 
let us talk about it.'' 

(Daughter-in-law of .patient) 

·· ''When it first happened (the patient's illness) they called us 
from his work. He was in the \'lard by the time we got there 
(the hospital) and they asked us to wait for a minute. Then 
siste1· came and saw us, she 1~as nice, but as soon as she had 

·told us the trouble she 11ent off. We looked at each other 
and started listing all the things we wanted to discuss but 
hadn't had time ... little things really like lihat we should 
do." 

(t4other and daughter) 

"I wanted somebody just to sit down ~1ith me and let me talk. 
We run a club at home and our working day starts at6.30 p.m. 
and it's well into the early hours before we clear up. I 
used to leave him at 8.00 and spend hours on my own just 
1 or.gi ng for someone to ta 1 k to. They' re a ll~ays so busy, they 
answer your questions and that's it - off you go.'' 

(Wife of patient taken ill while travelling through the area) 
' 

The examples quoted so far both identify a need and report a lack of 

nursing inte1·vention with regard to ·that need. 

One group of 'relatives' who 1'/ere also critical of the lack of 

nursing inte>rvention concerning the needs of the relative ~~ere the nurses 

interviewed who had themselves also been relatives. All the nurses who 
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were interv·ie1~ed were invited to discuss any 'relative experiences' 

l'lhich had affected them personally. Some· of the nurses intervie1·1ed 

prilised the care which they pe1·sonally had received but others (six 

out of the eight who discussed the matter of 'being a relative') \'/ere 

unhappy at the way their needs had remained unrecognised. 

"When lT\Y mother was admitted with a severe asthmatic attack 
they told me to 1~ait in a small room, while she was treated. 
Nobody came near me for nearly an hour. Nobody brought me 
a cup of tea or anything, yet they must have known I was 
~tarried." 

(SRN) 

"It ~1as awful. I think that they thought because I \'/as a nurse 
I would knc\"J what 1·1as going on, and could look after myself." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

"I saw the sister come away from his cubicle and I knew by her 
·· face something was wrong. She sent a nurse to tell me to 

l'lait outside. You ~~an imagine ho1·1 I felt, but all they 
wanted to do 1·1as to get me out of the way." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

The relatives who ·were not nurses, although they \'/ere critical 

because nurs ·j ng ea. re directed towards the reduction of their anxiety Ol' 

other needs was not given, tended to try and offer excuses for the 

nurses. As in the r.ase of 1·elatives 1'/ho had failed to obtain 

information many 1·elatives appeared ready to forgive such shortcoming!;, 

because of the nurses' 'busyness': 

"I know thi:l.t it's di ffi cult for them to see to us - they' re 
so busy with the patients. Of course they must come first." 

l~e have so far considered the relatives' 0\'ln perception of a need 

for some sort of nursing intervention. One further point can be made 

whi eh would ten-1 to reinforce the notion that such a 'need' exists. 1 t 

had been feared by the re sea re her that many re 1 ati ves would be re 1 uctant 



to discuss the emotional feelings associated with the relative career. 

However, it was found that in fact most relatives ~1elcomed the 

opportunity at interview not only to ans~1er the questions posed, but 

also to "talk through" the experience. It was not possible within the 

confines of this study to evaluate the therapeutic value of this form 

of •relative talk', but it is an aspect which appears to merit some 

further study. 

Although \~e have so far focussed on the negative side of nursing 

practice, some examples of positive intervention by the nurse ~1ere 

observed and reported by the relatives. Such occasions were highly 

valued by relatives: 

"He reached the hospital after midnight, I'd follm~ed the 
ambulance in the car. I was shaking like a leaf, but she 
(the nurse) brought me a cup of tea and just sat there and 
listened while I chattered away. I also cried a bit but 
she just let me do this. She ~1as real"ly very good." 

(v/ife of patient) 

''She (the ward sister) was fantastic. I can't speak too 
highly of her. Not only did she do a 11 she could for dad, 
but she's tried to do all she could for us. Not everybody's 
like her. When my mother died in (another hospital) they 
couldn't have cared less about us." 

(Although the father of the relative quoted here also died, 
the relative sent a letter of. appreciation to the ward and 
enclosed a substantial donation for the hospital 'comforts 
fund' . ) 

We should now turn our attention to the role of the nurse as an 

'expert' in the encounters in which relatives' needs are identified, 

and the efforts made to meet them. 

The role of the nurse 
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The nut·sing 1 iterature specifies the task of the nurse in relation 

to the needs of the relative. Nurse (197S) suggests that the nurse 

can perform: 



"a very important and therapeutic function by making time 
to listen, by helping to clarify the thoughts and feelings 
of both the patient and his visitors, helping them to come 
to terms with the situation, and when necessary by giving 
clear information and guidance." 

(p. 19) 

This function of the nurse is usually described as 'counselling' 

although as Nurse (1980) has also pointed out "little clarification 

is given as to what this particular function entails". (p. 737) 

Before discussing the notion of 'counselling' with the nurses 

interviewed, some attempt was made by the researcher to discover their 

understanding o"" this term. 

The nurses intervie~1ed were therefore asked what they primadly 

understood by this term in relation to the patients' relatives. Of the 

49 nurses questioned, 3 stated that they did not have any understanding ... -

of this term. 46 replied in positive terms as follows: 

to give guid~nce or advice/tell the relative what to do 18 

- to help with their problems 

to listen to their problems 

to explain th.e patient's condition 

to talk to the relatives 

10 

10 

6 

2 

Although it can be seen that there is no consensus with regard to 

one meaning for this term, it is a term which has some meaning for most 

nurses, although i't would appear that tKe emphasis is placed on the 

nurse as "teller" indicating an active role, rather than nurse as 

"listener" thereby allowing the relative to work through his problem 

himself. Yet all of the ways identified a1·e recognised as legitimate 

'expert' ro'les, for Hambling (1975) has indicated that there are three 

~1ays by which a client with needs can be helped: 
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1) by the directive method in which the 'professional' gives 

her considered advice 

2) by the non-directive method in whi eh, by reflective di scuss.i on, 

it is hoped the client will confront the problem himself 

3) by the middle stream approach, in which the counsellor listens 

. without interruption. 

Before considering these three ~1ays by which nurses attempt to 

meet the relatives' needs, we should briefly consider the way in which 

such encounters are initiated. 

In the first instance it was observed th~t all of the difficulties 

.encountered by relatives attempting to initiate interaction for the 

purpose of gathering information ~1ere a 1 so enr.ountered by re 1 a ti ves 

wishing to initiate this form of encounter, with one exception. The 

relative who was obviously distressed could be self-identifying and 

cause the nurse to initiate interaction. An example from thP field 

notes illustrates this form of entry behaviour: 

Nurse passes by distressed relative sitting in the corridor, 

then turns back to look at her: 

"Are you all right?" 

Relative lifts her head, is obviously crying. 

"No you're not are you. Come in here a minute (indicates office) 
now just wait there and I '11 be back ir. just a moment." 

Goes and fetches a cup of tea and then returns to the re 1 ati ve 

and asks her: 

''What's the trouble then?'' 

However, not a 11 needs were se lf-i dentifi ed ) n this way and the 
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difficulties with initiating encounters. already described in Chapter 6 

mean that some relatives vlith perceived needs for other than information 

never successfully initiate an encounter in which such needs could be 

identified by the nurse. 

Secondly, many of the encounters in which the relatives' needs were 

identified 1~ere initially initiated· as 'relative gathering information 

encounters'. After giving information the nurse \•/as then observed to 

allow the relative to express any other needs~ 

"You look very tired - before you go back to him (the patient) 
~1ould you like a cup of tea?" 

"Oh yes I wollld. I can't sleep very well at the moment- it's 
a 11 this· worry." 

The nurse continued the interaction by looking at the relative in an 

encouraging way indicating (non-verbally) her receptiveness, and the 

relative responded by discussing her feelings. In a later conversation 

with the relative concerning this 'intervention' she stated: 

"they (the nurses) a re wonderful , they really are." 

On another occasion in another ward after a short piece of inter-

action concerning the patient's condition the nurse said: 

"And what about you? How are you feeling?" 

The relative responded by "talking through" her reaction to the situation 

in \~hich she found herself, eventually stating her fears about coping 

with the patient when it was time for him to come hori1e. The nurse 

responded: 

"Why didn't you come and tell us about this before? ~Je're 
here to h<:!lp you knol'/, .vou don't have to 1vorry like that, 
we'll cee what we can do.'' 

"I di dn' t 1 i ke to bother anybody with ·j t." 



"I'll see the doctor and then I'll see you again tomorrow 
and we'll see what we can sort out.'' 

Having considered the way in ~1hich such encounters are initiated 

we shall now consider specific aspects of the expert role of the nurse, 

vis-a-vi~ the reJative as a giver of advice, as a listener, and as a 

. reassurer. 

The nurse as 'giver of advice' 

It has already been indicated that most nurses associated meeting 
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the relatives' needs with this form of behaviour. Giving advice concerning 

the patient's after-care as an aspect of nursing practice will be 

considered in the chapter describing the nurse 'as a teacher'. In this 

section we shall focus on giving advice concerning the relatives' own 

needs. 

Advice could be given in response to a "what should I do" question, 

or, it .could be given if the nurse perceived a need even if such advice 

was unsolicited by the relative. If the nurse ~1as asked for advice, it 

was observed that he/she would at times legitimate his/her response in 

terrns of the patient's, as 1·1ell as the relative's needs: 

1) "Do you think my sister should come and stay with me tonight?" 

''Yes that might be a good idea. 
some company, and then he (the 
you." 

It might be best if you had 
patient) wouldn't worry about 

2) ''Should I go and see a doctor about these bad nights?'' 

"Yes I should. He'll give you something to help you sleep. 
You'll feel better for it and I'm sure she (the patient) 
doesn't like to see you looking so tired.'' 

In those instances in which the nurses perceived a specific need 

specific advice was given: 



"You' re 1 ook i ng done in Nrs. Red. l~hy don't you go home, 
have a hot bath and an early night. It'll do you good.'' 

(SRN) 

In those instances in 1·1hich advice was asked for by the relative, 

and in which the nurse believed that this was not part of her task, it 

was observed that efforts were made to direct the relative to a more 

appropriate source of 'advice': 

"Do you think I should give up my job? He's going to need 
help when he comes home isn't he?" 

"Yes he'll need help, but before you take that sort of step 
I think you should talk about it with tbe social worker, 
she could advise you better than I could.'' 

This form of 'role-switching' is of some significance for it was 

found that while nurses accepted that relatives, as well as patients, 

had ··needs, not a 11 nurses agreed that the nurse was the best person to 

attempt to meet those needs. Other 'counsellors' or 'givers of advice' 

1·1ere suggested - medical staff, the medical social ~JOrker, the chaplain 

and the deaconess. In those instances in which nurses perceived the 

nurse as the 'right person' to do this, it was seen as an. aspect of the 

role of the senior nurse, a~d almost all of the untrained nurses 
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questioned stated that they would refer a relative seeking help for their 

own needs to a senior nurse,,or to one of the named counsellors listed 

above. 

It ~ms found that in most of the encounters observed in which the 

relative identified needs, and the nurse adopted a role-switching tactic, 

that the nurse also offered to make the appropriate arrangements for the 

re 1 a ti ve to meet the named person to whom the re 1 a ti ve 1~as 'switched' . 

In this ~Jay, nurse behaviour in such encounters was different from nurse 

behaviour ir1 the 'relative gathering inform?ltion' encounter in which, 



although ro ·1 e- s~1Hch ing v1as a strategy common.ly used, only rarely 

1vere arrangements made by the nurse for the relative to meet a more 

appropriate 'giver of information'. 

We shou~~ now turn our attention to the role of the nurse as a 

'1 ;:stener'. 

The nurse as 'listener' 
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Listening as an art is ~Jell-described in the prescriptive 1 iterature 

for nurses (O'Brien 1974), Parsons and Stanford 1976). It is also 

recognised by nurses as an important aspect of nursing practice with 

regard to the needs of the relative: 

"I try to ·1isten and help in that v1ay." (SEN) 

''I do this mainly by listening. There is often nothing else 
. you can do, and I'm sure it helps." (SRN) 

The encounters in which the nurse 'listened' were longer tl1an most 

other nurse-relative encounters. Otl1er nu1·se-relative encounters were 

observed to be of very short duration, but one 'listening' encounter 

whicl1 took place between a nurse and an elderly relative w&s observed 

to last for tlventy minutes. "Jihis ~1as the longest nurse-relative 

encounter observed during the observation period. In this encounter 

the nurse nodded, agreed and ·used non-committal phrases such as "umn"i' 

to allow the relative to continue to talk about her feelings. The 

encounter terminated abruptly however when the nurse was called to the 

telephone. 

The ;)brupt ter·mination of 'listening' encounters was frequently 

observed - the nurse havin9 to uttend to other intt·t;sive matters. This 

may be of some significance if the role of the nurse is to be extended 

in ttJ.is aspect of nursing pract"ice, for the \•Jork ~etting in v1hich such 



encounters take place is one 1~hich is very public and subject to 

interruption. In this 1~ay it may b~ difficult to allow either 

relatives or patients the time needed for this for:m of 'care'. 

In a very sma 11 number of encounters the re 1 ati ve was encouraged 
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to reach his own solution to the problem. In this way the 'listening' 

resembled the Rogerian method of .'counselling• 1. An example of such an 

occasion concerned the ~J.ife of a patient admitted to the 1~ard 'seriously 

ill'. Prior to the patient's illness his ~life had been travelling to 

her father's home, 200 miles away, three times a week, to help her 

mother for the father was also ill. After the patient's admission the 

wife received a message from her mother that her father was now dyi l"i!l· 

She asked the nurse what she should do, should she stay with her husband, 

or go to her father: 

"I- can't tell you what you should do, but let's just think 
about it for a moment. ~/e've tolrl you that at the moment 
your husband is still critically ill. btJt we hope he'll pull 
.through. On the other hand, we don't kll0\'1 about your father, 
or tom~ long the doctor thinks it will be." 

"I'd 1 i ke to be with them both, I don't 1~ant to 1 eave my 
husband, but I'd 1 i ke to see my father." 

She then went on to consider ways in which she could visit l1er father 

without leaving the hospital for too long. The nurse just listened at 

that point. Eventually the relative decided to cor)tact her home again 

before making any decision. This encounter was late1· discussed ~lith 

the nurse. 

"I couldn't tell her VJhat to do, she's got to live l'lith her 
decision, not me. I just hope it tut·ns out to be right for her." 

Having considered the role of the nurse as a 'give1· of advice' and 

as a 'listener' we should nm·1 turn ou1· attention to the: role of the nurse 

as a 'reassurer'. 

1. See Rogers, C.f<. "Cl·ient Centred Therapy'!, 1965. 



The nurse as a 'reassurer' 

The phrase "reassure the patient" is a familiar one in nursing 

terminology, ahhough as French (1979) has pointed out, this phrase 

has remained a cliche, among many other hackneyed phrases which "engender 

the ~1ell meaning of the user ... but rarely convey what the nurse is 

requ.i•red to do in any particular situation" (p. 627). After consideri.ng 

a number of definitions of the verb ~to reassure' in relation to patient 

care, French suggested that the definition 'to restore confidence in him

self and in his tt'eatment situation ,l most closely descr·ibes the task of 

the 'nurse as a reassurer' in the nurse-patient relati~nship. This 

definition has been adapted fer the present study by substituting the 

~1ord 'relative! for 'patient', for as Marshall (1975) has indicated, 

relatives, as well as patients·, have a need for reassurance. 

Nurses frequently tried to reassure the relative by the use of 

phrases such as "don't 1~orry", "it will be all right", but such opinion 

--~tatements are not generally thought to be reassuring. Burton ( 1958) 
,f·· " 

for example, has indicated that statements such as these may make the 

speaker feel better.but are less useful to the patient or relative. 

Sucl1 statements may also appear to dismiss the problem: 

"Of course they said 1·1e didn't have to 1·10rry, but you can't 
help it ca:1 you? I think it vtas 1·10rse because l·te both l:nc1~ 
the possible consequences, and all the 'don't worries' in the 
world cou'ldn't stop us from worrying." 

(Daughter) 

At other tirr.2~ the phrase "don't ~10rry" was accompanied by a 

fragment of information designed to alleviate that particular worry: 

"Don't WOlTY, v1e 1~on 't separate you for very 1 on~J." 

·1. Roberts (l9Ti) suggested the first part of this clef·inition, tile 
phr«se "and in his treatment situation" 1vas added by Longhorn 
(1977). 



"If you're at all 1·1orried, ring the bell." 

"Oh don't 1·10rry about that, nurse 1·1ill give her (the patient) 
an injection to stop the vomiting.'' 

Adding any information, however fragmentary, appeared to be more 

he 1 pful for the re 1 ati ve than a simple "don't worry" . 
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Relatives were given 'reassurance' concerning a number of different 

aspects of patient care. In the Hrst instance relatives ~1ere given 

reassurance conceming the patient's treatment: 

"As you know there is nothing more we can do for him, hut we 
~till do our best to make sure that he is not in any pain." (SRN) 

''AlJ patients lnok like that .after a big operation, it's the 
effect of the anaesthetic, she'll look t.etter when she's had 
a chance to s.leep it off." (SRN) 

"No the b 1 eedi ng won't de 1 ay her recover.v, it's very common 
and nothing to worry about." (SRN) 

Secondly, relatives 1>1ere 't·eassured' that they were making the 'right' 

decision: 

1) "\·le've decided not to. stay any longer, he's a b,it tired." 

2) 

(Patient's t~to sisters) 

"That's very sensible of you. But don't v10rry about it. It's 
just to be expected during the first tvto days." (SEN) 

"Yes he ~tti ll be better there (long-term care). You couldn't 
manage him at home like he is now. You've done your best 
for him and have nothing to fee 1 ashamt::d of." (SRN) 

Thirdly, relatives·were 'reassured' that they 1~ould be able to cope 

with the patient after he/she was discharged f~om the hospital. 

"Don't \'lorry about it. The district nurse will come every 
morn~ng and she'll help you. You'll 1·10nder after 2-3 days 
l'lhy-ever· you wel'e l·torl·ied." 

Finally re'iatives \~ere also given reassu1·ancc concer~ing theil' mm 

'problems' especially their feelings of 'gu"i"it': 



"Now look, it's not your fault. It would have happened 
any1·1ay, whether you had been there or not, and there 1~as 
nothing that you could have done to stop it:" (SRN) 

t-1ost nurses stated that 'reassurance' was an important aspect of 

nursing practice: 

''Relatives are not used to seeing the patient looking like 
that (post-operatively). They need reassuring that every-
thing is normal." (SEN) 

"Relatives sometimes 1·1orry that you are not doing all you 
can for the patient- they need reassurin~~ that you are." 

(Second year nurse) 

"The patient is your first concern but thP. relatives are 
often just as shocked and whoever deals with them must 
have some understanding of their needs.:: 

(SRN) 

Some of the nurses stated .that simple explanaticns were necessary if 

the relative was to feel confident in the hospital situation. 

"\-/hen the patient ·comes in it is as much an emergency to the 
re 1 ati ves as it is to the patient. They need to be kept in 
the picture otherwise they fee 1 1 eft out and can get the 
wrong impression of hospital. This (Accident and Emergency) 
is the first door they come through and we are the first 
nurses they see- all their other judgements are based on us.'' 

(SRN) 

He have focussed in some detail on the behaviour of the nurse as 

'givet· of information', a 'listener' and a 'reassurer'. However, in 

spite of the examples observed, we need to remember that most of the 

relatives interviewed indicated that this was a largely unmet need. 
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He should therefore further consider the views of the nurse concerning 

these tasks, and also try and reach some understanding of the 'kn01~ledge' 

which the nurse as an 'expert' has of the ps)•cho-social needs of the 

relative. Each nurse during the interview was asked to give an opinion 
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concerning the effects of hospitalisation on the relative. The 

results are given in Table Five, most nur!)es suggesting mot·e than 

one effect. 

TABLE FIVE 

THE EFFECTS OF HOSPITALISATION SUGGESTED BY NURSES 

'Social' Effects 

a) family difficulties associated \~ith finance 

leading to a lower standard of living 

b) difficulti~L tor the relatives who wished to 

visit the patient 1) because they need to rely 

'Emotional' Effects 

a) relatives "llot·ry' 

on others to 'baby-sit' 

2) because there are geograph

ical difficulties related 

to transport 

3) because it disrupts the 

daily routine 

4) because the relative may 

have to take time off work 

b) relatives mo.y feel left out 

c) \~ork suffers 

d) the relatives feel guilty 

e) relatives have difficulty in coming to terms 

with being epart ft·om the patient 

* Number of Nurses Questioned. 

Number of Nurses 
Suggesting this 

42 

26 

16 

15 

4 

103 56 

18 

4 

4 

3 

3 

32 56 

* 



Although these figures are only a very crude indication of the 

nut·ses' understanding of the effects of hospitalisation on the relatives, 

they are interesting ·in that the social effects 1~ere more readily 

identified than the emotional effects, yet the social effects rarely 

became a prob 1 eri1 for the nurse. 

During the intervie1~s concerning this matter a number of nurses 

indicated that they had little understanding of the effects of the 

patients'·hospitalisation on the relatives. This is di~cussed more 

fully in Chapter 13. 

Two further points should be made concerning the· data collected 

in this ~my. 

Firstly, .certain categories of relatives were identified as more 

lik~ly to present 1~ith problems than others. This identification related 

to the pat'ient's illness rather than to any identified personality 

characteristics of the relati~e: 

11 especially the relatives of stroke patients. Some o1 
them (the patients) remain on a plateau for so lon~J that 
you need to counsel them to help them through that period 
when nothing seems to be happening." (SRN) 

"They (the relatives of patients in coronary care) need to 
be supported through the critical f:.eriod and often just 
need to talk about tlris. \·!e must let them do th:is ." (SRtl) 

11any nurses a 1 so referred to the pa rti cul ar prob 1 ems experienced 

by the relatives of dy·ing :patients. These are discussed elsewhet·e. 

Secondly, some nurses pointed out how the relatives' expectations 

of the nurse could be unrealistic: 

"They think that if they tell you, y0u can solve the problem. 
Some of them think that nurse~ are superhumiln." (SHN) 
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"They expect us to have all the ans1~ers to their problems. 
It's just not like that.'' (SEN} 

Although these observations are far from conclusive it 1~ould appear 

that many nurses do not have a full understanding of the needs of the 

relative dul'ing the patient's hospitalisation. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that although some effort is made by some nurses to help the 

relatives with such problems, many relatives reported unmet needs. 

This is obviously an area in which the relatives' expectations and 

nurse-behaviour are not commensurate. The nurse cast into an expert role 

by the relative is not always able to fulfil chis role. It has been 

.suggested that this may be because the nurse does not have the kno~tledge 

of the relatives' needs which arise as a resu1t of the patients' hospital

isation 1~hich would enable him/her to fulfil the role of expert, for it is 

pos~ible that the expansion of knowledge concerning the needs of the 

relatives discussed in Chapter 2 has not yet been fully absorbed into the 

curriculum for student and post-registration training for nw·ses. 

One other interesting point has emerged from an examination of this 

aspect of the nurse-relative relationship, that of the expectations of 

nurses who themselves become relatives. They are the relatives who are 

most critical concerning the lack of nursing intervention with regard to 

their own needs as relatives-(although it should be stated that their 

behaviour vi s-a -vis re 1 ati ves \'/as not observed to be any different from 

that of other nurses). 

The picture of the nurse and re 1 ati ve in the different forms of 

encounter described in this chapter is by no means complete, and it 

would appear that further questions need to be raised in this area 

before a full understanding of this aspect of the role relationship can 

be fully understood. 



CHAPTER 10 

THE NURSE AS TEACHER 

Introduction 

Teaching the patient certain aspects of his/her treatment is an 

accepted part of nursing practice. In some of the encounters 

observed the nurse also adopted the role of teacher vis-a-vis the 

relatives. A 1 though the number of such encounters observed was sma 11 

several difficulties were identified in this fGrm of the nurse~ 

relative relationship. 

The definition of teaching/learning 
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Most education a 1 i sts appear to agree that there ·is some difficulty 

with the definition of the word 'teaching', and that learning is much 

more easily defined. One definition of learning has been suggested by 

Curzon ( 1976): 

''the apparent modification of a person's behaviour through 
his experiences, so that his knowledge, skills and 
attitudes towards his environment are changed more or less 
permanently." (p. 34) 

·It is widely accepted that teaching is secondary to learning; 

"teaching serves learning; it has no other purpose" (Ruddock 1972); 

and it is the function of the teacher to (a) provide the 'experience' 

which will lead to a change in behaviour and (b) to evaluate that 

such a change has taken place. It w~s possible during the observation 

period to define some of the encounters taking place bet\'leen nu1·ses 

and relatives as 'teacl1ing the relatives', in that the nurse made some 

attempt to pl'OVide 'experiences' through ~lhir::h learning could take 

place. 



This account wi 11 focus primarily on those 'experiences' , by 

des cri bi ng the situations in 1~hi eh they occurred and the methods 

used. Although it was not usually possible in this study to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the 'experience' in modifying the re 1 ati ve' s 

behaviour, some reference will be made to those instances in wh·ich it 

was obvious that learning had or had not taken place. It is also 

evident that there is a need for further research into this aspect of 

nursing practice, for the nurses' perception of the need for teaching 

relatives and the relatives' own need for this form of interaction were 

not a 1 ways congruent. Reference will , therefore, a 1 so be made to the 

difference in perceived needs, in those instances in which this was 

identified. 

In this chapter we shall consider four different aspects of the 

role of the nurse as teacher: 

1) the nurse as a teacher of manual skills, 

2) the nurse as a teacher of observational skills, 

· 3), the nurse as a 'giver of explanations', 

4) the nurse as a health educator. 

1) The nurse as teacher of manual skills 

Most of the 'teaching' observed consisted of the nurse teaching 

the relative the manual skills required for the continuing care of the 

patient following discharge from hospital, particularly in those 

instances in which rehabilitative measures v1ere required following the 

patient's illness. Such teaching vJas usually necessary if the patient 

had had a cerebro-vascular-accident,· and a small number of 'teaching' 

encounters relating to the rehabilitation of 'stroke' patients were 

observed. 
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The family's need to be taught the care of a patient after a 

cerebral catastrophe is \·Jell documented~ 

"A stroke is actually a family illness . . . We as professionals 
are obligated to provide careful family instructions to assist 
in lessening the fears that may exist in the minds of those 
within the household." 

(Buck in Overs & Belknap, 1967, p. 46) 

''An important task of the rehabilitation team is the encourage
ment and education of the relatives." 

· (Langridge, 1974, p. 65) 

The nurse as a teacher of the re 1 ati ves of the patient ~1ho has 

suffered a 'struke' is only one member of the team involved in the 

teaching of these relatives. In the hospital in 1·1hich the research 

took place som·e of this team teaching took place at meetings convened 

for the relatives of stroke patients. Relatives \'/ere informed of such 

meetings by a notice on the ward door: 

Stroke Relatives Meeting 

' Relatives of patients who have had strokes are requested to attend 

the stroke rPlatives meeting, ~1hich is held at 3.30 p.m. in the 

physiotherapy department on the 1 ast Hednesday in each month. 

Over a cup of tea there wi 11 be an opportunity for you to discuss 

and enquire about various problems both you and your family are 

facing. 

The meet·i ng 1 as ts an hour and is attended by members of the 

rehabilitation team including the doctor. 

It is hoped that you 1~i 11 continue to attend these meetings \·then 

your patient first returns home in order that his Ol' her recovery 

may be as successful as possible. 
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One such meeting l'lils attended during the course of the fieldv1ork. 

The meeting \vas attended by 14 female and 2 male relatives, the 

physiothe1·apist, the occupational therapist, a staff nurse, a medical 

social worker and a speech therapist. The relatives were first given 

a demonstration by the physiotherapist of the correct·way to help a 

hemiplegic patient in and out of bed and how to transfer from bed to 

chair and back again. This demonstration \'/as follo~tJed by a discuss·ion 

and a repeat of some parts of the demonstration. The speech therapist 

then discussed the different ways in which relatives could help the 

patient with speech difficulties. This was follov1ed by a more 

generalised discussion. The nurse played no ?.ctive role in this 

particular meeting,-although her role varied according to the problems 

covered at each meeting. 
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Meetings for the relatives of stroke patients have been established 

in a number of hospitals in the country. The obvious need for this 

form of instruction has been shown by 1•1anuel ( 1979): 

- "After the first m.eeting ... it vms immediately apparent 
that the relatives had little, if any, idea about the 
cause of a stroke and what to expect or how to deal 
with the situation. While it was alreaoy appreciated 
that relatives \'Jere ill-informed and frightened, the 
extent.of their lack of knowledge and the degree of 
their fears and distress so dismayed tl1e staff that 
immediate action was taken." 

She conc1~ded by stating: 

"There is much room for fw·ther study 
of helping the relatives.'' 

in finding better ways 

(p. 28-29) 

Relatives meetings, .which are held monthly, can be helpful to the 

relatives of stroke patients at any stage of the rehabilitation Jlrocess, 

but most of the relatives of 'stroke' patjent; also needed some 

individual teaching concerning the daily activities with which the 
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patient would require some assistance. 

It was observed that most of tne teaching of rehabilitative 

skills by nurses took place on an 'ad hoc' basis in that at some 

stage it was indicated that a need for teaching the relative a 

specific skill existed. This could be during the 'report' or it 

could be indicated in. an informal. exchange: 

Nurse to other nurses at report: 

"If Mr. Yello~1 comes in someone 1~ill need to sho~1 him how to 
feed her. He wants to know how to do it, and I think it 
would be helpful if he could do this (tube feed a patient)." 

Nurse to colleague (of equal status): 

"I suppose somebody should see· him about the catheter. She'll 
be ready to go home soon." 

The relative was the11 contacted during the next visit and the 

teaching encounter arranged, in some instances immediately, and in 

others, a time 1~as arranged for this encounter ~thi eh was mutually 

convenient. 

In those teaching encounters which were observed it would appear 

that many nurses confused 'showing'· with 'teaching', and that the 

'demonstration', that ·is 'sh~wing' 1·1as not followed by any evaluation 

of its effectiveness. 

This failure to evaluate can be seen in the situation described 

below. 

One of the stroke patients had a colostomy l·thich he had managed 

unaided for a number of years. He ~tas still able to manage most of the 

bag-change, but required assistance ~1ith one aspect of this process. 

It vtas therefore arranged for a nurse to shm~ his 1·1ife exactly what she 

C.U I • 
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needed to do. It ~1as decided by the nurse that only one demonstration 

would be necessary as (a) the wife was familiar ~lith the appearance of 

the colostomy and the appliance, and (b) the husband 1~ould be able to 

advise the wife what should be done even if he couldn't do this himself. 

The demonstration took place as planned, although the relative was given 

no opportunity to practice. Later that day when the nurses were given 

'report' it was said that the relative was ''now able to help him change 

the bag". Ho~1ever, on the following· day, the daughter of the relative 

1~ho had been shown the procedure, asked the nurse in charge if it ~1ould 

be possible for "mum to see it again. She's \~orried that she won't do 

it right for him''. Another demonstration was arranged follo~1ing which 

the relative was satisfied that she would be able to manage, although 

once again she was only 'shown' . 

.. Nurses were also observed to ignore cues which indicated the 

relatives' other learning needs. This is well illustrated in the 

follo~1ing encounter, whi eh is set in context. 

During the time when the nurses coming on duty for the afternoon 

were given a repoi·t of each patient's condition it was stated that 

'somebody' would have to sho~1 t·1rs. Green, the wife of one of the patients, 

how to empty tk. GrP.en's catheter bag before his discharge, due to take 

place on the following day. 

Later that afternoon a trained nurse enters the ward and sees, 

and greets, ~rs. Green: 

Nurse: "Has anybody shown you how to empty this bag yet?" 

Mrs. Gt "No." 

Nurse: "All right then I'll do it." 

Nurse leaves the ~lard, re:..enters carrying small jug. She pulls the 



curtains around 11r. and Mrs. Green and herself. She speaks first to 

Hr. Green: 

Nurse: "Now you'll be able to show your wife if anything goes 
wrong won't you?" 

Mr. G: "Yes I think so." 

Nurse now turns her attention to Mrs. Green who is standing next to 

her. The nurse is crouched down at :the level of the catheter bag. 

Nurse: ''You take off the clip and tip it up like this.'' 

Nurse takes oft the clip and directs the end of the bag into the jug 

as she says this. 

Mrs. G: "uon't you need two so that you can 1·1ash it out?" 

Nurse: "No, you only wash around the tube." 

llirs. G: "Don't you have to wash it out most days?" 

Nurse: ''No. Now you close this tube then clip it back again.'' 

~1rs. G: "How far ·down does -the clip go?" 

Nurse: "To there (shows her). There that's all there is to it." 

Mrs. G: "Ar.d you don't have to l·tash the bag?" 

Nurse: "No." 

Mrs. G: "That's strange." 

Nurse: ''Will you be able to manage that all right?" 

Mrs. G: ''Oh yes.'' 

Nurse removes screens from around the patient and leaves the ward. 

t1rs. G to Mr. G: "Isn't it funny that they don't wash the bag?" 

263:"'1111111 
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A number of points arise out of this encounter: 

a) The nu1·se was apparently unable to interpret the cues offered by 

the relative as an indication of the relative's need to make sense 

of the demo~stration by relating the skill she was being shown to 

her lay expectation that receptacles which have contained urine are 

washed after use: 

b) As in the first example described above, it was assumed that once 

the re 1 ati ve had been 'sho~m' she would fee 1 competent. No 

apparent evaluation of the teaching took place. 

c) Finally, this is a good example of the way in which the bridge 

between '1 ay knowledge' and 'expert kn01·1l edge' needs to be breached 

before effective teaching can take place. 

In ·some 1~ards or units ~1ithin the hospital, for example, the Renal 

Unit, the relative may have to_acquire 'expert skills' in the patient's 

treatment of rena 1 dialysis before the treatment is ab 1 e to cont"i nue 

at home. Within the watds observed, however, teaching the relatives new 

skills related more to the continuing rehabilitation and nursing care 

of the patient rather than to his treatment. This is not to say that 

such teaching never takes place within these ~1ards. It was obvious that, 

for example, some relatives of an elderly pdtient s~ffering from mild 

diabetes had been taught to test the patient's urine, in order to monitor 

the effect of diet .and drugs, prior to the observation on that ward, but 

no teaching of this sort was observed during the fieldwork. 

Some relatives also needed to be taught specific manual skills 

before they \'/ere allowed to visit the patient. One of the patients in 

one of the wards in which the observation took place was placed in 

'protective isolation'.· 'Protective isola~ion' is the attempt to 



prevent the patient from being infected by other people's organisms 

as distinct from 'isolation' \~here other people need to be protected 

from the patient's organisms. The relatives visiting this patient 

needed to be taught preventive measures so that the patient could come 

to no harm as a result of their visit. These measures included putting 

on a gown and a mask before entering the ward in ~1hich the patient was 

1 oca ted. 

Most relatives in the first instance needed to be 'shown how' to 

put on the gown and mask as the array of tapes can be bewildering. It 

~ms observed that each time the relatives visited they \'Jere always 
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asked if they knew how to do this and if necessary were then given a 

demonstration. Unlike the 'demonstrations' already described, this form 

of demonstration, of necessity, had to be followed by practice. 

2) ··The nurse as 'teacher' of observational skills 

As \'/ell as t~aching the relative ski1ls which 1·1ere predominantly 

manual skills, in some instances the relatives were instructed hC\'1 to 

play a positive role in the early detection of complications including 

observational skills. This form of teaching frequently took place in 

the Accident and Emergency department. 

If a patient Nas to be pischarged home follm'ling the application 

of a plaster of Paris splint to a limb, he, or in a number of instances 

the relative, was given certain verbal and written instructions n:!lating 

(a) to possible complications, (b) to the care of the plaster. 

The patient or his relative were instructed to Report AT ONCE: 

1. If it (tne plaster) cracks, becomes loose or otheli·Jise uncomfortable. 

2. If there is any discharge. 

3. If then• is any pain. 
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4. If the fingers or toes become numb or difficult to move. 

5. If the fingers or toes become S\'tolleo or blue. 

The patient is also instructed not to "wet, cut, heat or otherwise 

interfere l·tith this plaster". 

The nurse instructing the patient or relative would first of all 

read the instructions.· Then she would ask the relative/patient if they 

understood these instructions. Fina1ly the relative/patient would be 

asked to sign a form stating that such instruction had been given. The 

nurse usually finished off with a reassuring phrase: 

"Don't forget. 
see to it." 

If any of that happens come back and I'll 

(SEN) 

The other occasion on which clear verbal and written instructions 
... 

wet·e inevitably given was before a patient 1~ith an apparently minor 

head injury was discharged. All patients losing consciousness as a 

result of a head injury are admitted for observation as head injury 

complications are not a·lways apparent immediately following the injury. 

If there is no loss of consciousness and no apparent complications, the 

patient may be dhcharged after being advised to seek medical advice 

immediately if any of the following· symptoms develop: vomiting, double 

vision, severe headache, drOI:tsiness or loss of consciousness. These 

instructions were given verbally and the patient was then given a head 

injury sheet of written instructions and the relative was reassured that 
' 

'immediately' meant just that: 

"He' re a htays here, day or night, so don't forget to 1 et 
us know at once if anything like this happens." (SRN) 

The giving of instructions with regard to the role of the relative 

as a detector of possible complications concerning either plaster of 



Pari~ app~ications, or mi110r head injuries, is an important function 

of the nurse with regard to patient care. Because of the importance 

of these matte1·s, ahd in order to minimise the possibility of the 

instructions not being understood the verbal instructions are ulso 

accompanied by written ·instructions. 

Th.is aspect of nursing practice is an interesting one in relation 

to the present study for, as with the case of announceabl e events, the' 

need for instruction is stipulated by hospital ·policy and as such is 

incorporated i·nto the structure of the department. Instructing the 

relative concerning these matters very quickly becomes routinised, and 

subsequently the 'routine' is easily 'learnt' by other nurses who also 

need to carry out th·i s task. It \~oul d therefore a pp ear to he less 

problematic than some other aspects of the teaching role of the nurse. 

3) ·· The nurse as a giver of information 

It was shm,n in Chapter 7 in which 'relative gathering information 

encounters' vtere described, that some relatives asked for further 

explanation of the patient's illness or the terms used by the nurse to 

describe this. Such information was, hovtever, usually on•lY given in 

response to perhnent questions posed by the relatives. This is 

illustrated in thG following encounters: 

(1) D~ring a conversation relating to the patient's discharge the 

SRN told the patient's t1~0 s·isters that a brain scan had been,arranged 

' 
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for the l'teek follov1ing his discharge. The conversation continued around 

the subject of the discharge and apparently ended. The relatives were 

1~alking dm'ill the corridor lvhen one of them turned back and asked: 

"By the way 1vha t is this scan?" 

"Oh it's il sort of X-t:ay, it shows up .the brain, not just the 
bones." 



"How do they do it'?" 

"They' 11 give him an injection. then they take these pi ctw·es 
when he's lying down quietly." 

"Is it painfwl?" 

"Oh no, yoo don't feel anything at all, only the injection." 

{2) If a patient needed nursing care 1·1hile the relati.ve was visiting, 

the visitor 1·1as usually asked to ~mit outside, thus removi,ng the 

necessityfor a 'pertinent explanation' concerning the procedure. 

Ho~tever, in those instances 1·1here the relntive asked questions, ans1·1ers 

were readily given: 

''Can I see Mrs. Orange?'' 

"You' re her daughter aren't you?" 

··"Yes." 

"Yes, she'll be along in a moment but nurse is just giving her 
·an enema." 

"Problems?" 

"Yes, she's had some trouble ever since she's been in, she says 
she's O.K. at home, but a change of diet can play havoc with 
the b01~el s." 

"I've never hec.rd her complain of trouble." 

' 
"l~ell ~1e've tried evet·ything, gave her tablets· and suppositories, 
but no use, so ~1e've got to try this. I expect this 1·1ill do it." 

' (3) One of the procedures frequently carried out in Accident and 
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Emergency by the nurse for the patient is an Electrocardiogram (E.C.G.). 

In most instances the relat'ives stayed w'it.h the patient v1hile this 

pt·ocedure took place. The apparent complexity of the procedure usually 

elicited questions from the relative: 



"~lhat are you going to do now?" 

"I'm just going to do an E.C.G." 

"What's that?" 

"That's a reading of his heart." 

''With all those things?'' 

"Yes. I '11 put these things on different parts of his body 
and then we get a reading on this machine." 

"Can I stay 1·Jith him?" 

''Yes, certainly.'' 

Although 'explanations' usually only occurred following relatives' 

questions, occasionally nurses were observed to offer an explanation, 

without being asked a specific question. 
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An example of this was in the Accident and Emergency department; 

\~hen the X-rays ~1ere returned from the X-ray deoartment 1vi th the patient 

it was observed that if the relative/patient indicated any interest in 

the X-ray a simple explanation of the findings was sometimes offered by 

the nurse: 

''It looks like there's a small· crack. Do you see?'' 

(SEN to patient's father) 

"Oh, I wouldn't have noticed that." 

One other specific form of 'explanation' 1~as ft·equently offered 

without waiting for the relatives to ask questiCJns. This form of 

explanation related to the monitoring equipment which is used to detect 

the pos sib 1 e 0nset of camp 1 i ea ti ons fo 11 owing a coronary thrombosis. 

Nursing text-books instruct the nurse to undertal:e this form of teaching: 



"The nurse must explain to the visitor about the form of 
apparatus which the patient has attached to him ... and 
whenever possible give ass~rance that it is_not painful 
and is l1elping the patient.'' 

(Bickertoh''t"sa,nipson and Boylan;· 1978 p. lG) 

The nurses working in this unit also readily identified the need 

for the nurse to 'explain' the purpose of thJs equipment: 

"lie try and explain the monitoring equipment and ans\~er 
. questions about that." (SRN) 

"The relatives are encow·aged to ask for a:-: explanation
they need to be informed about the ches·~ leads." (SRtl) 

There is no doubt that the equipment can b2 alarming to some 

relatives. Dyche (1978) found that some of t~.e wives she questioned 

had mentioned that the technical equipme~t of the ward was alarming, 

but .. tlle· few relatives with whom this was discussed had received an 

explanation which they had found reassuring . 

.. 4), The nurse as a Health Educator 

It has already been pointed out that most of the teaching observed 

related to the patient's illness rather than to the relatives' health 
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state, but some examples of the nurse counselling the relative concerning 

health threats were observed. An example of this concerned an elder,ly 

relative (aged 85) who was visiting her brother. She had asked to see 

the nut'se in r.harge about his impending. discharge and \~as invited to 

talk to the nurse in sister's office. The relative needed assistance 

with walking. The nurse assisting her noticed that she was wearing 

loose-fitting slippers: 

"Do you find it easier \·.ra11:ing in slippers?" 

"Yes, I h;J.ven't been able to get rny shoes on for sometime, 
they hul't my poor feet." 



''You can get some nice soft shoes at Marks and Spencers and 
they would give you more support. They'r·e not very expensive, 
1·1rs. Fa1·111 has got some, I '11 ask her if I can sho1~ them to 
you. I'm sure they would help your walking.". 

"Yes dear." 

''Not only that, but you would be less likely to slip with a 
more closely fitting shoe.'' 

In other instances observed the relative was advised to encourage 

the patient to regain or maintain a better health state: 

"They took a long time to do the operation because of her 
weight. You must try and encourage her to loose some of 
it- it won't help her to recover properly unless she 
loses a couple of stone." 

(SRN to hus~~nd of post-operative patient) 

"If you can encourage him to cut do~m (smoking) it will help 
h,i s chest." (SRN) 

As well as the nurse advising the relative to encourage the 

, --patient, it was observed that the nurse was asked' by the relative to 

counsel the patient concerning his health state: 

''I'm worried 3bout his weight.'' 

"He should try and keep it do~1n if possible." 

''Will you talk to him about it - he won't li-sten to me, but 
when the doctor told him to stop smoking he did, so if you 
were to tell him to lose \~eight he would probably try." 

''Yes, 1'~1 ha~e a word with him.'' 

Before discussing the implications of the teaching encounters 
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observed, some reference should be made to one aspect of nurse teach·i ng 

which has been discussed at great length in the nur~ir1g press during.the 

last two to three years and ~1hich is relevant to the pn~sent d·i~cussior, 

although no ex amp 1 es of this form of teaching v1e1··e obse1·ved. 



During the 1 as t fe1~ years a number of studies have s h01m that 

the patient can benefit in a positive way from pre-opera ti ve teaching 

in that it reduces post-operative anxiety. Dziurbejko and Larkin 

(1978) designed an experiment to: 

"bcith replicate the findings that pre-operative teaching of 
adult surgical patients·would reduce anxiety, promote more 
positive attitupes and hast~n recovery, and to extend 
previous research by testin~ the hypothesis that pre
operative teaching that included the patient's family 
would produce even greater beneficia 1 effects than the 
pre-operati ve instruction given to the patient a 1 one." 

(p. 1892) 

Their study was carried out in a gynaecological ward and although 

the resulting differences between the two instructed groups, 'patient

family' and 'patient-alone', were not statistically significant, they 
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claimed that ·~the direction of the means points to more co-operativeness, 

less patient and family anxiety, fev1er questions and less post-

operativeness demandingness'' (p. 1894). Silva (1976) found that the 

spouses of patients 1~ho were given pre-operative teaching shov1ed a 

sig_nificantly more positive attitude tov1ards the patient's hospital

isation than those who did not receive this information. These spouses 

also experienced significantly less anxiety. A recent letter in the 

Nursing press in this country has described the v:ay in which an American 

hospital has appointed a Nursing Officer for the sole purpose of 

preparing the patient and his family for surgery by teaching: 

''The major benefit of this was that the patient knew what was 
going on and what to expect ... Likewise his family were 
prepared and could give tremendous suppo1·t to the patient 
... (in this country) nursing staff seem reluctant to discuss 
in detail with the patient or his family the cause and after-
effects of surgery." (1•1cGeot·ge 1980, p. 1526) 

The methods of teaching used in the above research and practice 

included video tapes followed by discussic~s, and may be some 



indication of the way in which teaching rel·atives may develop in 

this country. 

From the interview data it would appear that many nurses find 

the role of teacher a cliffi cult one, although only one· nurse e)l.pressecl 

disinterest in this aspect of nursing practice, and it I'Jould appear 

_that even the one who expressed this attitude appeared at times to 

carry out this task: ,_ 

' 'It usually depends on the sort of mood I'm in whether I do 
this. Sometimes I can't be bothered.'' (SRN) 

Although all except one of the nurses accepted that 'teaching' 

was an integral part of the nurses' role, tl1is was an aspect of nursing 

~1hich 1·1as associated with 'seniority' and all tile 'junior' nurses 

ques-tioned (lst and 2nd years) stated that they never did this, eithe1· 

with patients or witl1 relatives. 

Those nurses 1'/ho perceived that they did teach 1·elatives mostly 

identified the form of their teachinc:J as the teaching of nel'l skills, 

'urine testing', 'care of a catheter', 'ca1·e of a colostomy', 'how to 

lift a patient', 'how to manoeuvre a patient in and out of a car', 'the 

giving of insulin injections', 'care of a 1·10und', 'manag,ing patients 

ambulation following a stroke' etc. On further questioning most nurses 

stated that they 1'/0uld try and explain procedures or treatments if 

asked. In this way it can be said they were teachin9, although this 

activity 1~as perceived to be associated 1·1i th prob 1 ems: 

"I feel really embarrassed if a relative asks me to explain, 
even when I kno\·/ what I 'm doing." (SRN) 

"They generally accept v1ha t you tell them but it can lead to 
furthu questions that you would t•athet· not ar.s1•1er." (SRN) 
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This evidence of role conflict may occur because 'the nurse as a 

teacher' is a comparatively new aspect of nursing pt·actice. In her 

study of the changing role of the general nurse during the twentieth 

century Peannan (1971) found that teaching patients/relatives was not 

considered any part of nursing practice until the 1930's and 1940's, 

and not developed in any way until the 1950's. By the early 1960's, 

however, teaching was being discussed in the literature as an accepted 

part of the nurse's role, for example, Ray (1962) argued that the 

contemporary nurse needed ability in planning nursing care, making 

objective observations, providing psychological support and in 

teaching the patient and his family. More recently Tramposh (1979) 

has specified an educational programme for the r.~1atives suggesting 

that verbal teaching should be supplemented: 

"Reinforce your teaching by ~1riting down important infot·mation 
· . :. Also ask family members to demonstrate special skills 

you've taught them . . . Be sure they knov1 \'lhy they ~haul d do 
things in a certain way." ·- (p. 11) 

Although the role of the nurse as teacher may be changing, it was 

observed that. teaching the relatives, except in the very specific 

situations described in the Accident and Emergenr;y department, is a 

relatively unstructured aspect of nursing care, which is planned, and 

'evaluated' informally; (the evaluation in thi!: instance not relating 

to the effectiveness of the teaching but instead referring to the 

completion of the task). 

It was indicated earlier in the chapter that 'planning' tended 

to be carried out verbally during 'report' ot· other discussions. It 

was also during this time that relatives' 'misl!nderstandings' \'/ere also 

discussed, and the previous 'teaching' evaluated: 

''He really had no idea what I was talking about. He asked 
if he would need to get a spare one from the appliance shop, 
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(everybody laughs) 
him again." 

I think I need to go over it with 

(SRN) 

The 1·1ay in which nurse teachi\ng is ,-planned' 1~ould appear to be 

an area which could be usefully examined for this appears to have some 

influence on the relatively informal encounters which comprise nurse

relative teaching. 

Related to th~ 'planning' of teaching encounters is the nurse's 

ability to adopt a variety of teaching methods in order to meet the 

relatives' need£. No such ability 1~as observed, although some nurses 

appeared to app1·cciate that relatives might have different learning 

needs and also different ways of showing this need: 

"Some do - they like to know exactly what is going to 
so we· usually attempt to tell them. Others are just 
to let you get on with the job.'' 

happen 
happy 

(SEN) 

"-I think sometimes they would like to ask but don't." (SEN) 

"I find most peopl.e don't ask a lot, in spite of TV they 
don't really understand." (3rd year nurse) 

"Quite a fe~1 of the relatives ask about the E.C.G. and other 
things. i try and explain as simply as possible, but some 
ask more questions especially the more agitated and nervous." 

(SEN) 

"I usually try and make it as simple as possible, then I ask 
if they have understood. Some people ask more. I don't 
want to bring class into it, but the more educated the 
relative the more he wants to know." (SRN) 
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It would appear from the interview data that nurses are given little 

instruction concerning effective teaching, 1 although the G.N.C. syllabus 

1. The instruction given to nurses about meeting relatives' needs is 
discussed in Chapter 13. 



lays down that nurses in training should be taught the elementary 

skills of teaching, and that they should have an understanding of the 

principles of health education. However, from the discussions which 

took place with nurses, it appeared that very few felt competent to 

carry out this aspect of their role: 

· "I 1·1i sh we \'/ere shown h0\'1 to do it. It's something we' re 
going to need more and more in the future." (SEN) 

This does not appear to be a local problem for as Miller (1978) 

has pointed out, teaching patients as an aspect of nursing practice is 

still not routinely carried out. "Every nursP. must become a good 
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_teacher, working in partnership with colleagues, patients and relatives 

in this vital and sometimes neglected aspect of nursing care" (p. 1930). 

~1iller goes on to suggest that three points relating to the patient's 

educational needs, what he needs to learn, how the nurse can help this 

process, and how it can be· eva 1 uated, should be written into every 

stage of the Nursing Process (see Chapter 11). 

It has also been suggested that many relatives are 'ready' for such 

a development in nursing. "The family of the acutely ill.patient will 

probably be highly motivated towards learning once the life threatening 

stage of the illness is safely passed." (Pohl 1978, p. 36). 

Alth~ugh little is known concerning the teaching role of the 

nurse, it 1~as possible ·to dra\'J a few tentative conclusions from the 

small number of nurse-as-teacher encounters observed. 

1. Most of the nurse-initiated teaching observed consisted of the 

nurse teaching the relative the skills required for the 

continuing care of the patient follo\'Jing discharge from the 

hospital. 



2. In certain wards and units specific non-skill teaching was 

incorporated into the patient/relative care-plan. An example 

of this 1~as in the Accident and Emergency department where 

instructions were given to the patient or his relative concerning 

the care of a plaster of Paris splint and the early detection of 

complications. 

3. The teaching which was not specific to the care-plan or related 

to skills was main~y relative-initiated and relied on the 

relative asking pertinent questions. Othe~ cues indicating the 

relative's 'learning need' \~ere often ignored. 

·4. A number of nurses found teaching relatives difficult and 

embarrassing. 

/-

5. Fe\v nurses eva 1 uate the effectiveness of their teaching. 

6. Nurses ask relatives, and relatives ask nurses, to assist each 

other with the health education of the patient. 

7. Finally, it should be noted that the sma 11 number of • nurse-as

teacher' encounters observed may itself be significant in that 

nurses do not utilise all the opportunities for teaching which 

present themselves. 

This and all the other tentative conclusions suggested need to be 

confirmed or repudiated by further research ·j nto this aspect of the 

nurse role, not only vis-a-vis the relatives, which was the concern of 

the present study, but also vis-a-vis the patient. 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE RELATIVE AS A 'SURROGATE PATIENT' AND 

THE RELATIVE AS A !PATIENT'S AGENT' 

Introduction 

In this Chapter some attention wi 11 be paid to bto other forms of 

encounter that take place between the nurse and the patients' relatives. 

The first form of encounter to be described is that in l·thich the 

relative is cast intb the role of 'surrogate patient' by the nurse, the 

second form of encounter to be described is that in which the relative 

adopts the ro 1 e of 'patient's agent' . It is worth noting the symmetry of 

these relationships although the subsequent analysis does not appear to 

have.any significunt implications. 

The relative as a 'surrogate patient' 

During the hospitalisation of any putient there may be a period of 

time during which verbal communication with others may be limited nr 

non-existent. Such a perio~ may occur when the patient is not fully 

con5cious, disorientated, inpain or otherw,ise too weak to respond 

verbnlly. Hhen this situation arises some of the interaction 1•1hich 

would norma l"ly take p 1 ace bet~teen nurse etnd pat·i ent may instead take 

place betwee11 nurse and relative. In such encounters the relative may 

be perceived by the' nurse andby him/herself as a 'surrogate' acting 

in place of the patient. 

The role of the relative ns a surrogJte patient was found to 

relate to three aspects of nursing care: 



(a) Obtaining the patient's history, 

(b) Checking the patient's nursing care, 

(c) Making discharge arrangements. 

(a) Obtaining the Patient's History 

Cet•tain infonnation relating to the patient's medical and social 

background must be obtained as soon as possible in order to meet the 

patient's immediate needs. This information, 1~hich is obtained 

during the per·iod of admission, can be sub-divided into (1) administ

rative details; (2) medical details; (3) supplementary details to 

(1) and (2) around which the patient's nursing care can be planned. 

(1) Administrative details 

These are usually obtained first, although as will be shown, 

there at·e exceptions to this. Although the 'collector' of these 

details and the setting in vthich they are collected vary fi•om v~ard to 
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\'ta rd, hospital to hospi ta 1 , the time of day and the nature of the 

admission, the details .required are s~andardised throughout, and are 

related to the information required for the patient's medical and 

nursing notes which document the patient's age, sex, civil state, 

occupation and address. If such details cannot be obtained from the 

patient they need to be obtajn~d from a r~lative or friend. Most of 

these patients were first seen in the Accident and Emergency department. 

In those instances \'there such patients \'tere sent directly to the \~ard, 

the required information \'/as usually available from the accompanying 

doctor's letter. 

When a seriously injured or seriously ill patient was brought into 

the Accident and Emet·gency department he/she would be taken to the 

cubicles or t·esuscitation area, while acc(':npanying relatives \'tould he 
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d.kected to a clerk ~1ho vtould obtain the administrative details out-

lined above. The history of the injury, or the description of the 

i line ss, 1·1oul d normally be obtained hy the nurse or doctor, concurrently 

v1ith the administrative details, from the patient, or from the doctor's · 

letter 1·1hich 1~as brought in by the patient. H01·1ever, ·if the relative 

was the only person 1·1ho could give relevant medical information, then 

this 1·1as obtained before the administrative details, as illustrated 

by the following example: 

A woman assists a man, on the verge of collapse, into the Accident 

and Emergency department. He is immediately taken to the cubicles 

supported by a nurse. The SRN asks the \'ioman: 

"Can you tell me v1hat happened?" 

"I don't really knov1. I found him like this in the field near 
the farm, he doesn't remember anything but he Vtent out early 

·· this morning to start breaking in one of the horses. She's 
a bit frisky and 1·thether she's thrm-:n or kicked him I don't 
knov1 - he can't remember anything." 

"Did he vomit?" 

"No, he v1as just very cold and confused, so I gave him a cup 
of tea and decided to bring him in.'' 

"Hov1 1 ong ago did you find hi m?" 

"About half-an-hour ago. It's taken me fifteen to tl-tenty 
minutes to get here." 

''Well now, you've done the right thing to bring him in. Are 
you a relative?" 

"Yes, I'm his wife." 

"Ri~ht, doctor will have a look at him and then he'll have a 
ch~t with you .. Now can you go 'to the desk and give them a 
few details and then you c<Jn go and stay \':ith him." 

Gibson (1978) has dr~wn attention to· the·routinisation which can 

be found in such encounters in an Accident and Emergency depa1·tment. 

·.·. 
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She has also pointed out that such interactions are constructed by 

the nursing staff, who use the informat·ion to carry out the 

app1·opriate routine. In this way the relative, by acting as an · 

h.istorian, helps the nutse to maintain the smooth flow of patients 

through the department. 

(2) Medical Details 

Although the medical history is officially taken by the doctor, 
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in many instances the nurse collected 'medical' information either 

intentionally or othel~ise which was then given to the doctor in order 

to aid the diagnosis or establish the treatmer.t regime. The intentiona-l 

collection of medica·l information is an example of the blur1·ed line of 

demarcation in the division of labour bet1~een n~;rse and doctor similar 

to that found in 'relative gathering infonnat·ion encounters'. Such 

information gathering appeared to be at the instiga!ion of the doctor 

who 1~as not always available to carry out this task when the relatives 

\'le re in the ~/a rd : 

SRN to daughte~ of semi-conscious patient admitted 24 hours 

previously: 

''The tests have shown that he probab~y had an internal bleed 
several days ago and the 1·1eakness this ca~.;scd may have 
trigge1·ed off his heart attack. Did he wnplainof anything 
unusual'/" 

"Hell, he d·id complain of a lot of pain at the beginning of the 
week, and he had trouble 1~ith his bo~-.els, so we put it do~m to 
that." 

"Do you kn01~ if his stools 1~e1·e black?" 

"No, hut one day I sa~/ him come out of the toilet and he looked 
as if he 1·ms going to pass out, :.o I had to help him on to hi-s 
bed for· a rest, but we jtlst thought it was something that would 
pas~ off in u day or two~" 

Some mr::dicul information was gathered unintentionanv, as ill,ustrated 
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in the follo\'Jing example: 

"The doctor is 1'/ith your husband no~1, so c.an you. let me 
have a fe1~ particulal'S. H~s full name first please." 

(SRN to 1~i fe of unconscious patient just admitted ·to 
Accident and Emergency) 

"He's not had a day's illness since the Fkst \</orld \</a!' you 
know, and then it was only his appendix.'' (Wife) 

''Oh tl1at is good, I'll tell the doctor. Now could you tell 
me h·i s full name?" 

The relative of the patient unable to respond .. in the normal way 

1·1as often able to give the nu1·se or doctor information concerning the 

,patient's previous medication. 
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Information ~1as also collected from relatives dUI·ing the course of 

the patient's stay in hospital relating to his medical history, in those 

situations where he was unable to provide this hims~lf: 

"Had you noticed anything different about his behaviou1· during 
the fe1·1 \'leeks before he was admitted?" 

(SRN to s,i s ter of. patient admitted for i nves ti gati ons 1~ho had 
unexpected~y become confused following admission) 

''Well only that he had _been much more excitabl~ at home and 
couldn't sit still, but other than that nothing.'' 

' 
In the geriatl·ic ward a v1eekly ca~e conference \~as held during 

which actual and potential problems.relating to patient care were 

discussed. As a r~sult of these discussions the ward nurse could be 

asked to see the relatives to obtain further relevant information. 

In some instances the relatives 1·1ere to be seen so that a realistic 

future could be planned for the patient, but in others the re·!ative 

1·1as perceived as a surrogate patient who 111ight be able to provide 

useful personal information. 



SRN to niece of confused patient (after a case conference 

discussion): 

"Have you any idea of _vthat'i't is l•tort·ying her? He can't get 
through to her. ·she's still confused.'' 

''No I can't really help, she keeps talking about Bert, that's 
my husband, but he's been dead for sometime. She also seems 
to thi·nk that she '·s go-ing to be turned out of her house, but 
there's no likelihood of that." 

"So you've no idea \·that the problem really is?" 

"No, no idea at a-ll." 

{3) Supplementary Details 

During the period of observation a model of care lmm·m as "the 

f..O.J. 

Nursing Process" v1as being implemented in a number of wards 1·/ithin the 

hospital. The implementation of this model of care is relevant to the 

present discussion in that the process involves fout· stages, the first 

Of Vlhich may involve the relative as a 'surrogate patient'. ~he four 

generally accepted stages in the nursing process are, firstly to asse5s 

the situat·ion in ot·der to define the nursing problems; sncond·ly, to 

plan the appropriate care; thirdly, to implement the care, and finally 

to evaluate the care given. 

The first stage of the Nursing Process has been defined by Asl1worth 

{1980) as "the collection from any available source .• particularly the 

patient or client, of information l·lhich is relevant to his health state 

and cat·e". 1 

1. The information required is systematically collected by the use of 
a questionnaire relating to the pat·ient's life-style including his 
home conditions, l1is religious beliefs and recreational activities, 
as well as information concernin~J h·is mobility, his nutritionill 
likes and dislikes, l1is sleeping habits and his need for artificinl 
aids, e.g. spectacles. f':ost of the questionnaires vthich have been 
designed to collect this information also have a section ir1cludir1g 
questions 1·1hich relate to the patient's understc:mding of h-is illness 
and its effects. 



A nu~ber of instances were observed in which the relati.ve, as 

surrogate patient, was asked to supply such information on 1~hich a 

nursing care plan could be based. 

Nurse to relative of confused elderly patient admitted earlier 

that day: 

"Are you a relative of lks. S?" 

"Yes, l'm her niece, she hasn't got any childr·en, only me and 
my ·family." 

"Right, \'le 11 I wonder if you could te 11 ;nr: just one ot· i:l·1o 
things about her?" 

"Yes, of course." 

"Do you see much of your aunt?" 
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"Oh yes, every duy. She 1 i ves in one of our cottages on the farm." 

"l~ell He' ve got the letter from her doctor and some notes so vte 
l:noH all about her medically, but she's not been able to help 
us much with what she can do for herself." 

"Oh yes_." 

"Does she eat 1vell?" 

"Yes, \'le take her a cooked meal every day." 

"Can she vmsh and dress herself 1vithout any help?" 

"Yes." 

"Do you know if she hus o.ny bov:el prot,1ems?" 

"I don't think so. She's never said that !:he had any1·1ay." 

"Does she sleep well?" 

''I think she wanders about a qood deal in the night. We've 
seen her 1 ight on at all hours." 

"Does :.ite need a hearino aid or glassc:s?" 
·-'. 



''She's got her glasses with her.'' 

''Just one more thing ... '' related to bringing in clothes for 
the patient. 

lhe encounters which take place between relatives and nurses in 

which the relative is cast into the role of the surrogate patient are 

similar to the encounters in which th!': nurse would collect this 

information from the patient. This form of encounter is, naturall~, 

nurse-initiated and as such can be fitted into the routine of the ward. 

Nurses appear to have the knowled~e ~o manage this form of interaction. 

for the structure of the encounter relates to information which is 

required in order to conform with nursing practic~ procedures. As the 

Nursing Process.becomes more generally accepted into nursing practice 

H is likely th_at this form of encounter will become more common. 

lhe·role of the 'relative as surrogate patient' is not only 

confined to the piltient's history. Some encounters ~1ere also observed 

which related to a 'checking of the patier1t's nursing care'. 

(b) Chetking of the Patient's Nur~ing Care 

It has alt~eady been 'indicated in previous chapters that nursing 

practice comprises, to a great extent, specific tasks to be carried 

out on the patient. In this ~ay the patient becomes the 'work object'. 

On the completion of any patient-centred task the nurse ~1ho has carried 

out this task is required to record this completion on the patient's 

'Nursing Orders'. In this way each nut·se on the ~1ard can formall~ 

check what l1as been. done and what is still to be completed. As well 

as this forn~l check it appears that some nurses check 'the state of 
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.play' 1~ith the piltients, by asking for conf·irmation concerning the 

completion of some of these tasks, for example, by asking the patient "Have 

you had your· bed made yet?" In those instances in ~1hi eh the patient 1~u.s 



linable to rep~y. the rel·ative was used by the nurse in a similar 

fashion. In this \·Jay the relative was perceived as a surrogate 

patient. 

1) Th-ird-year student to husband of unconscious patient: 

"Have they been in to turn her yet?" 

"No, not since I've been here any1~ay." 

"All right then, I '11 just get someone to give me a hand." 

2) Second-year pupil nurse to the ~rife of a confused patient: 

"Has he had a drink lately?" 

"No." 

"Hell we need to 'push fluids' so I'd better give him one." 
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Giving information 1·1hether "it \'/as related to the patient's history 

or to ·his on-going nursing care was perceived by some nurses a!; a useful 

aspect of the relative-role and was mentioned by several nurses as one 

\'lay in ~1hich relatives could actively help vlith patient care. 

"Yes, relatives can often help by telling you things 
nobody else knows." 

(SHN) 

"I "find the relatives a, great help, particularly Hith the 
e 1 de :·ly patient 1·1ho may not 1-1ant to te 11 you about their 
backg1·ound." 

(SHN) 

Relatives we1·e aiso used as 'surrogate patients' concerning the 

patient's transfer. to another· 1·1ard/hospita·1, or his/her dischorye home. 

If the patient \'/as ab1e to make the discharge arrangements him/heJ'se1f 

tl1e relatives were not involved in this proces5, for Hospital policy 



was specific concerning only certain groups of patient: 

"On receipt of the decision {concern-ing discharge) the 

nearest relative of children, patients over 65 years of 

age and those who will not be able to communicate the 

information to their relatives must be informed of the 

date and time of discharge i!nd the fact noted in the 

Kardex." 

Before a final decision \tas made there ~1as at times some 

discussion concerning the possibilities of after-care with the 

relatives: 

SRN to wife of elderly confused patient: 

"He've been thinl:ing that perhaps it ~1as time that v1e had a 
little chat about \~hat we are going to do with Mr. Grey." 

"Oh yes." 

''It really depends on whether or not you think you can manage 
him at home." 

"Oh I don't think I can. It was very difficult those last few 
weeks he ~/as at home - that's 1~hy the doctor brought him in, 
and he's no better is he?'' 

"No, if anything he's a bit v1orse." 

''I think he's quite a bit worse. I'~e been very worried about 
what ~lill happen to him." 

"\~ell you mustn't worry, that's our problem, but ~1e can't keep 
him here much longer, and we nave to give you the choice of 
having him at home." 

"I suppose it's not possible tor him to stay het·e then?" 

''No, as I said, we've got to think about moving him. Now we 
could move him to .......... that's near you isn't it?" 

"I don't know 1~hether he's 1 i ke it t.here." 
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"Hell look, there's no illlllediate hurry, but start thinking 
about it and I'll see you again in 2-3 days time.'' 

"Yes all right." 

The relative was also used as a 'surrogate patient' if it was 

considered possible that the patient did not understand the importance 

of continuing with treatment, especially medication, after his/her 

discharge: 

.. 

"Now you understand when these (the tablets) have to be given 
and what will happen if she forgets to take them?'' (SRN) 

"Yes." 

"Well, you'll have to take the responsibility for reminding her 
to take them. They are very important to her." 

"I~1ill." 

"There a re enough pills here for two mor.ths, then your doctor 
will give her some more." 

Relatives were also given instructions concerning other forms of 

treatment, again relating to the 'ability' of the patient, on the 

patient's discharge from the Accident and Emergency department. This 

was discussed in more detail ·in Chapter 10 in which the role of the 

nurse as a teacherwas described, but it is necessary to briefly re

consider this aspect of nursing practice at this stage for it is 

relevant to the 'surrogate' role of the relative. 

"Is Mrs. Rainbow ready to go?" 

''Yes, but tell her husband about the plaster. I'm not sure 
that she really understood me." 

"All right I will." 

All the pdtients discharged following head injuries were given a 
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list of instruction;, 1·1hich 1·1ere expla·ined to the relatives accompany

ing the patient, for while in sucl1 instances the patient being 

discharged 1·1as capable of understanding these instructions, if any 

complications 1·1ere to develop, 'the nature of the complications were 

such that they could prevent the recognition of the signs denoting 

such complications. 

The role of surrogate patient is a passive one in that it is 

initiatedby the nurse 1·1ho 'casts' the relative in this role. We shall 

n01~ turn our attention to an active role adopted by the relative, that 

of 'patient's agent'. 

The relative as 'Datient's agent' 
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It v1as observed that there 1·1ere a number of occasions 1·1hen the 

relative visitir.g the patient interacted 1·Jith the nurse on tlie patient's 

bel1alf, even though if the relative had not b?en in the ward at the 

tin1e the patient would have beer1 able to attract the attention of the 

nurse himself. Although he \'las using the term to discuss a chunge in 

emphasis from staff to patient control, Roth (1972) used the term 

'patient's agent' ,to describ~ a person acting on behalf of the patient. 

This term appears to be an apt one to use to describe this aspect of 

the relative's role. 

In most in:;tances the role of the patient's agent was unproblerr,atic 

but there 11er-12 a few occasions observed in 1·1hich it \'/as possible to 

identify some of the elements, which Fagehaugh and Strauss (1977) have 

called 'political' taking place as th~ relative and nurse tried to 

"l"lheedle, argue, persuade, negotiate, bargain, manipulate and make 

attempts at deception'' in order to achieve tl1eir respective objectivqs. 

The 'patient's agent' \"/as observed to both re11ort and to make 



reque~ts on behalf of the patient. Repot'ting events related to 

happenings i-n .the immediate past and could, for example, indicate to 

the nurse that the patient had just been incontinent. Such n~port~ 

were. accepted without demur and the appropriate nursing action taken. 

~!any of the reqoests made on the patient's behalf also appeared 

unproblematical and related to simple requests, for example, for a 

drink or for a change of position in the bed. Again such requests 

usually produced the necessary nurs.ing attention. 

It was in those instances v1hich did not rapidly produce the 

required or requested action that some of the elements listed above 

\~ere seen to take place. In the follow.ing examples there is some 

shift of opinion after the interaction: 

1) "Do you think my sister could have some tablets for the pain?" 

"I'll hring her some later on." 

"You are going to give her sor.1e aren't you?" 

- "Ummm." 

Relative goes back to the patient, nurse tells coTleague: 

''Mrs. Brown is after some tablets again. Her sister asked 
this time, but she shouldn't need them now." 

After an interval of ten minutes the patient's sister -re-approaches 

the nurse: 

"She's still asking for those tablets." 

"\le ll she doesn't really need them nm~ you knm1 - the doctor 
examined her this morning and told l1er she should stop taking 
them." 

"Yes, but they can't do hP.r any harm can they, and_ she does 
seem better aften1a t·ds." 

"Hell she cou1d become dependent. I'll come and talk tc• her 
and s·~e "if \'He can r;erstwde her to rnnnage 1·1i thout." 
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The nurse and re 1 ati ve then returned to the patient and bet1~een them 

persuaded the patient to try and maf)age without the tablets. In this 

1·1ay the patient's agent 'changed si des' after being persuaded by the 

nurs.e that this was for 'the good of the patient'. 

2) Attempts to negotiate anq control the situation by the relative 

in this form of encounter were blocked by the nurse, particularly if 

the patient's 'nursing care' ~tas questioned: 

"Could I have a sheepskin for my brother. He's complaining 
of feeling sore.'' 

"It's all right, we are seeing to that- don't worry, he won't 
get sore." 

''Well he has a sheepskin at home and the district nurse also 
uses 'supercreme'"- (brand name of a barrier cream). 

''Oh yes, but we're using 'extra-supercreme' which is just as 
good." 

"Can I bring in his 'supercreme'?" 

"No that's all right ~te've got some here." 

"Oh good, but \·that about the sheepskin?" 

"l~e 11 it might be a good idea, but vte' 11 see how he gets on 
first and then we'll decide if he needs it.'' 

The same nurse in a later conversation with a colleague connnented: 

"~1rs. B (patient's sister) is a sweetie really but I wish 
she'd stop trying to interfere." 

In another instance a patient about to be discharged from the 

Accident and Emet·gency department asked the nurse (SRN) if he could 

have an injection of insulin 1~hich was then due. The nurse, after 

consultation 11ith the doctor advised the patient to go back to his 

hotel first, then give·himself his injection and then have a·meal. 
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After a fe1~ minutes discussion with het" husband the patient's 

1~ife approached anothet· nurse (student nurse), adopting the role of 

'patient's agent': 

"Can my husband have his insulin injection before we go?" 

''Just a minute, I shall have to ask.'' 

The student nurse approached the SRN who had discussed this situation 

previously with the patient and said: 

''The wife of the patient in c~bicle 4 is asking about his 
insulin, do you know anything about it?'' 

"I've alreacly told him what to do - I'll go and see her." 

The SRN then approached the patient and his wife: 

"I've already explained to you that doctor does not want you 
.. to have your insulin before you get back to the hotel. Do 

you understand ~1hat I 'm saying?" 

".But he ahmyc; has it no1·1, at 12 o'clock." (l·Jife) 

"Yes, but it won't hurt him to have it later." 

"I 1·1an t to sPe the doctor." (Hife) 

"All right. He'll be along in a moment." 

It is not perhaps surprising that such 'professional judgements' 

are not negotii:1.ble, for as Freidson ancl others have indicated this is 

the way in 1~hic:1 professional control is maintained. 
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Roth (1972) has suggested that a greater involvement by the patient 

and his family in the care and treatment process 1~ould help to control 

the monopoly po~ter of the professions. llut as Stacey (1974) has 

indicated "G·iven the already existing p01·1er of health professionals, 

such a propo~a·l is unlikely to be embraced 1~ith enthusiasm" (p. 434). 
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From the small number of encounters observed in which the 

relative attempted to become involved in the decision-making process 

it would appear that most professionals are not yet ready to utilise 

the relative in this \vay. 
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\~e began by looking at a passive role of the relative, that of 

'surrogate patient', and then cons·idered an active role of the relative, 

that of 'patient's agent'. The former role is one with which nurses 

are familiar for as Hilson (1975} has indicated "the patient's family 

ha.s traditionally been regarded as a source of information fot' the 

staff" (p. 25}. However, there are indications that relatives at·e more 

likely n01·1 and in the future to want to become more actively involved in 

patient care. 



CHAP,:ER 1'2 

THE NURSE AND THE RELATIVES OF THE DYING PATIENJ 

Introduction 

'Dy.ing' as a process has been the subject of some considetable 

sociological interest during the last t1·1enty years. A substantial 

body of knowledge therefore exists concerning this process and the 

effects of dying on family members. Some attention was dra\m to th.i·s 

body of information in Chapter 2 where it was indicated that the nurse 

experienced some difficulty in coping 1·1ith both patients an.d relatives 

at this time. 

During the fiel dv/Ot'k for the present study a number of encounters 

\'/ere observed between the nurses and the telatives of dying pat·ients. 

Although in:;uffic~ent encounters were observed to dra~1 any new 

conclusions concerning this aspect of the nurse-relative relati'onship, 

the data collected he.lps to confirm previous work in this area as wel1 

as providing some insight into the totality of the nut·se-relative 

re 'I ationshi p. 

Before looking at the encounters themselve~ attention should be 

drawn to the statu2_ of the t'•!latives of dying patients 1·iithin the 

hosp~tal organisation both historically ctnd at the present time. 

Historically the relatives of the dying patient were afforded a 

d'ifferent status ~~Hhin the hospital to that of othet' relatives. 

Sornr: i nd'ica t'i on of this 1·1a s given in Chapter 5 ( p. 123·). This 1 speci a·l' 

st?,tus is still accorded both by national and by local policy documents. 

Thr. recent DHSS pub1·ication "The Organisation of the In-Patient's 

Day'' (1976) id~11tified the specific needs a~d status of this group of 
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rela.fives, after point·ing out that death is very much a famny matter: 

"FLirthet·, \"le are sure that counselling -and supporting 
the family visitors is part of the daily work of the 
staff in these circumstances." 

(p. 46) 

In order to assist the relatives to overcome. the sense of guilt. 

whi eh can arise because the patient has to .be admitted to hospital to 

die, the Committee of the Central Health Services Council ~ecommended 

that: 

"Relatives sh:)uld be encouraged to help in the nursing of 
. terminally ill patients". 

(Recommendation 1.71.7 p. 48) 

Hospital policy at St. Davids to some extent also defined the 

'special' status of the relative of the dying patient by stipulat·ing 

the 'tare' which they should be offered both dut·ing and after the death. 

In this ~1ay they 1·1rre differentiated from other relatives. Further 

reference will be made to this 'stipulated care' and 'status' in the 

text: 

The dying __ tra.jecto:-y 

Our unders tm.cii lig of the dying process or trajectory, owes much 

to the I·IOI'k of Glaser and Str~uss (1965, 1968). They have described 

a number of 'critical junctures' in the dying tt·ajectory as it takes 

place in an institution (1968). This model is used to structure the 

data collected ir. this study. 

The crit·i cal junctures defined by Glaser and Strauss are: 

1. The patient is de fi n er.l a~; d,yi ng 

2. The staff and family make preparations for the pat"ient':; death 

3. At some puint a stage of 'noth.i ng more to do' is reached 
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4. The final descent 

5. The 'last hours' 

6. The death watch 

7. The death itself 

One further 'juncture' has· been identified in the present study, 
. . 

although this is an extension of the last juncture defined by Glaser 

and Strauss, that of 'the dismissal of the relatives'. 

We shall now consider the first stage of the dying process -

·'the patient is defined as dying'. 

1. The Patient is Defined as Dying 

"'Dying' and 'death' are definitions which can be ascribed 
to certain states as a result of procedures of assessment 
by those professional people ~1ho rightfully and routinely 

-engage in assessing these states and premising courses of 
action." 

(Sudnow 1967, p. 63) 

Definition 1~ithin the hospital is the function of the 'institutionally 

designated legitimator', the doctor. In Western society doctors are 

seen as those persons who have the expertise, knowledge and experience 

to enable them to judge most accurately: 

"when the patient (status occupant) is in passage, through 
what transitional statuses he is passing and will pass, 
how long a period he will be in each transitio~al status, 
and what his rate of movement will be between the trans
itional statuses.'' 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1965, p. 48) 

Sudnow points out that the medi ea 1 base for noticing 'dying' is 

not entirely clear, although it is clearly d~stinguishable from noticing 

disease categories and from noticing bio-chcnJical-physical states. He 

also makes the point that in l~estern culture 'dying' is not an 

appropriate answer to the question of "l~hat's wrong with me doctor?" 
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This appears to be "an essentially predictive term". Noticing 'dying' 

is "seeing the likelihood of death with some temporal perspective" 

(p 63). 

Glaser and Strauss observed that the doctor making the sort of 

assessment which would lead to a definition of dying relied on his 

interpretation of two types of cue, physical cues and temporal cues. 

Death is the expected outcome of a number of conditions, and although 

these are based on the statistical probabilities for the various forms 
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of the disease, and not the individual disease process within a particular 

patient, it was possible to measure the patiPI~t' s progression against the 

.typical progression of the diagnosed condition with some degree of 

certainty. 

There is some uncertainty associated v1ith the temporal cues as 

the time units within the status passage can be from minutes to months 

varying not only \~ith the nature of the disease i'l.nd with the age of the 

patient, but also with other less easily defined variables. The 

uncertainty is reduced as the physical and temporal cues accumulate and 

"in combination, certainty and time yield four types of death expectation; 

certain death at a known time; certain death at an unknown time; 

uncertain death but at a known time when the question will be resolved; 

and uncertain death and unkn6wn time when the question will be resolved'' 

(Glaser and Strauss l965(b) p 49). 

During the pre-definition phase, as the c~es are accumulating, the 

nurse will also be interpreting them in the light of her own knowledge 

and cxpel'i ence, and, a 1 though the definition of dying is the pub 1 i c 

function of the doctor, this private interpretation is implicit in 

nursing practice. 

It was found at St. Davids that the patient and his family in 



many instances did not have the knowledge or experience to be ab·l e 

to .interpret the physical cues in this way and only realised that the 

patient \'/as in passage after some sort of disclosure regarding this 

status had been made to them. There was an exception to this; the 

'wise' relative l'lho either had l'iide experience and knov1ledge similar 

to the staff surrounding the patient, or who had some knowled~e of the 

usual outcom~ of the particular condition affecting the patient~ 

"As soon as I sa\'/ his face I knew there vJas no hope. I've 
seen that 1 ook too often not to know. l went right up to 
sister then and asked her to be frank with us." 

(Step-daughter who was an SRN) 

Relatives 1·1ere seen to be more likely to interpret temporal cues, such 

_as a rapid deterioration in the patient's condition or unduly long 

hospitalisation, in a way which caused them to suspect that death was 

likel~ to occur within the foreseeable future: 

"She's been here so long n0\'1 that I don't think she'll get 
over it; three months they told us, and 5he'd be back 
.home, but v1e don't think she'll make it." 

2CJfl. 

(Daughter-in-law of patient who had been in. hospital for 5 montlls) · 

"I can't tell from the \•Jay she looks, the other night she 
looked so awful and I thought 'this is it', but the-next day 
she looked her usual self; nobody has said to us she v1on't 
make it." · 

(Son of the same patient as above) 

2. l'l1e Staff and Family Make Preparations for the Patient's Death 

(lhe patient may also be involved in this social process if he 

' is a\'/are that he is dying.) 

IJhen 'cure' is no longer perceived to be possible some preparat·ion 

has to be made to care for the patient during the living-dying interval. 

The 1 ength of this pc ri od of time may be .uncertain and in some ·j ns tances 

the patient may be nble to go home for il 1·1hile before his final 



admission, or the patient and/or his family may 1~ish for the death to 

take place in the patient's home. It may, therefore, be necessary for 

the nurse to make arrangements for some support for the patient and his 

family during this period. The arrangements which have to be made for 

supporting the patient at home are not considered in this study and the 
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focus in th·is section is on the preparations which take place during the . •. 

patient's final or on·ly admission to hospital before his death wh·ich 

lead to nurse-relative interaction. 

In order to initiate the preparations for the patient's death, the 

doctor will need officially to relay the information that he has made a 

definition of 'dying' to the rest of the staff caring for the patient, 

although as previously indicated, some of the more experienced nurses 

wi 11 have a 1 ready reached the same con cl us ion. As well as informing the 

staff further decisions will have to be made concerning who else should 

be informed, that is whether the patient and the relatives or only the 

relatives should be informed, by ~1hom this infonnation should be given, 

when this information should be given, and hm~ much information should 

be given. Some arrangements will also have to be made at ward level so 

that everyone 1 i kely to come into contact with the pat·i ent or his 

relatives ~li 11 know the policy being pw·sued and ~1hat has been 

communicated and why and to ~1hom. 

Glaser and Strauss (1968) have indicated that these preparations 

enable the staff to maintain organisational order as it tias already 

been noted that death expectations are a key detet·minant as to how 

people behave during the dying proces5. They have also indicated 

that miscalculations in forecasting can disrupt the organisation of 

the \'lard, and that a.lthough most wards can cope 1~ith the "occasionai 

expectable emergency" the organisational floiJchinery will pt•obably not 

be sufficient to manage crises which stem from gross miscalculations 



of the dying tt•ajectory (p. B). Organisational order, as well as 

being rna.intained lly preparations for the .patient's death, is also 

maintained by the 'sentimental order' of the ward. The 'sentimental 

order' of the ward has been defined as ''the intangible but real 

patterning of.mood and sentiment that characteristically exists of 
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each ward" (p. 14). For example, in a coronary care unit, as indicated 

in ~hapter 8, sudden death is expected i.n a number of patients each year, 

but long lingering deaths are not. lhe sentimental ·order of the ward 

can therefore be shattered by the latter rather than the former occurrence .. 

To ~1hom the information is given 

When a definition of dying has been made it ~s believed by nurses 

and doctors that "someone must be told" (Mcint:>sh 1978). Th·is findi,ng 

was supported by discussions with nurses in the present study: 

"lf the patient is very ill and not going to recover the 
relatives have a right to know.'' 

(SRN) 

"I think you must see all the relatives of long-term and 
terrninally ill patients and put them clearly in the picture." 

(3rd Year Student) 

"The relatives, the close onesanyw<~y, should know when the 
patient has a terminal disease." 

. (SEN) 

Mcintosh also observed that this was one of the few occasions when 

doctors 1·1ould seek .out the relatives rather than wait for the relatives 

to come to tf1em. Doctors did this when the patient's conditjon was 

ser'ious and they were reasonably certain that the outlook Vias hope-less 

(although he also pointed out that such information was not inevitably 

given) .1 It would seem therefor-e that the prcparotion of the staff 

1. It has also v.heady been indicated in Chapter 8 that 'a sudden 
ch;mge for the wnrse', which could lead to dGCJ.th, was defined as 
an 'announceabl_c r.vent' by hospital po1·icy, 



for the patient's death inc·ludes seeking out and preparing the 

re.latives for the patient's death. This aspect of preparation is 

of some sign-ificance for the present study, as much of the data 

eo 11 ected b.etween the nurse and the relatives of the dying patient 

concerned this issue. 

Usually the communication concern·ing the patient's prognosis took 

p 1 ace with one member of the family who then had the res pons i bil i ty of 

disclosure to the othet' relatives. There is not usually just one 

'closest relative', for example a spouse or· child, and it was observed 

that \~here there l•tere a number of relatives ~1ho could all claim to .be 

'close', one relative seemed eventually to emerge as the main i.nter

mediat·y bet1·1een staff and family. The role of 'intermediary' relative 

could be eithet· one ~1hich was adopted by the relative or one into 

whic.h he/she 1'/as cast by the doctor/nurse: 

"I've got ta find out all I can because none of the rest of 
the family want to ask, although they all want to know." 

(daughter of 'dying' patient) 

"I suppose yotJ should see rey father really, he's the next of. 
kin, but he'~ very deaf so if there is any change you'd best 
let me know, then I can tell him." 

(daughter of 'dying' patient) 

"Try and see his sistet· rather than the brother, I've spoken 
to both of them before and she seems to be a bit mor·e with 
it than he does.'' 

(SRN to another SRN) 

It was o~served that some relatives themselves were also at times 

'selective' in deciding·which othe~ family members should also be given 

the ·j nform<o ti on they h;:1d received from the doctor or nut·se. In one 

family gr·oup er~ eldest son of a patient told two out of the tht·ee 

other ch.ildren of the dying, but conscious pat"i.ent, but kept the 
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information from the third until the mothe1· ~1as unconscious.: 

"We 'kept it from her till the last because ~1e kne~t she'd 
go to pieces and we didn't ~1imt that in front of mother." 

By whom tho information is given 

It ~1as observed that information concerning 'dying' was given by 

both doctor and nurse and that the informal arrangements regarding this 

appeared to be made at ~1ard 1 e\ie 1 , a 1 though it was a 1 so found that some 

nurses stated definitely that this was not their job but that of the 

doctor: 

"Tel"ling bad news is the doctor's job not mine." (SEN) 

It was not possible from the small amount of observation of the 

behav·iour of nurses and doctors before the di~closure of the pntient's 

prognosis to the re 1 a ti ves, to determine with an.v accuracy how the 

'announcer' was selected, although there was some negotiation observed 

between these two groups concerning this matter: 

''Will you see Mrs. Gentian's daughter and make sure that 
she rea 1 i ses how i 11 her mother is." 

(Doctor to SRN) 

~Do you think that you'd better see her?'' 

(SRN to Doctor) 

''No, you do it, unless she wants to see me.'' 

"Oh." 

The role of announcer, ho~tever, ·vtas pel'Ceived to be stressful by 

a number of nurses: 

"Yes, r stir! find H difficult to break bad news." (SRN) 
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"(This is) an anxiety-making situation, when you kno\'1 the 
patient is dyingand you can't give the relat'ives hope 
but you have to let them kn01~ .that death is imminent." 

(SRN) 

A further difficulty inherent in the ro.le of announcer, in 

particular the less experienced announcer relating to the. recipient 

~1as identified by Fradd (1979): .. 
'']he houseman was., in fact, a medical student, who had the 
di ffi cult job of telling my mother and me the prognosis. · 
It cannot have been easy for him kno~ling that I \'las a 
senior nurse and had probably done the same job many 
times before." 

(p. 38) 

Hhen the information is given 
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There may be an interval of time between the doctor making the rest 

of the staff aware of his conclusions concerning tl1e patient's prognosis 

and his informing the family. Such information can change the behav·iour 

of those to whom it is given and Glasc:r and StNuss (1965b) have 

identified a number of .considerations which may encourage the staff not 

to go on record l'lith this information too early ·in the patient's d·isease 

process: 

a) Reversals can occut· and although these are seldom complete,, the 

doctor's prognosis s~ems to be contra irtdicate~ and can cause 

an ever hopeful family to distt·ust the doctot"; 

b) The family members muy experience stress for a longer time than · 

they need to adequately prepare for the patient's death; 

c) Putt·i ng fam'i'ly members under stress may mal:e them more difficult 

to control. 

~lhile such con~·id~~r.ations may be justified in some instances, this 

post-dcfinition-pre-announc.en:~nt pel'iod c<Jn be d-ifficult for the nurse 



who has to interact during this time with the patient's relatives. 

It is possible that the relative may interpret some of the physical 

and temporal cues which have led to the doctor's definition of 'dying' 

during this time and may confront the nurse with a di·rect question 

concerning the patient's terminality. This places the nurse in a 

dilemma: ethically she is bound by the doctor's decision concerning 

what, to whom and when to give this information, but she may also feeL. 

morally bound when confronted with such a question to give a truthful 

ans~1er: 

"~!hen we think the pati·ent is dying, I believe in telling 
the truth, I don't like flannelling., but sometimes you 
have to. You've got to ~tait for the doctor to decide when 
to tell them (the relatives)." 

(SRN) 

The standard tactic adopted to cope ~tith this dilemma is the stt·ategy 

of ro l.e-swi tchi ng (a 1 ready des cri bed in Chapter 7) to the doctor~ 

"l•lell of course the relatives of a patient admitted at night 
are naturally very concerned and a number have asked me if 
the patient is going to die, but I always tell them it is 
best if they see the doctor.'' 

(SRN) 

During this post-definition-pre-announcement phase the relative 

may also inadvertantly Cl'eate a situation during interaction with a 

nurse, who is aware of the defined status of the patient, in which the 

nurse cannot ro 1 e-swi tch but either has to 'b 1 uff out' che situation ·as 
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known by the relative, or has to give some fore\'lam·ing that the patie:nt's 

condition may be different from that perceived by the relative. Examples 

of both of these strategies are given below. 

1 ) "Forewat·ninq": 
'· 

An elderly patient had been admitted for investigations.· ~ier 

daughter and son-i n-1 aw 1 i ved se vera 1 hundred nrl1 es a~taJ' from the 

hospital. 

.. j 

I 
... :j 

i 



/ 

Son-in-law to nurse "Hm~ long do you think she'll be in?" 

"I can't say really." 

"Only we were thinking that it might be better if she 
transferred to a hospital near us, then the wife·'s father 
could stay with us as well so we could keep an eye on him." 

"Hmmmm, we 11 , ( 1 ong pause) It rea 11 y depends if she gets 
over this, then perhaps we could do something like that, 
but she's looking very poorly at the moment." 

"Oh, she's been looking like that for the last six months, I 
didn't know she was deteriorating.'' 

"We' 11 give her a few more days and see what happens then., 
then we can have another think about what's best.'' 
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The relative (in a later interview) pinpointed this piece of interaction 

as his first intimation that the patient would not recover. 
. . . 

2) "Bluffing Out": 

Another elderly patient ~1ho had been admitted on several previous 

occasions for treatment" of a chronic condition was again readmitted. 

After examining her the doctor had indicated to the nurse ·that he 

thought that it was unlikely that the patient would survive this episode 

of the disease. That evening the relative (son), after asking what was 

happening to his mother in the way of treatment, was told that she would 

be seen by the consultant on the following day. The son was then asked 

for his telephone number as this had not been obtained when the patient 

was admitted. After giving this he said: 

"Oh, next week I'm supposed to tie going off fot· a fe1~ days, 
but I suppose she'll be running around again by then." 

The nurse in this instance 'bluffs out', but introduces a note of caution: 

''We'll see what happens. You can only take one step at a time.'' 



''That's true, D.K. then.'' 

The relative walks off apparently 'u'na~mre'. The patient died three 

weeks later. (Both of the relatives in the above interactions were 

given information concerning the patient's prognosis within a few days 

of the interaction descl'ibed. ). 

What information was given 
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The information concerning the patient's terminality could be given 

in one interaction similar to an 'announceable event', or it could be 

'staged'. If the information was staged this would consist of a number 

of cues given over d varyi~g period of time to stimulate a gradual1y 

grmling awareness by forewarning. 

An example of 'staging' 

The brother and sister-in-law of a patient were talking to the 

nurse about a friend of the patient who had died recently of a similar 

complaint: 

"But I can't see that happening to her, she's a tough old 
bugger and a 1 ways good for a 1 augh, I can 1 t see that 
happening to her." 

(Brother-in-law) 

"No not to her." (Sister-in-law) 

''Well, I think I'd better warn you that she's not out of the 
woods yet." 

(Nurse) 

"No, I suppose she's not really.'' (Brother-in-law) 

Forewarning cues could be repeated at ~hart intervals or they could 

be follm·1ed by a more di1·ect announcement within a very short period of 

time. Glaser and Strauss (1965) noted that the ineffective pacing of 



forewarnings could result in the family sl1opping around for a 'better' 

doctor, one with a 'cure' even though cure was not really the issue. 

(The phenomenon of seekin~ alternative cures for the dying is well-

known and can take place at any time during the dying t1·ajectory, but 

is most likely to happen in those instances v1here 'certain death at an 

unknovm time' condition prevails.) They also noted that too gentle a 

disclosure could be too 1·1eak to stimulate adequate fam'ily preparations_, 

and that this consideration needed to be weighed against the possible 

positive effects of a ha1·sher disclosure (p. 150). It was observed 

that one way of mod.i fyi ng the 'harshness' of a di se l osure made by a 

nurse was by the use of euphemisms which hinted at dying without 

actually mentioning the 1~ord. 

l ) 

2) 

"We'1·e not absolutely sure what's wrong vlith him but 'it ~oul~ 
be serious', do you understand 1·1hat that means?" 

(SRN) 

"l·lell I have to tell you that he is 'quite poorly', not 
'desrerately ill' but it could lead that 1·:ay~ (SRN) 

The information regarding the patient's impending deatl1 was 

observed to be followed hy rationalisations (called 'loss ri!tionalcs', 

.Glaser and Strauss, 1965). Loss rationale:; by justifying death appear 

to make it more tolerable. In addition to the loss rati.onales 

'supportive statements' l·tere.also observed to supplement the initial 

information. Examples of both a loss rationale and a surportive 

statement can be seen in the follovling: 

"As you knO\'I there is nothing more 1ve can do, but ~1e will 
make sure that he's not in any pain." (Nurse.) 

"Hell he looks very peaceful." (Relative) 

"He is nearly 88 and he's had a good 1ife I believe." 

"Ye~;, 1110ther's locked after h·im w~ll and he's kept in 
!JOOd health i'i ght up till ill'\'~." 
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"l~e'il this is nature's ~1ay with thE: old (loss rationale). 
Now you know vle 1 11 keep him comfol't<tbie and look after h·im 
as best v1e can (supportive statement)." 

''Yes I know you will.'' 
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These rationalisations and supportive statements resemble the 

qualifying remarks v1hi.ch follow an announcement in 'announceable· events', 
~· r 

and aHhough they are unable to offer the relative-hope~ they offel''him;· ~ 

her some reassurance concerning the patient's future, and help the 

relative to 'make sense' of the situation. 

The setting in whi eh the announcement took ,p 1 ace varied but an 

attempt at priva.cy wu.s usual'ly made. It ~1as observed that the relative 

was usually ·invited into the sister's office for such nn announcement, 

although such announcements were also made at the nurses station and .~ 

in the corridors. 

A short case-history fol101~s to illustrate the points about 

conveying information about dy·ing which have already heel! discussed: 

t<1r·s. Indigo was admitted to hospi to 1, accompanied by her very deaf 

husband, for investigation. On admission she was seen by the doctOI' who 

then saw her husband and told him that tl1e patient would be seen by the 

consuHant the next day. Two days later, 1·1hile the husband and daughter 

were visiting the patient, she colla,,sed. The doctor was called, and 

aft0r exan·,ining the patient 1·1as asked by the nurse to see the l'ela\ives 

to reassure them that the patient's condHion was !;till satisfu.ctory. 

During the next fe\'J days the patient's physicili condition deterior·ctetl; 

she ate little u.nd she also had periods of confusion. During th·is 

pE!riod the daughter emerged as the intermed·ic;t.Y bet\'leen the far.l'i1.Y ilnd 

st<rf"~, although the husband continued to visit each duy. During one of 

her visits the daughter 1~as informed thJt her mothe1· \v<lS 1vorse, but that 



it was still hoped that she would respond to treatment. The daughter 

returned to her mother's bedside, bu't after a while became very tearful 

and 1 eft the bedside. She was spotted by the nurse who had seen her 

prev1ously, and taken to the visitor's room \~here she was given a cup 

of tea. The nurse sat with her while she talked out her belief that 

her mother ~1oul d not eome through'·. The nurse neither confirmed nor 

denied this statement. In a later discussion with the nurse she stated 

that this was also her opinion, but that they \~ould have to wait and 

see what the consultant thought when he saw her the next day. 

After the consultant had examined the patient he asked'the nurse 

to see the relatives·to inform them that the patient was dying 

(dP.finition of dying, selection of unnounce':)· Later that day the 

husband and the daughter visited the patient. As they walked up the 

~lard· the daughter stopped a nurse and asked her: "~Jhat did the doctor 

say?" She was asked to come to the office (setting affording some 

privacy). Two nurses (both trained) accompanied her to the office but 

one' did all the talking. (announcer). 

"The doctor saw her this morning." (nurse) 

(the relative interrupted) 

"Hhat did he say dear?"· 

"He doesn't think she's go·ing to come through this" 
(announcement). 

''No, well I thought as much. How long?'' 

"I can't 1·eal1y say, she might go on like this for some time 
{pause) we'll give her some medicine to keep her comfortable" 
(suppE.!.:_!._i~~tat~ent). 

''Oh she can't suffer.'' 
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".No. The doctor did say that it wasn't really a sudden th·ing. 
She's had this going on for some time now'' (rationalisation). 

"Yes, I see." 

The daughter then leant fon-1ard and touched the nurse on the arm: 

"Thank you for telling ·me dear." 

"Look, you can come and see us or ring us anytime you like." 

"Thank you, I 1·/ill." 

It was observed that all similar interactions ended with the nurse 

_leaving herself open to further interact·ion should the relative wish 

to pursue this. 

After the relative had received an 'announcement' this was 
.. . ' 1 

recorded 1 n the Ka rdex. 

It can be seen from the above d·iscussion that the preparat·ion of 

the fam·i ly can 1 ead to fa ·i rly ex tens ·i ve interaction between the nurse 

and the patient's relatives which can take p1ace over a period of time. 

Glaser and Strauss (1968) drew attention to the problem.this preparation 

of the relatives can create: 

"So much can qo wronq: so much is unexpected. Ttiis would 
be true even- if dy-iiig 1vere 'time 1 ess' or took p 1 ace only 
over a short period. But last days take time; hospital 
staff must juggle tasks, people and r~lationships that can 
and do change daily.'' 

(p. 150) 

1. The Kardex ~ws usGd ns the basis for the verbal reports whi eh 1~ere 
given to ne1·1 staff coming on duty Cl nci this \·la s the \•lilY in 1·1h i c h 
the rest of the staff knew ~1ho hud been ·informed, 1·1hen and ~/hat 
information they had been given. It has ,.·lready been twted, 
however, {'in Announceable Events) that ;~arscs 1·1ere often 
ignorant of whut inf01~mat'ion the relatives hnd been g·iven as . 
the detail in the Kar-dex 1~as m·inimal. 



Before discussing the data relating to the next stage in the 

d.yi ng trajectory we should consider the effect of 'kno1·1i ng' that 

the ;patient is 'dying' on the relative .. As soon as the relative 

perceives that the patient is dying, eithe~ by interpretation of tile 

temporal or physical cues, or by a disclosure from a staff member, he 

ta:kes on the role of the 'relative of a dying patient'. Giaquinta · 
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(1977) has devised a model for the systematic description of the 

functioning of family members facing .the crisis of cancer. This model 

was based on observation and discussion with lOO families fadng thi,s 

crisis, and although in many instances 'it is possible to offer the family 

facing the crisis 0f cancer 'hope', which is not app1·opr·iate to the 

families facing the cris·is of 'dying', this does not detract from tlw 

model's usefulness in attempting to organise the data which was 

collected from. t~1king with and observing a small number of the 

'rel~tives of a dying patient'. 

The Giaguinta Mo,Jel of Family F.unc:_tioning· Facing the Cris,is of Cancer 

The model highlights the phases of family functi0ning ~1hich lfiilY 

be altered as a result of the relatives awareness that the patient is 

dying. These phasr.s occur with.in four stages, although only the f'irst 

three will be used in this discussion. 

1. Living with cancer- adapted in this study to li·ving wi·th dying. 

2. Restructuring the liv·ing··dying interval. 

3. Bereaveme~t. 

(4. Re-establisl1n,ent). 

In this section the plnses \~hich relate to 'living vlith dying; I'Ji'l'l be 

discussed, subse(]uent phases being dealt 1·1ith late1· in the chapter. 

Within the first stage of 'living w'ith dying' Giaquinti'. identifies 

~ ..,. - ,, •---·- -·-·-• ••·-,-~.,.,...._,,...,,._ •. -·•-·ro,.•~•·c·• _,. •. ..,.. 



five phases which overlap:. impact, functional disruption, search 

f01• :me ani r.g, informing others and engaging einoti ons. lnstnnces of 

some of these phases 1•1ere found in the present study. 

Impact describes the relatives' reaction to the disclosure. If 

the relationship between the family .member and the patient was a. close 

on~. there will be some inner stresi which may be observable in the 

form of distress, anxiety or agitation: 

"They culled me to say that she ~1as 1·1orse and so I ~1ent in·. 
The thing I remember most is ho~1 angry I \'/as that they'd 
put her.in a hospital nightie, it made ·her look worse. 
I' m s ur:e the_y didn't understand 1·1hy I kept on and on about 
it. I didn't realise myself at the time that I was 
reacting to the news." 

Functional disruption refers to the disruption in lifestyle 1~hich 

may occur as the relative adjusts to the situation and attempts to plan 

for the living-dying intet·val. Functional disruption is not, however, 

uniqt1e to the relatives of the dying patient but is itself a feature 

-of 'heing a reiative'. It was not possible, therefore, frcm the few 

relatives of dying patients interviewed, to distinguish between the 

di-sruption caused by the illness and that caused by the relatives' 

attempt to cope with the 'dying situation'. 

The search fur meanir:.9_ which may take place can be philosoplrlcal, - •. 

'Why did it have to happen to him?', or it may be practica.l, '\~hat is 

the cause?'. Giaquinta indicated that this search for meaning was more 

likely to occur if the death was perceived as 'tragic' either as the 

t•esult of an accident, or if the pat·ient ~1as young, although from the 

interviei~ data it 1·1as obvious that all the relatives of dying piltients 

in the study to some ex tent were engaged in this 'search' : 

''It's difficult to tinderstand why it's her, she's always 
been such H good vJOman, 1iever did anybody any ha.tlll, hut 
I suppose 'it has to ba .. " · 

(hu:.band of 'dying' put'ient) 
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Informing others may have to take p 1 ace whi 1 e the 'in,termedi a ry 

relative' is still suffering from the impact of news. Di~seminating 

this information may be difficult for the relative who has been 

entrusted with this task by the·staff: · 

"I had to ring up the lvife's sister after they'd told her, 
. they hadn't spoken for over twenty years, she'd st.i 11 

kept in touch with the old girl but we never heard from 
her, somebody had to do it." 

(son-in-la~l) 

Although the task of informing others may be a diffj.cult. one, the· 

patient's dyihg process can also be a means of creating family unity. 

Some evidence of this is shmvn later in this chapter. 
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Engaging emotions is the final phase in the first stage of the model, 

1·1hen Giaquinta suggests that former family vallle5, goals, satisfactions 

and positions of security may a 11 be changed and cause vo 1 a tile emotions 

t6 come to the surface. The family may feel particularly helpless and 

grieving begins at this stage. The family may a~so desire a final date 

/-to ~e set, believing. that they 1vill cope better, but as has. already been 

indicated, this may not be possible when the disclosure is made: 

"He lived 1vith my mother until she died three years ago, 
then 1·1e decided to buy ·a bungalow in C .... (5-6 mnes a1>~ay 
from the hospita.l) to be near my sister and her husband. 
l·Je'd always got on so well and promised ourselves that H 
\ve \'le re sti i1 fit and 1ve i 1 after anything happer1ed to moth et' 
1ve 1·:ou.1 d move to be a 11 together in Olll' o 1 d age. l·le' d on:ly 
been here a fev1 ~Jeeks Vthen my brother-i n-1 aw was taken ·i H. 
He died after six months. ~1y sister was found to have cancel" 
and died last November, and now this. 1 just can't believe 
that in a sho~t time it will only be me, what will be the 
point of that ... " ·(.relative breaks down). 

Some attention has been paid to the v1ay in wh·ich relatives face 

the cr·i si s of dying for it is from within this frame of l"eference thi1.t 

the relative engaging in any encot1nter with a nurse will operate. 

Having brief'ly considered the react·ion of the relatives as tliE~y 



prepare for the patient's death we should now return to the next 

phase in the dy-ing process as descr-ibed by Glaser and Strauss - the 

'nothing more to do' phase. 

3. Nothing More To Do 

When the arrangements have been made in respect of where the 

patient is going to di~, there remains a period in which there is 
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'nothing more to do', but for the staff to attempt to meet the patient's 

physical and psychological needs as best they can. Glaser and Strauss 

(1965) have pointr,d out that th·is phase of the dying process is crucial 

because at its inception "the fundamenta 1 go a 1 for the patient changes 

from recovery to c•Jr;rfort" (p. 177). 

The nursing p1·actice literature is replete with instructions 

concerning the v1ay in which nurses should minister to the dying during .. 

this part of the dying process. Some of the 'iiteratLwe also presctibes 

the way in which relatives can be assisted: 

"The relatives also need tlw chance to talk about the situation 
and their reactions to it: they will appreciate advice on 
how they car~ redirect their emobons mot·e constructively." 

(13ickerton, Sampson and 13oylan, 1978, p. 11/) 

"Defer to the l'iishes of the rela'tives vrith regard to visiting 
the patient, demonstrating professional competence and 1·1arm 
understanding of the family's emotional and social needs." 

(Hoy and Robbins, p. 79) 

''Recognise the grief experience, indicate to the family that 
grief is appropriate. Help the family to know that it is a 
rea 1 i ty." 

(Marks, 1976 p. 1488) 

The 'care of the dying' is, however, an aspect of medical and 

nursing practice 1~hich can be difficult for pract·itimwrs. G<u·field 

(1977) has pointed out that in a society in v1hich doctors ar·e cultural'ly 



defined as 'healers', "death is tantamount to failure and the 

emotional consequences for the phys·i.cian are often sevet·e" (p.l47 ) . 

It has also been indicated that the recent attempts to intprove the care 

of the tenninally ill have "negated and neglected" the difficulties 

expet·ienced by b'oth doctors and nurses caring for the dying by failing 

to pt·ovi de effective staff support systems to cope with the stress 

generated ·by this occupation (Vachon 1978, p. 147). 

The care of dying patients during the 'nothing more to do' phase 
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of dying is one 1·Jhich appears to cause stress among nurses, particularly 

among student and pupil nurses. Birch (1979) found that many student 

and pupil nurses perceived that they had rece·i ved i nsuffi ci ent 

instruction concerning the care of dying patients and thei'r relatives. 

Fazakerly (1978) pointed out that the way in which the General Nursing 

Coun.cil syllabus \·tas interpreted by nurse tutors "avoided the reality 

of death and dying" and failed to equip the nurse for dealing with the 

psychological trauma which acc6mpanied these events (p. 27). 

Evidence of stress· in relation to this aspect of nursing care 

1~as found in the present study: 

"We recently had a patient, a young 1~oman it was, in the ward, 
and I found it very difficult.to talk to her and her mother 
right up to the time she died.'' 

(3rd·Year Student) 

"I suppose you get used to it but I find it a real prob 1 em." 

(3rd Year Student) 

The nurse in such instances appears to be unable to maintain the 

'detached concern' wl1ich she believes to be appropriate in such 

situations because she identifies strongly 1vith either the patient or· 

the relatives, perhaps intensifying the stress. 



Some reference has already been made to the sentimental ot·der of 

the ward and the ~:ay in which this is created by the combined require-

ments of dying patients, their families and the staff. It has also 

been· indicated that each nu1·se's composure is v"ital if that order is 

to be maintai.ned. Glaser and Strauss (1965) have indicated that this 

composure is maintained by the US!'! of strategies which serve to reduce 

involvement with the relatives·and with the pati~nt who is approaching 

death. The nurses in this study were observed to use, and themse 1 ves 

identified, two different strategies, 'avoidance' and 'role-sl'litching', 

1·1hi.ch served to reduce their involvement with relatives during the 

'nothing more to do' phase: 

"I used to try and avoid her (the 1vife of a 'nothing more to 
do' patient) but no~1 I try and let her talk if she \~ants to." 

(1st Year Student) 

"Yes ·I must admit I do tend to avoid lks. Red's relatives if 
I can." (SEN) 

Role,..slvitching as a st1·ategy has already been desc1·ibed in 

discussi11g the relative as a 'gatherer of information'. Th.is strategy 

was also used in t~e present context, and relatives were 'switched' to 

other n1embers of staff perceived by the nurse as 'grief workers': 

"He don't have many deaths on this v-tarrl but I be:li"eve in 
using the ~·1edi ea 1 Suci a 1 Horket· o!ld the Chap 1 a in i'n order 
to help the family." (SRN) 
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Glaser and Strauss also described one further strategy which nu1·ses 

used to mainta·in their composure during this phase of the dying trajectory, 

that of using the t'elative as a helper. llo~1evcr, in the present study no 

l'elatives of dying putients \'!ere obsenc~d to be used in this \"lay. 

Some ntJrses may have used tl1e strategies described ab<lve because 
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of their perceived 'helplessness': 

"l'lith grieving relatives you don't knm·J 1vhat to say. 
You feel helpless." 

(SRN) 

This 'hel·pl~ssness' was to some extent exacerbated by the 

traditional prescriptive literature for nurses, for although, replete 

with phrases which suggested that the nurse should demonstrate professional 

competence by helping the family, this literature gave little help to the 

nurse concerning the appropriate behaviour which would achieve these 

effects. 

This deficiency in the literature is now being remedie~ to some 

extent. A small number of recent studies h<t ve made some attempt to 

identify the specific needs of the grieving rel'ative in hospital in order 

to p_~an "meaningful nursing approaches to comfort, support and ease the 

suffering of the dying and the grieving" (Freihofer and Felton, 1976, 

p. 336). Hampe ( 1975) after identifying the needs of gri ev·i ng spouses 

·sug~iested that if nurses 1·1ere to be able to effectively carry out this 

aspect of their role, they must be freed from the "trad'itionul'ly 

organizerl work routines" to care for the emotiona·l ilS \'le'll as the 

physical needs of the patient and his fami'ly, and that they must be 

prepared for their role as part of nurse education. It has been indicated 

in Chapter 2 that the 'routi~~· and_'lack of preparation' are constraints 

on some aspects of nur·s·ing activity vis-a-vis the patients, so it is no·l: 

perhaps sw·pris·ing to find a similar situation vis··a-vis the relatives. 

This inability to carry out his/hel· role adds to the stress experienced 

by the nurse. 

l·iirile some nurses did undoubtedly find the cai"e of the pi1t"i;;nt's 

l'elati ves to be a stressful e):perience, thP.y and others be"l"ieved that 

they did t1·y to mec~t some of the re ·1 at'i ves' m:eds: 



"If the patient is tenninal you ar·e probably more gentle 
with the relatives.'' 

(SRN) 

"If the patient is very ill I tend to fuss over the relatives 
abitmore." 

(SEN) 

Staff nurse to rest of the nurses at report: 

"If (he) wants to talk we must let him, we must try and mal:e 
time to speak to him. It must be awful for him going back 
to an empty home knowing she'll never be back. It doesn't 
seem as if they've got many friends, so he's in for a bad 
time when she goes.'' 

In this way the nurse attempted to confer special status on the 

relatives of dying patients. 

There was at least one patient with relatives who was at the 

'nothing more to do' stage in all of the wards in which the observation 

took place. A'lthough this was only a very small sample, certain 

simila.rities were observed in 'the interaction which took place betl·reen 

the, re 1 ati ves of such patients and a 11 grades of nurse whi eh ~~as 

different from that which took place between nurses and some other 

groups of relatives. (These similarities a)so helped to confer specia1 

status on the relatives). The three similarities observed on each 1·1ard 

1~ere as follows: 

1. The relatives of the dying patients were known by name to a 

number of the nurses working on the ward, and they ltere observed 

to be greeted by the nurse using their name on arrival in the 

ward. (This also applied to the relatives of patients who had 

been in the ward for a long time.) 

2. Opportunities were made for the relatives of dying patients to 

approach the nurse without any specit·lc reason for ·interact·ion, 
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as there appeared to be an expectation that these relatives 

would need to 'talk': 

"Sometimes she just wants to talk about herself, yesterday 
she was telling me about the effect of her husband's illness 
on.her socjal life. She knows he won't come home and she's 
very worried about her future." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

(It has already been noted that interaction with the relatives of 

dying patients usually ended with an invitation to "come and see 

us at any time.") 

3. It was noticed that the opener "How is he/she?" used by the 

relative was not necessarily a quest for information, but could 

also be used as a social nicety from which the relative 1~ould 

proceed to other forms of interaction. (This also appl-ied to 

·long-term patients.) 

"How is he today?" 

"Much the same." 

"I've brought him some flowers today, I know he won't notice 
them but I've been in the garden all morning ... ". (The 
conversation continued.with the relative recounting her 
acti vi ties si nee her 1 as t vis it on the previous day.) 

Although the features des cri bed above were a 1 so observed in some 

other forms of interaction, the combination of the three features was 

consistent in the small number of interactions 1vhich took place betlveen 

the relatives of the dying patient and the nurses. 
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One more point should be made concerning the 'nothing more to do' 

phase- that of the use of the strategy of 'shopping around' by relat"ives; 

only one of the relatives of a dying patient in this study appeared to 

'shop around': 



"Almost every day she'll tackle one of us plugging for more 
information, yet she knows a 11 there is to know." 

(SRN) 

''I usually ask how he is, you never know they might find that 
they can do something." 

(the relative referred. to above) 
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It would appear therefore that most relatives accept that 'shopping 

around' is not very relevant when the patient is dying. 

l~e should no~1 furthet' consider the behaviour of the relatives 

during the 'nothing more to do' phase. During the period of 'nothing 

more to do' the relative of the dying patient attempts to re-structure 

the living-dying intet·val. Giaquinta (1977) has suggested that there 

are t1·1o phases to this stage, 'reot·ganist:tion' and 'framing memories'. 

Reorganisation 

There may be reorgan·i sa ti on of the ro 1 e ob 1 i ga ti ons among the f(lmi!y; 

to lessen the strain on some of its members. In this 5tudy, for 

--exo.!l'ple, the ivife of a patient, 1·1ho had very r<~picfly become critically 

ill, was invited to stay with her brother and sister-in-law, ''It means 

I don't have to cook or do anything else but be with him as long as I 

need". Relatives who.lived ·away from the at·ea 1vould in many instances 

attempt to both visit the patient and assist the relatives who might 

have been the 'brunt-bearer• 1 untn the patient's admission. There was 

some evidence of families growing closer together at this time, and one 

of the relatives interviewed described the ~ay that her father's 

termi na 1 ill ne ss had been· the means of a re cone ilia t·i on between her and 

the rest of the family . 

. , . A number of the re 1 a ti ves of dying patients v1i 11 have had a 
period of 'hear·ing the brunt' of the piltieilt's care prior to 
his/her admission. The term 'brunt..:beat·r1r' was r.oined by 
Cart~1rigltt et. al. (1973). 
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Framing memories 

By framing memories in interaction with others, the relat·ive can 

recall the dying person 'in all of his or her individuality'. Giaquinta 

has pointed out that not all relatives are able to do th,is, but a small 

number of examples of 'framing memories' were observed in nurse-relative 

encounters in this study: 

"She ~tas such a lovely little lady, everything they've 
got, house and garden, she's put together." 

(Daughter of patient to SRN) 

"He was a prope1· laugh, you kn01~, 1~hen he was himself." 

(Patient's wife to student nurse) 

Having briefly examined the behaviour of relatives during the 

'nothing more.to do' phase, one further point should be made about nurses' 

beha,viour at this time. Some nurses in this study appeared to have 

diff·iculty in understanding the behaviour· of the 1·elatives who \"lere 

attempting to come to terms ~lith the patient's death duri.ng the 'nothing 

mor:e to do' phase. A small number of nurses reported that during tlris 

period some relatives 'behaved' inappropriately. ln one instance it \'lets 

reported that the teenage son of a dying patient '1~andered' all over the 

hospital for long pel'iods of the day: 

"It ~muld have been better for him to stay away if he 
cou.ldn't sit 11ith her." (SRN) 

All the relatives of dying patients interv·iewed in this study (9) 

were apparently satisfied with the care they and the patient were 

receiving during the 'nothing more to do' phase, although some 

percei vecl diffe1·r"nces in the individual ccne-g·i vers, be they nurses or 

other'l1i se: 

"They all try and do their best for you but some a1·e better 
than others." 

(l4i fe) 



Although the sr:nall number of relatives tn this study were 

satisfied, other studies have indicated that this can be a problem 

area. Carh-:right, Hockey and Anderson (1973) found that only seven out 
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of ten relatives of patients who had died in hospital were pleased with 

the way in which· the patient had been looked after until his death. There 

are also a number of other reports which indicate that the care of the 

family at this time can be a matter for concern (D'Addio 1979, and 

Griffin 1978). 

Before discussing the next stage of the dying process one further 

matter should 1be considered, that of 'prolonged visiting', that is 

'·visiting' which was spread over a long period of time. It appeared from 

the discussions with relativ~s that prolonged visiting could eventually 

lead to feelings of guilt in some relatives. These feelings occtJl"red 

beca~se although these relatives felt that they should visit the patient 

they also began to feel that they were neglecting other aspects of social 

1 ife ~1hi eh l·tere of some impot·tance to them. 

"I've ea 11 ed to see her every even.i ng si nee she's been in, but 
it's now getting a bit of a strain. If I was home I'd be 
spending that time with the kids, but the only time I see 
them ·is ov.er a quick tea, .they're in bed when I get home." 
(Son of patient who had been in the 'nothing more to do' stage 
for three months) 

Prolonged expectation of the patient's death also led to an attempt 

to interpret the patient's appearance us a signal that she 1~as reaching 

the end of the 'nothing more to do' stage and beginning the 'last 

descent'. This was reflected in relative-nurse encounters: 

"Ooooh, she looked had ·last night, I e::pected you to have 
to call for me." 
(Patient's son to SRN) 

"l·Je '11 , she wi 11 get days l 'ike that but there's no rea.l change · 
yet." 



"She must be as strong as a horse." 

"Yes, sometimes these old people are stronger than ~te 
think." 

Related to the proble~ of 'prolonged visiting' are two other 

problems, that of 'awareness' v1h.i.ch will be discussed belovt, and that 

of the relative who has finished grieving before the patient dies. It 

has been found that i.f the latter occurs the relative then visits less 

frequently ( Gl as er and S trauss, 1968). A 1 though this ~1as not observed 

in the present study it ·is a well-known phenomenon on chronic geriatric 

and psycho-geriatric wards. 

There v1as no p;·oblem of 'awareness• 1 (-Glaser and Strauss, 1965) 
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in the small siur.ple of relatives and dying patients in the present study. · 

Only one of the patients in this study for whom there vtas 'nothin~1 more 

to do' l'las fu.lly conscious and mentally alert. She vtas '<~~>!are' of her 

condit-ion as this 1~as in keeping vlith the personal philosophy of i.".he 

consultant \'tho vtas caring for her. In this vtard each patient l'li:\S given 

a full and frank discussion of their condition by the consultants 

serving. that ward in the company of a trained member of staff. Glaser 

and Strauss (1965), Mclntosh (1977) and Cartwright and others (1973) 

have pointed out the problems ~1hich can occur 1·1hen the relatives al'e 

ai·lare and the conscious, rational, dying patient is not, but as already 

stated this situation did not arise in this study. 

We have so far considered the first "three critical junctures in 

the dying process, as identified by Glaser and Strauss, and related the 

data collected in this study to these junctUI·es. He shal"l no\'1 turn our 

attention to the later stages of the dying process, beginn·ing with the 

'final descent'. 

1. This concept is extensively discussed in 'AI·tareness of Dying' 
(1965). 



4. The Fi na 1 Descent 

A stage is reached in the status passage between dying and death 

when temp ora 1 certainty can be estimated to within a few days. The 

patient may remain conscious at this stage but in many instances will 

appear to be no longer fully aware of the events which are going on 

around him. 

The relative will have to be informed of this intermediate passage 

even though this is expected to happen. This may necessitate a phone 

call, if the relative is not visiting each day: 

"I was ~10nd~::ring if you were planning to come and visit her 
1~ithin the nt:xt fe\'t days as she is now starting to get 
worse." ·(Relatives live some miles a~tay) 

(SEN) 

.. "Yes, tomorrovt should be O.K., but I wouldn't leave it any 
later." 

The saine nurse te'lis the night nurse that the relatives have been 

informed, adding: 

"I hope they make it in time, they didn't want to travel 
down overniqht so I said that tomorrow will probably be 
soon enough: I think I 'm right." 

(SEN) 

Because of the impossibility.of determining exactly \~hen death \'/ill 

occur there 1~i ll i ne vi tab ly be fa 1 se a 1 arms. If this happens the 

relative may l,ecome confused when confronted 1~ith fresh information or 

the short reprieve may spark hope: 

"I'm afraid he's 1~orse. His heart is no longer strong 
enough to keep his blood pressure up." 

(SRN) 

"l~e11 1·1e were told when he came in that it \"/as only a nmtter of 
4-6 hours, and no~1 36 hours he's still here. I know no-one 
wants to give us fu 1 se hopes, but perhaps he'll get over this 
as well." (Dau~hter) 
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"I think it's very un 1 i'ke ly." 

"But you wouldn't classify him as absolutely hopeless at 
the moment. " 

"l-Ie 1 l . . . . . . . . " 

"You rea<lly mean there's not much chance that he '11 go 
much longer?" 

"Yes, that's about it." 

The patient may at the stage of 'the final descent' be moved to 

a .s.ide-11ard, but this depends to some extent on the availability of 

such a ~ard. Any visiting restrictions are lifted and arrangements 

can be made for the relatives to spend the night in the hospital if 

they wish. Although the study was carried out ·in one hospital, the 

wards in ~1hich the field-\vork 1vas carried out \'lei'e in b1o separate 

buildings, with different facilities for relatives who needed to stay ., 

the night. In one of the buildings there were a number of rooms away 
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from the 1vard area where the relatives could sto:y. In the other building 

··some of tl1e geriatric wards had a visitors room, in which was placed a 

chair which converted into a bed. In other wards the relative who 

w.ished to stay the night had. to do this in the day-room. In both of 

these instances the relative remained 1·1ithin the precincts of the ward. 

All of the relatives who stayed in the hospital dul'ing the final descent 

were give!l tickets \vhich enabled them to obtain meals. They 1vere also 

given frequent dl'inks of tea or coffee by the vmrd staff. Not all the 

relatives v1anted to stay at the hosp·i tal, and in some instances only 

one member of the family wished to stny: 

"My fCtther 1'/0uld like to be with her when she goes." 

(Patient's daughter) 

"l·lell, if you 1voultllike him to stay we can give him a bed, 
he can stay as 1 ong as he 1 i kes, i.lS ·, ong as 'it doesn't 
\'/ear him out." 

(SRN) 



"At home he just s"its and cr·ies all the time." 

"Is he bettet· here?" 

"Or yes; he says that ''s v1here he 1·1ants to be. You wouldn't 
mind if he stays?" 

"No, not at all." 

''He says he doesn'~ want her to be alone and without friends 
when she goes, they've been married 63 years. I couldn't 
face staying myself, but if he v1ants to." 

''Yes, that'll be fine.'' 
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Not 1·1ishing to stay with the dying patient for long periods of time 

can be due to a number of reasons including the presence of unpleasant 

symptoms which. can occur in the patient at this stoge. In the 

Cartwright study {1973) a large number of relatives were aware of the 

distressing symptoms whicl1 occurt~d in the patients they had watched .... 

die in hospital. 8ecnuse of this, Clark and !Jockey (1980) suggest that 

the reiatives of the dying patient might benefit from a discussion of 

'-·· th~se symptoms vlit.h health professionals. This was not observed to be 

a major problem in the present study. 

Melia (1977) rias pointed out how many yelatiyes, especially those 

of the patients in critical care units, cannot accept tlte status quo 

and feel the need to express their frustration. If th.is happens theii· 

target is frequently the nursing staff. The combination of an .. 
unpleasant sy:n~tom and frustration leading to an·aggressive interchange 

was noted on one cccasion during a patiAnt's 'last descent' in the 

present study: 

"Hhy aren't you giving he1· drinks?" (Husband of patient) 

"He are tr.vinq, but she is keeping her teeth clenched and 
it is difficult." 

(SRN in charge of v;ard) 



"She's got a di r·ty mouth." 

"Yes, Nurse has tried to clean it, but the problem is the 
same. l·Je do have difficulty in getting her mouth open." 

"l·Jhat a1·e you going to do about it't" 

"He will keep trying." 

"I hope'you ~lill. I don't like to see it like that." 

''I understand, but really at this stage we can't do more 
than 1ve a re doing." 

(Long pause) 

"No, I suppose not." 

"Now, lvould you like a cup of tea?" 

The reaction of the re 1 ati ves during the fi na -, descent can be divided 

into two pl1ascs, separation and mourning (Giaquinta, 1977). (Mourning 

will be discussed later.) 

Separation begins when the patient's consc1ousness diminishes and 

his il~Ja;·eness of the enyironment vanishes. (This v1as noted to occur in 

the '110thing more to do' stage when these same conditions prevailed.) 

When this occu1·s it can produce an avoidance or emotional withdrawal of 
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the relatives from those who are about to die. Hackett and Weisman (1961) 

have called this phenomenon 'the bereavement of t.he dying' (p235). This 

\vas observed in the present study on one occasion fo 11 owing an emergency 

admission. After being told that the patir:mt \'IuS likely to die, the> 

relatives, 1·1ife and son, decided to go home and 1·1ait there unt'il he dier.l. 

Unlike American hospitals, most British hospitals do not have a 

'cr-itical 1ist' l'lhich serves "to distribiJte an internally relevant 

message n<Jti fying thnt. n dr:nth may be forthcoming, and that appnlpriate 

arr<lllgements fo1· that event at·e tentatively l'iillTanted" (Suclnow 1967). 

llol'lever, tl1e term 'clanger l·ist' does have meaning for people in our 



society, a11cl the term I'Jas observed to be used. An example of this 

tenn was observed to be used by one relative in conversation 11ith a 

friend as they were leaving the hospital: 

''He's still on the danger list you know.'' 

We should now c6nsider the next stage in the dying process. 

5. The Last Hours 

Duririg this time those members of the family who \~i,sh to do so 

will visit the patient to say their last goodbyes. This can be a very 

emotional expe1·ience. One relative, the grandson of a dying patient, 
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was unable to do this for after just a glimpse of his dying grandmother, 

he was overcome with grief and had to leave the ward. Even those 

relatives ~1ho have elected to stay until the pJtient's death may feel 

the need of a break in order to compose themselves for a further stay: 

"I'm just going home to get some dinner." (Husband of dying patient), 

"Oh, you needn't do that, we can get you ~ome here, or we 
can give you a cup of tea." 

"No, the v1alk home 1~ill do me good. I'll be back in· 
about an hour." 

"Can you manage that all right?" 

"Oh yes, I can't stay any longer. You'll have to ring 
me if anything happens.'' 

... 
The prescriptive literature advises that the relatives should be 

assured that ·~simply __ sitting by the bedside of the patient holding the 

hand is a positive act of caring" (Hoy and Robbins, 1979, p. 77-78), 

but it was 8bserved that this form of relative behaviour was apparently 

very difficult to ca1"ry out. t~ost relatives needed to move ili'Ound and 

vlert! unable to sit still holding the patient's hand, but 1~ould move 

around the bed, or, if there we1·e othel" relatives a!'ound, talk in quiet 



tones. 

6. The Death Watch 

. This is the stage ~1hen the patient is 'in extremis' and only lasts 

a short while. ·If the relatives are staying in the hospital they are 

called to the patient's bedside. If the relative has gone home for a 

rest and has requested to receive such information, he/she will also 

be called to be with the patient at the end of his life. 
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Although a number of patients died during the period of observation, 

no patients with relatives present died during the time in which the 

observer was on the ward, so that the data in this section is from the 

interview material only. 

All the nurses who were in charge of the ~mrds on ~1hich the 

obse'rvation took place were asked to describe how they managed the 

situation when the relatives 1vished to stay with the patient. They all 

stated that they allmved t·elatives to make the decision concerning 

whe"ther or not to stay:· 

"I think it's up to the relatives if they want to sit at the 
bedside till the patient dies. You can see that some of 
them don't want to, yet they feel guilty because of this 
feeling. If I think that's the situation I feel they need 
reassuring that they haven't got to do this." 

(SRN) 

"I have su~Jgested to relatives that it might be better if 
they took a break from the bedside, because it doesn't 
always do them any ~food, and I think sometimes they need 
someone to make decisions for them, but in the end it's 
up to them lvhat they do." 

(SRN) 

During this time, if the patient is a Roman Catholic, the patient 

will be given the last rites, or the farnily of non-Catholics may ask 

their own Ministe1· of Religion to visit and pray with the f<~mily and 



patienL 

We now need to turn our attention to the last of Glaser and 
' 

Strauss's 'critical junctures', the 'death' itself. 

7. Death 

Hospital policy is specific concerning the behaviour of both 

nurses and relatives at this point: 

"lf the relatives are with the patient at the time of death -
they should be escorted to a quiet place (e.g. Sister's Office) 
and offered comfort and a hot drink. 

Arrangements should be made for the relatives to see a doctor 
shou·l d they 1~i sh it." 

(Procedure No. 4) 

"If the t•elat·ives are not present at the patient's death -
they must be notified 1~hen the death has been confirmed by the 
doctor. If relatives are knmm to be elderly, or living alone 
(check kardex) care should be taken to find another re 1 ati ve, · 
neighbour or genet·al pt·actitioner to break the ne1•1s and comfort 
them. The hospital where the patient dies is responsible for 
notifying relatives even if the patient came to out' hospitill 
fl·om another hospital, nursing home or home for the elderly." 

Nurses \~ere d·ividcd about the I'Jay they preferred to give this form 

of information. Some preferred to bri,ng the relatives into the 
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hospital if this 1~as practical, saying that the patient had had a sudden 

turn for the worse, and inform them personally of the death when they 

arrived at the hospital: 

"If I as~. the111 to come in I try to suggest that they bring 
someone in with tl1em.'' 

(SRN) 

This \'/as only possible if the relative lived locally and had ready 

access to transport. All the ntJrses questioned stated that they 

follO\·Jed the procedure v~ith regard to relatives living on their mm, 

utilising in addition to the policy suggestions, the police or a 

., 



1 oca 1 vi ear. 

Sudnow (1957) has pointed out that when an announcer has to make 

the death announcement tl1is is made as soon as possible whetl1er or not 

the family expects its likelihood: 

"The enfo1·ceable character of a prompt, straight-fon1ard 
announcement derives less froni the structure of the 
occasion than from the strongly held sentiment that 
persons have a right to be told immediately of their 01vn 
status as a bereaved person.'' 

Bereavement as a status takes place as the announcement is given. 
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The set of resources v1hi eh a re generally ava i 1 ab 1 e to the announcer 

1'1ho has to make o:ther forms of <:nnouncement (discussed else1vhere) are 

not useable at this time. The relatives cannot be told not to worry, 

nor can the announcer engage in social niceties such as exchanging smiles 

as the whoJe range of comforting remarks which may be appropriate in 

other circumstances are considered radically inappropriate as the death 

_announcement is 111ade. ·· 

"Bl"eaking the ne1·1s gently" as an act of anticipatory comforting 

seems proper only fo1· those I'Jho have some degree of intimacy v1ith the 

recipient. The r;:cst experienced 'announcer' intervie1ved in this study 

1·1as the Coroner's Officer, 1·1ho had an office at the hospi ta 1, who fe 1t 

that "breaking the nev1s gently" 1·1as not really possible: 

''I think it's best to tell the relatives in as straight
for<.•Jard a milnner and as quickly as possible. You then 
have to be ilrepared to cope with a whole range of 
emotions. It affects everybody differently and it's 
only after you've told them that yotl can start to 
comfort them." 

''Drea~ing bad news'' as a social act does not appear to have 

received very much atte-ntion from sociologists. {\part from the study 

by Sudnov1 ;:dread_y :nenti one cl, the only ofher study 1 ocated concerning 



this 1·ms carried out by Lofland {'1976), who with Lachlan and 

McClenachan attempted to analy~e one ~uch occupat{onal bearer ~f 

. bad news - the Deputy U. S. MarshaL From this ana·lysi s they found 

that the problematic aspects of the situation a1~e nmnaged i·n three 

stages: 'preparing', 'deliveri,ng' and 'shoring up after delivery'. 

These three stages appear to be inherent in announcements of death 

made in hospital. One such announcement 1vas made on the phone to a 

re]ative:. 

"Oh 111r. Crimson this is staff nurse on 'A' 1·/llrd. I'm afraid 
I have some bad ne~1s for you (:preparation'). 

"I 'm sorry to have to tell you that Mr. Vio"let died about 
five minutes ago ('announcement'). 

"He died very peacefully. 

"Yes it's· all for the best." 

vel·bal 'shor-ing up' 
aft'= r de 1 i very. 

It has been noted by Sudnow ( 1967) that death seems to be a 

[Jal"acligmatic example of 1·1hat might be termed a 'clear social fact' as 

, .. persons have comrlete and unquestioned faith in the social organisation 

of medical enquiry 1·1hich produces the proclaro1ation of death so that for 

a doctor to pronounce death makes it so. This unquestion~d fai.th is in 

contrast to the doubts which. many people hold with resrect to the 

doctor's ab·ility to diagnose disease. l~hile this t:Jatter dol!s no doubJ_, 

arply to the majority of announcements, the issue can b·e less clear-cut 

than would at first seem, if it is considered in the light of the 

contemporary controversies which occasionally arise relating to the 

notion of 'brairi death'. However, having noted this exception, i.t is 

unlikely that most relatives r/Ould question the validity of such an 

an no tm cement. 

The response to the death announcement can vary, but this is one 

occasioli on \vh·ich the relative i:. allm·1ed to 'flood out' (Goffman 196'1 
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p. 55) as mourning begins, without fear of sanction. Dut·i ng this 

period the announcer usually waits silently until the relative reopens 

the interaction which may then proceed to the matter of cause, the 

matter of pain and the matter of preventability. Some attention is 

then pai'd to the matter of 'shoring up after delivery'. 

The nurse is frequently present ~1ith the relatives in the early 

stage of their grief either because she is the announcer or because she 

has been delegated to make them a cup of tea. The 'cup of tea' is 

uni versa 11y prescribed by a 11 the nursing textbooks as a practi ea 1 1~ay 

of coping with the initial grief of the relative, (this) ''is usually 

appt·eciated more than a lot of empty words even if it is not drunk" 

(Bickerton and Sampson p. 117). (There appears to be no evidence to 

suggest that the textbooks are correct in this assumption.) 

This period of time is seen as particularly stressful by a number 

of nurses: 

"After the patient died his 1~ife kept hugging me. I 
didn't know what to say, it a 11 sounds so fa 1 se." 

(3rd Year Nurse) 

"If you've been close to the patient or his family, sittino 
with them after the patient's death can be distressing as 
you shat·e their grief. In a short time you can get very 
close to people.'' 

(SRN) 

The nurse's own personal experience of bereavement may increase the 

difficulties of this situation: 

"One thing I can't face very 1·1ell is staying with the 
relatives of children who l1ave died from drowning. That 
a hmys upsets me because I have experience of it in the 
family." 

(SEN) 
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Some nurses felt that it was wrong to show emotion at this time: 

"lt could be upsetting dealing ~lith bereaved relatives but 
if we took it too deeply tlten we wouldn't be n11rses. If 
you get upset it affects your ~1ork, and that s ti 11 has to 
go on when the t·e 1 ati ves have left the 1·1a rd." 

(SEN) 

Other nurses felt that they were unable to serarate themsel·ves in 

thts 1·1ay: 

''You cannot disassociate yourself, especially in the 
sudden death situation. I kn0\'1 that's 1·1hat I 11as 
taught, but I can't do it." 

(SEN) 

Just occasionally the relative will arrive on a ward after the 

patient has died but before the relatives have been contv.cted. If 

the patient has 'arrested' 1 then the staff may have only just completed 

their unsuccessful attempts at revival, and the patient may be 

surrounded 1·1i th equipment: 

''Although she'd died I had to keep him out of the room and 
I didn't know what to tell him, he wanted to see her b11t 
they were cleari119 up and I didn't know what to say, it 
1·1as just awful." 

(SRN) 

On the other hand; if no arrest procedure has been instigated the 

relative can see the patient right a\'1ay if he wishe·s: 

"I ''ve never seen anybody die so peacefully. One minute he 
was spenking·to me, tlte next mint1te lte lay back, and I 
realised that he'd died. It startled me for a moment, but 
I straightened him up and as I l'laEed out of the door there 
was his daughter and son-in-law walking down the corridor. 
Ihad no time to do anything but te·ll them there and then. 
Sl1e burst i11to floods of tea1·s and asked exactly what had 
happened. She 1·1anted to see the body. nothing \'JOul cl have 
stopped tllem fro:n going in, but he looked t·eally peuceful 
and it ~lilS lovely for him to go that Wily." 

(SRN) 

1. 1\ 'cardiac ar-rest' ·is said to have occun·ect if the heart stops 
beatin9. \~hen this happens n:suscitatio!l meusures are immediateiy 
instituted. 
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We shall now turn our attention to the fi na,l part of the dying 

process, that of the dismissal of the relatives. 

8. The 'Dismissal' of the relatives 

Before the re,latives leave the ward certain administrative duties 

need-to be performed: 

"These functional Hies allow the nurse to adopt a business
like conversational tone and allow the relative to .con
centrate his attention, thereby temporn r"ily distracting 
him from his emotionnl reactions." 

{Fazakerly 1978, p. 21) 

This aspect of interaction between nurses and t"el ati ves can be mutually 

supportive in that it allows the nurse to remain detached and calm. At 

this stage the nurse may have to ask the relative for permission for 

a post-mortem: 

"I ah1ays think it's easier if they have :wd a short period 
of time to prepare for the death. It's a~tful H you have 
to break the news when it's unexp~cted and then ask then1 
ifit'sO.K. foraP.~l." 

{SRN) 

{"P.~1." is an abbreviation used for post-mortem) 

The nurse usually gives the relatives infurmation concern"i:'1g the 

actions 11hi eh must be taken regarding the death certificate and the 

patient's property. The hospital 'in \'Jhich th2 fieldwork· took place 
• 

also provides the relative l'lith a leaflet vihich repeats the infot"mation. 

This leaflet opens with the words: 

"\4e hope the following information 1·1ill he1p you at this sad 
time when it is often difficult to remember 1·1hat S·istel" or 
Staf'i' r:urse has suggested you should do." 

and ends with the sentence: 

''If 1··1e Clll'l be of any further help to you please do not 
l1esitate to contllct the hospital administrat·ion depnrtmer1t.'' 

"I 



''Dead on Arrival'' 

One other aspect of the process of dying should be discussed 

because of its relevance to the present st~dy. A number of patients 

brought to the hospital are "dead on arrival", abbreviated as DOA, 

either due to accidental or natural causes. The relatives in most 

instances 1·/ill have been informed by the po.lice that an incident or 

accident has occurred, but may ~1ell arrive at the hospital una1vare 

that the seriousness of the patient's accident may already have led 

to his death. In these instances the doctor or nurse has no priof 

acquaintance with the relatives. When the relative arrives at th~ 

hospital his expectations are more or less formulated depending .on 

the following factors: 

1) his own presence at the accident, 

2) his knowledge of the person's prior health, 

3) the information he has already been given by ambula!1ce dY'ivet·s, 

police or any other sources. 

Although the fact of having been called to the hospital will delimit 

the range of expectable happenings, the alternatives may be unclear. 

Sudnow (1967) has described the task of the 'announcer' in this 
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situation as one 1·1hich must be taken on by someone who, although hejshe 

may have had no contact with the patient, by sheer virtue of ·his 

location in the social structure of the hospital experiences: 

"the obligation to behave with some degree of accountability 
for tl1e occurrence of an event beyond his ecologically 
accessible jurisdiction, involving a set of persons with 
1·1iwm no contractui! 1 duties had been uncle1·trtken, unci a 
corpse l<~lwse pr[:vious breathing, generally speaking rillS 

nevet" \·titnessed. !3y the fact of a death some1·1here ·in the 
neighbouring stn~ets or residc~nccs, and the corpse's 
de1ivet)' to his stution, he must at least for a short 
l'lhile, assume the status of a committed involved party." 

(p. 135) 

' ' • ~ I 
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The relatives of patients who \'/ere "DOA'' at the hospital in wh"ich

the observation took place, 1~ere sh01·1n immediately on admission to the 

doctor's office which also served as a relatives room. 

No such announcement was observed during the peribd of observation, 

but Sudnow has des cri bed the pattern he observed used ,by announce:rs 

during a number of such announcements. ~le pointed out that as soon as 

the doctor entered the room his manner defined the scene as an occas,ion 
- ., 

of the utmost seriousness. The announcement was generally made within 

the first two sentences. One feature of the announcements made 

concerning the DOA patient 1~as ·that in nearly every scene 1~itnessed by 

.Sudnow the opening remarks contained an llistorir::al reference and also 

some medically relevant a11tecedent: 

''Apparently Mr. Jones had a heart attack this afternoon 
-. and his IJody was too weak to fight it and he passed away." 

(p. 133) 

After the relative has been told of the patient's death at 

St. David's Hospital he/she is visited by the Corone;-'s Officer or the 

mortuary technician in order for certain details to be exchanged. Tile 

Coroner's Officer in particular appeared to be held in high regard by 

the nurses in the hospital in which the study too~ place: 

"He's vei'Y good with the relatives. He'll often take them 
home afterwards and things like that.'' 

(SRN) 

Dur·ing the pet"iod of waiting, either for the docto1· or the 

Coroner's Officer, the relative may be accompanied by a nurse. This 

could be a problem for the nurse who, in some instances, held certain 

·information concerning the patient 1·1hich he/she \vere unable to share: 

.· ' 



"If you are staying 1~ith one of the relutives of put"ients 
who have been involved in a road accident in which you 
kno~1 there was a fatality, it is very difficult to try 
and answer their questions until they have been told 
about it by the doctor or sister. I don't like to 
ans11er because I 'm afraid of showing my r.motions. I 
think it is important to hold back my emotio1,1s." 

("SEN) 

·"It's even more difficult in our situation because you've 
never met the relatives before, and you don't know what· 
sort of relationship they had previously 1~ith the patient, 
so you can easily say the wrong thing.'' 

(SRN) 

Death in most cultures is sut·rounded by t'ituals and ceremonies. 

In our culture dying traditionally took place in the home surrounded 
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·by the family. More and mote people nre dying away from this environment 

in some form of institutionalised setting, in i'lhich the families' control 

of this pt·ocess is severely restl"icted, and the "ebb and fl01·1 of events 
... · . 

is controlled by routine and by strangers" (Glaser and Strauss 1968, 

p. 152). 

, Th~ data has i,ndicated that certain accommodations are mude 

concet·ning the relatives of dying patients by the staff in that they 

are given a status \'ihich is different to that of other groups of 

relatives. However, th-is accommodation is un'likely to be of much help 

to the rel~tive coping with the catastrophic nature of the event itself, 

and the foreign and threatening milieu in \'lhich the death is taking place, 

unless the nurse is abl.e in some \'lay to replace the tradit·ional support 

system provided bY other relatives and ft·iends if the dying process 

takes place at home. The indications are that although many nurses are 

m·:are that scme 'support' is needed,.there is some uncertainty concerning 

the way in which this should be offered. 

It should also be pointed out that the nurs-e's role is;:~ minimul 

one in the total readjustment 1·1hich the relutive has to make to h·is/her 
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ne~/ social situation following bereavement. Yet it is one of great 

importance for it is associated with the death event itself and the 

positive or negat·ive attitudes to the nurse formed at the time of the 

death are remembered long afte~Jards. This was indicated in the 

interviews with relatives, some of whom described previous experiences 

concerning other patients and other nurses in other settings: 

"One nurse I shall al\qays remember. She sat \'lith me for 
what seemed like hours. She was really kind.'' 

"I don't like to complain but she (the nurse) was really 
abrupt every time we sa~1 her. She seemed really cold and 
hard." 
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As was found ~lith other aspects of the nurse-relative relationship, 

different nurses offered conflicting statements r.oncerning their role 

vis-a-vis the relative, indicating the 'multiple realities' within 

which this relationship is constructed. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown in this chapter that nurses and relatives 

interact in a number of different ways during the di ffererit stages of 

the dying process. Some indication has also been given of the stress 

inherent in this situation, not only for the relative but also for the 

nurse. The particular difficulties of the nurse have been identified, 

concerning both the handli11g of such encounters and his/her lack of 

knowledge concerning 'how' relatives could hest be helped. This 

perceived inadequacy of the nurse is consistent ~lith the finding 

reported in Chapter 8 concerning the.emotional needs of the relative. 

Other studies, referred to in Chapter 2, have indicated that health 

professionals are still ill-prepared for this task. The findings of 

the present study, although they concern a very small sample of relatives 



and nurses around the dying patient, 1vould appear to support this 

proposition. 

The data collected concerning the relationship between nurses 
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and the re 1 ati ves of dying patients appears to support the ~10rk of Gl as er 

and Strauss (1965, 1967) concerning the social milieu in which dying 

takes place. In addition the data also supports the model described by 

Giaquinta of the reactions of families facing the crisis of death. 

These models have helped to structure the data and have also 

helped to make sense of some of the utterances of the relatives in 

nurse-relative encounters taking place at this time. 

We should now turn our attention to the socialisation of the 

nurse and relative. 



CHAPTER i3 

THE SOCIALISATION OF THE NURSE AND THE RELATIVE 

Introduction 

Throughout the previous chapters 1·/e have consider·ed the different 

forms of encounter ~1hich take place betl~een nutses and telatives in ~1hich 

the participants either adopt or are cast into a nun1ber of different 

roles. Before discussing the implicat-ions of these encounters we should 

turn our attention to the 1·1ay in which nurses and relatives learn the 

specific behaviour appropriate to the different roles 1·1hich they adopt 

or into v1hich they are cast. He should also give some consideration to 

the different expectations held by the participants in the different forms 

of ~ole relationships about how the 'self' and the 'other' should function 

viit.hi n that J'e la :.:i onshi p. 

The prouess of learning to take on ne1·1roles, Ol' socialisation, 

enables the novice to acquire the knowledge and skill to perform these 

roles. But this process also involves ·internal·l:::ing certain values, 

beliefs and attitudes held by the members of the social group to 1~hich 

the novice aspi1·es to belong. It 1·ias not possible, within the confines 

of this study, to explot·e sufficiently to be ab"ie t_o explain this 

process fully with regard to these two gtoups. However, some data was 

collected and this will be ptesented and discussed in this chaptet· in 

order to try and increase our understanding of this process. 

The socialisation- of the 11urse 

I·Je have seen that in m:):;t ni' the t:tlc'Junt?rs 1·1hich take piace betl•iccn 

nurses and re·ic,t·ives the nurs2 adopts or· ·is c.-:s·t, into an 'expet·t' t·ide. 



Some attention should therefore be paid to the 1~ay in l•lh!ich this 

'expert' kn01·1ledge is acqu.ired by the nurse. ~le shall at th:is stage, 

for reasons wh·ich 1vill become apparent later, focus on the knowledge 

acquired by the nurse concerning the 'management' of nurse-relative 

encounters, by d.iscussing how she acqui·res the interpersonal skills 

associated with the 'expert' role. 

Each School of Nursing in this country interprets the syllabus 
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la.id do~m by the General Nursing Council and incorporates this inter

pt·etation into the curriculum for nurse training ~vithin the individual 

hospital. The curriculum within the School of Nursi.ng, which was a part 

of the hospital in which the study took place, stipuiates that all 

student nurses should be 'taught', that is given ir.formatior. concern.ing 

the role of the relative in hospital, focussing on 'family participation 

in ~are', 'vis"iting patients in hospital- needs, pr·oblems, behaviout' 

and 'bereavement'. The curriculum also included a section stlpu1aiir.g 

that student nurses should be given information concerning the 'nur::.e·-

. patient-r8lative relationship - appropl'iate methods, expectations, 

problems and resolutions'. 

It was not possible to. discover exactly ho~ much attention was 

given to these matters within tfte school, nor how the effectiveness of 

the teaching was evaluated .. Nor v/Ould this have been enHrely 

appropriate, for, although it ~rould have givr:n some indication of what 

studeni nurses at different levels of their training at St. David's a.t 

the present time were likely to 'know', it would not be relevant to 

those nurses who qualified in other hospitals, nor for those who 

qualified some years ago. llowever, it was considered that most would 

have sorne recollection of the ~·Jay in 1·thich Lhey had acqLrit·ed 'knov1lr:cige' 

about different aspects of the nurse-r·clative relutionship uy 'fornwl' 

instruction. 
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All of the nurses ~1ho ~1ere interviewed were therefore asked l~hetllet· 

they had received any 'fonnal' instruction, either by a lecture in the 

school, or during a teaching session on the ward, concerning, firstly, 

how to communicate with relatives and, secondly, concerning the specific 

needs of the re]ative of a patient admitted to hospital. This \~as 

foll01~ed by a question which focussed on 'infonnal' methods of teaching. 

The results presented below need to be interpreted with some caution, 

but they do give an indication of the difficulties 1·1hich nurses perceive 

in this area. A cautious interpretation is necessary firstly because the 

number questioned is small both in te1111s of nurses in this country as 

a group, and also in te1111s of nurses both trained and in training at 

St. David's. Secondly, it is now recognised that it would have been 

better to ask the nurse first of ali to focus on communication skills 

in general, and then to ask a specific question concerning the relatives. 

Thit·dly, a much more sophisticated tool should have been used in an 

attempt to overcome the "I can't remember" response proffered by 21 out 

of the 56 respondents. However, in spite of the methodological problems 

the responses 1·1ere not very different from those reported in other 

'communication' studies (deta"iled later in the chapter). 

The results: of the 54 nurses questioned concerning 'formal' instruction: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

21 nurses 

12 nurses 

11 nurses 

10 nurse5 

"couldn't remember" 

were positive that they had never received any 

formal instruction 

recalled specific instances of formal teaching 

stated that ''you can't teach that sort of thing''. 

a) ''Couldn't R~nembe~' 

Of the 21 nurses in this group, 15 were trained, and it is possible 



that had they been asked this quest·ion earlier in their career they 

might have answered differently. 

b) No Information 

7 of the nurses in this group were trained, 2 of these more than 
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5 years ago. There appeared to be no difference concerning the location 

of the nurse's education; nurses who had been trained locally and those 

who had trained elsewhere appeared in all the groups in similar numbers. 

c)- Specific teaching 

The 11 nurses who were able to recall specific examples of teaching 

Were then asked to describe in as much detail as possible: 

a) where_this teaching had taken place, 

b) the role-identity of the teacher, 

c) the content of th~ 'lesson'. 

"Where" - 2 of the nurses named the ward, the rest named the classroom 

' as the location in which the specific teaching they had received took 

place. 

"t~ho" - One nurse 1 ndi ea ted ~hat the ward sister :1ad adopted the teacher 

role, and one nurse specified a clinical teacher as the instructor in the 

ward area. The teaching in the school was shareo between tutors and 

clinical teachers. 

"What" - The content of the '1 essons' as re en 11 ed by the nurses re 1 a ted 

to the identification of the needs of the relative rather than to 

specific instruction concerning 'how' these needs could be met: 

"Sister ·- explained to us how relatives geL very upset, 
e!:peci n'!ly if the pa.ti ent is an eme1·gel!cy, and hm·1 they 
need reassurance and comfort." 

(SE'N) 

"\·le did some 'wishy-v:ashy' thing about death and the needs 
of thr relatives i11 the classroorn. It was all a bit 



embarrassing really. There were 
but couldn't bring ourselves to. 
about it isn't it?'' 

things ~ie 1~anted to say 
It's difficult to talk 

. (-3rd Year Student) 
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"l~e ~1ere taught in school to include the relatives. \~hat 1~e 
~1ere taught related to the patients' and telatives' background, 
not how to de a 1 1~i th the family at the present t·ime." 

(3rd Year Student) 

d) "You can't teach that sort of thing" 

This \~as a completely unexpected tesponse as it preceded the 

researcher's discovery that Dodd (1974) had also elicited this response 

to similar questions concerning communication skills. Dodd posed the 

question "Can you recall any talk, discussion, lecture 01· official time 

anywhere in you1· training so far on how to relate to people?" The 

i niti a 1 response to Dodd' s question ~1as a 96% "No", of \~hem 70% a 1 so 

added "but you can't teach relational skills". It is difficult to explain 

Nhy nurses respond in this ~tay. It is possible that other occupational 

groups wou'ld also respond in this ~1ay although no ·information concerning 

this aspect was located. 

The lack of specific instruction in communication ski'lls ha~ been 

identified in a r1umber of other studies. Faulkner (1978), Wood (1979), 

1·1acleod-Clarke (1980). Other studies have specifically dra~m attention 

to the lack of tei:'.ching concerning communication l•tith relatives. Frost 

(1970) has indicated that "talking to relatives" is an art which is 110t 

usually taught in schools of nursing, and that the nurse is expected to 

"pick up the necessary elements as she progresses in her career", while 

Leonard (1979) has reported that when talking to a group of third-year 

nurses on "the subject of dealing 1·1ith relatives" she 1·ms "saddened to 

find that it 1~a:: their first formal lecture on the subject" (p. 1310). 

Some of tl·.e nurses i ntet·vi ewed i denti fi ed their m·m needs for 

further teachin~ concerning tl1is aspect of nursin~ practice: 



"I don't think we do get enough 
and it's too late afterwards. 
training in counselling.'' 

help with this in our training 
I could certainly do ~1ith more 

(SRN) 

"It's very difficult to know how to ta 1 k to them and he 1 p with 
their pt·oblems. It should be possible to receive some guidance 
about this.'' (SRN) 
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A very small number of nurses interviewed (3) were also qualiFied 

psychiatric nurses. They, and some of the other nurses who had observed 

nurses 1~ith this training in action, believed that this form of education 

prepared the nurse to cart·y out their 'expert' role vis-a-vis the 

relatives more fully than the nurse with a 'general' nurse education: 

"Often the relatives feel guilty. I have to remind 11\YSelf 
that projected guilt looks like anger against ~s. I didn't 
need to think about it when I was doing my "psychy" 
(psychiatric training) but when you're in this sort of 
situation it's not so easy.'' (SRN) 

.. ''We sometimes get 'psychiatric' nurses working in the 
department. They have different attitudes to patients and 
relatives - mot·e friendly, I suppose, less reserved. I 
don't knovt ho\'1 to talk to patients that v1ay." (SEN) 

' Aftet· describing their formal instruction all the nurses \'/ere then 

asked to des cri be the other v/ays, apart from fol"flla 1 instruction, by 

which they bel·ieved they ha~ learnt or were lear·ning to communicate \'lith 

patients' t·e 1 a ti ves. The replies fa 11 into four groups, a sma 11 number 

of nurses nan:i ng two methods: 

1) By making mistakes and/or by trial and errot· 22 

2) Picking it up as you go along 19 

3) Watching other people do it 22 

4) Don ' t know 10 

(There ·is probably no real distinction between (2) and (3) but they 

are cl as sed as they 1·1ere 'offr.n~d'). 

It would apper..r from these results that most of the skills which 
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nurses acquire in order to communicate with relatives are acquired in 

the ward itself, for as Bendall (1975) has pointed out, trainee nurses 

will follow the role models they find in the clinical situation rather 

than what they are taught in the school. 'Teaching by example' is the 

traditional method of nurse training. It is, however, haphazard.· It is 

relevant that during the fieldwork, when 'senior' nurses were carrying 

out this task, it was observed that 'junior' nurses were in most 

instances occupied with other tasks so that they could neither see nor. 

hear the encounters taking place between the 'knowledgeable' role-model 

and the relative. It is not, therefore, surprising that 22 of the nurses 

questioned ·(40.7%) believed that they had 'learnt' by 'trial and error' 

or 'by making mi s_~akes'. 
----However, it should also be pointed out that very occasionally it 

was observed that a 'senior' nurse asked a 'junior' nurse to_stay with 

her while she spoke to the relatives. 

The trained staff who were interviewed, were also asked a question 

concerning their own teaching of students and pupils with regard to 

communicating with relatives. 

All of the SEN's questioned stated that they had never taught 

students or pupils about this. Six of the SRN's believed that they did 

teach students and pupils .about communicating with relatives, but that 

this was done informally rather than formallJr. 

"At report I try and make them 'aware' of potential problems 
rather than actually teaching them. In this way it is · 
related to a.real situation." (SRN) 

The inadequacy of the 'teaching' was also recognised: 

"Most of the teaching we do is done spontaneously, but I 
probably don't put much emphasis on how this (talking to 
relatives) should be done.- We probably accept that the 
school does this." 

"Did it do this for you?" (researcher) 
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"Well frankly No!" (SRN) 

"I may mention it in passing, but it's an area of. nursing 
that often gets forgotten." 

We have focus sed so far on the "how to do it" knowledge· required 

by the 'expert' nurse, pointing out that most nurses. perceive that they . . 

are inadequately prepared to ca~ry out. this task. However, the know

ledge base of the expert comprises not only ''how to do it" knowledge,. 

but also other .forms of knowledge. These other forms of knowledge wi:ll 

be ~fscussed in the next ch~pter~ 

.,.we :have so .. far limited the discuss:ion concerning the nurse's 

socialisation to the 'preparation' she receives for her role as 'expert' 

in nurse-relative encounters. But this is a very small part of the 

nurse's socialisation process into the role of a health professional. 

A number of studies have been carried out concerning the socialisation 

of the nurse (see Anderson 1973 for bibliography) showing that he/s.he 

gradua ~Jy abso·rbs the va 1 ues, attitudes and be 1i efs shared by other 

health profess ion a ls within the hospita:i organisation. From these va:l•ues, 

attitudes and beliefs the nurse develops a theory both of wnat nursing is 

. and of the place of the relative within that structure. The nurse also 

constructs a model of what a 'good' relative is and what a 'd1Jficult' 

re la ti ve is. Some i ndi cation tias a 1 ready been given that 'good' 

relatives "do not interrupt the routine" and "do not ask too many questions". 

There are, however, other dimensions to the 'good' relative and to the 

'difficult' relative. These should be considered for they are the social 

constructs whi eh occur as a result of nurse soci a 1 i sa ti on and whi eh the 

individual nurse brings to each encounter with the relative. 

Some· nurses found it difficult to identify the characteristics 

which defi-ned a good relative, although they all accep·ted that they 



'1 abell ed' relatives as 'good' or 'difficult'. Because the · 'good' 

relatilve was not perceived as a proMem. most nurses had not really 

ton!!idered how they cane to be so defined: 

"Good relatives? You don't really notice them. do you?" (SRN1) · 

"I've never thought about what makes a good relative. 
tell you what makes a difficult one though!" 

)_ 

I can . 
(SRN) 

The 'good' relative characteristics identified by. the nurses. 

interviewed' related (a) to the relative as a person. (b.) to the patient 1 

(c) to the organisation. and (d) to the nurse. 

a) The 'good' r:e:lative a~ a person is one: 

"who is able to cope" 

"who is able to use his/her common sense" 

"who is 'tolerant' and 'nice'. 

.. b) The 'good' relative vi s-a-vis the- pati en.t is a person: 

"who vis1ts regularly" --
"who shows an interest in the care of the patient and his/her. 

treatment" 

"who accepts. that everything is being done for the patient's good". 

c) The 'good' relative vis-a-vis the organisation_~s one: 

"who accepts that the hospital cannot be as personal as home" 

"who visits only in set hours" 

"who leaves when asked". 

d) The 'good' relative vis-a-vis the nurse is one: 

"who lets the nurse get on with her job" 

"who 11 s tens" 

"who asks questions at the right time". 
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'Difficult' relative characteristics were much more easily - . 

identified by the nurses interv.iewed, and were also related to the 

sa~ four categories as the 'good' re'lati ve. 

a} The 'difficu·lt' relative as a person is one: 

"who expresses his guilt as anger" 

"who worries unnecessarily". 

b) The 'difficult' relative vis-a-vis the patient is one: 

"who doesn ' t come when needed"· 

"who thinks that once the:patient is admitted that that is the 

end of his/her respons i bi 1i ty" 

"who brings all their personal troubles to the patient making 

h·im/her anxious" 

"who is disinterested in the patient's treatment". 
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Some of the interview data concerning 'good' and 'difficult' 

relatives related to relatives who were the _parents of children admitted 

-- as patients:' 
.· .. 

'Df·ffi cult' mothers are those: 

"who do not persuade the child to co-operate" 

nwho refuse to give consent for the chi 1 d' s treatment" 

"who send children to the hospital on their own as out-patients, 

for uncomfortab 1 e procedures". 

c) The 'difficult' relative vis-a-vis the organisation is the person: 

"who cannot understand that there are other patients who need more 

attention than their patient" 

"who becomes 'stroppy' if they have to. wait, either in the Accident 

and Emergency Department, or outside the ward for whatever reason" · 

1. The small amount of data concerning the mothers anp fathers of children 
admitted foll ow.ing non-acci denta 1 injury is not included because the . 
emotional response of the nurse to such a ~ituation couM indicate the 
perception of the nurse to the situation, rather than his/her response 

, to the individual relati·ve. 
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.. who expects too much from the National Health Service. 

e.g. transport". 

d) The ·'difficult' relative vis-a-vis· the nurse is the person: 

"who 1s 'belligerent'. 'rude'. 'antagonistic' and 'demanding 11
' 

"Who wn 1 try and tell the nurse what he/she should do" 

"who bothers the nurse with trivial things" 

"who wn 1 interrupt even though the nurse is busy" 

"who· wi 1 1 'shop around'". 

Violent relatives were also classified as 'difficult', although 
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such relati-ves were usually only found in the Accident and Emergency 

department. This mode of behaviour was always associated by the 'nurse 

with e>ither extreme stress or with alcohol. Some relatives were also 

classified as difficult because they "encouraged others to be difficult", 

although no nurse specified 'how' this could happen. 

The picture which emerges is one of a very well-defined model of the 
~ 

difficult relative, which develops as a result of the nurse's socialisation, 
. . 

in which certain characteristics are labelled as more desirable than others, 

and which is reinforced as a result of experience •. However, it should be 

pointed out that while this model was applied by nurses to relatives, almost 

every nurse pointed out that·difficult relatives are-in a minority~ 

"Yes there are difficult relatives, I've certainly met a few, 
·but on the whole most relatives are very good." 

(SRN) 

"You come across them now and again, they look at you as if 
you're~ tyrant that they're determined to overcome, but I 
can't really say I have much trouble with them.". (SEN) 

We have so far considered the preparation of the nurse for her 

'expert' role as part of the -sociaHsation process into the role of the 

nurse,· and aiso briefly examined the way his/her sociaHsation could 
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lead ·to the development of models of 'good'' and • 'difficult.' relati,ves. 

We should ·now turn our attention to certain aspects of re1ati-ve 

socialisation. 

Re-lati-ve Socia11sation 

Some attention has already been given to different aspects of 

relaUve socialisation throughout the text. lt.was indicated in 
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Chapter 5 that the protocol of v.isiting wa~ not. left··to chance but that 

c;ertain measures were adopted by the organisation, and by the nurse as a 

representative of that organisation, to ensure that the· relatiVe adopted 

the 'correct' modes of behaviour commensurate with the role of visitor 

as defined by the organisation. 

An indication was also gi.ven in Chapter 7 that the socialisation 

of some relatives prior to the patient being admitted to hospital:, made 
. , 

them more likely to be successful in the r_ole of 'information gatherer'. -. 

-·--·-- · It was-·also pointed out that some relatives adopted the strategy of 

/__- 'shopping around' in.order to clarify or. obtain further information 

concerning the ~tient. 

'Becoming' a relative, unlike 'becoming' a nurse, does not admit 

the role incumbent to a tightly-knit social group with well developed 

values, beliefs and attitudes. However, there is a small amount of 

data which indicates that not only do some relatives have certain 

'relative ski.l1s' before the patient is admitted, but that some 

re1atives also develop relative skills during their relati.ve career . 
• 

Some _intimation was given concerning this in Chapter 6 in which 

the initiation of encounters was discussed. There it was shown that 

some relatives 'selected' an appropriate nurse based on their previous 

experience of encounters w.ith a number of nurses. Other relatives also 

") 
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'learnt' to select an _appropriate. nurse after a short period of being 

. a rdative. based either on the reconunendations of patients "and other 

relatives or on the.l~own perception ~ased on their acquired knowledge 

concerning the status in the hierarchy of di.fferent nurses. . . . 
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During the period' of the patient's stay in hospital some relatives 
_, 

· · · -. not only ta 1 ked to the patient. but a 1 so to other patients and their 

-.... _ 

. _/,......... 

re.latives. In this way the more experienced patients and relatives 

passed on ;the cultur:e of the ward. Snatches of such conversations were 

recorded during the field work: 
.- .-, .. _--. ..,~-

. -
1) . "The nurse won't be able to help you _with that 11\Y dear. it's 

2) 

the' social worker you need.~· 

"How do I get hold of her?" 

"Oh you'll have to ask the nurse first, she'll make an 

appointment for you." . ··-. 

"I always try and see sister in the afternoon, she's not so 

busy then." 

· 3) "No, that one's a voluntary worker. not a nurse, the nurses 

wear hats." 

It was also noted that when one relative left a ward to enquire 

about a patient, on his return other relatives in that small ward area 

would perceive that it was a 'suitable' time for such encounters to take 

place and would also t~ and initiate an encounter. Similarly it was 

also noted that when one relative in the Accident and Emergency department 

decided to leave the waiting area to try and find out what was happening, 

other re,latives did the same. 
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·--··rt ·was riot ·v~r.Y easy for relatives to acquire the interactional 

skills they Jieedei:f to be a 'successfu~' client, for they had 1 ittle 
- .. . . '. . 

opportunity to observe other relatives in the client role. However, 

there is some evi~ence to show that as- relatives become more familiar 

with the role of·c.Uent they become more confident in using their new 

knowledge to formulate speci.fic questions, and therefore increase the 

likelihood of their obtaining the information they required. 

· 'lt WillS not possible to question relatives about their perception 

of the way in which they had acquired ··re-iatfve skills'. but there is 

some_JF!d]l::_!!ti_o~ -~" the numerous conversations held wi·th relatives 

that they realised that they had made some positive effort to 'learn' 

the role: 

1) "I asked my brother who I should see when my wife came in 
if I wanted to kno~1 anything .. His wife was in last year 
so he knew the ropes." · 

2) "Well it's a bit strange when you first start visiting.., 
you're--not sure what to do or where you can go or even 

-·- who you can see. But you soon see what others do." 

One more point should be made concerning the roles of the nurse ·and 

expert and the relative as client. The socialisation process of the 

nurse prepares her to manage many different encounters with many 

different relatives -concern.ing many different patients. The relative 

·is socialised to become a client relating only to his/her and the 

patient's needs, he is therefore better placed to penetrate the 

strategies and assumptions which the nurse brings to the encounter. 

The relative can achieve a very powerful position in the encounter .for 

he is in a position to by-pass the nurse by appealing to the doctor 

or to the hospita1l and-if necessary to by-pass the organi sa ti on. by 

appea·ling to the Ombudsman. It is not, therefore, surprising that 

the relative may appear intimidating to the nurse, if he/she adopts 

' 

- ,; 
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a fonn of behaviour which the nurse perceives as difficult. This 

of itself can 1be helpful to the relative in that he/she may achieve 

his/her ends, but it can also be counter-productive, for the nurse· 

may react negatively. 

-..· 
Having considered, a·lbeit briefly, the socialtsation process of 

both the nurse and the patient's relative, we should now discuss the 

findings reported in previous chapters. 

·o::·' 

--
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CHAPTER 14 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING PRACTICE 

Introduction 

The first objective of this study was to determine the purpose 

and form of the encounters which take place between nurses and 

patients' .relatives. This has been des cri bed· in previous chapters. · 

We must now turn our attention to the second and final objective of 
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the study and try to account for the behaviours descr:ibed, for as w.eber 

has indicated, the task of the sociologist is to make sense of, or 

understand, the meanings and motives which people bring to their 

behaviour. 

We sha~l begin by listing the main findings. This will be 

followed by a discussion of these findings which will enable us to ·, ---
-- consider their implication for nursing practice. 

Summary of Main Findings 

1. It_has been shown that due to social change the roles· of both 

of the participants in the nurse-relative relationship have 

undergone considerable change, particufarly during the last 

twenty years. There is also some suggestion that these roles 

are still in transition. 

2. It has been shown that the encounters between nurses and patients' -relattves take place in a work setting in which the work of 

nurses is routinised, and that relatives as work objects are not 

easily incorporated into the routine. Therefore a·ll aspects of 
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nursing practice vis-a-vis the relati.ve are subject to work

flow uncertainty. 

3. It was found that: 

a) most encounters between these two groups are purposeful 

.• Jnterchanges engineered by one or other of the participants 

for a specific purpose. and that 

b)' most encounters between these two groups are initiated 

by the relatives (75.5%). 

4. It was indicated that in most nurse-relative encounters the 

participants either adopted or.we~ cast into different roles 

relating to the. purpose of the encounter. resulting in a number 

of role-specific forms of the nurse-relative relationship. In 

most of these role-specific fonns of nurse-relative relationship 

the nurse adopts or is cast into the role· of 'expert'. while the 

relattve-adopts. or is cast. into the complementary role of 

'client•. 

5. The di ffer~'!t fonns of client-expert encounters which were 

identified are: 

.a) the relative as a 'gatherer of information' --nurse in a 

complementary role. 

b) the nurse as an 'announcer/forewarner' - relative in a 

complementary role. 

c) the nurse as a 'counsellor•. 'giver of advice•. 'reassurer' 

-~lative in a complementary role. 

d) the nurse as a 'collector of information'- the ~lative 

as a 'surrogate patient'. 

e) the relative as 'patient's agent' - nurse in complementary 

role. 
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f) .the .nurse as 'teacher' -· the relative as ' 1 earner' , 

g). the nurse and the relatives of the dying patient, 

h) the nurse as 'host' - the relative as 'visitor'. 

6. It was found that many nurse..;re.lative encounters which were 

engineered for a specific purpose, could be described as 

'successful' in that the objectives for which the encounter was 

initiated were achieved. It was also found that, by the same 

definition, some nurse-re 1 ati ve encounters cou·ld be des cri bed as 

'unsuccessful'. 

7. It was found that in some nurse-re.lative encounters nurses would 

adopt behaviour patterns which·can be described as avoidance· 

strategies. The avoidance strategies identified were those of 

'role-switching', 'making excuses' and 'making a non-response'. 

8. Finally, it was shown that some relatives are more competent than 

others at 'gathering information'. ----
These findings will now be di~cussed in more detail, the first 

three in short individual sections, the next four tooether in one 
... -. . -

section for these would appear to be the. most significant and that the 

other findings relate to these, and the last finding iri a short final 

section. 

1. The effect of social change on the nurse-relative relationship 

The traditional nurse-relative relationship was constrained by 

organi sati on3 1 rules whi eh defined the behaviour of both nurses and 

relatives within ·the hospital setting. The rules which governed the 

form of interaction which could take place between these two groups 

served to protect the nurse, for they helped to legitimate her 

authQrity within the hospital hierarchy and provided. her with a secure 
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base from whtch she could operate. In th.is way they. protected her from 

unwanted responsibility. Mthough the evidence is sparse concerning; 

the ir:adi·tional nurse-relative relationsMp, the indications are that 

the role of the nurse w.ithiri that relationship was mainly confined to 

ensuring that the relatives conformed to the rules concerning both 
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access and behaviour. Th.is is supported by the indication that a 

'conspiracy of silence• (Titmuss 1963) existed between the nursing and 

medical profession with regard to information concerning the patients• 

illness, and that little account was taken of relatives • psycho-socia 1 

needs at that time. The one group of relatives who did appear to 

receive other attention from nurses were the relatives· of dying patients. 

Changes within society during the post-war years have altered this 

traditional relationship. Organisational rules have had to be relaxed 

in response to environmental pressure and relatives.now"have certain 

expectations concerning both their need for information and .other needs. 

Many of these changes have taken place within the working life of nurses ----- . . 
·-...._ --

on duty in the wards at the present time, and in spite of administrative 

changes vis-a-vis the social position of the relative, traditional 

attitudes among nurses still, to some extent, persist. 

Resistance to change is a well recognised occupational phenomenon. 

Johns (1973) has pointed out that "despite the adaptive characteristics 

of man as a biologi~al organism, resistance to change is an endemic 

feature of the ~tork environment" (p. 14). Individuals tend to resist 

change because they want to maint"ain an existing equilibrium. It has 

also been pointed out that it is not the change itself which causes the 

resistance, but the meaning of the change for the people involved (Sayles 

and Strauss 1966). 

The meaning of the change for nurses is quite considerable. ·Firstly 

it has been shown in the text that the present-day role of the nurse 
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vis-a-vis the relathes takes many fonns, in which the nurse either. 

adopts, or is cast into the role of 'expert', whHe the relative adopts 

or 1s cast into a complementary role. Secondly, it has also been shown 

·in the text that the nurse is not well ·prepared through her nurse train

ing progranune for this expert role. · Thirdl.y, relatives are now in the 

ward itseU for long periods of the day, and can therefore 'interrupt' 

the work flow. Finally, the role of the nurse vis-a-vis the relatives 

is still subject to a shifting definition, and the task of 'seeing the 

relatives', unli~ke other nursing tasks, is not yet dearly defined between 

doctor and nur-Se, nor is it a ta~k whi eh can be easily 'proceduri sed' . 1 

All of these factors give rise to uncertainties. The nurse is no 

longer in a well-defined role, nor does she have the protection of the 

rules to offer her security within the relationship. In-this way 

although the changes have been beneficia 1 for both of the participants 

in the re.lationship in that they allow the possibility of greater 

negotiation, they may, because of the lack of preparation for the --
--<'expert' role, be undesirable to some extent for the nurse. 

2. Work-flow uncertainty 

Work-flow uncertainty was also traditionally controlled by the 

or:ganisational rules which restricted the relatives' access to the 

ward. When this control was removed the nurse was forced to adopt the 

organisational task of 'smoothing the input' for as Mott (1972) has 

indicated "organisations .abhor uncertainty". 

The task of 'smoothing the input' can be difficult, for the needs 

of relativeS'" cannot easily be predicted. Relatives are also present 

fn t~e ward for long periods of the day, during which time there is 

always a possibility that they will 'interrupt' the work-flow. One 

1. Many nursing tasks are carried out according to the 'procedure' for 
each individual hospital. The 'procedures' were drawn up by a 
Procedure Committee made up of senior nurses in the hospi ta 1 in 
which the research took place. 
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way by which the work-flow can be maintained is to reduce the possibiHty 

of 'interruption'. 'Interruption' of the work-flow is deterred in two 

. ways. Firstly, by the prevailing e~hos of the ward, tha.t of 'being 

busy'. and secondly by the adoption of ·individual strategies. 

'Being busy' is related to 'getting the work done' which of itself 

is related to the routine of the ward. This of itself creates a barrier 

between the relative and the nurse. If the· relative perce1ves a need to 

interact with a nurse for some purpose, she/he needs to breach the barrier 

which is' erected _by this group strategy. 

Nurses were also observed to adopt individual strategies which 

likew,ise effecti'fely created a barrier which had to be breached by the 

relative. The two individual strategies adopted by nurses were those 

of the 'legitimate gait' and of 'seeing but not seeing'. 

The use of such strategies was justified by nurses in terms of 

'getting the work done' and relative who did not interrupt the work-

-·- flow were perce~ved as 'good' relatives. 

3. Nurse-relative encounters as purposeful interchanges 

Most of the encounters which take place between these two groups 

are engineered for a specific purpose, and most of them are also 

.initiated by re•latives (75.5%). However, because of the prevailing 

·ethos of 'being busy', and the other strategies adopted by nurses 

which deter the relative from initiating encounters, the relative has · 

to perceive that the purpose for which he desires to initiate an 

encounter with a nurse is important enough to breach these barriers. 

In some instances it was found that the relatives finally decided that 

their perceived 'purpose' was too trivial, compared to the nurses' 

'bLisyness' which they needed to interrupt. 
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T;he importance of this find.ing cannot be overlooked and will 

be discussed' again later in connection with ·the implications for 

nursing practice. 

4-7. The nurse as an 'expert' and the relative as 'client' 

We should now consider the other findings of this study, concern

ing the nurse-relative relationship as an expert-client relationship. 

It has been shown throughout the text that in the majority of nurse

relative encounters the nurse is cast by the relative into the role · 

of 'expert'. She· is cast as an expert in the role of 'information 

giver' in response to relatives' questions; he/she is cast as an 

expert 'counsellor', 'giver of advice', and 'reassurer'; finally, 

..... _ . 

she is cast as an expert in the care of the relatives of the dying 

patient. In all the other forms of relative-nurse· encounter the nurse 

herself adopts the ro'l e of expert. 

It_has ·a:rfeady been po·inted out that this is a comparatively 

recent development in the nurse-rel~tive relationship, and there 

have been indications throughout the text that although the nurse· 
r-. 

may be cast into this role, there are times when she is unable to 

fulfi 1 it. 

I.t has been shown in previous chapters that in some instances the 

role behaviour of the nurse as 'expert', possessing such a body of 

knowledge, was commensurate with the relatives' expectations. But it 

has also been shown that in a number of encounters the nurse did not 

display 'expert' behaviour as expected by the relative, so that the 

original aim of the interchange was not necessarily achieved. 
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In order to understand· the behayiour adopted by nurses when

•-cast' into the expert rote, some attention must aga-in be paid to 

the. socio-structural factors. described in the text, which appear 

to constrain the know]edge base of the nurse. _ I,t will be argued in 

this discussion that the confliict which occurs because of the 

relatives' expectations of the nurse. and her own lack of know.ledge to 

fulfil these expectations, leads to role strain. It will also be 

argued that the-avoidance strategies used by nurses in some. nurse

relative encounters are chosen by h:im/her to minimise role strain. 

Role strain occurs if, after being 'cast'. into a r.ole the ro:le 

incumbent does not have the 'knowledge' to fulfil that ro~e. for as 

·Znaniecki (1940) has indicated "every individual who performs any 

social role is supposed by his social circle to possess the knowledge 

indispensable for its normal performance"-'(p. 24). · 

Before relating the notion that the nurse adopts certain 
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-- strateg1es to minimise role strain to t.he ev-idence from the data, we

shall first establish that the knowledge, which is necessary to fulfil 

the role of nurse as expert vis-a-vis the rel'ative as client, is 

constrained in different ways. We shall do this by relating the socio

structural factors which tiave been identified in the text to the 'expert' 

role of the nurse as an 'information giver', for it was in this role 

that either all or a combination of these constraints could operate, 

although, as indicated in the text, some of these constraints could 

also operate on a'll of the other 'expert' roles into which the nurse 

was cast. 

Before looking at the-se factors we should briefly state the 
-

'knowledge' required by the nurse to carry out the 'expert' role of 

'inforniation giver'. In order to meet the relatives' need for 
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infonnation i.t was suggested in Chapter 7 that the ·nurse required 

three .different sorts of know.ledge: · 

(ay she needs to 'know' the answer to.the relatives' question(s), 

(b) she needs to 'know' that she is 'allowed' to give the relati.ve 

the in.fonnation required, 

(c) she needs to 'know' how to give the infonnation in a way which 

is understood by the relative. 

The factors whi eh constrain this 'knowledge' wi 11 be con si de red 

under four different headings, although this is to some extent an 

artificial division, for there is some overlap between these different 

factor-groupings. Attention will first of all be paid to the 'patient 

factors', followed by a discussion of the 'doctor factors'. 'nursing/ 

medical practice factors' and 'nursing/practice factors' (see diagram 

overleaf) . 
. --

Patient factors 

The expert role of the nurse as infonnation giver is to some 

extent constrained by two factors relating to the patient. In the 

. first instance, the nurse can be constrained by the concept of 'medical 

uncertainty', and secondly, the nurse can be constrained by the notion 

of 'confidentiality'. 

a) Medical uncertainty 

There is an element of medical uncertainty associated with the 

treatment of illness which to some extent constrains all infonnation 

concerning the patients·• diagnosis. Although this element exists, a 
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TABLE 6 

FACTORS WHICH CONSTRAIN THE 'EXPERT' . ROLE OF THE. NURSE 

LEADING TO ROLE STRAIN 

Nursing practice factors . 

nurse education 
poor recording of task 

Nursing/medical practice factors 

Doctrine of Reserve/Conspiracy of Silence 
doctor as 'controller' of information 
lack of task definition 

"EXPERT" ROLE 
· OF NURSE 

.. 

• 
I 

Patient factors 

medical uncertainty 
confi denti a 1 i ty 

Doctor factors 

Doctor as prime holder of 
infonnation 

ideology of doctor 

w 
0"1 
c.n . 
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·number of studies have indicated that this is not a central determinant 

of what is, or is not, communicated to patients and relatives (Davis 

· 19~5. Mclntosh, :1977). Davis (1965) concludes. that "clearly .•. 

clinkal (medica,l) uncerta.inty is not respons,ib:le for a,ll that is not 

communicated to the patient and his family. Other factors, interests 

and circumstances intrude in the rendering of medical prognoses ... " 

(p. 318). However, medical uncertainty, wMle by no means the only 

factor which can constrain the knowledge base of the nurse, cannot be 

totaHy disregarded. 

b) Confi denti a 1 ity 

Some information concerning the patient's i 11 ne ss will remain 

confidential to the patient himself, either at his request or because 

a professional judgement concerning the nature of the information is 

made. This 1~as particularly evident in the gynaecological ward, in . ''' 

which nurses were given specific instructions concerning matters which --
··- the patient might wish to remain confidential. 

The knowledge base of the nurse is constrained by these two 

notions, that of clinical uncertainty, and that of confidentiality in 

two different ways. Because of the former, the nurse may not. 'know' 

the information requested by the relative and because of the latter 

she may 'know' the information but not 'know' whether or not she should 

share this information with the relatives. 

Doctor factors 

a) Doctor as 'prime holder' of information 

It was shown in the text that the doctor as the director of the 

patient's care is the 'prime holder' of all the information available 
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conce.rning the patient's illness. Some of this. information will be· 

shared with the nurse, but there wi 11 be times when the nurse will be 

con.fronted by questions for information which she at that time does 

not 'know', a:Uhough the information iS 'held' by the doctor. This 
. ' 

creates a problem because of the relatives' expectation that the. nurse 

is of sufficient status within the hospital hierarchy to also 'hold' 

such information. This is not a universal expectation, for in some 

cultures nurses are not perceived to hold this status and would not be 

'cast' into this role. The relative would, in such cultur:es, go 

directly to the 'prime holder' of the information, 'i.e. the doctor for 

this information. 

b) The ideology of the doctor 

There is some evidence that in addition to responding to the 

doctor as an individual, with individual preferences which can be 

acconunodated, nurses also respond to the ideology of the doctor. 
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~. Geertz_(1964rhas suggested that ideologies give cognitive and normative 

order to particular aspects of soci.a:l realtiy, and that by 'naming' 

situations they _gntail an attitude towards them. He has pointed out 

that the construction and use of an ideology takes place in the public 

world where "people talk together, name things, make assertions, and, 

to a degree, understand each other". In this way~ -although 'the doctor', 

as pe.rceived by nurses, means more than the individual doctor, this 

meaning may not be subject to standards of scientific rationality, but 

it serves to make sense of action in a particular situation . 

.,. 
Closely related to .the 'doctor factors' are those factors which 

relate to medica.l/nursing practice. We shall ther:efore discuss the 

way that the 'doctor factors' constrain the nurses' knowledge base, 

after we have discussed this third group of socio-structural factors. 



Medical/nursing practice factors 

a) Doctrine of Reserve/Conspiracy of silence 

It would appear that information ·concerning the patient's illness 

was traditionally withheld from the relative. and t:rom the patient. 

and that a ':conspiracy of silence• could be detected between nurse and 

doctor in this matter (Titmus 1963). Withholding such information was 

legitimised as being in the patient's (and relatives) best interests, 

but as Schrock (1979) has indicated. this claim rested largely on 

11 paterna,listic assumptions of professional superiority .. (p. 147). 

A number of studies carried out in the early 1960's identified 

'lack of information• as a major source of complaint among patients 

and relatives (McGhee 1961, Skipper 1965. Cartwright 1964 and others). 

In response to the discussion provoked by such studies it would appear 

that the traditional 'conspiracy of silence• no longer constrains 

information-giving to the extent which it did thirty years ago. This .--
is .not. to suggest. however, that there .is not some sort of 'conspi1racy' 

between nurses and doctors concerning the withholding of information. 

It has been suggested in the text that from the data collected for 
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this study. the indications are that a 'doctrine of reserve• operates, 

so that the amount and type of information given to patients and 

relatives is related to a 'professional judgement• concerning the 

•suitability• of the patient or relative to receive such information. 

This proposition would need to be tested more vigorously before positive 

assertions could be made. but there is evidence to suggest that such a 

notion is perceived by some of the nurses interviewed, and as such 

constrains the nurses• 'expert• role. 

b) The doctor as 'controller• of information 

Closely related to the 'doctrine of reserYe/conspiracy of 
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sillence factor' is the doctor's i nsti tutiona11ly defined status as 

··controller' ·of the infonnation to be shared with others. He/she 
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makes the decision concerning how much information is to be shared, with· 

the relative, and, as has been indicated in other studies (Faulkner 1980; 

· Rosenthal and others 1980), as well as in this study, nurses usually 

abide by this decision even in those instances when they privately 

disagree with it. 

c) Lack of task definition 

It was shown in the text that historically both doctors and 

nurses were involved in applying the rules which controlled the 

relative's access to the patient and his behaviour. At presE>nt the 

task of 'seeing' the patient's relatives is one which is still shared 

between doctor and nurse. In some instances the arrangements for 'who 

does what' were clearly defined, the doctor making a positive statement 

that he wished to 'see' certain relatives, likewise some relatives would 

----,_ ask to -'see'the doctor. But, as already indicated, most relatives 

expected the nurse to be able to fulfil this role. The problems which 

occurred related to the nurse's perception of·whether or not this was 

a nursing or a medical task. 

The lack of task definition is not unique to the task of 'seeing 

the relatives', but it acted as a constraint on the nurse's knowledge 

concerning whether or not she was 'allowed' to give the infonnation 

requested by the relative. 

It was not possible, within the confines of the present study, 

to discover exactly how 'who does what' was established, although this 

might have been a useful cont~ibution to the present debate concerning 

the division of labour within the medical and nursing profession, 



encapsulated in-th~ concept of. 'the extended role. of the nurse' . 1 

The factors which arise out of the doctor/nurse relationship 
. 

appear from the data collected for thi-s study to be more significant 

than those which arise t:rom the nurse-patient relationship and those 

which arise out of nurs·ing. practice. 
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It has already been suggested that the 'reaHty' may be less. 

s1gn1.ficant than the ideo1logy. for as Dodd (1974) has indicated, al.though 

the consultant i.s a major influence on the socia·l activity of a ward. 

there 1s little evidence to indicate that there is any direct inter

ference by doctors into nursing 'work'. 

In the present study the indications are that nurses were left. 

1n most instances. to make the decision concerning which relatives they 

. perceived should see a doctor. and which relatives they perceived they 

were 'expert' enough to manage. However, this somewhat over-simplifies 

the issue for- the ideology of the doctor is very pervasive in this .-· 
aspect of nursing practice. Likewise. nurses often have no opti~n but 

to 'front' for the doctor. for the nurse is always geographically 

located in the ward and the doctor is not always 'available'. 

The combination of all the factors which arise out of the nurse-

doctor relationship appear to constrain both the nurse's actual 

'knowledge' concerning information of the patient's illness. which may 

be requested by the relative. and her knowledge of whether or not she 

is 'allowed' to share this information with them. 

Before we finally consider the effect of these constraints we must 

turn to the last group of factors which may affect the nurses' 'expert' 

1. For an account of the present state of the debate see the RCN 
publication "The Extended Clinical Role of the Nurse". 1979. 



role. These are the factors which derive from nursing practice 

itself. 

Nursing Practice Factors 

a) Nurse education 

· I.t was shown in Chapter 13 that most nurses felt inadequately 

prepared for their 'expert' role vis-a-vis the patients' relatives·. 

·. This finding relates to similar findings concerning the communication 

skills n.eeded by the nurse to fully meet the needs of the patient 

(Faulkner 1980, Clarke 1980). This acted as a constraint on the nurse 

as an 'infonnati.on giver' for she was not always able to give the 

information required in a way which was understood by the relative. 

b) Poor recording of task 

This would appear to be the least significant constraint on the 

expert role of the nurse, but it cannot be overlooked. If either a 

nurse or a doctor 'sees' the relatives, this fact is recorded in the 

patient's nursing notes. But very little indication is given in such 

notes concerning 'what' has been discussed. A brief phrase such as 

'relatives seen by doctor' may summarise a five-minute interview. 

Nurses who are confronted by relatives at a later date will therefore 

·'know' that the relative has been seen, but in many instances will 
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'not know' what he/she has been told. This lack of knowledge can there

fore lead to reluctance to discuss certain aspects of the patient's 

illness, because the nurse does not wish to give contradictory 

infonnation. 

~Je have so far in this section focussed on the socio-structural 

factors which can constrain the nurse's 'knowledge' as an 'expert 

information giver'. We should now consider whether or not these 
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factors can a 1 so constrain the other 'expert' roles 1 nto which the 

nurse is cast. 

The two other 'expert' roles into which the nurse is cast are 

that of 'counsellor' (giver of advice and reassurance) and that of 

'carer of the relatives of the dying patient'. 

Nurse as counsellor (giver of advice and reassurance) 

3"12. 

.It was shown that this was a comparatively new .role for the nurse, 
. . 

and that in most instances, nurses felt unprepared for this role. The 

'knowledge' needed by the nurse in order to·cc.rry out this socia·l ro.le 

was more speci fie to the task, than lhe knowbdge requ~·red as 'giver of 

information'. The nurse needed two sorts of interrelated knowledge for 

this role: 

a) she/he needed 'knowledge' concerning the effects of illness and 

hospitalisation on the family, 

b)' sne/he needed 'knowledge' of how to· utilise such knowledge in 

order to effectively 'counsel', 'give advice to' or 'reassure' 

. the relative. 

This aspect of ·nursing practice was also to some extent constrained 

by medical /nursing. practice' factors and nurs.i ng practice factors. 
. . 

Firstly, it was constrained because-of lack of task defin:ition, not 

only between nurses and doctors but a 1 so btween nurses and other 

members cf the hospital -organisation, for it was suggested by some 

nurses that re 1 ati ves needing such be 1 p should be seen by either the 

medical social worker or the hospftal chaplain. Secondly, the main 

constraint on this form of interaction with relatives was perceived 

by nurses to be the lack of p_repara:ticn for this role in the educational 

preparation of the nurse. It was· found that·most nurses perceived thut .. 

·~ 
' ., 

I 
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they had 1 ittle understanding of the psycho-social effects of illness · 

and hospitalisation on the relatives, nor did they perceive that they 

had the necessary skills to intervene effectively in this situation. 

The nurse as carer of the relatives of the dying pati.ent 

It was pointed out in Chapter 12 that only a few encounters 
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between nurses and the relatives of dying patients were observed. 

Nevertheless, because of the amount of previous work in this area it was 

possible to relate the findings of the present study to these studies. 

It was indicated in Chapter 12 that many nurses find that their 

·encounters with the relatives of the dying pat.1~nts are s,tressfu~. 

Some studies, for example, the study by Birch (1978), have indicated 

that nurses are ill-prepared for th:ls role by the.i.r educational .•. . . . 
programme. Other studies have indicated that nurses. and doctors, not 

only receive little preparation for this task, but that they also 

,--receive little help or support to enable them to·'come .to. terms' with 
' . 

such situations. The main constraint in. this area of the nurse-relati've 

relationship would. therefore also appear to be related to inadequate 

preparation for this role.-·. 

What ',/e have done so far is to present a structural view o.f the 

setti,ng in whi eh nurses are expected by relatives to ful f:ll an 'expert' 

role. But although these structural factClrs constrain the limits of 

social action with~n a setting, the social actors within that setting 

are still able to determine what they choose to do, according to their 

definition of the situation within these limits. 

The nurse cast into the role of 'expert' by the relati 1Ve within 

the social structure described above will f(il into one of three groups. 

This 'grouping' \'/.1 11 of itse 1f determine the. behavfoura 1 options open 
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to him/her·. The three groups are: 

a) the nurse who has all .of the knowle.dge required· in order to. 

fulfi~l the expert role, 

b) the nurse ~1ho has none of the knmo~l edge required· in order to 

fulfi 1 the.expert role, 

c) the nurse who has some of the kn01·1l edge required 'in order to 

ful:fi 1 the expert role. 

a') The nurse ~li th 'full knowledge' 

The nurse with 'full' knowledge who is c~st into the role of 

expert has two options open to her. She can either negotiate \'Jith the 

relative to\'/ards a successful outcome, or she can use avoidance 

strategies. It was found that most. of the nurses with 'full' knowledge 

di d·.attempt to ful fi 1 this ro 1 e in a way \~hi eh was commensurate with 

the relatives' expectations. Few nurses with 'full' knowledge ~1ere 

observed to choose the latter option, except in the matter of withhold-i.ng 

information concerning the patient's illness. If the nurse had all the 

knowledge required and used avoidance strateg~ies he/she i ntenti ona.lly 

left the relatives' needs unmet. Other studies have indicated that 

intentional withholding of information in this way can be seen as a 

means of ccntrolling the relationship by the nurse (or other 

professional). 1 Ve~ few encounters were observed in which the nurse 

with full kno\'11 edge chose to act in this way. and while the 

indications are that in such instances information could have been 

withheld as a means of control, in the few encounters observed it was 

also possible to describe this choice of action.as idiosyncratic. 

1. The li'~erature concerning this aspect is revie\~ed by Mclntosh 
(1977). 

.: ,: .I 
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b) The nurse with 'no knowledg~' 

The nurse wi.th no knowledge has only one course of action open 

to. her, that of 'role-sw:itching'. M though this has been described 

in the text as .an avoidance strategy, it is also a strategy which, if 

the nurse has no knowledge, can be functional for the relative. The 

ta~k of 'seeing the relatives' is associated with a certain level of 

seniority within the nursing hierarchy, although no clear distinction 

ex·ists between 'being too junior' and 'being. senior enough' to carry 

•Out this task. As indicated in Chapter 13 most nurses perce·i·ve that 

they learn to carry out this task by watching other people do it, so 

·it would appear that 'being senior enough' is rerated to the amount of 

opportunit;y given to the nurse ~11th regard to watching others. 
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It would appear that nurses who have full knowledge, or nurses who ... 
-have no knowledge, are not subject to role strain t'or their cho.ice of 

options is clearly defined. The group of nurses who appear to have 

, ... most difficult;y with· this role are.those in the thi.rd group, i,e. those 

with fragmentary knowledge. It is also into this group that most 

nurses fall, \'lhen they are cast into the expert role. 

c) The nurse with 'fragmenta cy knowledge' 

It would appear at first sight that the nurse \'lith fragmentary 

knowledge can also either choose to negotiate or she can adopt 

avoidance strategies. But because of the constraints which set limits 

to her social action, if she chooses tc adopt the fanner course of 
I 

action she lays herself open to the~possibility of 'making a.mistake',that 

is 'making a mistake' as defined by the institution. Therefore, 

although, as we h·ave shown, many nurses stated that they would have 

preferred to adopt the former course of ;;action. most nurses solved the 

problem by adopting avoidance strategies. In this way they were able 
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to reduce the role strain associated with 'making mistakes', because 

of their lack of knowledge. 

The association between role strain ~nd the choice of avoi.dance 

strategies is further supported by considering the evidence concerning 

the encounters in ~thich the nurse 'adopts' the expert role. In such 

encounters she has the knowledge tci enable her to fulfi 1 the ro·l e 

which has been adopted, and no evidence of either role strain, or the 

use of avoidance strategies were found in these encounters. 

We should now tul7n our attention to the last main finding, that 

of the 'competent' relative. 

8• The 'compP.tent' relative 

It was shown in earlier chapters that the 'relative gathering .. - ...... 
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-1nformat1 on' encounter was the most commonly occurring form of encounter.=·;: :; 

between nurses and relatives. It was also indicated at the end of 1 

Chapter 7, in which this form of encounter ~tas discussed, that· some 

rehti-ves were more 'competent' at gathering information than others. 

The notion of 'competence' in information gathering is an important one 
... · ·•:-' .:-

1n the 'COntext of 'informationexchange'. for it· was shown that the 

information revealed by the nurse depended to a large extent on 

pertinent questions posed by the relative. Generalised questions 

produced generalised replies. while specific questions produced specific 

information ~f the nurse had this knowledge • 

.. _,., .. ~::, ;. Howt.ever, the notion of the 'competent' relative has a much wider 

application when considered in the context of the relative as 'client' 

with many needs, not only the need for information. More and more 

.. ,_.clients .are developing client skills as a result of knowledge· 

dissemination in society. Lapota (1Q76) has suggested that as a result 
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of this dissemination of knowledge "more and more Americans are 

refusing to take passive and unquestioning_ stances vis-a-vis anyone,· 

even the e?<perts to \'thorn they a re forced to turn" { p. 128) . Some 

indication of this change in British society was discussed in Chapter 5 

where it \~as shcwn that the changes concerning access by relatives to 

the hospital came about largely because of consumer, that is client, 

pressure. 

Lapota (1976) and others have also suggested that as clients 

become more skilful in expert-client relations new norms guiding these 

relations will emerge, but that before these changes occur "strain and 

protest by both client and expert will continue to grow11
• 

The picture of nurse-relative encounters which·has emerged in this 

study is one in which both strain and protest exist at present. The 

incr~asing expectations of the relatives have resulted in nurses being 

cast into expert roles which they are unable to fulfil because of the 

socio-structural ct:~nstraints present within the or.9anisational 

structure of the hospital. This has led to role-strain. On the 

other side of thP. ~·elationship, relatives ~those expectations are not 

fulfilled 'protest'. 

The situation will continue until this mis-match bebteen 

expectations and expertise is resolved. 

l~e should 11ow turn our attention to the implications of these 

findings for nursing practice if a solution to this mismatch is to be 

found. 

Implications for nursing practice 

After looking at the work of the nurse in an American hospital 

Mauksh {1973) stated that the unique challenge to nursing in the 

~odern hospital, with its crowded heterogenous population, is how to 
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provide in.tin1ate persona}ised understanding relationships, despite 

the'fleeting. nature of interpersonal contacts wh1~h actually occur. 

This is the challenge to which we must now address ourselves. 

This study has to some extent confirmed the findings of other 

studies, which have shown that the nurse working in hospital ~dopts 
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the values, attitudes and beliefs of other professionals as part of his/ 

her socialisation into the professional role. From these values, 

attitudes and beliefs the nurse develops a theory of what nursing is and 

the place of the relative within that theory. 

Some indication of what the nurse's theor·y is can be seen in the 

di'l emmas experienced by the nurse, and reported i ,, this study, 1~hi eh occur 

because of the conflictbetween the ideology cf nursing practice and the

actuality. From one theoretical perspective the nurse attempts to maintain 

the -sodal order of the ward by "getting the work done", in relation to 

the routine of the ward, yet his/her socialisation also directs him/her 

towards 'the notion of total patient care, which inc.ludes care of the 

relatives. This, it has been shown, can create problems in role fulfil

ment. In order to cope with this dilemma nurs<:!~ minimise the 'problem' 

by the use of certain behavi.our strategies. 

The relative also has a "theory" of what nursing is and the place 
' 

of each r.:.Jrse within that theory. It has been indicated in the text 

that most relatives cast the nurse into the role of expert thereby 

defining his/her place within the relative's theory. 

This 'positioning' of the nurse compounds the dilemma referred to 

above, and because the nurse is often unable to fulfil the expert role 

the relative's expectations are not met. 

Unfortunately no easy soiutions to these problems present them-



sel-ves. As a result of other studies of interaction between nurses 

and patients it has been suggested that nurses should be taught 

'communication skills' in order to overcome the problems 1·1hich exist 

in such a t·clationsnip (t~acleod-CTarke 1981). However, it would be 

over-simplistic in view of the find,ings of the present" study to 

suggest that improved 'commun,ication skills' would solve the p'roblem 

identified in this relationsh,ip, although, of course, improved 

communication skills would enable the nurse to manage some of the 

distinct forms of encounter di,fferently. Whether this would lead to 

'better' care of the relatives is another matter. 

In view of the findings already discussed it would appeat·· that 

change needs to take place in b10 separate arec.s. First of all it 

would appear that there should be a change in attitudes and values so 

that the relatives' needs are no longer perceived as 'interruption' . 
. 

Such needs would not only be identified, but they would also be catered 

for in. the nursing care plan. This wou.ld necessitate a wholesale 

/-·adoption within the nursing profession of the noti'on that "illness is a 
. ' 

family affair". 

Secondly, the task of 'seeing the relatives· needs to be more 

clearly defined between the medical and nursing profession. Because 

of this lack of task definiti,on, it is difficult to apportion 

professioual accountabil'ity and responsibility vis-a-vis the relative. 

Questior.s concerning these two concepts, acco:.mtabi 1 i ty and 

responsibility, must be raised and answered before any change can take 

place. 

Having begun this discussion on a rather pessimistic note it 

should however be noted that some change has already taken place in the 

relationship between these b1o groups in recent years, and it would 
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also appear that these roles are still in transition. But, it has 

been shown, most of this change has come from en vi ronme-nta 1 pressure 

and not from. within the organisation itself. J:t is possible, however, 

that some change may soon come from \>lithin the organisation. Many 

nurses are currently discussdng documents such as ''Standards of Care'' 

(RCN 1981). The outcome of th.is d~iscussion may result in change 
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within the organisation generated by pressure from within and not from 

the ·environment. The question of how this is to be effected still needs 

to be solved. 

Oleson (1981) suggested that one of the tasks of the researcher 

is to present research findings in a way which will result in some 

're-ordering' of the reader's, or listener's, mental constructs. From. 

such_a 're-ordering' the solution to some of the problems in nursing 

praGtice may be found. 

"' 
It is to be hoped that the findings qf tliis study may lead to the 

___ I re-Ordering' Of the mental COnStrUCtS Of practising nUrSeS SO that 
,/ ,. I 

poss,ible solutions to the problems highlighted are suggested by those 

who are most concerned with 'good' nursing care, the nurse practitioners 

themsel·ves. 
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